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INDIAN USAGE

PART I.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

In 1882, about a year after the publication of my
Prospectus of the Scientific Study of the Hindu, Law,

Mr. Justice Innes, then one of the puisne judges of

the High Court of Judicature at Madras, and one

justly esteemed for his great experience, learning, and

ability, addressed to the Governor of Madras, Mr.

(now Sir M. E.) Grant-Duff, a printed letter of 110

pages, in which he did me the honour of invitino-

earnest attention to my published writings on the

matter of Hindu law as administered at Madras, and, in

particular, strongly denounced the commission that I

had ' demanded,' as being ' not necessary or desirable,'

but, on the contrary, calculated to 'be productive of

extreme inconvenience and public mischief, not to

say deplorable disaster.'

Part of his ' Prefatory Letter ' ran as follows,

namely :

—

/I
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* Mr. Nelson's assumptions are in many respects ill-

founded, and his statements of facts are often reckless

and inaccurate, and the conclusions drawn erroneous.

His opinions are however asserted with such assurance,

and are so constantly reiterated, that they are almost

certain to find acceptance with the half-educated por-

tion of the population of Southern India.

' They are calculated to create deep and widespread

doubt in the minds of the public as to the authority

of the decisions of the High Court, ard to foster

litigation upon questions long deemed finally deter-

mined ; and thus to unsettle titles and depreciate the

value of property.

' I would not be supposed to assume thut the Govern-

ment of Madras would be induced to give effect to

the proposals of Mr. Nelson, but unless some exposi-

tion of the unsoundness of his views be put forward,

there is reason to fear that a contmually increasing

agitation of the public mind will ensue, which will

foment litigation and raise a serious obstacle to the

efficient performance of its duties by the High Court.

' The prospect of the release from all law, except

that of the individual will, has a great attraction for

the multitude, and this is what in his latest work Mr.

Nelson holds out. He advocates the enactment of a

short relieving and enabling Act. " The desired

enactment should recognise and proclaim the general

right of the Indian to consult his own inclination in

all matters of marriage, adoption, alienation, testation,

and the like."^

^ Prospectus of the Scientific Study of Hindu, Laxc, p. 182.
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' Fair criticism upon the administration of the law

by the Court would of course be allowed to pass un-

noticed, and even m regard to unfair criticism it would

be unseemly for the Court to enter into a controversy

with Mr. Nelson. But having in view the mischief

to the public interests which further silence as to

]\Ir. Nelson's published opinions is likely to occasion,

I think an answer should be given them.'

I lost no time m publishing a short reply to this

letter, addressed to Mr. Innes himself, in which I

objected strongly to the mode in which I had been

dealt with, and to the serious and deplorable mis-

representation of my views and opinions in which

Mr. Innes had permitted himself to indulge. Prin-

cipally I objected to the unfairness of mainly directing

the attack against fugitive pieces written for the Royal

Asiatic Society and Madras Literary Society, and

never intended for general publication, whilst almost

ignoring my Prospectus, which contained the prin-

cipal things I had had to say about Hindu law. I

also took special pains to expose one by one the very

numerous misstatements that disfigured almost every

part of the letter.

I did not at the time think it necessary or ad-

visable to undertake the task of defending myself

against Mr. Innes' attack generally, unless (whicli

seemed to be very unlikely) the Government should

call upon me to do so ; and I have not since found

any occasion to add to what I have already written by

way of reply to that gentleman. Nor have I any

intention now of reopening a closed matter. But

B 2
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having observed that some of Mr. Innes' statements

and arguments are common more or less to a number
of opponents, I intend to devote some attention to

their refutation. For example, Mr. Innes (at p. 87).

thinks it ' idle to ask if any such rules ' as those made
by the Madras High Court, as to presuming the

union of a Hindu family and the like, ' could possi-.

bly have brought about the disastrous consequences

alleged to have followed from the administration

of the law by the High Court in cases of inherit-

ance, succession, &c.' And I shall do my best to

demonstrate that the making of such rules, without

due consideration and knowledge, most certainly

has produced consequences that cannot but be

disastrous.

The late lamented Doctor Burnell, who, though

unhappily not found to be good enough for a seat on
the bench of the Madras High Court, no doubt was
one of the shrewdest and most observant, as unques-

tionably he was one of the most learned and accom-

plished, of Mofussil judges, penned, when he knew
himself to be almost at death's door, the foliowin o-

memorable words of warning, to be found in his

'Introduction' to Manu, p. xlv :
—'The preceding

pages will show that Sanskrit law was pursuing a

course of spontaneous development ; this has been

interrupted, and English doctrine has been pitchforked

into Sanskrit texts. Is it likely that a satisfactory

result will ever follow ? The whole subject now is in

a chaotic state, and so great is the uncertainty that

valuable property is commonly sold for a thousandth
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part of its value. So for the present policy cannot be

viewed with complacency.'

Here we have the testimony and warning of a

most able judge, who worked continuously for many

years in some of the most important districts of the

Madras Province, principally in Tanjore, the 'garden

.of South India ' ; and who, by his extraordinary ac-

quaintance with Oriental languages and literatures and

ideas, was specially qualified to form a correct opinion

upon his subject-matter—who can read them, and

doubt for a moment that the administration of Sanskrit

law has not been so satisfactory as Mr. Innes and his

supporters fondly imagine, and that the question of

its radical reform is one of real and pressing import-

ance ?

I have already shown in my Prosjyecius what prac-

tical lawyers as well as Orientalists have said about

Hindii law in Madras. For myself, after spending up-

wards of twenty years on the bench in such districts as

Madura, Tanjore, and Chingleput, I have no hesita-

tion in affirmmg that at the present moment, in con-

sequence of endless conflicting and unsatisfactory

judgments of the Madras High Court, it is impossible

(or very difficult) in any disputed case to guess what

may be the ultimate decision upon wdiat to the un-

instructed lay mind would seem to be the simplest

possible questions of Hindu law ; that (as a general

rule) it is impossible to say in what person, or persons,

the dominion of any given field actually resides ; or

what powers of alienation (if any) a given ostensible

owner of land may, or may not, possess ; and that
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ordinarily one who buys, or lends money on the se-

curity of a piece of land, say a flourishing Zamindari,

does a most hazardous thing, and may, not improbably,

lose all his money and, in addition, be plunged into

ruinous litigation. And, further, I unhesitatingly

affirm that there must be an immense number of

persons in the Madras Province who, in consequence

of such judgments, are quite unable to know whether

they, or their relatives, have been legally begotten,

adopted, or married.

Unquestionably, the principal and most fruitful

error in the administration of Hindu law in Madras

has been that of supposing that positive law, in

its most strict sense, applicable to every inhabitant

of India, whether dark-skinned or fair, whether

Brahman or non- caste, and to every conceivable case,

is to be found by adequate research somewhere in the

pages of certain Sanskrit works, such as the Manava-

dharma-^astra, the Mitaksara, and others ; and that

such law must always prevail in judicial controversy

when opposed to local usages and customs.

How grievously the Madras High Court has erred

in this respect may be imagined when Mr. Innes, in

strenuously attacking my writings, has felt himself

compelled to make the following painful confession

(at p, 92) :—
' It may however be that whereas the Hindu law

recognises the existence of peculiar customs in differ-

ent parts of India, and directs (especially in the case

of those not belonging to the four castes) that their

customs shall be respected, the High Court has laid
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down rules in regard to customs which practically

prevent their recognition to the extent to which they

ought to be recognised, and has in tliis respect, unin-

tentionally perhaps, failed to carry out the Hindu law

in its true spirit, and imposed much inconvenience on

families who have governed themselves by customs

recognised in their community as legal.'

I was even more surprised than gratified by this

confession, coming from such a quarter. But, at the

end of his letter Mr. Innes shows plainly that, at all

costs, the Madras High Court intends to continue

to perform its self-imposed duty of civilising the

' lower castes ' of Madras, that is to say, the great

bulk of its population, by gradually destroying their

local usages and customs, the safety of which the

royal proclamation of November 1, 1858, by express

words, guarantees. It was Her Most Gracious

Majesty the Queen who said, ' We disclaim alike the

right and desire to impose our convictions on any of

our subjects. . . . We will that generally in framing

and administering the law due regard be paid to the

ancient rights, usages, and customs of India.' Mr.

Innes, however, as the representative of the Madras

High Court, has announced (at p. 110) :

—

' To adopt Mr. Nelson's suggestions, whether as

reoards the hiijher or lower castes, would commit us

to chaos in the matter of the Hindu law we are now

called on to administer. What is contemplated would

result in our abdicating the vantage ground we have

occupied for nearly a century, in which, if we continue

to hold it, we may hope gradually to remove the
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differentiations of customary law, and bring about

a certain amount of manageable uniformity. It

would be to commit us to the investigation and

enforcement of an overwhelming variety of dis-

cordant customs among the lower castes, many of

them of a highly immoral and objectionable character,

which if not brought into prominence and sanctioned

by judicial recognition, will gradually give place to

the less objectionable and more civilised customs of

the superior castes.'

If the Government of Madras had called upon me
for an explanation of my conduct in constantly ' calling

in question the administration of the Hindu law by
the High Court of Madras,' this announcement of Mr.

Innes would alone, I conceive, have been held to be

an ample justification of anything I may have pub-

lished in this behalf. For, what can be politically

more dangerous in these times, to say nothing of the

injustice of it and the cruelty, than thus to set about

destroymg gradually and methodically the local

usages and customs of by far the greater part of over

thirty millions of people ? If the thing to be de-

stroyed were the local usages and custouis of the

(relatively) educated and influential small minority,

consisting of Brahmans and others, the intended ac-

tion of the court might be less dangerous, in that it

would at once provoke and arouse adequate opposi-

tion. But the dumb masses of South India will make
no sign under any oppression they may suffer, so

long as it continues to be anyhow tolerable, and we
may know nothing of their feelings till, in a moment
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of excitement, they begin to work incalculable mis-

chief.

' Usage is highest dliarma (it is) mentioned in

the Vedas, and approved by tradition ; therefore, a

prudent twice-born (man) should ever be intent on

this,' is a most important maxim of Manu (I. 108) ;

perhaps the most important of all the Aryan maxims

that have come down to us. I purpose devoting a

chapter or two to an examination of its meaning and

teaching. For the present it is enough to state my
belief that the right interpretation of it suffices in

itself to prove that our entire system of administra-

tion of Hindu law is erroneous, and, indeed, absurd.

Next, perhaps, in importance to the error of look-

ing for positive law in the Sanskrit qastras comes the

error of supposing that all the inhabitants of South

India who are not Brahmans or Mahomedans, are

either Ksatriyas, Yaiqjyas, or Qudras, and as such are

amenable to the above-mentioned law, or at all events

to the greater part of it.

I have already dealt with this matter at some

length in my View and Pros2Jectu8, and have no-

thing new to add in the way of information. It

may be useful, however, to say a few words with

reference to Mr. Innes' observation at p. 91 :
' There

have been, so far as I am aware, no cases before the

High Court in which people of the lower castes or

tribes, vulgarly classed as Hindus, have repudiated

that classification, or claimed or pleaded under a

different law of succession, inheritance, caste, reli-

gious usage or institution from that of the Hindu.'
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I would observe as to this that the circumstance, if

existent, is not to be wondered at, or considered

incapable of explanation, on the hypothesis that the

great bulk of the population of the Madras Province

are not true Hindiis, and therefore are not subject

to the general law of the Sanskrit qastras. Maravans
and Kalians, and all ordinary ryots, of course, are

exceedingly ignorant and helpless, and but little

given to generalisation
; and probably none of them

has ever yet reflected upon his racial, or religious, or

legal status. Moreover, the word ' Hindu ' either is

not known to them, or is barely known only in the

sense of non-Muhammadan
; so that if a low-caste

suitor were asked whether or no he was a ' Hindu^
in the full scientific sense of the word, he would have

no idea what was meant by the question, however
ingeniously it might be framed. Or, if by any pos-

sibility he could be made to understand what was
meant, he would, of course, claim to be a Hindii of

the highest rank, just as every London shopman
nowadays claims to be a gentleman, and for very

similar reasons.

An excellent illustration of the ignorance and

apathy of suitors in this respect occurs to me out of

my own judicial experiences. At Combaconam, about

the year 1868, I was rehearing a case that had been

dealt with by my predecessor as an ordinary case of

Hindii law, when, by accident, it came out that the

parties were not Hindiis, in any sense of the word,

but Jains. I asked the pleader engaged by one party

what was to be done, and he said he supposed the
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parties were Hindus of a kind ; upon which I sug-

gested that, as a test, he had better ask the opposite

party, who appeared in person, what was the name of

his god. He did so, and the answer was ' Arugan.'

This proved conchisively that the parties were not

Hindus, and accordingly I asked the same party what

were his (;ristras. He could not tell me. I then

asked him what law he wished to be administered to

him. He answered, with complete unconcern, ' Mas-

ter's pleasure.' Whot I did upon that I do not re-

member, nor does it matter. No doubt, however,

I went on to administer the Hindu law in vogue, and

without the slightest objection being raised on either

side.

The next greatest error I take to be that of

imagining that certain speculative treatises, e.g. the

]\Iitaksara, believed to be highly admired or respected,

and in a sense popular, in certain towns or districts,

have the force of codes of law wherever the admira-

tion, or respect, or popularity of or for them is be-

lieved, for whatever reason, to exist. I have already

protested against this error in several places ; but it

will be necessary for me to attack it yet again, prin-

cipally in connection with its pernicious development,

the 'Schools of Law' doctrine, of which (I regret

to see) Professor Jolly appears to have become

enamoured.

And from this error comes yet another error, of

great importance to Brahmans, I mean that of treat-

ing nearly all Brahmans, wliethcr Bans or Ayyangdrs^

or Ayyavfi^ or whatever they may be, as being identi-
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cal in point of law, j ust as if such things as kulas and

cdkhds and caranas had never existed, and the

Brahmans of South India formed one single happy

family. No doubt the Namhudris are admitted to

be outsiders, and to deserve, as such, exceptional

treatment. But this exception only proves the rule.

I have, perhaps, said enough upon this head in my
Prospectus.

It is from these errors, mainly and principally,

that (in my humble opinion) have arisen the fifteen

false principles that I ventured to expose in my View

in the following form, namely :

—

1. That there exist, or formerly existed, in India

certain ' Schools of Hindu Law '

; and that such

schools have authority in certain imaginary parts of

India, such as the Karnataka kingdom, the Andhra

countr}^, the Dravida country, &c., &c.

2. That the so-called ' Hindu law ' is applicable

to all persons vulgarly styled ' Hindus' and to their

descendants, however remote, and whether pure or

not pure.

3. That a custom which has never been ^judicially

recognised ' cannot be permitted to prevail against

distmct authority.

4. That a state of union is the normal and proper

state of a Hindii family, and therefore non-division

should in all cases be presumed until the contrary be

proved.

0. That, as to ancestral property, a son, and

therefore a grandson, may compel a division against

the will of his father or grandfather.
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6. That a member of an undivided family can

aliene joint ancestral proj^erty to the extent of his

own share.

7. That ' self-acquired 'property ' ordinarily is

indivisible.

8. That debts incurred by the managing member

of a Hindu family should be presumed, in favour of

a minor, not to have been incurred for the benefit of

the family.

9. That the widow of an undivided coparcener,

whether childless or not, has no title to anything but

maintenance.

10. That ancient Zaminddris are not divisible

because they are ' of the nature ofprincipalities'

11. That one, with whose mother the adopter

could not legally have married, must not be adopted.

12. That the Aliyasantdnada Kattu Kattale is a

work of authority on the law of South Kannada.

13. That ^survivorship ' is a principle upon which

the rule of succession in part depends.

14. That a widow can adopt a son with the

consent of her husband.

15. That a Hindu family may be at one and the

same time divided and undivided.

In defending these principles, Mr. Innes has

thought proper to assert with regard to each of them

that I have averred ' that the High Court of Madras

has made the false rule '

; and has taken great pains,

in several instances, to show that it is not true, that

this court first made the rule in question, but some

other court or person made it, and the Madras High
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Court only adopted it, or if this court did make the

rule, the Privy Council has sanctioned it. And any

one who reads his letter might very naturally suppose

that I had rashly and spitefully imputed to the

Madras High Court things of which it was wholly

innocent. A glance at ray View, however, will show

that I have done no more than to impute to the

Madras High Court that, habitually, in deciding

questions of Hindu law it relies on principles which

to me appear to be false. It has been perfectly im-

material to me who first gave shape to any principle,

or who (to use Mr. Innes' words) ' may be especially

responsible for any doctrine.' All I have sought to

do is to attack, and if possible destroy, certain false

principles, by whomsoever invented, promulged, or

sanctioned Whenever possible, I have honestly

traced the false principle to its source. And in one

instance, that of the ' Schools of Law ' doctrine, I have

actually given the very same history of the principle,

that Mr. Innes has himself given for the purpose of

proving 'the recklessness of assertion that character-

ises my work '

!

And here I think I may very properly take the

opportunity of repudiating, and most emphatically,

the idea (which I know has occurred to some) that,

in publishing my View and Prospectus, I have thought

to lower the Madras High Court in the estimation of

the public by treating its decisions with something

of derision and contempt. I can honestly say that

such thought has been far from me. When I acted

as Registrar of that court, some twenty years ago,
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its President was that admirable judge, Sir CoUey

Scotland ; and two of the puisne judges were Messrs.

Holloway and Collett, than whom it would be difficult

anywhere to find more able and trustworthy occupants

of the bench. It was at their hands I received the

most valuable part of my legal training, and it would

be strano;e indeed if I reo:arded with feelino-s otherO o o

than those of kindliness and sympathy a tribunal to

lA hijh, through them, I owe so much. Of Mr. Justice

Lines, too, I would desire to be understood to speak

only in the terms of praise, as being an able, a

learned, and a high-minded j udge.

But, unfortunately for Hindu law, it has been

its peculiar fate to suffer most from the very talents

and ability that have been brought to bear upon its

admiuistration. Had Jones and Colebrooke not

been the giants they were, the errors into which they

unavoidably fell would have been comparatively un-

fruitful in mischief. Had Strange been less strong,

his lofty utterances would have done less harm : and

in these latter days if Scotland and Holloway

and others had been less clever, less self-reliant and

masterful, the question of Hindu law would not stand

now where it does.

It is useless, worse than useless, to hide the un-

pleasant fact that during the last eighty years or so

Indian judges have been trying, like the German

painter, to evolve a camel out of their inner conscious-

ness. Only, instead of one artist attempting the

feat, scores have had a hand in the picture, one taking

the head, another the tail, and others other parts.
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What wonder then if the result is a miserable and

ludicrous failure ? Not only has none of these

judges ' seen,' as Hindus would say, the living

camel of Hindu law, for if it ever lived, which is

exceedingly improbable, it died centuries ago : the

existing translations of the ' recollections ' of it are so

few and scanty that no one who is ignorant of

Sanskrit can hope to form a just idea of its size,

proportions, and shape. And, at the present moment,

strange and incredible as it may appear, the Hindu

law of the ' Madras School ' practically is but little

more than a crude mass of contradictory and dubious

aphorisms, based on an inadequate translation of a

non-professional commentary on but thirty-six verses

of a sectarian Smrti. And this in the presence of

the fact that a truly immense body of Sanskrit legal

literature is known to exist, and to be (at all events

in part) available for use.

Is this scandalous state of things to be permitted

to go on? Surely not. I hope to be able to show

in due course that during the last ten years or so a

radically false system has been producing its necessary

results in great abundance, and things have been fast

going from bad to worse, so much so that the end

cannot now be far off.

Two courses, and (in my humble opinion) two

courses only, are open to us, if we would loyally carry

into effect, in spirit as well as in letter, the terms of

the royal proclamation quoted above, and, without im-

posing our English convictions on our Indian fellow-

subjects, pay due regard, in administering Hindu
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law, to the ancient rights, usages, and customs of

India.

The first, and to my mind by far the preferable,

course is to appoint a commission, such as I have

before recommended, to ascertain and report on the

existing usages and customs of the various tribes and

castes, Brahman and non-Brahman, of the Madras

Province
;
and upon the report so obtained base a

set of simple provisional rules for the guidance of

the courts, which rules might gradually be modified,

added to, and improved, as experience suggested,

until at length codification of them might hopefully

be attempted.

The smiles and sneers of hostile critics notwith-

standing, I still fail to see any special difficulty in the

way of effecting this series of operations.^ That some-

thing of the sort might be done is shown, to some

extent, by the recent publication of Mr. Tupper's

three volumes of ^Punjab Customary Law! The first of

these volumes, according to the preface, ' is desio-ued

to illustrate the history of the treatment of Customary

Law in the Punjab ;
' the second ' contains abstracts of

a considerable number of the Tribal Records of various

districts and notes from the Settlement Reports
;

whilst the third is intended to assist Settlement

Officers in the compilation of Tribal Records, and

was also meant to suggest the outline of a General Code

of Tribal Customs, in case it had been resolved to pre-

pare one.' It is true that we have not the sort of

Tribal and Settlement Reports that Mr. T upper has

See Sir Thomas Munro's opinion, on the title-page.

C
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turned to use, but we could very soon get tliera.

And District Officers, both Revenue and Judicial,

would very rapidly collect thousands of answers to

intelligent questions set by the commission. The

difficulties to be encountered in this respect seem to

me to be very trifling ; whilst the cost of the whole pro-

ceedmg would be nothing, or next to nothing. And
the errors and defects of the original inquiry could be

satisfactorily remedied by careful systematic judicial

observation during a space of, say, ten or twenty years

before attempting codification.

m making the inquiry the gratuitous services of

intelligent natives belongmg to all the castes, par-

ticularly of heads of villages and castes, retired

Government officials, managers of temples, and the

like, would be largely availed of, and, I make no

doubt, gladly rendered. It would be impossible for

class prejudices and vested interests to interfere to

any great extent with the formation of their various

reports, and, if treated with due consideration, they

could hardly fail to interest themselves in the per-

formance of their honourable duty, and to furnish

correct and valuable information.

At all events, why not make the experiment,

which, if unsuccessful, could not possibly do any

harm ?

At the worst, if the questions set were unintelli-

gent, and the answers defective, and the inquiry

generally scientifically worthless, we should still have

a framework of real living usage, upon which we
might hopefully work and build, instead of the shape-
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less inorganic structure that now does duty for

Hindu \aw.

The other, and less proti table, course would be to

appoint a commission of native Pandits, from Tanjore,

]\[adura, Combaconum, and other centres of Hindu

life, to report on the books (or parts of books) that

to their knowledge, or in their opinion, contain the

law customarily followed by the several castes at the

present day
;
get the selected books (or parts of books)

translated, and at once proceed to codiiication.

The conceivable objections to this course are

numerous and weighty, and the difficulties to be en-

countered in pursuing it by no means contemptible.

But I believe it to be feasible. And most certainly

the code of Hindu law that would be achieved would

be immensely superior to what we have now, the

reported decisions of the Madras High Court. What-

ever its defects, from a scientific pomt of view, it

would be Hindu in letter and in spirit, and, as such,

satisfactory for the most part to the native miiid. It

would not be a sickly hj^brid clothed in a foreign

garb.

In preparing this code it would, of course, be

essentially necessary to leave untranslated all ternis of

art, such as dhanna, ddydcla, vibhalta, and the like,

and to abstain altogether from indulgence in ' apt

equivalents.' Still more necessary would it be to

abstain from ' pitchforking English doctrine into

Sanskrit texts.' Probably, therefore, it would be ad-

visable to entrust the work to an eminent foreigner,

say Professor Max Miiller, or Professor Jolly. If
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due attention were paid to essentials of tliis sort, and

to brevity—I would not have the code contain more

than .500 sections at most—a very passable work

might be produced.

But, for obvious reasons, I would vastly prefer a

collection of usages and customs to a code of Sanskrit

law. The latter might do somethmg for the Brahmans,

but (I fear) it would do little or nothing for the non-

Brahmans, that is to say, for the great bulk of the

people. Many of these non-Brahmans undoubtedly

have customs, e.g. polyandry, that are not only op-

posed to, but actually irreconcilable with, the re-

cognised Brahmanic system of the Sanskrit (;astras
;

and it would be simply impossible to decide questions

of partition and the like, arising amongst such

persons, in accordance with any rules deducible from

such qastras. So that, if a code of the kind were to be

drawn up, probably it would soon be found to be

unworkable, for the benefit of any but Brahmans,

and a few tribes that more or less closely imitate the

Brahman mode of life ; an.l it would be necessary

after all to ascertain and commit to writinoj the usao-es

and customs of the great body of non-Brahmans. In

other words, it would soon be found necessary to keep

the code for the Brahmans, and appoint a commission

(as suggested by me) for the others.

I do not purpose going farther for the present into

this very important question. The main object of

this book is to bring to public notice the uncertainty

that has been caused during the last ten years or so

by conflicting decisions on a few questions of para-
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mount importance, connected mainly with the con-

stitution of the so-called Joint Family. To this end I

must give abstracts of a considerable number of cases,

comments on each, and conclusions as to the probable

results of the aggregate. If, as I hope to be able to

do, I succeed in showing that the state of Hindu law

in ^Madras is past praying for, no doubt the plan of

operations I have suggested, or something like it, will

be taken into consideration by the Government.

Another object I have in view, one of less import-

ance, is to revise and improve, as well as I can, what

I have written about some of the fifteen ' false prin-

ciples ' dealt with in my View. A considerable space

of time has passed sinc3 the Vieiv was written, dur-

ing which I have been able to put together a good deal

of additional information bearing on matters discussed

in its pages, and 1 shall be glad if I can strengthen

certain positions I took up in 1877.

A few miscellaneous chapters on usage, Manu,

Narada, the Gentoo Code, the Joint Family, and other

necessary subjects of study, will make up the first

part of this book. Then will come chapters on the

' false principles.' Lastly, the third part will consist

of the review of decisions.

I must here take the opportunity of tendering my

hearty thanks to the Orientalists and scholars who

have done me the honour of reviewing, or noticing,

my little works on Hindu law. As I have no

Sanskrit, and can only utilise the labours of others

in making short excursions into the dangerous field

of Oriental learning, I had not hoped for serious
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criticism of my humble efforts, such as I have been

favoured with by savants like Professor Earth.

That such a one should have taken the trouble to

point out in the most kindly manner some of my
numerous errors and shortcomings, is an honour to

me as welcome as it was unexpected ; and I have

endeavoured to show my appreciation of it by aiming

in this present work at greater carefulness and mode-

ration. I may observe, however, that some of the

errors of which I have been found guilty are not

mine, but those of eminent Sanskritists. For example,

it was my lamented friend, Doctor Burnell, who told

me that ' Cudra ' comes from the root cvid, and means
' sweater.''

I cannot but regret that Mr. Mayne should have

been advised to speak, in the preface to his third

edition of his Hindu Laic, of Professor Earth's review

of my Prospectus, m such a manner as necessarily to

lead his readers to suppose that the reviewer had

snuffed me out, with every circumstance of ignominy.

In justice to myself I must quote the more important

parts of the last section of Professor Earth's mono-

graph in the Revue Cntique, of August 28, 1882.

They run as follows :
—

' J'ai commence ce compte rendu avec I'intention

de dire beaucoup de biende ce livre, et je m'aperc^ois,

en finissant, que je n'ai guere fait que le critiquer.

Mon opinion sur I'ouvrage n'a pourtant pas change

en chemin. Je le crois toujours encore juste, et vrai

dans le fond, en progres quant a la faqon d'envisagcr

ces etudes, plein d'idees et surtout d'intentions excel-
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lentes, eminemment utile et malheureusement justifie

en beaucoup de ses attaques. . . . Meme pour le pro-

fane, il est visible que sur bien des points il y a abus,

que la loi qu'on applique n'est pas toujours celle a

laquelle les parties auraient droit et que, dans cette

application, la jurisprudence n'est parfois consequente,

ni avee la loi, ni avec elle-meme. II est impossible

de ne pas condamner avec I'auteur les envabissements

progressifs de qqjudge-made law, dont certaines exigen-

ces en matiere de transmission des biens et de statut

personnel sont vraiment iniques et de nature a porter

de graves atteintes a la prosperite du pays. On lui

pardonne alors ses vivacites, ses exagerations et sa

trop grande facilite a faire, comme on dit, fleche de

tout bois. Car ce livre, ecrit avec une opiniatre con-

viction, est avant tout une oeuvre de combat, et c'est

comme tel qu'il faut le juger, si on veut etre equitable

envers lui.'

I am entirely at one with Mr. Mayne in thinking

this monograph to be a model of ' acute, candid, and

courteous criticism ; ' and I sincerely wish that more

such were forthcoming. I do not profess to be an

Orientalist, or a ' philologue,' and am only too happy to

be corrected, when my ignorance of Sanskrit misleads

me (as from time to time it must) into error. My
sole object in writing about Hindi! law is to arouse

attention, by all available means, to a neglected and

very important question.
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CHAPTER II.

' USAGE IS HIGHEST DHARMA.'

The apliorism ' Usage is highest dharma ' occurs in

Verse 108 of the First Lecture of Manu, and is thus

amplified and explained by the words next follow-

ing :
—

' (It is) mentioned in the Yedas and approved

by tradition ; therefore a prudent twice-born (man)

should ever be intent on this. A Brahman who has

fallen away from usage gets not the fruit of the Veda
;

but (if he be) attached to usage, he enjoys the full

fruit. Thus devotees, having seen (that) the course

of dharma is according to usage, comprehend usage

to be the final root of all austerity.' See Burnell's

Manu.

Verse 107 states, in brief, the subject-matter of

the whole book. ' In this (treatise) dharma is fully

declared, also the good and bad qualities of actions
;

likewise, also, the perpetual usages of the four

castes.'

Then, verses 111-18 give a more extensive ac-

count of the contents of the work, the last of which are

declared to be ' the eternal dharma of countries, castes,

iamihes
; also the dharmas of heretics (and) of

iruilds.'
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TtikiDg' tins whole passage as it stands^ tlicre can

be no doubt, it seems to me, that the author of Mann

(or whoever may have written the first lecture thereof,

by way of a preface to the work) considered that for

all human being's, whether regarded as in lividuals,

or as joined together in companies or nations, and

whether Brahmans, women, Qudras, heretics, or bar-

barians, the long established usage peculiar to each

individual (or aggregate) constitutes highest dharma,

for each his (or its) own.

The question then arises, What is dharma ? And

the answer is, that this phrase or expression cannot

be satisfactorily rendered in English, inasmuch as it

represents a primitive concept, w^holly foreign (and

indeed incomprehensible) to the modern English

mind. And it is for this reason Burnell has in some

places in Manu left the phrase untranslated. In a

]iote to p. 40 of my Prospectus I have attempted to

give a rough explanation of it in the following

words :

—

This mysterious word has been greatly misunder-

stood. It w^ould seem to be connected with a root

signifying to ' hold,' and possibly may mean the in-

herent efficacy of acts, that holds up a man through

life. Dharma is not at all comparable with our

^virtue'' (manliness), or with our ^ duty ^; still less

docs it resemble our ' law.' According to Haradatta

(see Max MiiWer, An. Sus. Lit., 101), ' dharmn (virtue)

is the quality of the individual self, which arises from

action, leads to happiness and final beatitude, and is

called apin-va, supernatural.' According to Nilrada,
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in the good old times men conformed themselves

to dharma alone, and then there was no room for

vyavahcira, or mere ordinary business. When the cor-

ruption of morals bred avarice, hatred, and the like,

vyavahdra necessarily came into existence. See V. N.

Mandlik, Introd. Hindu Law, Ixx.

I have lately had my attention drawn to a curious

and difficult passage in the Mahdbhdrata ( Vanaparva,

246), which seems to throw some light on the mean-

ing of ' dharma,^ as used in the text under notice,

and in Manu generally. According to the transla-

tion now being published by Protap Chundra Roy
(Calcutta), Savitri is made to say that :

' They who

have not their souls under control acquire no dharma

by leading the four successive modes of life, viz.

celibacy with study, domesticity (dliarmam), retire-

ment into the woods, and renunciation of the world.

That which is called dliarmam is said to consist of

vijndnam (trae knowledge). The wise, therefore,

have declared dharmam to be the foremost of all

thmgs, and not the passage through the four succes-

sive modes. By practising the duties of even one of

these four modes agreeably to the directions of the

wise, we have attained to dharmam, and, therefore, we

do not desire the second or the third mode, viz.

celibacy with study or renunciation. It is for this,

again, that the wise have declared dharmam to be

the foremost of all things.' The meaning of the

passage (briefly) seems to be that Savitri, who is

endeavouring to rescue her husband from the clutches

of Yama, argues thus : True religious merit cannot
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Le 'attained by those who do not control their souls
;

on the other hand, it is attained by those who properly

pass through even one of the four successive modes :

I and my husband have so passed through one of

them, namely, domesticity, and therefore we have no

need to pass through another. Here, then, ' dharm.a
'

seems to stand by itself for (i) general merit, (2) the

special merit of domesticity, and (3) true religious

merit—the foremost of all things. And this last is

said to consist in ' vijndna,' true knowledge.

It would seem to be not improbable that as in

this passage so in Manu three kinds or degrees of

' clharma ' are intended to be spoken of. Thus, for

example, in VIII. 9, true religious merit obviously

is intended. The text is :
' For a man performing the

dharma declared by revelation and tradition obtams

fame here and after his death extreme happiness.'

With this compare 11. 13 : 'A knowledge of dharma

is ordained for • men not given up to wealth and

pleasure ; of those who would know dharma the

Yeda (is) the supreme authority.' Also II. 1 :
' Learn

the dharrna which is followed by the learned (and)

good, by those ever free from spite and passions,

(and) which is acknowledged by the mind.'

On the other hand, we have in I. 115 the special

dharma of gambling, and in 114 that of women;

whilst in I. 99, and other texts, ordinary dJiarma is

meant.

The connection of dharma (in its highest sense)

with vijfiana, true knowle(]ge, is illustrated by the

name of the autlior of the Mitaksara, Vijnrine(;vara or
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Vijiiana Yogi. And Anquetil Diiperron (Leg. Orient.

p. 92) tells us that VijfianeQvarudu was the name of a

Telugu King, ' who had collected the laws of which is

composed the book of right,' i.e. (it is to be presumed)
the Vijndnecvariyam.

The word dharma would seem to be connected

with the Greek Themis, the Anglo-Saxon Deman, the

English Doom, and other cognate words. And in some
respects it agrees exactly with Themis, e.g. in denoting

what is meet and right because established by im-

memorial usage, as opposed to statute law. Themis

personified is the goddess of law and order, the

patroness of existing rights, and Dharma may mean
much the same. Themis also is used for punishment,

and so is Dharma.

According to Talboys Wheeler {Historij of India,

iii. 212 et seq.) 'the edicts of Priyadarsi inculcate

goodness, virtue, kindness, and religion, as summed
up in the one emphatic term Dharma.''

On the other hand, the Kama-sutra (see below

p. 134) regards dharma as obedience to the v^astras in

the matter of sacrifices and the like.

Perhaps, on the whole, ' blessedness,' as having in

it a decided religious tincture, would come as near as

any other word to the meaning of dharma in the

passage under notice. But, having indicated in a

rough general way what ordinarily it denotes and
connotes, I shall prefer to leave the word untranslated.

Usage ' is highest dharma,' which again consists

in true knowledge, and ' the prudent twice-born man
will ever be intent on this.' Where, then, is ' usao-e
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to be found? An answer is afforded by Mann I. 108,

quoted above. Other constituents of dharma are

mentioned in II. 12 :
' The Veda, tradition, good

custom, and what is pleasing to one's self, that (the

wise) have plainly declared to be the fourfold defini-

tion of dharma.'' Evidently, usage is to be discovered

by searching the Veda and dharmac^iistras (see II. 10),

and one's own conscience.

But it is only a twice-born man who can so dis-

cover his usage and dharma : Qiidras, and women,

and all others must look elsewhere for information.

This is rendered sufficiently plain by a considera-

tion of the following circumstances. The so called

Code of Manu begins with the statement that the

Seers come to Manu, and ask him to tell them ' truly

in order the rules of all the castes, and of all the castes

that arise between (them).' And (as Burnell points

out) ' Medhatithi says these laws refer to only the

Brahmans, Ksatriyas, and Vai(;yas, not to the Qudras.

Confer IV. 80, 81, from which it is evident that this

is correct. Medhatithi might have quoted the Apas-

tamba dharmasutra (i. I. 5) to the same effect, also

verse 91 of this lecture.'

Whereas Manu is represented (in I. 107) to have

declared in this treatise ' the perpetual usages of the

four castes,' I, 91 declares specifically :
' One duty

the Lord assigned to a Qfidra—service to those

(before mentioned) classes without grudging.'

And IV. 80, 81 run as follows :

—
' One may not

give advice to a Qudra, nor (give him) the remains

(of food), or (of) butler that has been offered. And
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one may not teach him the law, or enjoin upon him

rehaious observances. For he who tells him the law,

and he who enjoins upon him (religious observances),

he indeed, together with that (Qudra), sinks into the

darkness of the hell called Asamvrtta.' And in his

note thereon Burnell says that, according to Medha-

tithi, advice means here in regard to the Qudra's con-

duct, not simply friendly advice. Whilst the com-

mentators affirm that, where the author of Manu does

seem to give advice to Qudras, it is only to family

servants that he gives it. And similarly X. 126, says :

' There is not any commission of sm in a Qudra, and

he ought not to receive the initiation ; he has no

authority in respect to a rule of right, and no restraint

in consequence of a rule of right.'

It appears clearly from several passages in the

Satapatha-Brdhmana (translated by Eggeling) that,

before its publication, the Brahmans and Ksatriyas

had firmly established themselves in positions high

above that of tlie Yaiqyas, or ordinary clans ;
and

that, whilst the Ksatriya preyed on the Yaiqya, the

Brahman attached himself to, and lived upon, the

Ksatriya. Thus, Vol. I. 82 shows the Ksatriya to

be the oppressor of the Vaiqya ; I. 94 that the former

was served by the latter ; II. 66 that the former lived

on the latter ; 11. 228 that the people must go down

before the Ksatriya ; whilst II. 270 essays to prove

(by the story of Varuna and Mitra) the necessity

of a king who desires success, always having Avith

him a Brahman to speed his deed. For Mitra, or

intelligence, is the Brahman, and Varuna the nobility.
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The priesthood is the conceiver, and the noble is the

doer.

This alliance between the King and the priest

seems, at all events in theory, never to have been

abandoned. And, whether we look at the Smrti or

the drama, at the Kama-sutra or the Gentoo Code, we

shall everywhere find, I imagine, abundant indica-

tions of the two privileged classes keeping apart from

and lording it over the masses. Indeed, judging

from the materials at my disposal, I should suppose

that Sanskrit works generally have been composed

for the two first classes alone : mainly, of course, for

the Brahmans.

It is no doubt owing to the exclusion of Qudras

and women, and die lower classes generally, 'from

immediate access to the more original sources of in-

formation' that the epics and similar compositions

were intended for their edification, as is pointed out

by Sayana in his commentary on the Black Yajur

Yeda. See Burnell, Introduction to Manu, p. xxiii.

For Qudras, women, and heretics, therefore, and

practically for almost all but virtuous Brahmans and

kings, Manu has no information to give as to their

proper conduct in life, other than that ' usage is

highest dhavma '

; and it only remains for them to

ascertain, each for himself, as best he may, what his

own particular usage may be.

The twice-born man, as we have already seen, is

to search the scriptures and his own conscience for

his usage ; and in order to facilitate such search for

the future, the author of Manu gives his reader some
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information as to usage in respect to sundry niatters,

such, e.g. as partition.

But, he does not sa}?- that this information is in any

degree obligatory on all twice-born men : or that the

' recollections ' (Smrtis) of other writers like himself

are to be ignored. On the contrary, he expressly says

that the Veda is the supreme authority for those who

would know dharma (II. 13) ; and that there may

be opposite texts in the Veda, each of which is dharma

because each was declared by the wise (II. 14).

Where, therefore, the author ' reminds ' readers of

what is in accord with one of two opposite texts in

the Veda, another author may remind his readers of

what is in accord with the other ; and what each says

will be right, and (in certain circumstances) proper

to be followed.

Thus, admittedly, divergences of excellent usage

are to be looked for in different countries. And, if it

be asked where may the best usage be found ? answer

is made by II. 17, 18 :
' The (country) which is be-

tween the divine rivers Saras vati and Drsadvati, that

land, fixed by the gods, (the wise) call Brahmdvarta.

What custom of the (four) castes (and) the mixed castes

has been handed down by course of succession in that

country, that is called good custom.' The next verse

gives the names of four countries that are ' next ' to

tlie best, that is (according to the commentators), in-

ferior. And then comes the important declaration :

' All men in the world should learn their own proper

behaviour from a Brahman born in that country,' i.e.

Brahmdvarta.
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So far, therefore, the author of Manu teaches three

tlimgs : (1) Dharnia depends upon usage, which is

to be found in both f^ruti and Smrti, ultimately, of

course, and mainly in the former. See below, p. 133.

(2) The best usage is that of the Brahmdvarta

country. (3) All twice-born men should learn their

usage from a Brahman born in that country.

As we have seen above, it is clear that the ex-

pression ' all men in the world ' must be limited in

the first place to the twice-born. A further limitation

seems to be intended by II. 7, 8, which point out that

a ' learned man ' should certainly be firm in his own

dharma, because ' a man performing the dharma

declared by revelation and tradition obtains fame here

and after his death extreme happiness.' I gather

from this that the author writes almost entirely for a

small class of learned men, principally Brahmans,

and solely for their spiritual benefit. If they learn

each his own proper usage or dharma (blessedness)

from a duly qualified teacher like himself, they will

obtain eternal happiness.

In this view of the aim and object of the author of

^lanu, ' lair' as we understand the phrase, or (as I

have defined it) 'an aggregate of rules of conduct that

courts of justice habitually recognise and enforce,' is

not to be looked for in his teachings. If, here and

there, we find in Manu what looks like the setting of

a law proper, we should regard it as a mere recom-

mendation to the wise to follow the established and

best usage of Brahmdvarta^ rather than a command

to any to do or forbear from some act.

D
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And thus to treat the Manava-dharma-qastra as

a religious essay on usage, rather than as a code of

positive law, is to act entirely in accordance with the

history of the work as ingeniously constructed by

Burnell in his Introduction thereto. According to

him, this qastra (or treatise) on dharma most prob-

ably, almost certainly, was published by some Panjilb

Brahman about the year 500 a.d., under the Calukya

sovereign Pulakegi, at Kalyanapuri, with the object

of popularising Brahman teaching, and particularly

of instructing the king of a Mleccha (or beyond the

pale) country as to the right mode of making all

men do their religious duty. And it was called

^ Manava,^ not from the mythic sage Manu, but from

the Brahman gotra called ' Mdiiaca ' ; and by way of

compliment to the Calukyas, who claimed to be

' Mdnavyas^

Burnell thinks that the work was also ' intended

for practical use in the tribunals,' though not in the

way supposed by English lawyers, being ' essentially

a religious book, and not, as in England, and most of

Europe, a profane treatise on uiere law. The ordeals

mentioned are all, e.g. religious ceremonies.'

The only text of Manu cited by Burnell in sup-

port of his proposition, that it was also intended for

practical use in the tribunals, is VIII. 3, which runs

as follows, namely :
' Day by day (he should judge)

separately (cases) under the eighteen titles by reasons

(drawn) from local usage and the treatises.' Now,

the word for ' treatises ' here is ' cdstra,' which

(according to the note) means a body of teaching on
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a subject, whether ascribed todivme or human origin
;

and it seems to me to be very doubtful whether

it may not mean here the Yedic compositions,

generally, rather than the Manava-d.-Q and other

Smrtis. For, in verse 8 of the same Lecture it is de-

clared that the King should determine suits ' relying

on the eternal law ' ; and in verse 11 it is declared

that the three assessors of his deputy should be

'learned in the Yeda' ; which (it will be remembered)

is stated in 11. 13 to be 'the supreme authority ' of

those who would know dharma. I do not forget, of

course, that, according to II. 6-12, tradition, as em-

bodied in the dharmaqastras, is one of the constituents

of dharma. Still, I cannot help thinking that we

cannot safely infer from VIII. 3 that the author in-

tended his work for ' practical use in the tribunals.'

In connection with this point, VII. 43 may be

consulted with profit. It is to the effect that the

King should learn the Vedas from those who know

them, as also policy, logic, and knowledge of self

:

' but business from the people.' This text agrees

with VIII, 41 :
' A king knowing dharma should

cause his own dharma to be established, after making

careful inspection of the dharmi of the different castes

and country folks, and of the dharma of the (differ-

ent) guilds, and of the dharma of the (different)

families.' This must not be supposed to mean that

the King is to set aside the dliarmas of the castes, &c.,

but that he is to ratify and confirm, or (as Jones

renders it) ' establish them,' as his own. Compare

Gautama XI. 12-22, which declares amongst oth^-
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things that the King should learn the state of affairs

from those who (in each class) have authority, and

decide accordingly. And Narada (II. 17, cl. 1-4)

speaks of separate laws for heretics, traders, com-

panies, quarrels between father and son, &c. In

quarrels between gamblers, other gamblers are to be

consulted, and decide (II. 16, cl. 4).

Taking these and other texts together, I venture

to think that the intention of the author of Manu
probably was to declare that the King, in judging,

whilst taking his general views of usage and dharma

from learned Brahnians, should (wherever necessary)

take his views of any special usage or dharma applic-

able to the particular cnse, from lay persons, such as

merchants, cultivators, headmen, and others capable

of informing his mind. See below, pp. 88-9 1 , and 119.

However this may have been, it is quite certain

that Medhatithi, in commenting (about the year

1000 ?) on the above quoted text, VIII. 41, observes

that the dharmas of the castes and others are to

be regarded, ' if they are not repugnant to the law

{dharma ?) given by tradition.' And Kulluka (of

the fifteenth century ?) said the same. Whilst the

Smrticandrika (of the thirteenth century ?) is sup-

posed by Professor Jolly (at p. 34) to show as dis-

tinctly as possible that the Smrti is to be placed above

custom (^Acdra).

As regards the commentators, it is to be observed

in the first place that their assumption is distinctly

opposed to the introductory statement of Manu

(1. 118), that 'Manu has declared in this treatise the
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eternal dharma of countries, castes, families ;
also the

dharmas of heretics (and) of guilds.' Manu can be

said to have declared these dharmas only in the sense

of declaring their existence, and (by implication)

their propriety ; and if they exist, they must neces-

sarily be separate from, and, in a measure, opposed to,

the dharma of the twice-born. Certainly, the author

of Manu did not pretend to teach the dharmas of here-

tics, and Mlecchas, and outcastes generally. And, as

a fact, he has not taught the dharmas of guilds and

families ; but as certainly he has recognised and pro-

claimed their existence.

Then, take the very important text, YIII. 46 :

' Whatever may be practised by good and virtuous

men of the twice-born castes, let (the king) cause

that to be ordained (as law), if it does not conflict

with (the laws of) districts, famihes, (and) castes.'

Surely we have here the strongest possible recognition

of the validity of the usage of any district, or family,

or caste, that may happen (or seem) to be ' opposed
'

to the usage declared in the Smrtis. Medhatithi

would appear to have been struck by this, since he

contradicts another commentator who tries to ex-

plain away the obvious meaning of this highly

important text ; whilst Kulluka would refer it to

settling a lawsuit.

It is possible that the (apparently) unwarrantable

opinions of Medhatithi and Kulliika, and the author

of the Smrticandrika and others, upon usage may be

accounted for upon the following hypothesis. If, as

would seem to be by no means improbable, they
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should be taken to have been thinking, not of the

general dharmas of whole countries and classes, but

of the case of a special dcdra (or custom) of twice

-

born men, as the thing opposed to the Smrtis ; and

as being opposed, not to general teaching of the Smrtis,

but to special directions covering the particular case

—if this view of their opinion is to be taken, no great

difficulty would, I think, be occasioned in practice by

what they have said.

The words of the text in the Smrticandrika upon

which Professor Jolly relies, as refuting the argument

in my View (at pp. 115-17) upon the question of

usage verms law, are not given ; but, from what the

learned professor says, I gather that, logically, it is

not in itself of great weight, and should not be con-

strued as practically stultifying the author, who

immediately afterwards gives the world a whole

chapter of dcqadharma (country dharma), obviously

as a specimen of the exceptional dharmas intended by

Manu and other Smr.is to be upheld.

The argument subsequently put forward by

Professor Jolly appears to me to be quite unsustain-

able. It is to the effect that we are to be obliged by

the following ' climax,' established in a preceding

chapter of the Smrticandrika. The Veda, where

opposed to the Smrti, must prevail. And both of

them must overrule custom (^Acdra)^ or a verdict of

an assembly of learned Brahmans.

In the first place, as I have shown above, the

author of Manu expressly provides for the case of

two (apparently) contradictory texts of the 'N'eda
;
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and (by implication) he also provides for the case of

a text of a Smrti (apparently) contradicting a text of

the Veda. For, such contradictory text must neces-

sarily be a ' recollection ' of an eternally existing but

forgotten text of the Veda, and therefore equally

good and valid with the other text.

Then ' custom ' (Acara) is, I take it, to be

distinguished, and broadly, from the dliarmas of

countries, &c. Its very juxtaposition with 'a verdict

of an assembly ' would seem to further limit it to a

special custom of a small body of men, probably

learned men, supposed to have deviated by chance

from the established path.

In all this nothing, it seems to me, forbids the

supposition that, where precise words of a Smrti give

information as to rio^ht usas^e, and a few learned men

have adopted a course different from the recom-

mended course, one seeking to do right should prefer-

ably follow the Smrti ; and that the rational and bene-

ficent declarations of Manu, touching the dliarmas of

countries, &c., are not to be understood as being in

fact limited by words not expressed, and which

virtually destroy the whole force of such declarations.

A further development of the meaning of the

aphorism ' Usage is highest dharma ' is to be found

in Manu VII. 201-3, which shows that the proper

course for a conquering king to adopt towards the

con(juered country is (amongst other things) to

worship its gods and righteous Brahmans ; to appoint

one of its inhabitants its ruler, giving him ' precise

directions '

; and to ' make authoritative their laws
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as declared.' He was not to set to work to destroy

their usages, as being in his opinion inexpedient and

immoral : he was to do precisely what Her Majesty

the Queen did in her proclamation (referred to above

in the introductory chapter) of November 1, 1858.

And, similarly, the Yajiiavalkya Smrti (I. 342)

says :—Of a newly subjugated territory the monarch

shall preserve the social and religious usages, also the

judicial system and the state of classes as they already

obtain. See, too, Vishnu III. 42 ; and below, p. 107.

The Province of Madras, of course, was never

conquered by an Arya monarch ; but surely the

above directions of Manu are applicable in spirit to

the case of that country, if Manu as a whole is to be

in any degree, or for any purpose, applied thereto.

For, no doubt, the whole of the Madras Province was

more or less under the sway of the Calukya dynasty,

for whose special instruction (according to Burnell)

the Manava-d.-Q. was composed ; and both as being a

conquered country, and as being a mkccha (outcaste

or barbarous) country, it must have been entitled

many centuries ago to have its own peculiar dharma

established by its overlord.

And hence it is that Ellis, that admirable inquirer

and- observer, was enabled to declare unhesitatingly

that the Brahmans never fully introduced the law of

their Smrtis into the South, and, though they suc-

ceeded in abolishing the Jaina faith, were compelled

to wink at many inveterate practices of the people of

South India. {Transactions Madras Lit. Soc. Part I.)

According to Manu, ' usage is highest dharma,^
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as well for the most virtuous Brahm;ai as for the

lowest outcaste or most inveterate heretic ; only,

whereas the Brahman is to find his dharma mainly

by searchmg the Qruti and Smrti, wherein his usage

is fully described, others, less fortunate, must be

content to follow the customs of their respective

tribes. Custom, as Professor Jolly admits (at p. 36),

was never replaced by the Smrtis. And, if it is true,

as he thinks, that custom 'occupied a subordinate

position in the eyes of the Brahmans, except so far

as it had been, and was constantly being, em-

bodied in the authoritative works of the Smrti writers,'

it must be remembered that, as a body, the Brahmans

have troubled themselves only about the usage of

Brahmans, not at all about the usage of non- Brah-

mans, who constitute the great bulk of the popu-

lation of Madras.

In remarking on the important passage of Gautama

referred to above, Professor Jolly says (at p. 35) :

' Similar rules occur in other Smrtis. But it is no-

where asserted that, in case of a conflict between

custom and the Smrti, the Smrti may be overruled.'

1 have, however, pointed out that Manu VIIL 46,

asserts this very thing m most distinct terms. And
1 trust that I have done something towards making

it clear that a special aim of Manu is to teach those

concerned that ' usage is highest dharma '

; not only

for the privileged classes, for whose benefit alone its

author wrote, but also for the irresponsible masses,

who ordinarily require no law for their guidance,

except, of course, the criminal.
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In conclusion, T must call attention to the danger

of assuming that, because certain writers of law

treatises have declared a usage to be extinct or pro-

hibited, therefore such usage in fact has died out.

Take the case of niyoga (levirat). Manii certainly

(in IX. 59) gives as valid the approved rule for

performing it, before expressing strong disapproval

of the practice : and by numerous subsequent texts,

e.g. IX. 146, 167, 190, sanctions the practice. But

Brhaspati declares that it is prohibited in the present

(Kali) age. And later writers (it is said) without

exception assume that niyoga is quite obsolete and

impossible. Nevertheless, Marco Polo tells us that

when he travelled in India ' a man takes his brother's

wife, and all the people of India have this custom.'

And, further, he tells us that the King, having five

hundred wives of his own, forcibly took to himself

the wife of his brother, who discreetly made no

opposition to his will. Then, Mandelslo, who

travelled in India in 1638, says (at p. 56) of the

Vishnu sect :
' They have this particular custom in

this sect, that they permit not the women to burn

themselves with their husbands, but they oblige

them to perpetual widowhood, even though the

husband died before the consummation of the mar-

riage. It is not long since that, among them, the

younger brother was obliged to marry his elder

brother's widow, to raise up seed to him ; but this

custom is abolished by an express law, which con-

demns the woman to celibate.' And doubtless the

writer of the monograph on the Vaishnava Tottiyans
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of Madura, quoted at p. 141 of ray View, had niyoga

in view when he spoke of their priests compelling

unwilling wives to consort with their husbands'

brothers and near kinsmen. It is not at all unlikely,

it seems to me, that niyoga in different forms may
still survive among some of the non-Brahman castes

of Soutli India. Anyhow, it must be dangerous to

assume the contrary.

Ihis chapter as a whole will be found to be

admirably illustrated by some texts remarked on

below, pp. 146-7.
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CHAPTER III.

'reasons from local usage and the castras.'

In my second chapter I have quoted Manu VIII. 3,

which says about the King :
' Day by day (he should

judge) separately (cases) under the eighteen titles

by reasons (drawn) from local usage and the Qdstras.'

And I have ventured to dissent from Burnell's

opinion, that we have here authority for the proposi-

tion that the Manava-dharma-Qastra was intended
' also for practical use in the tribunals '

; since it

appears to me to be by no means improbable, but on

the contrary probable, that no more may be meant
here by the word ' cdstra ' than the Vedic literature

generally, with which naturally the King's Brahman
councillors and Mantris should be familiar. For

example, see IV. 260 :
' A Brahman living by this

conduct, who knows the Veda-qdstras, freed from

sin, is ever glorified in the Brahma-world.' And
y. 2 speaks of Brahman s 'who know the Veda-

qdstras.' Whilst XII. 94 shows that the Veda-cdMra

is the Veda itself; and XII. 99 says :
' The eternal

Veda-cdstra supports all existent things.' There would
appear to be no reason why the cdstra referred to

here should not be taken to be the Veda.

On the contrary, excellent reasoDs may be adduced
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for holding that the ^jistra here referred to is the

Veda and no other. In the first pL^ce, the ' reasons,'

of course, are to be drawn from the (^astras, not by the

King himself, but by his ]>rahmans and ministers,

who (according to the first verse of Lecture VIII.)

must know ' mantras '
; by which we must understand

Vedic texts.

Then, after the enumeration of the eighteen

topics of law, VIII. 8 says :
' Let (the king), relying

on eternal law, determine the affairs of men, who
mostly dispute on these topics.' No doubt he is to

rely on the eternal Veda, residing in the breasts of his

learned advisers.

And V. 11 is more specific. It says : 'In what

country three Brahmans learned in the Vedas and the

king's learned deputy sit, (the wise) have said that

assembly (is) of Brahma.'

These three texts taken together seem to show
tolerably conclusively that the King, or in his absence

his deputy, should sit in judgment with not less than

three Brahman assessors learned in the Vedas
;

whilst other texts that I have given in Chapter II.,

notably, Manu VII. 43, also point to the conclusion

that the author of Manu looked upon a knowledo-e of

the Vedas as constituting the only necessary profes-

sional equipment for the King's assessors in judgment.

Whilst, on the other hand, there appears to be no
text of Manu that requires or recommends, either ex-

plicitly or implicitly, that the King (or his learned

deputy) should consult the dharma-qastras, or Maw-
books,' when sitting in court as judge. And, lookino-
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to my own experience of Brahmans, of their doings

and sayings, I should certainly think it more con-

sistent with their genius that they should desire a

judge to come to court with assessors well versed in

the Vedas, in other words armed with all valuable

knowledge, than that they should desire him to come

to court with a number of treatises on mere law, and

make his assessors refer to them from time to time as

if ignorant of their business. As I understand the

Brahman mind, there must be something to it posi-

tively indecent in the spectacle of a judge or an asses-

sor turning for help in court to some written treatise,

and thus openly in the eyes of all men admitting his

knowledge to be less than universal.

And then it must by no means be forgotten that

the Manava-dharma-qastra (in the opinion at least of

Burnell) was written mainly for the benefit of an

irresponsible, all-powerful tyrant, accustomed almost

from his cradle to regard his own wisdom as perfect,

his own will as indisputable. Is it conceivable that

such a one would tolerate for a moment the idea of

his being obliged or controlled, in the exercise of

omnipotence, by the words of a pretentious 'law-

treatise,' and that openly before all his subjects? Or,

is it conceivable that a presumably wily courtier, like

the author of j\Ianu, would presumptuously offer so to

oblige or control a typical tyrant? To my mind

either thing is absolutely inconceivable. A man like

Pulakeqi, the (supposed) king for whom Manu was

written, may very well have been pleased to nmuse

himself occasionally with giving judgment, sur-
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rounded by Bralim;uis wlio knew, or were suid to

know, the whole Yeda, and listening perhaps to their

words of wisdom ; for in so doing he would rather

increase his own personal importance in the eyes of

his subjects, and add to the awe with which his

decisions would be regarded. But, 1 cannot figure

him to myself turning over the pages of a 'law-book

'

for guidance, and publicly acknowledging the exist-

ence of vulgar limits to his power. When Eastern

kings sit in judgment, law and law-books, it seems

to me, are out of place and an absurdity.^

In my next chapter will be found a description of

an Indian trial of the good old times, from which

readers will be able to judge for themselves whether

or no it is probable that works like the Manava-

dharma-qastra were used or ' intended for practical

use ' in the tribunals of ancient India.

The text at present under discussion shows that,

whatever may be the meaning in it of ' qdstras-,^ the

King should ' draw reasons ' for his judgments in the

first instance, and mainly, from 'local usage.' And
I have discussed ' usage ' in my second chapter. Pro-

fessor Jolly (at p. 35), after showing that in old

' Compare what that eminent ruler of men, Sir Thomas Munro, said

in a private letter to his fatlier, dated September 21, 1798 :
' We have no

ancient constitution or laws to overturn, for there is no law in India but

the will of the sovereign ; and we have no people to subdue, nor national

pride or animosity to contend with, for there are no distinct nations in

India, like French and Spaniards, Germans and Italians. The people are

but one people; for, whoever be their rulers, they are still allllindcios:

it is indiiferent to them whether they are under Europeans, Mussulmans,

or their own Rajahs. They take no interest in polilical revolutions.'

Gleig's Life, i. 203.
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works like Manu and Gautama, ' local and caste

usages are also emphatically recognised,' goes on to

observe that ' the more recent Smrtis, in which the

constitution of a judicial assembly is treated in some

detail, refer occasionally to custom as a ground of

decision, but they direct that, in general, the king or

hisjudge shall take the written law of the Smrti (Smrti-

cdstra, dharma-qdstra, Smrti) for his guide in decid-

ing any lawsuit. These considerations tend to show

the range of authority which had been early acquired

by the Smrtis.'

From these observations (as I understand them) it

is to be inferred that, whereas in ancient times the King

was directed to rely, when sitting as judge, at all events

mainly on local usage, the idea of law was so greatly

developed in the course of several centuries that the

King came to rely, when so sitting, mainly on written

' law-treatises.' But, the only authorities cited in sup-

port of them are Narada and Brhaspati. Now, the dates

of these two according to Professor Jolly (at pp. 50

and 64) are the fifth or sixth century a.d., and (at the

earliest) the sixth or seventh century a.d., respec-

tively. And the date of Manu, according to Burnell,

is probably 500 a.d., but may be later. Indeed,

looking to all that Burnell writes about the existing

recension of Manu, we may (it seems to me) safely

suppose that it may have been written several centuries

later than 500 a.d. Where, then, in the present state

of our knowledge is there room for the above infer-

ence ? It may be that Narada and Brhaspati are

much later compositions than the Manava-dharma-
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QRstra, but as yet it cannot be said to be certain that

they are sucb.

Unfortunately, Professor Jolly has not thought

it necessary to discuss the words of the texts of

Narada that he cites, without quoting, on this

occasion (I. 1, 8, 16, 31), and I am not in a position

fairly to combat his arguments. But the texts cited

may be considered as they appear in his own trans-

lation. I. 1, cl. 8 appears to be a wrong reference,

since it speaks only of family councils and other

courts. I. 1, cl. 16 says : ' The eight constituent

parts are the king, his officer, the assessors, the law-

book, the accountant, and scribe, gold and fire, and

water.' I. 1, cl. 31 says :
' Taking the law -code for

his guide, and abiding by the opinion pronounced by

the chief judge.' Now the 'eight constituent parts'

of a judicial proceeding must surely be regarded as a

fanciftil and purely arbitrary arrangement, such as the

Hindu mind delights in, and like many others in the

same chapter. No serious meaning can be attached

to words that in themselves attribute as much essen-

tial importance to drinking water as to the 'law-book.'

And, after all, we may quite fairly suppose that the

' law-book 'intended was not an actual corporeal book,

but the knowledge of the Vedas or Smrtis generally

resident in the minds of the King, his officer, and the

assessors. For, the next chapter of Narada tells us

(like the other Smrtis) that the King's assessors should

be ' men skilled in matters of law,' and that the

judges of all lawsuits should be ' persons familiar with

many branches of science,' and that a right judgment

E
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may be passed by ' ten men versed in the Veda and

jurisprudence,' or by ' three men familiar with the

Veda.' Again, since the King's officer (or delegate)

is a ' constituent ' of a judicial proceeding only in the

absence of the King, it is clear that the Narada's ideal

court of justice did not need the presence in it simul-

taneously of the ' eight constituents '
; it could, in fact,

get on very well with only three of them present. On

the other hand, the declaration of the plaintiff, which

is not one of the eight constituents, is pronounced by

I. 1, cl. 7 to be ' the essence of a judicial proceeding.'

As regards I. 1, cl. 31, it appears from the note that

Colebrooke translates the first words of it thus :

' placing the sacred code of law before him.' Neither

translation, it seems to me, warrants us in supposing

that an actual corporeal book is here intended, or that

anythingmore is intended than that (in the correspond-

ing words of Manu VIII. 8) quoted at the begin-

ning of this chapter, the Kmg should judge, ' relying

on eternal law,' i.e. the Vedas, as known to, and ex-

pounded by, his assessors. See below, pp. 77, 106, 134.

Of Brhaspati the Professor says that in one text

the author ' speaks of the issue of a lawsuit as de-

pending on the customs of the country, reasoning, and

the counsel of the lay public,' all of which corresponds

tolerably well with the directions of Manu and Gau-

tama referred to above, and in my second chapter

;

but in another text the author speaks of the issue

depending on a Smrti text recited by the judges.

Clearly, therefore, the testimony of Brhaspati upon

this important and interesting question is nugatory
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for practical purposes. Probably, when he wrote these

two apparently, but not necessarily, contradictory

texts, the author had different classes of altercations

and circumstances in contemplation. When he wrote

one, he may have been thinking of disputes between

merchants and others ; when he wrote the other, he

may have been thinking of questions of religion or

morals arising between virtuous Brahmans.

Even if it could be reasonably contended that

Narada has spoken strongly in favour of deciding

suits according to Smrti texts, I could not allow that

his unsupported opinion should be held to outweigh,

or even counterbalance, the plainly and 'emphatically'

enunciated rules upon the point to be found in Manu,

Gautama, and others, as admitted (or rather stated)

by Professor Jolly. For, certainly, Narada cannot

as yet be regarded as a champion of a new school,

teaching practice that had superseded old and obsolete

practice. His mere opinion must be taken for what

it may be worth, as compared with the opinions of

many others.

What, however, Narada really thought of the

value of mere law appears tolerably clearly from I. 1,

cl. 11. ' The law, the issue of the case, the conduct

{of the parties), and an edict from the king—these are

the four feet of a judicial proceeding
; eacli following

is weightier than the preceding.' The least weighty,

therefore, is the law ; the most weighty is the King's

edict, which (as I. 1, cl. 12 tells us) 'depends on the

king's pleasure.' Then I. 1, cl. 34 says that in a trial

' where religious and secular rules are at variance, the
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secular rules have to be put aside, and the religious

precepts to be followed.' And, again, cl. 35 goes on

to say: ' The law ordains to take logic for one's guide

when" the sacred law cannot be applied, for the evi-

dence in a lawsuit is more decisive than the law, and

overrules the law.' And cl. 24 says :
' That is not

a judicial assembly where the elders are missing, nor

are they elders who do not pronounce a just opinion,

nor is that a just opinion w^hich is against equity.'

It seems to me that what Niirada looked for in a

judge was equity and good conscience, not acquaint-

ance with the contents of the latest editions of law-

books ; and that he would have been intensely aston-

ished if any one had suggested to him that a judge

should enter his court-house preceded by a Peon

carrying the best recension of Manu.

Of the supreme will of the King, Narada speaks

in the very plainest terms in his last chapter. Thus,

cl. 19 says :
' Wisdom is the ornament of kings ; it

shows itself in their sayings ; whatever they pro-

nounce, right or wrong, is the law for litigants.'

And cl. 21 says :
' Whatever a king does for the

protection of his subjects, by right of his kingly

power, and for the best of mankind, is valid ; that is

the rule.' Again, cl. 24 says :
' The rulers of the

earth have made regulations for the purpose of main-

taining order ; the king's sentence is even more

weighty than these regulations.' This does not look

like prescribing reliance on the latest editions.

Whilst, however, I am unwilling to believe (in

the absence of sufficient evidence) that the practice of
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using ' law-treatises ' for information and guidance

prevailed at any time in such primitive tribunals as

may have existed in India from time to time under

powerful monarchs, I see no harm in assuming, for

argument's sake, that such practice in fact existed
;

and I will go on to consider very briefly the practical

question, in what way should such books be turned

to use now, in the courts established by the British

Government.

In doing this I shall take it for granted that most

persons will at once admit the propriety of using

them in a manner agreeable to the spii-it of the books

themselves, as also to the idiosyncrasies and wishes

of the various races to whom the so-called Hindu law

is administered ; and shall avoid as far as possible

the influence of English notions as to precedent,

authority, customary law, and other matters more or

less germane to the question from the point of view

of the mere lawyer.

First, with regard to Manu, a text of which forms

the subject-matter of this chapter. In looking to

turn this treatise to practical use, undoubtedly the

first thing to be considered is that it professes from

first to last to be no more than a ' body of teaching

'

on ' dharma '

; which, whatever else it may be, is

nothing in the least like ' law ' proper. I have already

attempted to give an idea of the meaning of this word

in Chapter II. And I have further suggested that

Manu may properly be taken to be a treatise on that

' true knowledge ' which in itself constitutes ' true

religious merit,' or, as I have suggested, 'blessedness.'
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And, if so, we should search its pages, not so much

for ' laiD^'' rules of conduct ' laid ' or set by princes or

others, as for a perfect way of life, revealed in the

eternal Veda, and republished by the eminent author.

The next matter to be considered is the date of

the work. It may, indeed must, make a vast differ-

ence, for one who would turn Mann to profitable use,

whether the work is to be supposed to have been

written 3000 years ago or 1000. Now, Burnell has

recently fixed the date as being (probably) of about

500 A.D., and I imagine that few can read his Intro-

duction to Manu without, at all events, feeling doubt

as to the possibility of the very early dates assigned

to it being approximately correct. For my own part,

I have given m the Prospectus some reasons for think-

ing that our present text is of a much later date than

500 A.D., at all events of one later than the time of

Hiouen Thsang's visit to India in the middle of the

seventh century.

Then comes the question, for whose instruction

and benefit was this treatise written ? AVhen Sir

William Jones first introduced it to the notice of the

world, he (for the moment) imagined it to be an all-

sufiicing code of law, compiled xmd published in very

early times by an heroic lawgiver, ' Manu,' for the use

and benefit of all the dwellers in the continent of

India. But this idea has long since been exploded.

And now Barnell has declared that the Manava-

dharma-qastra is ' a popular work, intended for Rajas

and similar persons, and was not originally intended

for the use of Brahmans '

; the many details which
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refer solely to Brahmans having been inserted in it

' because kings are bound to see that all do their

clharma or duty.' And he pronounces it to be ' essen-

tially a religious book,' not a ' profane treatise on

mere law.'

Assummg Barnell's view to be in the main cor-

rect, I think it may be safe and prudent to regard

Manu as a trustworthy authority (so far as it goes)

upon the usages ordinarily observed by various classes

of Indians between, say, 1000 and 1500 years ago,

particularly by the Brahmans and Ksatriyas, or kings.

And, so regarding the work, we may still turn it to

most profitable use in hearing and deciding suits

between Hindus. Indeed, it cannot well be doubted

by any who are competent to offer an opinion on the

subject, that a judge who knows and understands his

Manu, cceteris paribus, is infinitely better qualified

than one who does not, to do justice in an altercation

of almost any kind between Brahmans, or even non-

Brahman Indians. But, he must understand as well

as know the teaching of the book, or it will easily

mislead him. Particularly, he must comprehend the

leading principle that for every human being, whether

a Brahman, a woman, a Qudra, a heretic, or a Mleccha

(barbarian), there is a separate usage, a separate

dJiarma (blessedness) ; and that what is good for one

is not necessarily good for another.

And, since Manu plainly and emphatically recog-

nises the existence, at the time when it was composed,

of various and conflicting usages, it may reasonably

be inferred (it seems to me) that the author of it may
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have coDtemplated the possibiUty of future genera-

tions gradually adopting new usages, more or less

opposed to those which he recommends. In any case

he must have foreseen the probability of adherents of

fjakhas and caranas other than the Mdiiava continu-

ing to observe their own proper usages. In using

Manu, therefore, we must recollect that any observ-

ance recommended therein is not necessarily one for

all time, and certainly is for a particular limited class.

Take for example the teaching about niyoga (levirat),

which first shows how the thing is to be done accord-

ing to rule, and then goes on to disapprove and

condemn in the strongest terms the doing of it (IX.

59-68). Clearly we have here a concession to the

usage of some, accompanied by the expression of a

hope that the objectionable practice would some day

be abandoned as ' a law fit only for cattle.' And
compare with this the teaching about drinking, and

eating, which seems to show that the author did not

expect certain objectionable and sinful habits to be at

once abandoned by Brahmans and Ksatriyas.

That most of the usages recommended by Manu
are for Brahmans alone, is perfectly plam, as I have

already observed. And many of them are for a very

small class indeed, namely, the select few, learned and

virtuous persons who were ready and willing to

devote their whole lives to the acquisition of true

knowledge and true religious merit. And, lastly, the

author's public, as regards the Brahmans at least,

would necessarily be confined at first, for the most

part, to those who, like his patron, were connected
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with the Mdnava school. For, according to the com-

mentary on Paraskara's Grihiya Sutras :
' Vasishtha

declares that it is wrong to follow the rules of

another cakhd. . . . Whosoever leaves the law of his

qdkhd and adopts that of another, he sinks into blind

darkness, having degraded a sacred Rishi.' And

other authorities for this proposition may be cited.

Finally Max Miiller says :
' Only in case no special

rule is laid down for certain observances in some

Grihiyas, it is lawful to adopt those of other families.'

For a discussion of this matter see Chapter III. of my
Frosj?edits

.

Having considered the aim and scope of Manu,

and its date, and the classes to which its teachmg

was addressed, a judge should next proceed to select

for use the parts that promise good fruit. Mixed up

with much that is useful, there is in Manu an immense

amount of mere rubbish which must be carefully

rejected. And beside rubbish there is much of

obvious exaggeration and ornament, designed to em-

phasize doubtful truths. Great discretion must be

exercised in winnowing the whole mass, and securing

a valuable residuum, for application (subject to nume-

rous restrictions) principally to Brahmans, and oc-

casionally, but in a much less degree, to such non-

Braliman tribes and castes as may appear to follow in

the wake of the Brahmans.

So much for Manu, which for certain reasons is

the most important, as unquestionably it is by far the

most interesting, of the older Sanskrit ' law-books.'

With reference to chronologic priority, I should have
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spoken first of the dharmasutras that still exist, and

which are said to belong distinctly to the Vedic

period of Sanskrit literature. But my suggestions

with regard to the use of Manu apply for the most

part equally well to the dharmasutras, and indeed to

the Sanskrit ' law-books ' generally.

The principal thing to be remembered about the

dharmasutras, for our present purpose, is that, whilst

four of them belong to the ' old ' or ' black Yajw Veda/

the other two do not.^

The four ' black Yajur Veda ' sutras, called

Baudhayana, Apastamba, Hiraniya-Kesin and Ka-

thaka, are thought (see Jolly, p. 38) to have been com-

posed in South India. And (as I have shown in my
Prospectus, p. 62) there are grounds for believing that

the Apastambiya school prevails particularly in the

Madras Province, excluding the Northern Cirkars and

the Western Coast. Probably, therefore, in suits

between Brahmans these four works, or at all events

Apastamba, should be consulted in Madras more

frequently than Manu, which appears to be connected

with a school that has died out.

The oldest sutra of all, the Gautama, is thought

by Buhler and Jolly certainly to belong to the Sama

Veda, whilst Jolly says that the Vasistha siitra seems

to have originated in a school studying the Rigveda.

^ Burnell observes in his Introduction to Manu, p. xxiv :
' That the

text has heen universally received, though a black Yajur Veda treatise

and not of universal significance, is to be attributed to the fact that this

Veda is still the most commonly followed one : in South India about

eighty-five per cent, of the Brahman population adheres to it.' We do

not yet know what proportion of this population follows the Apastamba

and other fakhas, without paying attention to the Manava-d.-^.
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The origin of the Vishnu Smrti, also called a sutra,

seems to be still involved in doubt.

AVhilst it is extremely difficult to determine in

what degree the ' black Yajur Veda ' siitras, and Manu,

which must be closely connected with them, should be

applied to the resolution of questions arising nowa-

days between Apastambiya and other Brahmans

resident in the Madras Province, it is still more

difficult to limit the application of the Yajfiavalk^) a

Smrti ; which (see my Prospectus) is an exposition

of Yoga doctrine designed for the people of Mithila,

and is connected certainly with the ' white Yajur

Veda,' and not improbably with Buddhism.

Its suspicious origin and connections ^ notwith-

standing, this Smrti (according to Jolly, p. 48), though

less celebrated than the Code of Manu, has exercised

an immense influence on the modern development of

Indian law, through the medium of the Mitaksara

and other Indian commentaries of the Yajnavalkya

Smrti. And the learned Professor goes on to account

for this by supposing that Manu had become some-

what obsolete when the commentators of the Y. Smrti

wrote ; and they found the Y. Smrti more accordant

with the usages of their own time, and therefore

selected it as the basis of their works. As to this, I

would observe, in the first place, that the commentaries

' In addition to what I have suggested in the Prospectus as circum-

stances of suspicion against Yajnavalkya, we may ohserve the mode in

which tlie Seer is spoken of in the Sathapatha Brdmhann, in several

places, as holding opinions contrary to the opinions of others, upon such

important matters as the eating of the flesh of cows, which he recom-

mended, nnd as having been cursed by Karaka Adhvaryu.
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of VijfianeQvara and Apararka are referred by the

Professor to the 11th and 12th centuries ; whilst

Medhatithi's date according to Burnell is 1000 a.d.,

and Manu may be of the 8th or 9th century. And,

in the next place, whereas the Y. Smrti itself is a

copious work, the author of the Mitaksara could get

out of it only thirty-six verses as matter on which

to comment at large, in the part on inheritance. I

cannot think it probable, therefore, that Vijnanesvara

selected the Y. Smrti as the basis of his work because

he found Manu obsolete. It is far more likely, it

seems to me, that he may have done so because he

had new and peculiar views of his own to propound,

and preferred to take up entirely new ground, using

the Y. Smrti as a convenient peg.

I have already, both in the View and in the

Prospectus, protested for many reasons against the

daily increasing importance that is attached to the

Mitaksara. I will only add here a bit of testimony

from the pen of Professor Jolly. He says (at p. 1 2 1 ) :

' Before closing this subject, I must not omit to note

that judging Mitaksara doctrine on its merits, it is

hardly possible to take a favourable view of it. It is

too much opposed to the old text law and to modern

usage to be looked upon as more than a theoretical

development.'

Perhaps it would not be unwise, in dealing with

the digests and commentaries generally, to look upon

all doctrines in them opposed to the old text law

and to modern usage as no more than ' theoretical

developments,' fit only for discussion by idealists.
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Putting all these on one side as unworthy of serious

consideration, we may doubtless find in books of

this class much that is of permanent value. And
possibly in none of them will more valuable assistance

to the inquirer be forthcoming than in the unjustly

condemned and despised digest of Jagannatha, which

was translated by Colebrooke, and ordinarily goes by

his name. It appears from Colebrooke' s letter at II.

Strange, 175, that the old Madras Pandits made

great use of Jagannatha : and it would seem to be but

reasonable for a Madras judge to turn for information

and guidance to a work believed in and used by the

Madras Pandits, rather than to the Mitaksara and

other works that Colebrooke (who never lived in the

Madras Province) pronounced, for reasons of his own,

to be authorities better adapted to the needs of the

Madras people.

Some quite modern compilations would appear to be

of practical value, as, for example, the Andcciranirnaya,

which is described by Burnell {Introduction^ Manu,

xxxvii.) as bemg a small manual of practices

usual in Malabar, Cochin, and Travancore, and

opposed to the Sanskrit law, and an unquestionable

authority for the peculiar customs of Malabar, though

not as yet noticed by the High Court, which, however,

has gravely accepted as genuine the impudent and

stupid forgery styled the Aliyasantanada Kattu

Kattale.

With reference to books of this class, I would

wish to invite attention once more to the Ddyadaca-

rhli^ a most interesting little work, compiled probably
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not more than a century ago, by a native of South

India, and edited by Burnell. According to its editor,

it 'contains all the chief rules laid down in the

received treatises, and, so far, cannot contribute false

notions.' It is the ' chief rules ' that specially need to

be established ; and surely it must be profitable to

consult compendious works like the Ddyadaqaqhld in

which (of necessity) only such rules are exhibited.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE MRICCHAKATIKA.

Mr. Innes (at pp. 18-20) has made much of the nmth
chapter of the Mricchakatikd, as proving beyond the

possibility of doubt that at Ujayyini, in about the

second century after Christ, there existed ' a judicial

tribunal appointed by the king ; the judges holding

office, as do the judges of the High Court, during the

sovereign's pleasure '
; and an aggregate of rules of

conduct administered by that tribunal, and ' contained

presumably in the Mdnava-dharma-qdstra referred to

by the Chief Judge, as his guide, in communicating

to the king the sentence which according to Manu it

was unlawful to pass, and that which the king might

Lawfully pronounce. See Manu Ch. VIII. § 380.

Toy-Cart, Act IX.'

And Professor Jolly (at p. 68 of his Tagore

Lectures on Hindu Law) has ventured on a somewhat

simihir conclusion. He says finally :
—

' I have dwelt

thus long on these analogies betweeen one of the

most celebrated Sanskrit plays and the teaching of

the later Sniritis, because they contain most valuable

evidence in favour of the practical character of these

works.'

Amazed at these statements, and feeling pur-
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suaded that they must be far too bold and compre-

hensive to be warranted, I have studied the ninth

chapter of the ' Clay-cart'' (as done into English by-

Wilson, and into French by M. Regnaud) rather

carefully, with the result that 1 have arrived at the

opinion that, taken as a whole and rightly understood,

this amusing scene shows tolerably conclusively

that nothing at all resembling criminal law (as

Englishmen now understand the phrase) was ad-

ministered (or known) at Ujayyini in the early part

of the Christian era.

Both because I would wish to justify, if I can,

this my opinion, and because the matter is in itself

one of some little importance and interest, I purpose

examining here the ninth chapter of the ' Clay-cart
'

at some little length.

The first thing to be noticed, perhaps, though a

trifle, is the circumstance that, upon arriving at the place

of trial, the judge asks the servant (the 'huissier '),

who has just swept the floor -and arranged the seats,

to show the way to the court, not being in a habit

(apparently) of sitting regularly in one place.

The next thing is the constitution of the tribunal.

The so-called 'judges ' are three in number: first the

President, or judge proper, second the Headman of

the merchants, and third the Kayastha scribe. Now,

certainly, according to Manu, the trial should have

been held in the presence of the King's delegate and

(as explained by Medhatithi) not less than three

Brahmans. See above, p. 45. And in any case it must

have been wholly unnecessary and highly improper
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—I will notsay illegal, because from my point of view

no ' laic^ is to be found or expected in a work like the

Mritxhakatikd—for a merchant, however respectable,

and for a Kayastha scribe to sit in judgment upon a

Brahman nobleman like Charudatta, the defendant in

this trial. According to Wilson, the Kayastha class

was in old times specially obnoxious to Brahmans.

The day's work begins with the President lectur-

ing his assessors on the duty of a judge as regards

patience, impartiality, and the like. He then asks

whether there are any complainantsready to beheard,

it being doubtful (apparently) whether there will be

anything for the court to do. The scribe goes out to

see, and comes back in a state of trepidation, with the

news that the King's brother-in-law has come in

person with a complaint. Hearing this, the judges

are alarmed, and at once become unwilling to begin

business. The President solemnly obseiwes :
' This

announces, like an eclipse at sunrise, the fall of a

considerable man.' And then he causes it to be inti-

mated to the King's brother-in-law that the judges

are too busy to attend to him. AYhereupon the com-

plainant at once sends word to them that, if that is so,

he will tell the King, and get the President dismissed,

and another judge appointed in his place. His words

terrify the court, and he is directed forthwith to come

and tell his story. Upon this he swaggers into the

court, gorgeously apparelled, treats the judges wdtli

utmost insolence, telling them that their continuance in

office depends upon his goodAvill, and actually offers

to sit in their seats, but finally waives his privilege.
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At last he begins his story, which is to the effect

that he has just found the body of a famous young

woman, Yasantaferea, in his pleasure-garden, where

he was taking a stroll. Evidently she has been robbed

of her jewels, and murdered by strangulation—but

he is not to blame in any way. Then, upon Yasan-

tasena's mother coming and mentioning the name of

Charudatta as that of a lover whom Yasantasena had

been visiting, the complainant denounces him as the

murderer ; but gives no reason for suspecting this

great nobleman, a Brahman noted for his extra-

ordinary charity, by which he has completely ruined

himself, of having committed so mean and monstrous

a crime. And, since the body was said to have been

found on the complainant's own land, suspicion would

naturally first point to him as being the culprit, in

the opinion of any Eastern judge. Moreover, at the

very beginning of his story, the complainant (who

wrongly believes that he has himself murdered the

woman) makes most damaging slips, the direct bear-

ing of which is at once appreciated and remarked

upon by the President. The proper and natural

effect of the complaint, therefore, as made, is to arouse

suspicion against the maker of it. And, indeed, it

seems to be intended that the judges should be

understood to suspect his guilt from the very begin-

ning ; whilst the President is made to show sympathy

for Charudatta, and to indulge from time to time in

remarks touching Charudatta's high character, and

the great antecedent improbability of his having done

wrong, as pretended.
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However, Charudatta is sent for, and at once

appears, and after he has reluctantly admitted that

the young woman in question was his mistress, and

has answered certain questions not altogether satis-

factorily, the President, at the command of the King's

son-in-law, takes Charudatta's seat from him and

permits the complainant to occupy it in triumph.

This significant act is but the forerunner of gross

irregularities to come. Soon the trial is interrupted

by a pohce officer suddenly presenting himself before

the court and successfully demanding audience as a

complainant on hisown behalf ; and when Charudatta's

friend Maitreya improperly intervenes in Charu-

datta's behalf, the King's brother-in-law attacks

Maitreya, and a fight with sticks ensues in open

court, which the judges do nothing to check, the

presence of guards and others notwithstanding.

In the course of this fight certain jewels tumble

down from the waist-cloth of Maitreya, and it is im-

mediately suggested for the prosecution that they

must be articles forming part of the supposed stolen

property. But this suggestion is negatived by the

evidence of the supposed dead woman's mother,

who inspects the jewels and says they are not her

daughter's. Charudatta, however, admits that they

are Yasantasena's jewels, but, for reasons of his own,

declines to explain (as he could) the history of them
;

and the President threatens him with corporal punish-

ment to be inflicted if he do not speak truth. He
speaks, but not to the point, and not satisfactorily

;

and the King's brother-m-law declares that he must be

F 2
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taken to have confessed—which most certainly he

did not do—and that the proper punishment for his

crime is death.

Thereupon the mother of the woman Vasantasena,

who might naturally be supposed to desire that

justice should be done upon the murderer of her only

child, the support of her old age, and who claims

to be complainant in place of the King's brother-in-

law, strenuously protests against the assumption of

Charudatta's guilt, and declares him, her daughter's

great benefactor, to be quite incapable of doing the

horrible act imputed to him.

The old woman is forcibly removed from the court

for her pains, and no heed is paid to her protestations.

In spite of her testimony, and in spite of Charudatta's

admitted and known good character, and his ac-

cuser's admitted and known bad character and suspi-

cious evidence, and of the circumstance that whilst on

the one hand no one had seen the accused person

do the deed, or near the scene of the offence, on the

other hand the officer sent by the court to inspect the

body had reported that it had been carried off by

wild beasts—in spite of all these things, the court,

without a moment's hesitation, finds the prisoner

guilty, and proceeds to its decision ; which in effect

is, that the court finds the accused person Charudatta

guilty of murder, and accordingly humbly recom-

mends to His Majesty the King that the said

Charudatta, being a Brahman, be punished in the

mode prescribed for persons of his class by the

venerable Manu, to wit, not with death, but with
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banishment beyond the reahn, his goods not being

confiscated.

This recommendation having been carried to the

King, the order is immediately returned that the

prisoner shall be punished with death.

And then come Charudatta's observations upon

his trial and sentence. He denounces them as unjust,

inasmuch as he had not been subjected by his judges to

ordeal ' by poison, by water, by weighing, and by fire,'

before deciding the question of his guilt. If he had

been worsted in ordeal, his body might very properly

be given over to the saw. But, as it was, he had not

had a fair trial : his condemnation rested entirely upon

the false word of an enemy : and a result of it would

be punishment in Hell for the King and for his

descendants.

Upon a careful consideration of this scene as a

whole, I cannot avoid the conclusion that no real,

serious trial is to be supposed to be described in it

;

and that the reader is intended to understand that,

from the moment when the President before beginning

the hearing of the case delivered himself of the ill-

omened remark made to all within hearing, that the

complaint of the Kmg's brother-in-law plainly an-

nounced the fall of some great man, but one result of

the sitting could ensue. In other words, I take it

that the writer of the ' Clay-cart ' intended in its

nmth chapter to hold up to ridicule (in a pleasant

and safe way) the notoriously servile and abject be-

haviour of the Brahmans employed by some tyrant to

hear and determine as judges causes in which he or
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his relatives or friends were interested ; by showing

that when they did their work, justice was wholly

disregarded and trampled under foot, and instead of

a fair and trustworthy investigation there was prac-

tically nothing to be expected but a pretended and

merely illusory inquiry. The introduction to the

play states specifically that one of its objects is to dis-

play the ' villainy of the law.'

With regard to Mr. Innes's contention that any-

how the play shows that there existed at Ujayyini,

' in about the second century after Christ, a judicial

tribunal appointed by the king ; the judges holding

office, as do thejudges of the High Court, durmg the

sovereign's pleasure,' I must observe in the first

place that the date of the Ilricchakatikd would appear

to be as yet quite uncertain. Professor Jolly states

that it ' must have been composed before the time of

King Criharsha, 600 a.d., but it is probably not

much older.' But he gives no authority or reason

for this statement ; and in the absence thereof, and

after considering what Wilson says on the subject, I

must take leave to consider it to be quite possible

that the play may be of comparatively recent date,

perhaps even of the eleventh or twelfth century.

Then, it is not correct to say that the tribunal

represented in the Mricchakatikd consisted of judges

appointed by the King. There was but one judge

properly so called : the merchant and Kayastha scribe

were no more than his assessors on a particular

occasion. And, as for the judge holding office during

the Sovereign's pleasure, it is quite clear, from the
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unresented threats of the King's hrother-in-law, that

the judge must be taken to have held office durmg

his Sovereign's pleasure, only in the same manner as

he so kept his head on his shoulders.

Of the ' aggregate of rules of conduct administered

by this tribunal,' I cannot myself find a trace ; and I

am at a loss to understand what Mr. Innes can have

meant by the use of this expression.

I now come to the most important of Mr. Innes 's

statements, namely, that the above-mentioned aggre-

gate of rules of conduct (of which I maintain not a

trace is anywhere to be found) must be presumed to

be contained in the Manava-dharma-^astra. As to

this, the first observation that occurs is, that at

present no man knows which of the two, the Mric-

chakatikd and the Manava-d.-q., is the earlier work.

The former may, as some suppose, be of the second

century of our era, whilst the latter may, as Burnell

supposes, be of a date not earlier than -±00 a.d., pro-

bably of about the year 500, and, quite possibly, may

be by several centuries later than 500 A,d.

It is undoubtedly true that the sentence recom-

mended to be passed on Charudatta is in part in

accordance with the Manava-d.-(}., VIII. 380. But

this circumstance in itself proves nothing, inasmuch

as it is quite possible, and not at all improbable,

that this sentence was founded on a traditional maxim

or proverbial saying of the mythic Manu, which in

the course of time came to be embodied, with other

like sayings, in the Manava-d.-q. See VIII. 12-4,

which indicates the existence of a tradition of the
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kind. It is of course impossible to assert positively

that the judge's words were taken by the author from

a copy of the existing Manava-d.-Q. And that they

were not so taken is rendered highly probable by

several circumstances.

In the first place, whilst the sentence is in accord-

ance in part with Manu VIII. 380, it is not also in

accordance with the associated section, Manu YIII.

379, wliich (according to Burnell's Manu) runs as

foUows, namely :
' Shaving the head is ordained as

(the equivalent of) capital punishment in the case of

a Brahman, but in the case of the other castes capital

punishment may be (inflicted).' According to Mega-

sthenes, shaving was the punishment reserved for the

worst criminals. And the Damathat^ or Burmese Laws

of Menu (see Richardson, p. 129), confirms Mega-

sthenes' statement. Narada, too (at II. 14, cl. 9, 10),

prescribes shaving of the head, with banishment, &c.,

for Brahman criminals in lieu of execution.

Second : Charudatta, who, as a Brahman of noted

piety, might be expected to know simple matters of

customary procedure quite as well as the President,

complains that his trial was unfair, in that he had

not been allowed to clear himself by ordeal ' by
poison, by water, by weighing, and by fire.' In de-

fault of such clearance, but not otherwise, he says

his body might justly ' be given to the saw.' But
the Manava-d.-Q. does not speak of these four ordeals,

though they are the very four observed by Hiouen

Thsang in India in the middle of the seventh century,

and prescribed by Narada for great offenders ; whilst
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(as shown above) it does forbid the mfliction of capital

punishment on a Brahman.

Third : The Manava-d.-cj. expressly prescribes

modes of procedure adapted to doubtful cases, of

which, assuredly, Charudatta's was one, namely, that

of making oath (VIII. 109-13), and that of ordeal

by (1) fire, (2) water, and (3) head-touching

(VIII. 110, 111). Why did not the President adopt

these modes, or one of them ?

Fourth : Before passing sentence, and whilst en-

deavourmg (or pretending ? ) to elicit the truth, the

President threatens to ' give over the prisoner's deli-

cate body to cruel punishment,' presumably by the

saw, as suggested by Charudatta's observations upon

the sentence passed, and in direct contravention of

the supposed law of Manu.

Fifth : At the end of the defence the King's

brother-in-law cries out, 'There is no longer any

doubt that he must be executed.'

Sixth : Gautama says (at VIII. 12, 13) :
' 12.

(Such a Brahman) must be allowed by the king

immunity from (the following) six (kinds of oppro-

brious treatment) : 13. (i.e.) He must not be sub-

jected to corporal punishment, he must not be

imprisoned, he must not be fined, he must not be

exiled, he must not be reviled, nor be excluded.'

Now, by ' such a Brahman ' is meant, as I gather

from the preceding verses, a superlatively excellent

Brahman, one not only versed in all knowledge, but

whose works are entirely unexceptionable. Such a

one should enjoy complete immunity from punish-
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ment ; but all other Brahmans are implicitly left

obnoxious to punishment, whether corporal or other.

Seventh : Certain incidents of the trial, such as

the writing of the complaint on the floor, the attend-

ance of the merchant as an assessor, and of the scribe

and beadle, and Charudatta's objection to the non-

recourse to ordeal, may be to some extent (as sug-

gested by Professor Jolly) in consonance with the

prescriptions of Katyayana, Brhaspati, and others
;

they are not also in consonance with rules to be found

in the Manava-d.-q.

Eighth : The King does not accept and give effect

to the sentence recommended by his judge, but himself

passes sentence of death. If the Manava-d.-g. at that

time was the actual, positive law of the land, it is

difficult to understand how even the worst of Indian

tyrants could be represented as venturing to set it

aside on an occasion like this. Moreover, he is made
to add that any one who committed in the future a

similar offence would be similarly punished. And,

as observed above, Charudatta complains of the in-

justice, not of sentencing him to death, which he

admits to be just on the hypothesis of his guilt, but

of denying him a fair trial.

For these and other reasons I am of opinion that

we have in the trial scene of the Mricchakatihd no

evidence whatever to show that, at the time of the pro-

duction of the play, the Manava-d.-Q. was the actual,

positive law of Ujayyini or elsewhere, but the con-

trary. To me it seems to be probable, if not certain,

that the punishment of Charudatta depended not
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upon the contents of any Smrti, but wholly and

solely upon the King's good pleasure. Indeed, the

President says as much in announcing his decision.

Addressing Charudatta, he observes :
' It was our

business to investigate the affair ; the rest depends

upon the King.' Then, turning to the beadle, he says :

' Inform the King that, after Manu, the guilty one,

being a Brahman, ought not to be punished with

death, but,' &c. From this I gather that the judge

should be taken to have made a bid for popularity, or

an endeavour to quiet his own conscience, by bringing

to the King's notice the existence of an obsolete moral

precept, that he well knew would not be attended to

for a moment. See above, p. 52.

Mr. Innes's statements appear to me to be suffi-

ciently dealt with by these observations, and I will

now say a few words about Professor Jolly's view of

the trial scene in question, which briefly is that it

goes to show that the procedure found scattered up

and down the pages of the later Smrtis, as those of

Brhaspati, Katyayana, and others, was substantially

adopted by regularly constituted Indian courts of law

at, say, the beginning of the seventh century ofour era.

As remarked above, Professor Jolly helps me to

show that at all events the procedure of the Manava-

d.-Q. was not followed by the learned President of the

court depicted in the Mricchakatikd ; it only remains

for me to speak about other Smrtis.

The most noticeable feature in the judicial pro-

ceeding, in the opinion of the learned Professor, is the

scribe writing down on the floor ' all the statements
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of the parties and mtnesses.' Now, this is not a

warrantable account of what really happened. What
alone the scribe appears to have written down, was an

abstract of the complaint, as amended by the Presi-

dent ; and as soon as he had written this down, the

King's brother-in-law effaced the whole of it with his

foot. I do not find that the depositions were, nor

was any part of them, taken down in writing on this

occasion. And if, as Professor Jolly seems to aver,

the rules of Brhaspati and the rest direct that ' all

the statements of the parties and witnesses ' should

be written down, those rules certainly must have

been disobeyed. But, indeed, it is not reasonable

to suppose that the whole proceedings in a case would
be written out in extenso on the sandy floor of a hall.

Next, the learned Professor points out that

' Katyayana says that a few virtuous merchants shall

be present at every judicial assembly,' which very

possibly is the case. But, on this occasion only one

merchant was present, and he was present not as a

spectator or amicus curice^ and to ensure propriety of

procedure, but in the capacity of a judge—a very differ-

ent matter. As I have shown above, a merchant

and aKayastha are represented as sitting in judgment
on a noble Brahman in a capital case. Their doing so

surely would have been in the eyes of all Hindus a

very unusual and most improper proceeding, though

indeed Charudatta did not object to it. Perhaps this

is to be accounted for by supposing that he was (as

he seems to have been) hopeless of obtaining justice,

and apathetically resigned himself to an inevitable fate.
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Nothing need be added to what I have already-

said about the sentence and Manu, or about Charu-

datta's observations anent his trial and sentence.

The only remaining incident noticed by Professor

Jolly is the enumeration by the President of the

qualities required in a judge, of which ' a thorough

knowledge of the law books ' is said to ' rank first.'

But I regret being compelled to aver that this is by-

no means the fact. The French is, (the judge) ' doit

connaitre la loi,' and as soon as I read it I presumed

that the Sanskrit could mean no more than that the

judge should have that vague knowledge of the whole

subject-matter of the Vedas which properly every

good Brahman ought to possess. Accordingly I

referred to the original, and found (as I expected)

that the word which Professor Jolly considers to be

equivalent to ' law books ' is (}astra. Now qastra,

according to Burnell (v. Manu, p. 13, n. 5), is ' a body

of teaching on any subject, either of divine or human

origin.' And the commentator on the text of the

Mricchahatikd explains the meaning by saying, the

author goes on to indicate the qualities of one who

comprehends Nydya. See above. Chap. III.

Certainly it seems to me to be something like

making a mountain of a molehill to present these few

unimportant and doubtful matters as positively

indicating that, some thirteen centuries ago, Indian

judges like the one portrayed in the Mricchakatihi

were in a habit of consulting the latest editions of

law-books, and conscientiously guiding themselves

thereby, in administering justice to suitors day by day.
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To my miiid it is far more reasonable to regard the

trial scene under notice as (probably) faithfully re-

producing ordinary incidents of mock trials held in an

unknown age ; and to suppose that the authors of

Brhaspati and the rest had similar incidents in con-

templation when they composed their works on law

as it ought to be, and naturally made mention of them

in suitable places.

However this may be, I think a prudent man will

do well to hesitate to modify his opinion of the

' practical ' character of works like the Manava-d.-q. in

view of any evidence upon the subject to be extracted

from the trial scene m the MricchakatiM.

I have not thought it necessary to investigate the

other well-known Sanskrit trial scene, that in the

Qakuntald. Mr. Innes is under the impression that

the one now dealt with is ' the one solitary picture, so

far as is known, contained in ancient Sanskrit litera-

ture, of the administration of justice in a Hindu king-

dom,' as also that ' it is enough for his purpose.' And
Professor Jolly speaks of but one trial scene. It may
not be unprofitable, however, to quote here the words

of Professor Barth (in his note to p. 416, Revue

Critique, 1878, in which he does me the honour of

reviewing my View of the Hindii Law). He says :

' II y a dans la litterature sanskrite deux relations

bien connues d'affaires judiciaires. L'une, qui se

trouve dans Qakuntala, est regime par ces procedes

sommaires de tout temps prises en Orient, cette

brieve justice, comme Chardin dit quelque part, qui

n'est souvent qu'une prompte injustice.'
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CHAPTER V.

OBSERVATIONS ON NARADA.

In bis preface to Narada Professor Jolly expresses

the hope that his translation of ' the most luminous,

complete, and systematic ancient treatise on Hindu
law will be welcome to those who take an interest in

the practical aspect of Hindu law,' inasmuch as 'it

occupies a far more distinguished position in the

development of Hindu law than the Code of Manu,

perhaps the very highest
;

' whilst it is specially

laudable in that its laws ' are not mere theoretical

rules and precepts, but such as have doubtless

been administered.' And the same author tells us

in his Hindu Laiv, at p. 56, that upwards of half the

(^lokas, of which the Narada Smrti consists, are

quoted in the Digests. Clearly, therefore, Nfirada

should be a work of considerable importance in the

eyes of Indian judges. I purpose making m this

chapter some observations on its date, character, and

practical value.

The date of Narada is at present unknoAvn, and

can only inferentially and approximately be guessed

at. I believe it is universally allowed that the

Narada Smrti is of a later time than both Manu and

Yajfiavalkya. And, so thinking. Professor Jolly for
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divers reasons concludes that ' the composition of

this work has to be placed in the fifth or sixth

century a.d.' But, since Burnell has shown us that

Manu's date probably is about 500 a.d., and may be

even later by some centuries, we cannot but doubt

the propriety of placing in so early a time a work

that shows so great a development of law proper as

does the Narada Smrti, at all events in form and

theory. Moreover, the current version of the work

appears to be founded on an earlier and considerably

larger version—indeed, may be said to be practically

an abridgment of it—and a considerable space of time

may reasonably be supjDosed to have elapsed between

the dates of these two versions. If we suppose an

interval of 500 years to separate Manu and the

current version of Narada, then as the former, ac-

cording to Burnell, is to be placed at about the

beginning of the sixth century, Narada may be

placed in the eleventh century. Or it may even be

a little later.

If Narada belongs to the eleventh century, it is

of the same century as the Mitaksara (according to

Biihler), and one great argument in favour of using

the latter as ' the paramount authority ' for Madras

disappears. For, obviously, when the choice lies

between an aggregate of (supposed) laws proper, and

a number of ' mere theoretical rules and precepts,'

nothing can warrant the adoption of the latter if

they are not believed to be far more modern than the

former, and faithfully to represent great changes of

both usage and theory.
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As with the date of Narada, so with its origin

and authorship, nothing is known about them. We
can only guess that some learned Brahman took a

prose work on law, and reduced it to verse in this

instance, just as was done in the case of Manu and

other Smrtis. In what country this reduction took

place, and in connection with what religious school,

there is nothing to show.

With regard to the contents of the book, Jolly

observes {Hindu Law, 49) that it 'is the only work

of its kind in which civil law is treated by itself

without any admixture of rules relating to rites of

worship, penances, and other religious matters. At
the same time civil law and legal procedure are seen

in a far more advanced state of progress in the

Narada Smriti than in any of the Smritis previously

noticed.'

The book consists of two nearly equal divisions,

of which the first treats of 'judicature,' particularly

of the constitution of courts of justice, evidence by
witnesses, and five kinds of ordeal, viz. by weighing,

fire, water, poison, and sacred libation ; and the

second treats of various laws in order, under eiirhteen

' heads of dispute,' which differ materially from

Manu's 'eighteen titles,' viz. recovery of a debt,

deposits, concerns among partners, recovery of a gift,

&c. Most of these subjects, of course, have little or

no interest for the lawyer of the present day. But a

few of them, e.g. ' partition of heritage,' are as im-

portant to-day as ever they were. And some of the

rules laid down seem to deserve special notice.

Q
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I have already had occasion to notice Narada's

doctrines about law, as compared with the King's

judgments, the use of law-books in judicial pro-

ceedings, and other matters. It is observable that

Narada throughout the first chapter attaches com-

paratively little authority and importance to law, and

insists, very properly, on the judge taking logic for

his guide, and thoroughly considering the evidence

before him, and the conduct of the parties. Thus, in

I. 1, cl. 36 we have the observation :
' Holy law is

of a subtle nature, and has to be treated with great

care. An honest man may become a thief, and a thief

an honest man.' What seems to be must be carefully

distino-uished from what is. ' It is ri^ht to examine aO CI

fact strictly, even though it occurred in the inquirer's

own sight. He who ascertains facts by rigid inves-

tigation does not deviate from justice ' (I. 1, cl. 67).

And again, I. 2, cl. 21 says :
' As a blind man,

heedless, swallows fish with the bones, so does he who

enters a court of justice, and then pronounces a per-

verse opinion from mistake of facts.' See below, p. 148.

The fifth Chapter contains a great number of rules

about witnesses, which evince a considerable know-

ledge of human nature and great common sense, and

have been praised by Sir Thomas Strange and even

Mill. One thmg specially noticeable about them is

the oft-repeated injunction that in all disputes the

witnesses shall be taken from the class of the dis-

putants. Thus, in disputes between members of a

family, persons of the same family shall be witnesses.

' Among companies of artisans, men who are artisans
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sliall be witnesses ; and men of one tribe among those

of the same ;
foresters among those living outside

;

and women among women.' The reasons for this

rule are obvious. One of them is given incidentally

in I. 5, cl. 95 :
' If the witnesses were to disagree with

one another as to place, time, age, matter, usages,

tribe, or class, such depositions, too, are worthless.'

From this it appears that the judge should always

take into consideration, amongst other important

matters, the ' usages ' of the parties ;
and the witnesses

should be taken from the class of the disputants, as

being presumably able to furnish information in

respect to their usages. I have already show^n that

in quarrels among gamblers other gamblers are to be

consulted, and to decide them. Witnesses must be

^ blameless, decent, and intelligent persons,' and hkely

to know the facts of the case and the concomitant

circumstances. But above all they must speak truth.

This is insisted upon with utmost earnestness.

Ordeals of five kinds are described in detail in

five several chapters ; whilst two others are mentioned,

or seem to be mentioned. And Professor Jolly seems

to think this circumstance in itself goes a long way

towards proving that Xarada is of much later date

than Manu and Yajnavalkya, and that the law had

been greatly developed in the interval separating

Manu and Narada. But I think it would not be safe

to lay much stress upon this. For Narada, while it

fully describes five kinds, barely (if at all^) mentions

• It seems to me to be doubtful whether Narada really refers to tn-o

additional ordeals, both because the presence in it of a detailed description
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two other kinds of ordeal. The Vishnu siitra describes

the same five that Narada describes. Aad Yajnaval-

kya speaks of as many as five kinds. And Mann may

properly be held to speak of four kinds, since the oath

is in fact an ordeal, differing but slightly from the

ordeal by sacred libation. And it is observable that

this latter form was forbidden to be used in the case of

a Brahman in later times. (See note 5, p. 196, Bur-

nell's Manu.) Possibly, therefore, the author of Mann

may have known and disapproved of the ordeal by

libation; as also of the ordeal by weighing, which

(according to Narada) is the one proper for a Brahman.

It is conceival:»le that the author of Manu intended to

recommend the oath pure and simple for Brahmans,

and this and the other three ordeals for men of the

other classes. Hiouen Thsang, in the seventh century,

observed in India the use of Narada's four principal

of five ordeals in itself malies it improbable that the author should have

known of more ;
whilst the supposed references to two more, the ordeal

of picking a bit of gold out of a vessel containing hot oil, and that of

chewing rice, are not incapable of being explained away. The supposed

reference to the former is to be found in the text (I. 1, 16) that enume-

rates the * eight constituent parts ' of a judicial proceeding, amongst which

are gold, fire, and water (see above, p. 49). Now, the Satapatha Brdmhana

(see II. 1, 1, 5 ; III. 2, 4, 8 and 9 ; 3, 1, 3 ; IV. 5, 1, 15 ; III. 3, 2, 2 ; 3,

3, 0) shows that gold is Agni's seed, which he poured into the water,

and therefore gold, with fire and water, was an important object in the

sacrifice ; and aLso that a piece of gold was tied to the ring finger of the

Adhvaryu as a symbol of truth, in order that he ' might handle the Soma

hy means of the truth.' And Manu (VIII. 1 13) directs that the Vai<;ya shall

swear by his gold. It is not improbable, therefore, that gold may have

been included in the ' eight constituents ' as being a symbol of truth, to

be touched in swearing. As regards the chewing of rice, since it is men-

tioned irrelevantly, without explanation, at the very end of the description

of the ordeal by libation, and apparently as part and parcel of it, it would

seem to be not unreasonable to suppose that it may in fact have been some-

thing ancillary to the fifth ordeal.
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ordeals. And it is these four that are spoken of in

the Mricchakatikd, as we have already seen. Lastly,

it is observable that Narada (I. 5, cl. 107) professes

' to state the rule of ordeals, as it has been laid down

by Manu, for the four classes severally.'

Chapter III. deals with the recovery of debt, and

contains some highly importjint rules. The first of

these is that, after the death of the Father, the sons

shall pay his debt according to their respective claims,

if they separate ; or else, if they do not separate, that

son who takes the burden of a paterfamilias on him-

self shall pay it. In default of the sons paying it

the gi-andsons shall pay it, or the great-grandsons.

The obligation ceases with the fourth descendant.

If the Father is sick, mad, superannuated, or long

absent, the son shall pay his debt even while he is

alive. If sonless, the widow must pay her husband's

debt. So if she inherits his estate : for, whosoever

takes the estate, must pay the debts. But, debts con-

tracted by the Father from love, anger, drunkenness,

in gambling, and in bailing, need not be paid by the

son, or (presumably) by the widow.

The Father shall not pay his son's or wife's debts,

unless contracted by his order, express or implied.

But ' any parcener may be compelled to pay another's

debt contracted by joint tenants while they were all

alive ; but if they be dead, the son of one is not liable

to pay the debt of another.'

The rules about payment to be observed in the

case of a wife going to live with another man, as his

wife, are very curious. I do not pretend to understand
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tliem all ; but the general proposition is clear, that

he who takes the wife of a debtor, with her wealth

and offspring, must pay the husband's debts. And
in the case of a man taking the widow of a poor and

sonless man, the taker must pay the other's debts
;

' for the wife is considered as the dead man's property.'

And it is a principle that ' wives and goods go to-

gether ; he who takes a man's wives takes his

property too.'

After proclaiming the dependence and disabilities

of women in respect to alienation, and of slaves and

sons, Narada goes on to observe that three persons,

and only three, are independent in this world, namely,

the King, the teacher, and ' in ever}^ class throughout

the whole system of classes he who is the head of his

family.' Whereas women, sons, slaves, and attendants

are dependent, ' the head of a family is subject to

no control in disposing of his hereditary property.'

Further, the author observes that after sixteen a boy
' is independent in case his parents be dead ; during

their lifetime he is dependent, even though he be

grown old.' The Father has the greater authority,

then the Mother, and in her default the firstborn.

What one of these does, as head of the family, is

valid ;
' what a dependent person does is invalid.'

The Father, or in his default the Mother, and in her

default the firstborn, ' these are never subject to any

control from dependent persons ; they are fully

entitled to give orders and make gifts or sales.' I

think it is clear that Narada contemplates a widow

left with adult sons, taking upon herself the entire
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management of the family and its estate ; and,

generally, tlie most able member of a family, whether

male or female, so doing. What is necessary in a

head of a family is ability. With this the youngest

son may succeed his father as manager. (See Head

of Dispute, xiii. cl. 5.)

If I am warranted in so thinking, we have here a

most noteworthy and important principle to rely on

in the very numerous class of cases in which (so-

called) reversioners impeach alienations made by

widows, on the ground that they are incompetent to

aliene. In such cases it is usual to assume that the

widow, as such, has next to no power over immov-

ables, and is in no degree invested with the j^ersona

and attributes of a male head of a family ; but I

venture to doubt whether this doctrine is in accord-

ance with Hindu usage. And, as I have shown in

my Prospectus (at p. 125), it was known to Father

Bouchet, in the eighteenth century, that, though

daughters did not inherit like sons, it often happened

that a capable female managed all the affairs of a

group of families, and in one instance such a one

was charged with the maintenance and support of

more than ninety individuals.

The second division of Xarada, on ' laws,' begins

curiously enough with the second Head of Dispute,

from which circumstance Professor Jolly mfers that

the author was conscious that the topic of ' recovery

of debt,' already treated of, should properly have

come in as the first Head of Dispute ; and that tlie

omission so to deal with it was owing to the pre-
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euiinence at first of the desire for redress for non-

payment of debts, among the motives for going to

law.

In the first nine Heads of Dispute, the only things

I need remark on are the rules about gifts, and a rule

about the dependence of wives and others. In the

first place, what alone may be given is savings that

remain 'after expenses for the maintenance of the

family have been defrayed.' The gift of ' the whole

property of a man who has a son ' is expressly for-

bidden, as also is that of 'joint property,' that of a son,

a wife, and other things. Both the giving and the

taking of invalid gifts are declared to call for punish-

ment as illegal acts. As regards the dependence of

wives and others, II. 5, cl. 39 says :
' Three persons,

a wife, a slave, and a son, have no property ; what-

ever they acquire belongs to him under whose domi-

nion they are.' This appears to be the very maxim,

given in exactly the same words, in Manu VIII.

416, on which the note in Burnell's edition remarks

that ' the epic is fond of emphasising this rule ; it

occurs three or four times in the Mahabharata.'

The tenth Head of Dispute, ' Breach of Order,'

corresponds with the ' breach of compact ' treated of

in Manu, 218-20, but contains much more explicit

and intelligible doctrine, and, undoubtedly, is one of

the most important, if not actually the most import-

ant, of all the teachings of the existent Smrtis. For,

it amounts in efi'ect to this: Whilst the true religious

merit of the twice-born, ^particularly of the virtuous

Brahman, is of utmost consequence to the State, and
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the King will look to occupy hiiuself principally,

in time of peace, in seeing that the twice-born do

their religious duty, still there are other things

worthy of his attention, one of which is to preserve

order amongst the various trading and labouring com-

munities into which the great mass of his subjects is

divided, by establishing and enforcing the temporal

usages peculiar to each. I think the whole chapter,

a very short one, is well worth quoting here. It runs

as follows, namely :

—

1. Tho, general rule settled among irreligious men,

citizens, and the like is named Order ; the head of

dispute concerning offences against it is named Breach

of Order.

2. Let the king maintain order among the asso-

ciations of irreligious men, of citizens (or sectaries

who detract from the authority of the Yeda),^ of com-

panies of artisans, traders, and soldiers, and of various

tribes and the like, both in solitary places and in

frequented spots.

3. Whatever be their duties, their occupation and

prescribed rules, and whatever be the conduct en-

joined to them, that let the ling approve.

4. Let him restrain them from acts which are

injurious to his interests, which in their nature are

vile, or which obstruct his affairs.

5. Let him not tolerate promiscuous assemblies

of persons of different rank^ military array without

cause, and reciprocal injuries.

' Surely the words between brackets ishould como after ' irreligious
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G. Those especially should be pmnshed who in-

friDge the rule of the association ; they should un-

dero'o fear and terror, beins; avoided like diseased

persons.

7. And if wicked acts, unauthorised by moral

law, are actually attempted, let a king who desires

prosperity repress them.

This may be compared with Manu VIII. 41,

which I have already commented on (at p. 35), and

which enjoms the King to establish as his own clharma

the various dharmas of castes, country folks, guilds,

and families ; whilst the next following verse gives a

reason for so doing, that ' men who attend to their

own occupations, performing each his own occupation,

become dear to the world, even though they are far

away,' in point of social station. It will be observed

that Narada evidently has in contemplation, as objects

for the King's special attention, not only castes,

country folks, guilds, and families, but associations

and companies of men of all kinds, whether resident

in towns or in solitary places ; and, whatever their

special prescribed rules and conduct, the King is to

approve them, except in so far as he may find them

opposed to public policy and moral law. All who vio-

late the rules of their respective communities are to be

punished and boycotted. I have already shown, in

my remarks about witnesses, how Narada would have

the Kmp; learn what the usao-es of various communities

may be. It cannot be doubted, it seems to me, by

one having this chapter before him, that Narada,

whatever he may have desired to be done with San-
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skrit ' law books,' in altercations amongst learned

Bralimans and a few others, certainly did not desire

disputes arising amongst the lower orders to be de-

cided by reference to books like the Mitrdvsara. This

passage may profitably be read in connection with

the very important deqa dharma chapter of the Smrti-

candrika, a translation of most of which by Burnell

will be fomid at p. 115 of my Vieic.

The twelfth Head of Dispute, on the duties of

man and wife, contains many remarkable provisions.

Not only does it permit various kinds of Niyoga

(levirat) ; it so speaks of them as to show clearly that

this institution was firmly established and perfectly

moral and laudable at the time when Narada was

written. Further, it authorises the wife of a man
who, though impotent with her, is potent with

another woman, to take another husband. For the

woman is the field, and ' he who has no seed for it

must not possess it.' Again, where women leave

their husbands for others, ' their offspring belong to

the begetter, if they have come under his dominion,

in consideration of a price he has paid to the husband
;

but the children of one who has not been sold belong

to her husband.' There is nothino- wronj? in sexual

intercourse with other men's wives where the husband

is an offender, or has abandoned his wife, or is impo-

tent or consumptive. Absent husbands need not be

waited for very long by amorous wives. And, lastly,

the chapter winds up with this very suggestive rule :

' Therefore let the King take special care to restrain

the women from sinful intercourse with men of other
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classes than their own.' But a Qudra woman ' may
take three husbands in the inverse order of classes,'

just as a Brahman ' may take three wives of other

classes in the order of classes.' Similarly, Vaigya

women may have (in all) three husbands, and

Ksatriya women two. I do not know whether

Narada may rightly be said ' to occupy a far more

distinguished position in the development of Hindu
law than Manu ;

' but certainly many of the rules

contained in it appear to be (in the words of Manu)
' fit only for cattle.'

The thirteenth Head of Dispute relates to the 'par-

tition of heritage.' The first rule is that sons may
divide the Father's estate, according to their order,

after his death ; and daughters (or their issue) may
divide the mother's estate after her death. But, certain

things are not divisible—for example, any favour con-

ferred by the Father, or any gift made by the Mother

to one of her sons ; for the Mother, like the Father, is

' competent to bestow gifts' Here, then, we have the

existence of two separate estates, the Father's and the

Mother's, clearly established. Or, ' when the mother's

menses have ceased, and the sisters have been married,

or when cohabitation has ceased, and the father's

carnal desire is extinguished,' the daughters may
institute a division.

Another rule is : 'Or the Father, being advanced

in years, may himself institute the division among
his sons ; either dismissing the eldest witli the best

share, or however else his inclination may prompt

him.' For, ' the Father is the lord of all,' and may
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do as he pleases ; unless his mind is disturbed by

disease, anger, love, or the like, so that he cannot

properly exercise his will, and loses his independence.

Otherwise, the eldest brother may support the rest

like a Father, if they consent. Or the youngest may
do so, if capable. ' The prosperity of a family depends

upon ability ; ' and ' he who maintains the family of

a brother studying science shall take a portion of the

wealth gained by science, though he be ignorant

himself

Where the Father separates the sons from him, he

should take two shares for himself. Where a division

takes place after his death, the Mother takes a share

equal to a son's share, as also does an unmarried

daughter ; but the eldest son takes a larger, and the

youngest a smaller, share.

Various rules are laid down for illegitimate sons

of many kinds. For example, a damsel's son by an

unknown father should present the funeral cake to his

mother's father, and inherit his property. And the

son of a woman who has been sold by her husband to

another, presents the cake to his begetter. When no

such sale has taken place, the illegitimate son of a

married woman, ' obtained ' by anotlier, presents the

cake to his mother's husband. The son of two fathers

presents the cake to both severally, and takes a half

share ' respectively of the inheritance of his begetter

and of his mother's husband.' This is a curious pro-

vision, inasmuch as, according to Narada's view

(shown above), the ' seed ' should belong to the owner

of the ' field,' i.e., in the present case, tlie luisband.
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And this is Manu's view of wliat is to be held, in the

absence of an agreement to the contrary, in IX. 52-53.

Baudhayana and other writers take different views of

the position and rights of the son of two fathers

(^Dvydmusydyana, or Bijin).

As regards widows— ' Amongst brothers, if any

one die without issue, or enter a religious order, let

the rest of the brothers divide his wealth, except the

wife's separate property ; ' but she is to be maintained

and protected by them, so long as she remains faith-

ful to her deceased husband. In default of husband's

kinsmen, her own kinsmen are to be her guardians.

Nothing is said directly about the wife of the separated

brother taking his wealth for his sons or daughters, if

he leaves any, or for herself. Apparently she takes

only in the capacity of manager, as suggested above.

Plain and satisfactory rules are laid down for cases

in which it may be doubtful whether partition has or

has not taken place. Thus, it is declared that 'those

brothers who live for ten years, performing their

religious duties and carrymg on their transactions

separately, ought to be considered separate, that is

certain.' And if, such persons, ' not being accordant

in affairs, should give or sell their shares, they may

do all that as they please ; for they are masters of

their own wealth.' On the other hand (as shown

above), the gift of 'joint property ' is expressly pro-

hibited. It would be a good thing for Madras if

these two rules were consistently observed by the

courts.

' A son born after division shall alone take the
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paternal wealth.' What of a son born before division ?

It cannot be supposed that he will be worse off than

he would be if born later. ' Or he shall participate

with the coparcener reunited icith his father.^ But the

position of such ' coparceners ' is quite unintelligible

in the English. ' The share of reunited brothers is con-

sidered to be exclusively theirs ; otherwise—i.e. on

failure of reunited brothers—they cannot take the in-

heritance ; it shall go to other brothers when no issue

is left.' Professor Jolly appears, after due considera-

tion, to have preferred this rendering to three others

;

what must they be like

!

The list of twelve sorts of sons given by Xarada

differs in some respects from that given by Manu,

which again differs from lists given elsewhere. As

usual, it is divided into two equal divisions ;
of which

the first comprises those sons who are to be considered

' heirs ' as well as ' kinsmen.' In this division Narada

places none but real sons. After the ' legitimate son

'

he names next the son begotten (by niyoga) on a wife.

Then come the son of an appointed daughter, the

damsel's son, the pregnant bride's son, and the son

born secretly. Amongst those who are not ' heirs

'

the adopted son comes second, after the son of a twice-

married woman. And the author expressly states

that the twelve sons are named in order according to

their respective rank ; and that they (or the first six

of them?) succeed in their order, the inferior taking

in default of the superior only. Ac<iording to this

rule, taken with previous rules, where A ' obtains

'

without a present B's wife, and begets C on licr. and
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B adopts D, C will succeed to B's estate, and D will

get nothing.

The last rule of inheritance for me to notice here

is one of great importance in principle :
' On failure

of the son, the daughter inherits ; for she equally con-

tinues the lineage. A son and a daughter both con-

tinue the race of their father.' In Manu (according

to the commentators Medhatithi and Kulluka) the

son of an aiipointed daughter only is declared to be

equal to a son's son in causing salvaticm. But the

point is at least doubtful, seeing that Manu declares

positively (IX. 130) that : 'even as the (man's) self,

so is the son ; the daughter is equal to the son ; how
can any one, other than the daughter abiding in him-

self, receive his property ? ' And in a note to p. 131

of my Prospectus I have shown that the seventh

section of the Dattakamimamsa demonstrates by argu-

ment the equality of daughters with sons in causing

salvation, the term apatya (the instrument of deliver-

ance from hell) being of either gender.

The Head of Dispute about gambling is interest-

ing, inasmuch as Narada unmistakably approves the

practice, subject to State supervision, whereas Manu
will have none of it upon any terms. And it is

noticeable that the book recognises the authority of a

sort of official ' master of the gambling-house,' whose

duty is to preside over the game, enforce payment

of dues and losses, and decide disputes with the

assistance of other gamblers. In the Mricchakatikd

one of the characters is a master of a gambling-house,

and another is a gambler, and their dispute with a
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thii-d character adniirably illustrates this part of

Narada.

The last Head of Dispute, on miscellaneous

disputes, promises largely, like the first Lecture of

Manu, but fails equally conspicuously. It begins by

declaring that under this head are treated 'judicial

matters connected with the sovereign,' comprising,

inter alia, ' rules regarding towns,' the ' body of laws

for heretics, traders, companies of merchants, and

assemblages oi kinsmen' quarrels between father and

son, &c. In short, whatever has not been treated in

the former Heads of Dispute shall be treated under the

head of Miscellaneous Disputes. As a fact, no attempt

is made to treat any one of these heads, and the

chapter merely gives some ' miscellaneous ' information

on the duties of kings in the way of punishing evil-

doers, their enormous power, and the like.

The explanation of this (apparent) omission

would seem to be not hard to find. Evidently, it

seems to me, the author of Narada, like the Smrti

writers generally, was writing in reality only for a

very limited aggregate, and upon but a fractional

part of general law. It did not form part of his

plan to write for the instruction and benefit of

ordinary Yai^yas and Qfidras, or to discourse upon

the details of everyday disputes between man and

man about purely temporal matters ; and therefore

he wholly abstained from giving information likely

to be of use to the great body of the population in

settling their civil altercations. Moreover, in all

probability he was in no degree qualified to give

II
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such information. Being a learned Brahman, what

should he be supposed to know of the vulgar doings

of hinds, and oilmongers, and pedlars, and the like ?

But, since he was writing what purported to be in

effect a general abstract of an immense, comprehen-

sive, and systematic work ' for the benefit of all

human beings,' it seemed to him to be advisable (for

appearance' sake) to notice in passing the existence

of even such uninteresting and unimportant matters

as the laws of heretics, and quarrels between father

and son. And I infer from the book, as a whole, that

the author in doing so assumed (as of course) that

his readers would understand that all such matters

would be decided, in the first instance, like disputes

between gamblers, and altercations arising amongst

men of a gaild or other association, by members of

the family, tribe, guild, or association to which the

disputants belonged ; or, in the event of an official

inquiry being instituted, by the King or his officer in

accordance with the evidence of such members, given

in regard to their usages. It is not to be supposed

that the author of Narada ever dreamt of a dispute,

(say) between two fishermen about the ownership of

a net, being decided in accordance with the supposed

meaning of an isolated text of the Mitaksara, or a

book of the kind.
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CHAPTER YI.

halhed's code of gentoo laws.

It will be interesting, and, I imagine, very profit-

able, from a strictly practical point of view, to com-

pare with Mann and the ' law-book ' called Narada,

the ' Code of Gentoo Laivs, or ordinations of the Pundits,

from a Persian translation made from the original

written in the Shanscrit langnage,' printed in the

year 1776, or exactly one hundred years ago. It

appears from a letter of Warren Hastings to the

Court of Directors, of March 27, 1775, that the

great Governor- General considered that the accom-

panying copy of the translation had been exe-

cuted by Mr. Halhed, ' with great ability, diligence,

and fidelity,' from a Persian version of the original,

' which was undertaken under the immediate inspec-

tion of the Pundits or compilers of the work.'

Warren Hastings had been shocked by the coarseness

of some passages in the work, and had tried to get

them made ' more fit for the public eye '

; but the

Pandits had flatly refused to make any alterations,

on the ground that the passages objected to 'had

the sanction of tlieir Shaster,' and ' were therefore

incapable of amendment.' He consoled himself

with the reflection that ' possibly these may be cou-

u 2
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sidered as essential parts of the work, since tliey

mark the principles on which many of the laws

were formed, and bear the stamp of a very remote

antiquity.'

The translator's preface tells us that :
—

' The pro-

fessors of the ordinances here collected still speak

the original language in which they were composed,

and which is entirely unknown to the bulk of the

people, who have settled upon those professors several

great endowments and benefactions in all parts of

Hindostan, and pay them besides a degree of personal

respect little short of idolatry in return for the

advantages supposed to be derived from their studies.

A set of the most experienced of these lawyers was

selected from every part of Bengal for the purpose

of compiling the present work, which they picked

out sentence by sentence from various originals in

the Shanscrit languao;e, neither add in o^ to nor dimin-

ishing any part of the ancient text. The articles

thus collected were next translated literally into

Persian, under the inspection of one of their own

body ; and from that translation were rendered into

English with an equal attention to the closeness and

fidelity of the version.'

From this description of the eleven Brahman

Pandits who compiled these ' ordinations,' we may
infer with certainty that they none of them knew a

word of English, or had any the slightest tincture

of Western learning or method. And the ' preliminary

discourse ' of the Pandits shows that they accom-

plished their task, that of boiling down and extract-
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ing the essence of twenty general treatises/ besides

referring to twenty-two other works for informa-

tion, and translating the result into Persian, in the

interval between May 1773 and February 1775, or

in about twenty months. It is quite impossible,

therefore, to suppose that their work can have be?n

done with anything like completeness or thorough-

ness, or, indeed, in any but a perfunctory and wholly

unscientific manner ; whilst, looking to the novel

and extraordinary circumstances in which these

Brahmans were called on by a white conqueror to

present to the public a view of their ' Holy Law,' we

cannot reasonably presume that their labours may

have been undertaken in a spirit of perfect loyalty and

honesty, or carried through unbiassed by Brahman

hopes and fears. If these eleven compilers had per-

formed their duty quite regardless of the magnificent

opportunity that offered, of once for all establishing

their caste in the eyes of the English as the one

community of any real importance in all the land

between the Himalayas and the sea, they would not

have been Brahmans, they would hardly have been men.

But, on the other hand, the Gentoo Code presents

to the inquirer the inestimable and unique advantage

of a purely Indian, though modern, view of Indian

customs grounded in religion. We may open it at

> It is observable that the Pandits place these in what they suppose

to be their chronologic order. First come Manu and Yfijuavalkya ; then

tliree works by Lukkee Deher, Muddun Pareeja:;, and Chandeesur ; next

two by Pacheihputtee Misr, and two by Jiiuuta Vilhaua, neither of which

is styled the Dayabhaga. The last of all is a treatise by Sirree Kisheu

Terkiiliingkar, The sutras, and Narada, and some other well knowu

works appear not to have been used in compiling the Code.
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almost any page with the certainty of finding at

once some Indian principles, and Indian reasons for

them, quite unadulterated with English notions,

absolutely free from English phrases, analogies,

comparisons and ' apt equivalents.' We have in it at

least a tolerably faithful picture of usage, not at all

disturbed by the malign action of a cheap and un-

satisfactory medium. Search it as we may, from

beginning to end, we shall find here no traces of the

lawyer's handiwork, not a single allusion to ' a joint

and undivided family,' or to the ' managing member,'

to ' survivorship,' to ' coparcenary,' or to any of the

jargon of the present day. All will be simple and

natural, at least from the orthodox Brahman's stand-

point ; and the layman who reads the book will be

persuaded that, after all, Hindu law need not be a

very difficult subject of study.

Like Narada, the work consists of an Introduction,

and a number of chapters, each on one of the usual

topics, such as ' Lending and Borrowing,' the 'Division

of Inheritable Property,' 'Justice,' ' Trust or Deposit,'

' Gift,' ' Wages,' and the like. But it is much more

extensive in object and details. And, jDossibly in

accordance with instructions received, it deals much
more elaborately than does Narada with certain

subjects of practical utility, such as the division of

' inheritable property.'

The Introduction consists of two parts, (1) an ac-

count of the creation, and (2) an ' account of the quali-

ties requisite for a magistrate, and of his employment.'

The former of these shows that in the beginning
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the four castes sprang from the principle of truth,

and for a long space of time thmgs went on properly,

each caste following its own appropriate occupation.

The Brahman studied and taught, worshipped and

sacrificed, and received gifts ; the Ksatriya studied

and worsliipped and fought ; the Vaiqya studied and

worshipped and looked after commerce, the tending

of cattle, and agriculture ; and the Qudra busied him-

self in serving the superior castes. This agreeable

state of things was gradually broken up, owing to the

prevalence of sin of all sorts, and Brahma was caused

to reflect within himself, and to write a qastra for the

improvement of mankind. After this, and when

many kings had ruled the world m turn, King Yena

arose (compare ManuYIL 41 and IX. 66), 'in whom
every sign of an inhuman disposition plainly appeared.'

He put down worship and works of piety and the

execution of justice, and on being warned by the

Brahmans that all kinds of wickedness and confu-

sion would be occasioned by his misrule, particularly

adultery and a mixture of castes leading to the creation

of a criminal tribe of half-breeds, to be called the

Varna-Sunlara, he laughed at them, and said, ' Let us

see, since the tribe of Varna-Sanhira is produced,

what its religion and manners must be.' Then he

sent for a Brahman woman, and lay with her, and

begot a son on her. And by similar improper con-

nections many half-breeds were begotten, until the

country was filled with outcaste tribes, of whom a long

list is given. At last the Brahmans put this impious

tyrant to death, and from his body miraculously raised
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up a son and daughter capable of together iDroduclng

a pious and efficient race of kings. After a while the

new King consulted the Brahmans as to the disposal

of the Varna- Sankara, and they instructed him to

refrain from putting these tribes to death, and after

taking steps to prevent the formation of new tribes in

the future, to ' let the existing tribes remain, appoint

them their several occupations, and direct them to the

exercise of piety.' The King hearkened to their words,

and summoned all the new tribes to appear before

him. They appeared, and after chastising them for

their insolence, the King agreed to do as requested,

and ' appoint them several occupations, and settle their

Vaima, or peculiarity, and property of tribes.'

Then the Brahmans addressed them, saying,

' You are of the castes of Sooder, let each person

amongst you declare what employment he is willing

to exercise.' Thereupon the tribe of Kerrum first

stepped forward, and begged the Brahmans, as being

Pandits, to make a proper investigation. And ac-

cordingly it was settled that they should ' perform the

service of the n^agistrate,' and should have due faith

in the Brahmans and in the gods, and be the first

in rank of the Qudra castes. Then the Amhastas

were disposed of, and after them numerous tribes

were dealt with, including at the last Candalas^ and

leather- sellers, and drumbeaters, and various low

castes usually regarded as mere non-castes, beyond

the pale.

This fanciful and absurd explanation of the origin

and development of the castes is not without its use,
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inasmuch as it shows with unmistakable clearness

that, in the oj^inion of these selected Brahman lawyers,

the so-called laws of the Dharmaqastra were not

revealed or intended for the benefit of the great mass

of the population existing in India a hundred years

ago, but (at the most) only for the very small

fraction of it that could properly be held to represent

the four original and pure castes ; whilst it is not

unreasonable to suppose that they may have approved

the tradition of the incorporation of the Varna-

Sankara with the (yudra caste, only because they

entirely ignored the right of Qudras to any connection

with holy law and Hinduism, except in the capacity of

obedient and humble servants of the Brahmans, who

would obey all orders and ask no questions. In other

words, they may have assented to the admission of

the general population to the status of Qudras, because

in their eyes that status involved no more than the

privilege of serving.

The account of the qualities and employment of

the Magistrate, by which is meant the chief magis-

trate or ruler of the country, extends over eleven

quarto pages, and gives an excellent idea of the

Brahman view of what the ruler ought to be and

to do.^ The most noteworthy feature in it is the

special prominence assigned to punishment, by which

mainly the order and well-being of the State is to

be preserved ; whilst, on tlie other hand, not a word

is said about the establishment of courts of law,

or the administration of civil, as distinguished from

' Confer the eud of the next following chapter.
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criminal, justice. This circumstance is specially im-

portant as evidence going to disprove the allegations

of those who would have us believe that private law,

as Europeans understand the phrase, has been

steadily developed in India since the time of the

publication of the Manava-dharma-qastra ; and that

the judge-made law of the English High Court is no

more than an extension of the natural development

of Sanskrit law that was effected in successive native

courts of justice before English rule began.

The first duty of the Magistrate is to give his

people complete rest for four months in the year.

During the remaining eight months he should collect

the settled yearly tribute, and ' appoint Hircarrahs

and spies throughout his kingdom, to inspect what

employment each person pursues, and if tranquillity

is preserved,' and inexorably punish men guilty of

crimes. But, generally, he is to be ' patient and for-

bearing, and support the burden of all his people.'

Particular attention is to be paid to the selection

of honest and capable counsellors, writers, and Hir-

carrahs.

The Magistrate must build and equip a strong

fort where he may choose to reside, and make himself

comfortable. But he must refrain from all excesses,

keep a perpetual guard on himself, and carefully dis-

tinguish between good men and bad.

Then come directions about war. When he con-

quers a country, the Magistrate ' shall pay worship

to the gods of that country, and shall give much
effects and money to the Brahmans of that province,'
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and treat its people kindly, and select one of its royal

family to rule over it. Compare my remarks at p. 40,

above.

Agents are to be set over each town, and over

groups of two, three, five, ten, twenty, one hundred,

and one thousand towns, respectively ; and news

of every important affair is to be sent up to the

Mao-istrate throuo'h all these ao-ents in succession.o o c

The Magistrate should build a suitable building,

and place in it ten good Brahmans learned in the

Yeda-qiistra (see above, p. 44), and in the Qruti of

the qastra, and ' acquainted with all business, and

who know the excellencies and the blemishes of each

particular caste, to inspect and control the affairs

of the kinofdom, both relio-ious and otherwise.' If

unable so to place ten Brahmans, he should place

seven persons, or five, or three, or two ;
' and when-

ever any doubt arises in the magistrate upon any

circumstance he shall apply for a solution thereof to

these Brahmans, who, coinciding in sentiments, shall

give him an answer conformably to the castra
;

according to which the magistrate shall take his

measures.' If any dispute arises amongst the ryots,

they shall go to the Brahmans for an ' ordination,'

and whatever the Brahmans order ' from the inspec-

tion of the castra,^ that shall the ryots do.

The Pandit Brahmans are to perform various

prescribed ceremonies, ' according to the qastra,' for

the advantage of the Magistrate and of the subject.

The men of the three lower orders are to obey the

Brahmans ; and, whatever orders the latter may give,
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' according to the qastra,' the Magistrate shall take

his measures accordingly. Particularly he shall

cause any who may forsake the principles of their

own castes to return to their respective duties. He
must put down theft and robbery, and reimburse

those who cannot recover goods stolen from them.

And adultery and violence are to be repressed.

Likewise fornication amongst men of rank, and the

drinking of wine. Finally, the Magistrate is to be

careful about his counsels being kept secret, and must
avoid sitting in council where he can be overheard,

and taking counsel from foolish and irresponsible

persons.

The body of the work begins with the curious

proposition that ' men are permitted to lend money,

but they should not lend to women, children, or

servants ' ; and all lending should be upon the credit

of a pledge, a security, a bond or witnesses, which-

ever may be preferred, but not otherwise. ' The
pledge and security are to answer the payment of the

debt, the bond and witnesses to prove its validity.'

Then comes a set of rules about interest to be paid

by men of different castes, the Varna-Sankara having

to pay it at the rate of one anna per rupee per

mensem, or 75 per centum per annum ; and others

about pledges and security, and discharging and
recovering debts. If a man dies or renounces the

world in debt, his sons and grandsons shall contri-

bute their respective shares to discharge his obliga-

tions, and in certain cases the son and grandson must
pay a man's debts whilst he is still alive ; but they
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are not liable for debts contracted by him by gaming

or drinking spirituous liquors. A father cannot be

compelled to pay his son's debts, or a husband a

wife's, unless incurred by his authority. If a woman
borrows of necessity for the support of the family,

her husband and son must pay the debt ; and in

certain castes the husband, wife, and son are recipro-

cally liable for one another's debts. If a Brahman

dies childless, whoever succeeds to his estate pays his

debts. If a Ksatriya dies childless and without kins-

men, the Magistrate shall administer to his estate.

Debts are to be recovered by importuning the

debtor's friends, and then the debtor himself, doing;

dharnd at his house (see my Prospectus, pp. 155,

156), and then arresting him and carrying him before

mediators, and after a time by seizing his wife, chil-

dren, and goods, and doing more dharnd ; and, lastly,

by seizmg and binding the debtor's person and pro-

curmg pa3niient ' by forcible means.' Brahmans may
not be forced to work out a debt by day labour, but

men of all the other castes may. If all these expe-

dients are of no effect, apparently nothing can be

done where the debtor admits his liability; but when

he denies it, the creditor has no power himself to

confine him, but shall take him before the Magistrate,

who, if the debt is indisputably proved, shall order

payment of it, and also fine the debtor as for an

offence, according as he is of a caste inferior, equal, or

superior to the caste of the creditor. No directions

are given here, or, indeed, in any part of the work, as

to tlie mode of executing; a decree.
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Chapter 11. deals with ' the division of inheritable

property ' in considerable detail. It begins with the

important general proposition that when a father,

grandfather, great-grandfather, or similar relative

dies, or loses caste, or renounces the world, or is

desirous to give up his property, the sons, grandsons,

great-grandsons, or other natural heirs may divide

and assume his glebe land, orchards, jewels, coral,

clothes, and other goods of whatever kind. Such

property is called ' DCtya^ by which is meant what is

capable of being thus left and mherited.

If there is one son, he takes the whole ; if there

are several sons, they all shall receive equal shares
;

and so with grandsons, if there are several (and no

son), they shall divide the property, and all shall

receive equal shares ; and so with great-grandsons

where there is no grandson. But, where a man dies,

leaving several sons, and grandsons by a deceased son,

these grandsons shall receive their father's share from

their uncles ' in equal proportion with them,' z.^., I

presume, which father's share shall be equal to the

share of each of the uncles.

In default of a son, grandson, or great-grandson,

all goes to the adopted son, or adopted son's son or

grandson ; and in default of these, to the wife. In

case of non-division the property goes to the brother,

but the wife shall receive food and clothes. This last

is the rule according to the Pandits of Mithila.

According to Jimuta Yahana and others, the

husband's share, whether divided or not, goes to the

wife or wives in default of sons, grandsons, or great-
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grandsons ; and this ordination is approved, pro-

vided always that the wife is, and (a thing to be

noticed) continues to be, chaste.

The wife may give to the Brahmans any part of

what she inherits from her husband. If she ffives

them the whole the gift is approved, but she is

blamable. She may also sell or mortgage such

property to procure herself necessaries.

If there is no wife, the property goes to the un-

married daughter or daughters. If such daughter

marries, and has a son, he takes it ; if she has a

daughter, that daughter takes nothing. Otherwise,

upon the (succeeding) daughter's death her married

sisters take. When daughters who take shares die

leaving sons, these take equal shares jyer capita, like

brothers born of the same parents. Then follow as

successors the father, mother, brother, brother's son,

and numberless other kinsmen, the last mentioned

being a grandfather's grandfather's grandfather's

daughter's son. In default of this relation, the pro-

perty will go to 'the next near relation,' or ' to one

of distant affinity.' In default of such heir, the

Magistrate shall obtain the effects of the Ksatriya,

Vaic;ya, or (^udra ; his teacher, or pupil, or fellow-

student, those of the Brahman, or in default of these

the Brahmans of his villa":e or neighbourhood.

A very liberal and comprehensive definition of

the wife's separate property is next given, and it is

declared that (for the most part) it is in her disposal.

Moreover, if her husband takes any of it, in times of

plenty and prosperity, without her leave, he must
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repay her both principal and interest ; if he takes it

with her leave, he repays only what he originally

borrowed. In times of famine or great distress, or for

religious purposes, he may take his wife's property

and not return it. When the wife dies, her property

received during the days of marriage goes to her un-

married daughters in equal shares ; and failing such,

to her married daughters, preferentially to those who

have or may have offspring. In default of these it goes

to her sons and grandsons, and the sons of the husband

by other wives and their descendants. Failing all these,

it goes to the husband, provided the marriage was one

of five specified kinds ; and, in default of him, to the

wife's brother, or mother or father. If the marriage

was one of the three other kinds, the property goes to

the wife's mother or father, and in their default to her

husband ; otherwise to her husband's younger brother

or his nephews. Failing these, it goes to various

relations or connections in order, ending with any

near connection coming after the husband's grand-

father's grandfather's father's brother's grandson, and in

default of any such it goes like the husband's property

in similar default. The residue of the wife's property

goes to her unmarried daughter and her son in equal

shares ; if not, to the daughters who have or may

have children ; or to grandsons, or daughters' sons, or

other descendants of the wife or of her husband ; then

to the husband if married in one of the five modes, and

so on and so on through an almost interminable series.

The rules about disqualification for inheritance are

far more comprehensive than the corresponding rules
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in Manu. Not only are the impotent man, the

degraded, the blind, the deaf, the dumb, the idiot, and

the like excluded from sharing, but also the son

who strikes and beats his own father or fails to per-

form his Qrdddha ; the man whose relatives refuse to

eat and drmk with him because of his ill-behaviour

and disobedience of the Vedas ; sick men, impostors,

those who follow unwarrantable occupations, and

others. Evidently a father would be justified, in

many cases, by these rules in disinheriting his son<

Excepting the son of one expelled from his tribe, born

after such expulsion, the sons of disqualified persons

shall receive their shares, and their women main-

tenance.

The rules about property liable to division dis-

tinctly favour the industrious and capable. Whilst

the property of a grandfather or father, or ' partnership

concern,' with accruing gains, is declared to be divi-

sible, it is expressly provided that when two or more are

co-heirs, he by whose labour or prudent management,

or at whose special risk, gain is produced, shall receive

a double share thereof. And if one, without any ad-

vance of property, should by his own mere diligence

and efforts acquire any profit, his partners shall receive

no share of it. And similarly where one, ' without

employment of any stock in partnership, by his o^n

efforts, in the exertion of any art, should acquire any

profit,' he need not share it with partners less skilled

in that art than himself, and shall give only a single

share of it to partners equally skilled with liimself,

retaining a doul)le sliare for liimself.
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A son who makes a profit by employing his

father's or grandfather's property, shall give half of it

to his father, and divide the rest "with his brothers,

himself taking a double share. If he makes profit

without an advance of propei'ty, he shall give half to

his father, and keep the rest for himself. If he uses

his brother's property and makes profit, he shall take

a double share of that profit for himself and give his

brother a single share, and his father half or a double

share, according as he may be or not be a man of

knowledge and skill.

The species of property not liable to partition are

numerous and important. Thus, ' if a person without

employment of the joint stock, and without equal

labour on the side of his partners (and exclusive of

what a relation of equal aflF.nity may have given him),

should acquire any profit, it is not liable to be shared

by his partners.' And, if one of the sons receives a

gift from his father or mother, the others cannot claim

shares in it. If all the sons build them houses on

parcels of their father's land during his lifetime, these

shall not be divided.

Sections 10-12, Chapter II., should be translated

direct from the original Sanskrit, if it still exists, as

they appear to contain exceptionally clear and valu-

able provisions touching the Father's power over pro-

perty and the modes of dividing it. And in settling

this part of the law the Pandits would seem to have

been unaware of the existence of differences of opinion

about such matters in different ' schools of law.'

In the first place it is plainly declared, both at the
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beginning of the section dealing with the partition of

the Father's earned property and at the beginning ofthe

section dealing with the partition of property left by the

grandfather and great-grandfather, that in no case can

the sons compel the Father to separate them from him

and divide the property among them. Division takes

place by the Father's choice alone. Even if there is no

expectation that the Father shall ever have another

son, still the sons have not authority to take their

ancestors' property from him. And nothing is said

about the case of the Father being sick, or otherwise

incapacitated from managing affairs.

Next, the only limit set to the dominion of the

Father over property of all kinds is the following,

namely :
—

' A father shall not so give away, or sell, the

effects and glebe belonging to himself, or to his father

and ancestors, as that his immediate dependants should

be distressed for want of victuals or clothing ;
if, re-

serving so much as may be necessary for the imme-

diate food and clothes of his dependants, he should sell

or give away the rest of the property, he has authority

to so sell and give away.' With this restriction com-

pare the rule given below, at p. 122.

If the Father by his own choice divides among his

sons the (landed) property of his father and grand

-

ftither, he shall take to himself a double share and

o-ive a sino^le share, neither more nor less, to each of

his sons ; only to the elder son may he give something

extra, one-twentieth of the amount divisible among

the sons generally. The glebe, orchards, houses,

rents, slave girls, and slaves of his father and ancestors,
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when brought to division, must be fairly and properly

divided ; the Father may not then sell them or give

them away without the consent of the sons. And
so with glebe belonging to the grandfather, occupied

for the first time by the Father, it must be fairly and

j)roperly divided.

His own earnings, and the remaining property of

his father and gi-andfather (other than the glebe,

orchards, &c.), the Father may deal with on different

principles in effecting a division. Of the former he

may reserve the bulk for himself. And after so doing,

if he spends all he has, he may take food and clothes

from his sons. And what he divides among his sons

he may divide unequally, giving a larger share to any

son who may have been particularly dutiful to him,

or who may have a very large family, or may be

incapable of earning his own living, than to the rest.

Similarly, the Father may divide unequally the

remaining property of his father and grandfather.

But, if he is instigated by improper feelings—e.g. by a

particular fondness for the mother of one of the sons

-^in effecting an unequal division, such a division is

not approved.

If, however, the Father consents to divide his

property with his sons at the joint request of them

all, m this case he must divide it equally, giving no

preference to any one on any account.

Amongst Qiidras, the Father may give equal

shares to his legitimate son and to his son born of a

concubine ; and when he dies, his son by a concubine

shall take half as much as the son by his wife ; or, in
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default of legitimate descendants, or a wife, the ille-

gitimate son shall take all.

Wben the Father, in dividing with his sons,

instead of tafcing a double share for himself, takes but

a single shafre, equal to a son's share, he shall give a

similar share to his childless wife ; or, if she has

separate property, half a share, and when he reserves

much for himself he shall give such share out of his

own share.

If other sons are born after the separation, they

shall take their father's reserved share of his own
property, with its increment, and also pay his debts

incurred since the separation. The original sons

shall have nothmg to do either with this reserved

share or with the subsequent debt. As regards

ancestral property, afterborn sons shall get their

shares of it according to certain rules that are not

very clear.

Section 12, Chapter II, , deals with the division by

sons when the Father dies, or renounces the world,

or gives up all his effects, or is expelled from his

tribe and relations. In such case ' it is not a right

and decent custom that the sons should sliare, and

receive amongst themselves the property left,' so long

as the Mother lives. If she ' gives them instructions

accordingly, then the sons have authority to divide

it.' And at the time of division, if the Mother is

desirous to receive a share, she shall take one share
;

if not, she shall receive victuals and clothes ; or, if

she has separate property, slie shall have half a share.

About the right of the childless widow the autho-
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rities are said to differ, Jimuta Yahana and others

giving her only mamtenance, whilst the Mithila

Pandits give her an equal share with a son. Nothing-

is said here about daughters' shares or maintenance,

or about sons' widows.

If the sons all agree to live together, the eldest

son, or whichever is the most capable, shall ' take

upon himself the command of the family,' and manage

affairs like the Father, and the others shall obey him.

But, whilst living together ' is the result of the

general consent of all the partners,' to separate is the

result of the inclination of any one of them. When
dividing, they must set aside shares for absentees.

And if they all agree to it, not otherwise, an extra

one-twentieth may be given to the eldest son. The

Father's debts must be paid, and promises carried

into effect, and other necessary arrangements made.

There is nothing remarkable in Section 13, about

reunited partners. Section 14 contains several remark-

able provisions. First : if a partner goes to a foreign

country and remains there, after the lapse of an

unlimited time he may (or his son, or even his great-

grandson, may) demand his share. Second : amongst

Cudras, if a woman leaves her husband and goes to

live with another man, taking her son with her, and

whilst living with this other man bears him a son,

then each son shall take the goods of his own father,

and also whatever his father may have given to the

woman, and a share of her separate estate. (Compare

with this the general rule of Narada given above

at p. 91.) Third : we have contradictory rules of
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Jlmuta Vahana and others, and of the Pandits of

Mitliila, about aliening joint property without per-

mission given by all concerned. The latter sanction

unreservedly the doing this to the extent of the

alienor's own share ; it being well understood, of

course, that the alienor is one of a family of still

unseparated brothers. The former sanction this

subject to the proviso that it shall lead to no results

inconvenient to the family. And the Gentoo Code

approves this ordination. Fourth : an adopted son

shall take only half as much as a natural son subse-

quently born.

Section 15 provides equitably for the reopening

and rectifying the division (amongst sons) in case of

mistake or fraud, and forbids it where all have

agreed to unequal shares. It contains the following

noteworthy observation :
' Every kingdom has its

own customs, and every town has its own customs,

so every tribe has its own customs ; if, according

to those customs, an unequal division takes place,

it is approved. If the mode of unequal division has

passed regularly from father and ancestors, this also

is approved.' Then follows a set of minute rules for

the ascertainment of the fact by evidence, where

division is affirmed and denied, and where there are

neither eye-witnesses nor documents to prove it.

Chapter III. (on Vyavahdra or 'Justice') con-

sists of over thirty quarto pages, and is divided into

eleven sections, on the 'form of administering justice,'

' appointing an attorney,' ' on not appreliending an

accused party,' &c. &c., but contains little or notliing
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of any real value. Certainly it contains nothing

from which I should infer that there had been any

real development in law between the date of Manu
and 1775. There is nothing in it to indicate that

the Pandits who wrote it had apprehended the ex-

istence of a difference between criminal and civil

matters
;
or that the Magistrate inquiring into a case

of murder is to be distinguished from a mere arbi-

trator settling a paltry dispute about money lent ; or

that particular rules should be followed in dealing

with certain classes of suits ; or that any general

principles hold good for cases of all kinds. There

is nothing in it to show how judgments and decrees

are to be executed, or indeed how a suit should be

conducted. And, everything connected with the

administration of justice is subordinated to the one

leading idea, that the Magistrate should preserve

order by punishing delinquents, whether murderers

or debtors, according to the Qastras, and for the

good of the Brahmans.

If the Magistrate for any reason is unable himself

to examine a cause, ' he shall delegate a learned

Brahman as examiner,' or in default of a learned

Brahman a learned Ksatriya or Vaigya ;
' he shall

never delegate a Qudra as examiner upon the qruti

of the Qdstra or Veda-qdstra.'' A Qudra who ven-

tures so to examine shall be fined two thousand puns

of cowries. The Magistrate shall appoint as his

assessors not less than ten honest Brahmans, ' know-
ing in the Veda-qdstra and qmli of the Qdstra.''

Nothing is said about referring to the Mitaksara or
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other. ' law-books,' for guidance in hearing and

determining causes.

The next noteworthy rule occurs in Chapter VL,

which regulates the shares of traders, artificers, and

others. ' The mode of shares among robbers is this :

If any thieves, by the command of the Magistrate,

and with his assistance, have committed depredations

upon, and brought any booty away from another

province, the Magistrate shall receive a share of one-

sixth of the whole.' If they receive no command or

assistance from the Magistrate, they shall bring him

one-tenth of the booty. Possibly this was one of the

objectionable passages that Warren Hastings had in

\'iew when he ineffectually tried to get the Gentoo

Code Bowdlerised. ' Having the sanction of the

(^dstraj this passage, in the eyes of the eleven Pandits,

' was therefore incapable of amendment,' and so re-

mains in its place, a singular mark of the develop-

ment that Hindu law has undergone since Manu.

Chapter TIL, 'of gifts,' begins with approving an

exception to the general rule, that one partner cannot

give away goods belonging to the partnership without

consent of the partners, contained in an ordination of

Jimuta A'ahana and others, to the following effect

:

* From the goods in partnership, if any person gives

away anything of that part to which he has a right,

as his own share, the gift is approved, but the donor

is blamable.' Next come rules about giving away

one's wife, or son, or only son, in time of calamity.

The wife may not give away or sell her son without

her husband's order. And then we have a most
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important rule approved, the objections of Pandits

unnamed notwithstanding :
' If a person, who hath

an heir ahve, sells or gives away the whole of his

property, the sale or gift is approved ; but it is to be

imputed a crime in the vendor or giver.' But, never-

theless, the general proposition holds good, that that

alone can properly be given away wdiicli remains as

an overplus after the expense of feeding and clothing

all dependants has been met. (See above, p. 115.)

Other detailed rules about gifts need no notice here.

The next following chapters contain rules, some

of them very curious, about slavery, wages, rent and

hire, and purchase and sale. Slavery is hardly

distinguishable from ordinary service, and apparently

even a Brahman may find himself in a position of

servitude. ' If a man sells the wife of a Brahman to

any person, or keeps her to himself, it is not approved

;

the Magistrate shall release the woman, censure the

vendor, and hold him amenable.' ' If a servant, at

the command of his master, commits theft, or murder,

or any such crimes, in that case it is not the fault of

the servant, the master only is guilty.' Prostitutes

are entitled to their wages, and if a man cheats

one of her hire, the Magistrate shall make him pay

her double what he agreed to pay and fine him in

a like amount. If a pimp and a prostitute have

any dispute, the mistress of the girl shall settle the

dispute.

Chapter XII., on ' boundaries and limits,' begins

with rules similar to those given in Manu, and then

goes on to set out minute provisions about building.
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draining, depositing filth, and the like. The next

chapter deals with shares in the cultivation of lands,

and amongst other things lays down the important

rule that ' if a man gives to any person, for cultivating,

land waste or not waste, he may not take it back

from that person without some fault found in him,'

Chapter XIV. is about cities and towns, and contains

rules about cattle-trespasses.

Chapter XY., ' of scandalous and bitter expressions,'

begins by defining various classes of heinous ofiTences.

It appears that ' Mahd Pdtuk is when a man murders

a Brahman, or when, bemg a Brahman, he drinks

wine, or when any person steals eighty ashrussics

from a Brahman, or when a man commits adultery

with any of his father's wives, exclusive of his own

mother, or with the wife of a Brahman ;
when a man

hath committed any one of these crimes, such crime

is called Mahd Pdtuk ; whoever continues intimate

with sucli a person for the space of one year, his

crime also is Mahd Pdtuk' And the nature of such

intimacy is defined. ^Amoo Pdtuk ' includes adultery

with the Magistrate's wife ; murdering a friend
;

personating a Brahman ; reading an unorthodox

Qastra, and forgetting the Yeda-qfistra ;
spoiling goods

bailed ; debauching a friend's wife ;
and various

delinquencies by no conceivable means capable of

being thrown together in one category.

The offences that together constitute ' Opoo pdtuk
'

are even more promiscuous and dissimilar, the defini-

tion including (amongst many other things) killing

a Ksatriya, a Vaiqya, a Qudra, or a woman ;
stealing
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petty articles ; cutting down green trees to cook rice
;

living on a woman's earnings ; selling a wife without

her consent ; neglecting to assume the sacred thread
;

refusing to eat with a kinsman ; and a Brahman
selling salt, milk, or other specified things.

Another kind of offence is, ' when a man does

any injury to a Brahman ; or smells at wine, or garlic,

or onions ; or hath not a pure heart towards his

friend
; or strikes any person on the buttock.'

Yet another kmd is the killing an elephant, or a

horse, or other specified animal, e.g.^ a snake.

After these definitions comes a long string of

punishments for those who falsely accuse others of

having committed the various offences defined
; the

magnitude of the punishment to be inflicted depend-

ing generally on the relative rank and abilities of

the offender and the complainant. The chapter ends

with this :
' If a man of inferior caste, proudly affect-

ing an equality with a person of superior caste,

should speak at the same time with him, the magis-

trate, in that case, shall fine him to the extent of his

abilities.'

Chapters XVI.-XIX. deal with assault, theft, vio-

lence, and adultery in a manner even more extra-

vagant, unjust, and idiotically foolish than does Manu.
For example, if a man of an inferior caste, proudly

affecting an equahty with a man of superior caste,

should travel by his side on the road, he is to be fined

according to his abilities. Or, if a Qudra breaks wind
upon a Brahman, the Magistrate should cut off his

fundament. But, if a man beats another so that his
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limbs are broken, the Magistrate shall make him pay

the entire cost of his cure. If a man kills a goat, or

a horse, or a camel, the Magistrate sliould cut off one

liand and one foot from him ; if he castrates a bull,

he is to be fined fifty puns of coteries ; if he kills an

insect, he shall be fined one pun of cowries.

Thefts are divided into open and concealed thefts,

and thieves punished accordingly. Amongst oj^en

thefts are giving short weight ; selling blemished

goods for unblemished
;

prescribing inappropriate

medicmes, and so increasing the violence of a disorder,

and then taking money from a patient ; winning-

money at games of chance ; cheating partners
;
getting

property by perjury ; showmg tricks with conjurers
;

extortion ; cheating, &c. &c. Concealed thefts are

robbeiy, housebreaking, and the like. If a physician

gives the wrong medicine to a man of a superior caste,

he shall be fined a thousand puns of coicries ; if he

gives it to one of an inferior caste, five hundred. If

a man sells base metal for silver, the Magistrate shall

break his hand, nose, and teeth, and fine him one

thousand puns of cowries. If the Magistrate's coun-

sellor gives advice void of justice, or gains a subsist-

ence by constantly receiving bribes, the Magistrate

shall confiscate all his possessions and banish him the

kingdom. For stealing a man of an inferior caste

the punishment is a fine of one thousand puns of

coteries ; for stealing an elephant or a valuable horse,

it is horrible mutilation and death. For stealing

more than a certain quantity of grain or spice, a man
shall bo killf'd ; for stealing less, he shall be fined.
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A man who steals flowers, or fruits, or grass belonging

to a Brahman shall lose his hand. If a farmer,

through carelessness, suffers the loss by theft of his

landlord's share of his crop, the Magistrate shall fine

him ten times the amount of the value of his own
share. Numberless other rules about thefts and

thieves are marked with equal injustice and absurdity.

Violence, ' which has three distmctions,' is defined

in the most extraordinary manner, but the definition

is too long to give here. It seems to consist mainly

in doing wilful, malicious damage to property, and

the most atrocious punishments are to be inflicted on

men who are guilty of it, even when the actual con-

sequences of the ofl'ence may be far from serious.

One example of ' violence ' will sufiice. ' If a magis-

trate by violence forces a fine from a man who is

guiltless, or confers favours upon one who is guilty,

that magistrate shall pay a double fine.'

The chapter on adultery is shocking, not so much

for the reasons for which Halhed feared it would shock

the Court of Directors, as on account of the cynical

contempt that it shows for human suffering that may

be undergone by a person of low caste, and the

atrocity by which it seeks to protect the favoured

classes. Thus, whilst a man is to be fined twelve

puns of cowries for committing adultery with a woman
of bad character or of an inferior caste, the ruflian

who commits a rape on the body of his own slave-girl

is to be fined only ten j'^uns of cowries. And if

several ruffians join together in ravishing a slave-girl,

each is to be fined only twenty-four such 'puns. On
the other hand, if a man, in toying with an unmarried
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girl of a superior caste, happens to put one finger

where he ought not, he is to be put to death.

Chapter XX., 'of what concerns women,' contains

a curious medley of aphorisms and regulations, in

which knowledge of the world and common sense on

the one hand, and gross unfairness and unworthy-

contempt for the weaker sex on the other hand, are

tolerably equally displayed. A wife may be discarded

for very slight cause, but a man who without good

cause forsakes a virtuous wife that bears him a son

shall be punished as a thief.

Chapter XXL, like the last chapter of Narada, is

on miscellaneous matters, but, unlike that chapter,

contains ten several sections, each of some little

length, on topics of considerable importance, such as

gaming, quarrels between father and son, adoption,

&c., some of which in Narada are dealt with in

separate chapters.

Gaming, to be approved, must be carried on

publicly, with leave of the Magistrate, who shall take

one-half of all the winnings by way of tax. Similarly

the Magistrate shall take one-tenth of all profits

derived from the sale of goods ; or one-twentieth

where the goods are foreign, unless they consist of

grain or the like, in which case the tax is one-sixth.

A Qudra who gets the Veda-qastra by heart shall

be put to death. And tremendous punishments are

prescribed for persecuting or greatly molesting a

Brahman ; and even for a Qudra always performing

worship.

Section 8 is a panegyric on punishment, in the

form of n oood mnn-istrato who knows and follows the
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qastra, and inflicts punishment in accordance there-

with, assisted by learned Pandits. One who punishes

the guilty and rewards the innocent, ' has all the

requisites for magistracy.' It is not stated that he

should know and follow the Mitaksara, &c., or busy

himself about ordinary civil suits.

Less than twenty lines are devoted to the subject

of adoption. Any child under five, and having

brothers, may be given and taken. The adoption

must be notified to the Magistrate, and carried out in

public, and with ceremonies. A woman may adopt

with her husband's consent.

The last section of all, one of great length, consists

of a confused mass of miscellaneous unconnected texts,

some of which are of utmost absurdityj whilst others

are of importance, e.g. :
' If a father, having borrowed

money, from absolute inability neglects to pay the

same, his son, if able to furnish the moneys, shall pay

the debt.' And :
' When a debtor hath paid his

creditor the sum of his debt he shall receive his bond

back, and shall tear it, and shall also take a written

release or receipt fi'om the creditor.' Other pro-

visions commute the death penalty and mutilation

penalties into fines, and allow for inability to pay

them, as thus :
' If men of rank, or good principles,

or of learning, commit such a crime as to deserve a

capital punishment, and are not men of property, the

magistrate shall take from them less than one hundred

Ashrussies in proportion to their fortune ; if they

frequently commit the same crime the magistrate shall

confi^^cate all their property, by way of fine, and shall
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banish them the kingdom.' In other words, punish-

ment is to be a mockery and a farce. I have already

sliown in my Prospectus (at p. 172) that in S. India

banishment used to mean quitting the city by one

gate and re-entering it by another.

Such, in brief, is Halhed's Gentoo Code. With

all its faults, which are so numerous and weighty, as

to make the work ridiculous and preposterous as a

code of practical law, it is, it seems to me, and must

remain, a monument of surpassing value, not only to

the scientific student of usage and sociology, but also

to the practical lawyer. For, whereas treatises like

Mann and Yajnavalkya and Narada were written

during (comparatively) ancient times of evolution

and change, and bear on them evident marks of un-

certainty, doubt, and speculation, and at best set forth

tlie opinions or experiences of individual men or

schools, the Gentoo Code was compiled but a century

a^o, when the so-called Hindu law had achieved

its utmost possible (true and legitimate) development,

by a company of learned professors gathered indiscri

minately from aU parts of Bengal, who were able in

unison to expound, clearly and without hesitation

—without indeed the slightest suspicion that they

might ])e wrong or misinformed in any single parti-

cular—what they believed to be the actual law of India

as revealed in the Vedas, and as actually existent in

the form of usage then, to tlieir own certain know-

ledge. Moreover, it must be retr.embcred tliat tliese

])rofessors liad before them, and doubtless discussed,

all the then accepted authorities ; and, being [)erfectly

K
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acquainted with the intricacies and technicalities of the

Mimamsa and other systems of interpretation, were in

a position rightly to appreciate the merits of con-

flicting opinions ; so that when they agree, as they

almost invariably do, upon what English lawyers

regard as doubtful points, it is tolerably safe to assume

that the difficulties at present felt must be mainl}^, if

not entirely, of our own creation.

If this view of the practical value of the Gentoo

Code is even approximately correct, many, no doubt,

will be disposed to ask why the work was despised

and rejected from the moment of its birth, and finally

put aside. And I think a satisfactory answer to the

question is not hard to find. I should be disposed to

think that the work, as Halhed seems to have expected

might not improbably happen, rudely shocked the

feelings of the Court of Directors, and was at once,

and very properly, rejected as a code of law for the

subjects of a civilised government. And, once laid on

the shelf, it would not be likely to emerge soon from

obscurity, and compete in interest with works like

Jones's Code of Mmm, and Colebrooke's Two Treatises,

But, whatever may have been the causes that led

to the efi'acement of the Gentoo Code at the time of its

production, there can be no logical reason for refusing

to examine it now, in altered times and circumstances,

and for purposes that a century ago were not in con-

templation. I have no hesitation in affirming my
beliefthat the Gentoo Code is quite the most important

work on Indian usage that as yet has come under

my notice.
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CHAPTER YII.

THE KAMA-SUTEA OF VATSYAYANA.

Three things are frequently spoken of by "Slanu,

more or less in connection with one another, as

specially important factors in the sum of human life,

namely : (1) dharma, (2) artha, and (3) hfma, or

(roughly speaking) blessedness, wealth, and pleasure.^

This (^astra, however, deals exclusively with dharma,

and leaves it to others to teach the other two subjects

to man. This has been done. And, strange as it may

seem to an Englishman, there is excellent reason to

beheve that, in the eyes of a Brahman who knows

the Yedas, duly authorised treatises on ' wealth ' and

^pleasure ' are, equally with dharma-qiistras, part of

the Holy Law. Thus, we learn from the opening

verses of Yajnavalkya that :
' Whatever is declared by

a person who has in an eminent degree knowledge of

the soul in its relations, the same should be [held as]

Law.' Also that :
' If two texts of the Law be op-

posed to each other, one argument founded on usage

is of force ; but the dliarma-cd.itra is of greater force

than the artha-c/lstra.^

^ Thus, VII. 27-28 says :
' A king properly inflicting it (punisliment)

prospers in all three (virtue, pleasure, and wealth), hut a sensual, unfair,

and base (king) verily perLshes by punishment. For punishment, very

glorious, and hard to be borne by the undisciplined, destroys a king,

together with his kin, when he has indeed departed from justice.'

K 2
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"Whilst artha is inferior in importance and au-

thority to dharma, no doubt kdma, by which is meant
' the enjoyment of appropriate objects by the five

senses of hearing, feeling, seeing, tasting, and smell-

ing, assisted by the mind, together with the soul,' is

similarly inferior to artha. But this branch of the

law should not, therefore, I think, be despised as

being of no value : and I purpose to give in this

chapter a short account" of one of the most elaborate

and important treatises on it, namely, the Kdma-sutra

of Vatsyayana, as translated and annotated for the

Hindoo Kama Shastra Society, in 1883.

After saluting dharma, artha, and kdma, the

Introduction goes on to explain that the Lord of

Beings laid down rules for regulating the existence

of men and women with regard to the aforesaid three

subjects, in one hundred thousand chapters. The

rules of dharma were reduced to writing by Manu
;

Brihaspati compiled those relating to artha ; and

Jidma was expounded by Nandi, the follower of

Mahadeva, in a thousand chapters. Various succes-

sive reductions of this last work were made, and

finally Yatsyayana utilised, and put together in one

treatise, the results of the labours of seven prede-

cessors, who had expounded each one branch of ^Y7m«,

together with the lengthy reduction of Babhravya.

Who Vatsyayana was, there is nothing to show
;

but materials exist for approximately determining

his date, which is to be placed between the first and

tenth century of our era. The most important piece

of evidence to show this is the circumstance that
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Yaraliamiliira, who is supposed to have lived at the

end of the tenth century, appears to have horrowed

largely from Yatsyayana for his Brhatsanhita.

At the close of the work, this is what our author

says of himself :
—

' After reading and considering the

works of Babhravya and other ancient authors, and

thinking over the meaning of the rules given by

them, this treatise was composed according to the

precepts of the Holy Writ, for the benefit of the

world, by Vatsyayana, while leading the life of a

religious student at Benares, and wholly engaged in

the contemplation of the Deity. This work is not to

be used merely as an instrument for satisfying our

desires. A person acquainted with the true prin-

ciples of this science, who preserves his Dliarma

(virtue or religious merit), his Artha (worldly

wealth), and his Kama (pleasure or sensual gratifica-

tion), and who has regard to the customs of the

people, is sure to obtain the mastery over his senses.

In short, an intelligent and knowing person, attend-

ing to Dharma and Artha and also to Kama, without

becoming the slave of his passions, will obtain success

in everything that he may do.'

The work contains in all about 1,250 (;lokas,

which in the translation are distributed over seven

parts, with chapters and paragraphs.

The second chapter is on the acquisition of

dharmay artha, and kdma, and explains the terms.

Man should practise all three of them, at different

times, and in such a manner' that they may harmonise

together and not clash in any way. Compare ^lanu
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IV. 176 : 'One should forsake wealth and pleasure

which may be devoid of right ; and even right (acts)

which result in pain, and are also reproved by the

world.' And V. 56 :
' There is no fault in eating

flesh, nor in (drinking) intoxicating liquor, nor in

copulation, (for) that (is) the occupation of beings,

but cessation (from them produces) great fruit.'

Man should devote his boyhood to the acquisition of

learning, and lead the life of a religious student until

he finishes his education. Artha and kdma are for

his youth and middle age. In his old age he should

perform dharma, and thus seek to gain release from

further transmigration. By dharma is meant obedi-

ence to the qastras, which command men to do certain

things, as, for example, ' to perform sacrifices, which

are not generally done, because they do not belong

to this world, and produce no visible effect ; and not

to do other things, such as eating meat, which is

often done because it belongs to this world, and has

visible eff*ects.'

Dharma should be learnt from the qruti and those

conversant with it ;
^ artha from the King's officers

and experienced merchants ; kdma from the Kama-

sutra and the practice of citizens.

Of the three, ' if they come together,' the first is

better than the second, and the second than the third.

' But artha should always be first practised by the

King, for the livelihood of men is to be obtained from

it only. Again, Kama being the occupation of public

* This is noticeable. See above, p. 50.
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women, they should prefer it to the other two, and

these are exceptions to the general rule.'

The objections of opponents are then refuted, and

particularly those of the Lokayatikas, who deny the

utility of obeying religious ordinances. The right

opinion is that dharma, artha, and kdma should all

be practised in moderation, and no one of them at the

expense of the other two, by one who would attain

happiness here and hereafter.

Chapter iii. tells us that sixty-four arts and

sciences, as singing, playing on musical instruments,

dancing, writing, drawing, acting, &c., are subordinate

to hima, and should be studied with it by all, even

by young maids before marriage, and after it with

the consent of their husbands. Those who say that

women are prohibited from learning Mma, because

they should not study any science, are wrong. A
public woman who studies these sciences, and who
is of a good disposition, obtains the name of ' Honour-

able ' and a seat of honour in an assemblage of men.

Moreover, she is ' always respected by the King, and

praised by learned men, and her favour being sought

for by all, she becomes an object of universal regard.'

Compare with this the character with which the herohie

is clothed in the Mricchakatikd ; and see Wilson's

observations on Eetcerce in his Theatre of the Hindus.

The daughter of a king, too, ' as well as the daughter

of a minister, being learned in the above arts, can make
tlieir husbands favourable to them, even though they

may have thousands of other wives besides them-

selves.' And a wife separated from her liusband can
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support herself, even in a foreign country, by skill in

these arts. In a word, every one is the better for

possessing accomplishments.

Chapter iv describes the life of an Indian, which

appears to have been anything but monotonous and

dull. Having acquu^ed learning, the young man should

set up housekeeping with the wealth that he may
have gained by gift (if a Brahman), by conquest (if

aKsatriya), or by purchase or deposit (if a Yaiqya),

or by inheritance from his ancestors. The house

should be spacious, convenient, and well furnished with

various articles, e.g. a ' toy-cart.' The day should be

spent in enjoying, in the compan}?- of dependent

friends, parasites and buffoons,^ various amusements,

such as cock-fighting, ram-fighting, and the like ; and

(occasionally) in holding musical festivals in honour

of different Deities, in social gatherings of both sexes,

in drinking-parties, in picnics, and in other social

diversions. After various observations we have the

following :
—'A citizen discoursing not entirely in the

Sanscrit language, nor wholly in the dialects of the

country, on various topics in society, obtains great

respect. The wise should not resort to a society dis-

^ I have thus roughly translated the three terms used here,

pitamardha, vita, and vidusaka. These are well-known characters in the

drama. Wilson states that the first of them is the friend and confidant

of the hero, and sometimes the hero of a secondary action interwoven with
the principal. The vita is generally represented as being on familiar and
easy, and yet dependent, terms with some prince or courtesan, and seems
to differ from the parasite in that he is never rendered contemptible.

He is always accomplished in the sixty-four sciences oikcima. The vidusaka

is the humble companion, not the servant, of a man of rank, and though
a buffoon like Sancho Panza, curiously enough is always a Brahman.
Thus Maitreya (see above, p. 67) is the vidilsalxa in the Mricchakatikd.
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liked by the public, governed by no rules, and intent

on the destruction of others. But a learned man, living

in a society which acts according to the wishes of the

people, and which has pleasure for its only object, is

highly respected in this world.'

The fifth chapter teaches what kinds of women

may be enjoyed without sin by men of the four classes.

In the first instance, hlma should be practised

according to the (^astras {i.e. in marriage) with a

virgin of one's own caste, for the purpose of acquiring

progeny and good fame. Commerce with a woman

of a higher caste, or with one of one's own caste who

has been enjoyed by another, is prohibited. But to

take pleasure with (1) women of the lower castes,

(2) with outcasted women, (3) with public women,

and (4) with twice-married women, is neither enjoined

nor prohibited. Properly speaking, Nayilds,^ or

women to be enjoyed without sin, are (1) maids, i.e.

in marriage, (2) women twice-married (see below,

p. 143), and (3) public women.

But, in addition to these classes, who are enjoyed

for pleasure's sake, Gonikaputra thmks, and our

author agrees, that a fourth class may be resorted

to, even though married, ' on some special occasion.'

The special occasions set forth are thirteen in number.

Tor these and similar other reasons the wives of

1 In the drama (see Wilson's T/icafre of the Hindus) the ^Y^}|ika is

the heroine ; and where the phiy is one of pure ficlion, usually is a

princess or a courtesan, as in the Mricchakatihd. And women are distin-

guished, as in the Kama-sutra, as heiug Svakhja (the man's own wife),

or Paraktya (the wife of another), or Sdmamja (indepondoiit). The

Parakhja is never to be made the object of a dramatic intrigue.
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other men may be resorted to, but it must be dis-

tinctly understood that it is only allowed for special

reasons, and not for mere carnal desire.' Other

writers add more Ndyikds, but Vatsyayana dis-

approves.

Certain women are not to be enjoyed, as lepers,

lunatics, outcasted women, and others, and the wife

of a relation, of a friend, of a learned Brahman, and

of the King. Various opinions about adultery are

then given, including that of Charayana, that ' citizens

form friendships with washermen, barbers, cowherds,

florists, druggists, betel-leaf sellers, tavern-keepers,

beggars, Fitamardhas, Vitas, and Vidusakas, as also

with the wives of all these people.' (Compare Manu
YIII. 362, 363.)

Part II., on sexual union, consists wholly of

minute technical details, upon which comment of any

kind is impossible.

Parts III. and IV. show how a wife is to be

wooed and won, and how a wife should behave.

First, as to the choosing of a wife, it is remarkable

that the parents of the young man are not represented

as being necessarily concerned in this matter, but he

should ' fix his affections upon a girl who is of good

family, whose parents are alive, and who is three

years or more younger than himself. She should be

born of a higlily respectable family, possessed of

wealth, well connected, and with many relations and

friends. She should also be beautiful, of a good dis-

position, with lucky marks on her body, with good

hair, nails, teeth, ears, eyes, and breasts, neither more
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nor loss than tliey ought to be, and no one of them

entu'ely wanting, and not troubled with a sickly body.'

Above all she should be a virgin : to marry one who is

not such would be blameworthy. And the girl should

be the man's equal in rank ; neither higher nor lower.

Elaborate directions about wooing follow. And it

is distinctly declared that a young fellow will do well,

although under the control of his father, mother, or

brothers, m endeavouring ' to gain over a girl from

her childhood to love and esteem him.' Thus, a boy

separated from his parents, and living with his uncle,

' should try to gain over his uncle's daughter, or

some other girl, even though she be previously be-

trothed to another.' And by his doing so dharma

will be accomplished, as well as by any other way
of marriage. A girl, too, should choose for herself,

and marry the man that she likes, as a marriage for

love is more likely to ensure happiness than one of

convenience arranged by parents.

If possible, the girl (betrothed to another) should

be got to consent to a runaway or secret marriage, to

be performed in due course by a Brahman Fleet-

parson. If this cannot be done, the young man must

marry the object of his affections in any one of six

described ways, of which 'the one that precedes is

better than the one that follows it, on account of its

being more in accordance with the commands of

religion, and therefore it is only when it is impossible

to carry the former into practice that the latter should

be resorted to.' The first three of tliese modes are

modes of deceit, and (comparatively) unobjectionable;
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the fourtli is by intoxicating and ravishing ; the fifth

by abduction during sleep and ravishing ; the sixth

by overpowering guards and forcibly abducting.

These six forms may profitably be compared with

the disapproved forms in Manu III., on which they

throw very considerable light, inasmuch as it is quite

clear that in each of them the one object is marriage,

which cannot otherwise be accomplished ; and the

girl is supposed to have been fairly wooed and won,

though she may be unwilling to incur the risk of

offending her family by throwing over the man to

whom she is betrothed. The secret marriage seems

to correspond to the Gdndharva marriage of Mami,

whilst in the fourth and sixth we have obviously the

Paicdka and Bdksasa forms respectively, of which the

former is held by Manu to be ' the most sinful of

unions.'

As I understand Vatsyayana, however, all the six

forms, together with the mere secret marriage, are con-

sidered by him to be Gdndharva^ with regard to which

he quotes laudatory verses :
' As the fruit of all good

marriages is love, the Gdndharva form of marriage is

respected, even though it is formed under unfavour-

able circumstances, because it fulfils the object sought

for. Another cause of the respect accorded to the

Gdndharva form of marriage is, that it brings forth

happiness, causes less trouble in its performance than

the other forms of marriage, and is above all the

result of previous love.'
^

• It is amusing to compare tlie opinion of Vatsyayana with Mr.

Mayne's seutimeiits thus expressed in § 7t) of Lis Iliuda Law: 'The
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The chapter on the manner of living of a virtuous

woman, and her behaviour daring the absence of her

husband, is quite admirable for the sound common
sense and knowledge of mankind that mark every

part of it. I should like to quote it as it stands, but

must content myself with giving a rough idea of it.

First, the young wife is to take upon herself the whole

care of the household and family, and particularly of

the household gods ; treating 'the parents, relations,

friends, sisters, and servants of her husband as they

deserve.' As regards meals, she should consider

always what her husband likes and dislikes, and what

is good for him, what bad. The kitchen should

be inaccessible to strangers, and kept scrupulously

clean ; as also should be the vessels in which wine is

purchased and kept. The husband's faults should

not be visited with excessive blame ; nothing causes

dislike so much as a habit in a wife of scoldmg.

Expenditure should be regulated by the income.

Stores should be laid in when things are cheap. Old

clothes should be given to deserving servants. Every

detail of management should be carefully looked after
;

and the wife ' should surpass all the women of her own
rank in life in her cleverness, her appearance, her

knowledge of cookery, her pride, and her manner of

serving her husband.' She should not gad about,

validity of a Gandharvn icarriage between Ksliatriyas appears to have
been declared by the Bengal Sudder Court in 1817. It seems to me,
bowever, that this form belongs to a time when the notion of marriage
involved no idea of permanence or exclusiveness. Its definition implies
nothing more than fornication. It is difnciilt to see how such a con-
nection could be treated at present as constituting a marriage with the
incidents and results of such a union.'
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but stay at home, except when she goes out with her

husband. To please him she should put on all her

ornaments and bravery. In his absence she should

live secluded, and wear her plainest dress. She should

in all things respect her husband's father and mother,

and be dependent on their will. Above all, whether

a woman of noble family, or a virgin widow remarried,

or a concubine, the wife should lead a chaste life,

devoted to her husband, keeping his secrets, and

doing everything for his welfore. Thus she will

acquire dharma, artha, and Idma, and preserve her

husband's love unimpaired.

Chapter ii. of Part IV. contains miscellaneous

rules of conduct for wives and others, of no special

importance; but, incidentally, it shows that husbands

used to marry second wives, or practise polygamy,

for many reasons besides that of having begotten no

son

—

e.g. on account of a feeling of dislike towards

the first wife or wives. And, similarly, a wife would

leave her husband because she disliked him, and live

with another man. Therefore a virgin widow who
contemplates marrying again is recommended to be

careful to choose a man whom she likes, and who
will suit her, since otherwise she may repent her

choice, and have to leave her husband for another

man. At the time of her marriage the widow ' should

obtain from her husband the money to pay the cost

of drinking-parties and picnics with her relations,'

and other thmgs. If she leaves her husband after

marriage of her own accord, she should return to him

what he may have given to her, except mutual pre-
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sents. In his house she should live like one of the

chief members of the family, but treating all with clue

kindness and respect. Apparently her position was

likely to be one of some httle difficulty. It is notice-

able that in several passages the widow remarried is

spoken of in terms implyiug that she was less highly

considered than other wives. Thus, the King is

recommended to converse, when he visits the harem,

first with his ordinary wives, then with the widows

remarried, and lastly with his concubines and dancing

girls. Where there are many wives, a young woman

who is good-tempered, and who behaves herself

according to the qastras, will win her lord's love and

overcome her rivals.

Part Y. contains several chapters on ' other men's

wives,' and gives a detailed and highly interesting

account of Hindu society, from the point of view of

the fashionable adulterer. It strongly discounte-

nances the sin of adulter}^, and warns readers against

using Yatsyayana's teachings except for the purposes

of self-protection. If they do, they will court disaster,

and destroy dharma and artha.

Part YI. gives an exhaustive and an exceedingly

clever account of the Iletcera, who appears to have

occupied a very prominent and distinguished position

in Hindu society at the time when our author wrote.

It contains ample warnings against her rapacity and

heartlessness, but in no degree disapproves of men

resorting to her company. On the contrary, our

author evidently regards her proceedings with com-

placency and sympathy. Part A^ll. contains some
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foolish recipes and miscellaneous observations, and

remarks in conclusion.

Such, in brief, is the Kama-sutra of Yatsyayana,

which has been explained by commentaries, and in

other ways treated like a dharma-Cj'astra. To those

who would wish to understand the Hindu ' law ' as a

whole—that is to say, as an aggregate of written and

unwritten rules of conduct by which the Hindu com-

munity has habitually and more or less unconsciously

governed itself—a knowledge of the contents of this

standard work of reference would seem to be as

necessary as a knowledge of the contents of Manu,

indeed to be indispensable. The circumstance that

some parts of it are what an English journalist would

consider to be wholly unfit for publication, should in

no degree tend to lessen the value of the treatise,

viewed as an exponent of actual Hindu usages,

manners, and customs. On the contrary, it appears

to me to be in itself of great importance, as going to

show that the Brahman and Ksatriya public, for

which Yatsyayana wrote one thousand years or so

ago, far from being a gloomy and puritanic society,

intent only on outward religion, must have been a gay

and dissipated society, fond of getting and spending

money, and essentially worldly, though by no means

unmindful of religion and duty as then understood.

It appears from Dr. Pope's edition of the Kurral,

that this celebrated Tamil religious and moral poem
is divided into three books, treating of dharma, artha,

and kdma respectively. And the Namud, a standard

Tamil grammar of much later date, has the rule :
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' The benefit derived from a treatise must be the

attaining to Virtue, Wealth, Enjoyment, Deliverance;

'

just as the Hitopadeca {4. 26) gives the enumeration,

dharma-artha-Mma- mokshandm.

Dr. Pope seems to liave been afraid for many

years to look into the hlma section of the kurral : and

when he did at last make up his mind to study it, to

have been agreeably surprised by what he found. It

contains, indeed, little or nothing that is objection-

able ; whilst it gives a not unpleasing description of

Tamil love aifairs. A hasty glance at it has sufficed

to convince me that its author must have been ac-

quainted with the Kdma-sutra, or at all events with

works closely connected therewith. It is little more

than a romance in some 250 couplets, about the

Gdndharva marriage, and the quarrels, hopes, fears,

griefs, and reunion of fortunate lovers, upon the lines

laid down by Yatsyayana.

The section in the Kurral on artlia consists of

about seven hundred couplets on ' royalty,' ' ministers

of state,' and ' essentials of a state,' with an ' appen-

dix,' on various subjects, as nobility, honour, great-

ness, &c. The Tamil for artha is pond, which Besclii

renders by ' rerum proprietates,' Grant by ' bona,' and

Ariel by ' la fortune.' The section on it is longer

than the other two sections put together, and probably

deals with the subject exhaustively.

Burnell has pointed out in his ' Introduction' to

Manu, that this work is remarkable for the inter-

polation in it of Chapter VIL, ' which treats of matters

relating solely to polity and the life of kings,' and

L
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which are entirely foreign to the original sutras, ' and

confirms decisively the conclusion that the text was

intended for Rajas.' May it not also be held to

indicate that writers belonffino- to Brahman caranas

were beginning to recognise the necessity of teaching

to human beings artha as well as dharma, the way of

building up and maintaining a State, as well as the

way of performing sacrifices and maintaining order

amongst the classes?

T observe that Vishnu, too, contains a tolerably

lengthy chapter on artha, namely No. Ill, ; and

Apastamba briefly describes the duty of a king in

II. 10, 25-26. The ' Gentoo Code,' as we have seen,

has a long chapter on a}'tha prefixed to the body

of the work ; founded apparently upon a work of

Pacheshputtee Misr on the duties of a king.

The curious passage with which Apastamba is

brought to a conclusion, shows clearly that a know-

ledge of the Vedas, however extensive, will not suffice

for all purposes, and therefore must be supplemented

with knowledge to be derived from other sources.

II. 11, 29, 11, tells us :
' The knowledge which

Qudras and women possess is the completion (of all

study).' By this (according to Biihler) is meant
' dancing, music, and other branches of the Artha

Qastra.' But, surely, dancing, music, &c., are of the

sixty-four sciences of Kama.

Apastamba goes on to say, ' It is difficult to learn

the sacred law from the Yedas, but by following the

indications it is easily accomplished,' and then gives

the ' indications,' as thus : ' He shall regulate his
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coarse of action according to the conduct which is

unanimously recognised in all countries by men of

the three twice-born castes, who have been properly

obedient, who are aged, of subdued senses, neither

given to avarice, nor hypocrites. Acting thus, he

will gain both worlds.' This appears to be a quotation

of a proverbial saying. The actual endmg of the

work is this :
' Some declare that the remaining duties

must be learnt from women and men of all castes.'

Have we here (as I suppose) a recognition of the

necessity of learning artha and kdma from any who

teach them, e.g. from the Heta^ra ?

I have shown at p. 31, above, where Qudras and

women are to get information as to their duty, namely,

from the epics and similar compositions. But, what-

ever else they may find here, certainly they will not

find law. An interesting passage in the Mahfibharata

(Yana Parva, 312) shows that the author of it, like

the author of Apastamba, Narada, and others, greatly

distrusted the Holy Law, and preferred that usage

which Manu declares to be ' highest dharma.' In it

Yudhistira, after solving with preternatural sagacity

a string of enigmas propounded by Yama, tells him

what is • the path,' as thus :
' Argument leads to no

certain conclusion : the crutis are different from one

another ; there is not even one Rishi whose opinion

can be accepted as infallible : the truth about religion

and duty is hid in caves; therefore, that alone is the

path along which the great have trod.'

If not even one Rishi exists whose opinion can be

accepted as infallible, may I not be pardoned for
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declining to believe in guesses at the meaning of

Vijfianeqvara's speculations upon the meaning of the

Yajnavalkya ' recollection ' of a Rishi's teachings ?

This passage may usefully be compared with the

above-mentioned passage from Apastamba. as also

with the passages reuiarked on above, at pp. 32, 47,

and 82.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE JOINT FAMILY.

Perhaps the commonest phrase in the reports of the

IMadras High Court, of cases involving questions of

Hindu haw, is ' the joint family ' or ^ fam'ly.^ Thus we
find it stated in Norton's Leading Cases, at p. 173, 1.,

that :
' Joint undivided family is the ordinary status

of the Hindoo. Sometimes this has been termed

joint-tenancy, sometimes coparcenary, sometimes co^

parcenary with a benefit of survivorship.' And at 11.

461, of the same: 'The ordinary status of a Hindu

family is that of coparcenary ; insomuch so, that this

is always presumed until the contrary is shown.' In

order, therefore, to understand the principles upon

which the Madras High Court administers its law to

Indian litigants, in affairs of inheritance, succession, and

the like, it is essentially necessary to comprehend the

views that the Madras High Court from time to time

takes of the composition and nature of the Indian

^family^ But to do this is by no means an easy task.

Not only are the views of the Court constantly

changing ; even the views of individual members of it

appear to undergo frequent modification and amend-

ment, and it is not too much to say that at Madras

the whole subject of the structure of Indian society is
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wrapt in as much of uncertainty and obscurity at the

present moment as it was in the days of the elder

Strange and Ellis. This statement will be justified

by the third part of this work.

If we would attempt scientifically to reconstruct

the Hindu law for Madras, or rather to construct for

the first time a code of Indian usages for Madras, the

first pre-requisite of success would be a thorough

examination of the families of various forms at present

existing in Madras, including, e.g., the old-fashioned

Brahman family of secluded villages, the polyandrous

family of the Western Coast, the ordinary agricultural

family of the interior, and the modern trading family

of the coast. In this chapter I purpose indicating,

quite roughly and briefly, the character of the ex-

amination which I would suggest in this behalf.

In the first place it is proper to observe that the

ambiguous word ^family ' is (or may be) extremely

misleading. It may be taken (according to its con-

text) to mean the whole collection of slaves or

servants in one house ; or, all the individuals forming

one household, under one head ; the descendants of a

common ancestor ; a race of men, and many other

things. It may even mean one small baby : or the

whole population of this world. The word (legally)

is not a term of art ; indeed it is not known to the

English law, though ' familia ' was used in technical

senses in Latin legal writings. And, as I have

pointed out in my Prospectus (p. 187, n.), the concept

appears to be foreign to the Sanskrit language. At
all events, I have never succeeded in learning a San-
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skrit equivalent for it, and certainly there is notliing

like it in tlie Drilvida dialects. We must not hastily

assume, therefore, that any collection of human beings

precisely and in all points corresponding to an

English family, as we understand the phrase in or-

dinary talk, actually exists at the present moment in

the Madras Province.

In like manner I have failed so far to dig-cover

Sanskrit words corresponding to ^joinf and 'un-

divided,^ though of course ' avihhaha ' stands for one

still unseparated from his brethren. And I venture

to regard it as being quite withm the bounds of

possibility, that the whole of what is denoted and

connoted by the words ^ joint undivided family ' may
turn out to be foreign to, and unwarranted by, the

Sanskrit law-treatises.

The institutions of the Aryan race have been dealt

with at length by Doctor Hearn in his Aryan House-

hold, and I cannot do better than quote here some

of his introductory observations on the character of

the archaic clan, and its constituent families, since tliis

writer appears to represent with sufficient fidelity the

latest school of investigators in the new field of pre-

historic and very early sociology. He says at p. 4 :

' In all its leading characteristics—political, legal, re-

ligious, economic—archaic society presents a complete

contrast to that in which we live. There was in it

no central government, and consequently there were

no political organs. There was no law to make, and

there was none to be executed. There were neither par-

liaments, nor courts of justice, nor executive officers,
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There was no national church. The great bulk of

property, not only as to its tenure, but as to its en-

joyment, was in the hands not of individuals, but of

corporate households. There were few contracts, and

no wills. Men lived according to their customs.

They received their property from their fathers, and

transmitted it to their heirs. They were protected

or, if need were, avenged by the help of their kinsmen.

There was, in short, neither individual nor State. The
clan, or some association founded upon the model of

the clan, and its subdivisions, filled the whole of our

forefathers' social life. Within its limits was their

world. Beyond it they could find no resting-place.

For the origin of this clan-relation we must ascend a

loDg way in the history of the human mind. It is

due neither to force nor to fraud, nor to any calcula-

tion of personal advantage. It has its source in the

sentiment of religion. In archaic society, the one un-

failing centripetal force was community of worship.

As many as were forms of worship, so many were the

associations of men. Where men were associated,

there a special worship is found. The symbol of the

common worship was a meal shared in honour of the

Deity. Of these various worships, probably the old-

est, and certainly the most persistent, was the worship

of the Lares, or house-spirits, or, in other words,

deceased ancestors. These spirits, together with

their living descendants, whether natural or adoptive,

in their several ranks formed collectively that corpo-

rate body which, though it is known by a variety of

names, I have called the Houseliold. Over the
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lioiiseliold the House Father presided, with powers

limited only by the custom of his race. He was

generally the eldest male of the line. He represented

the household in all external dealings. He was

charged with the management of its property, and

with the celebration of its worship. Sooner or later,

when the household became inconveniently large,

it spontaneously divided into several households, all

related to each other, but each having a separate ex-

istence, each holding distinct corporate property, and

each maintaining its special worship. The continued

increase of these related households gave rise to the

clan, the form in which, historically, our ancestors

first became apparent to us. This wider association,

which naturally resembled, in many respects, the

household of which it was the expansion, marked the

boundary line of human sympathy in the archaic

world. Within the clan there was the truest loyalty

and devotion. Beyond the clan there was at best ab-

solute indifference, and usually active hostility. The

clan was settled upon land of which it, in its corporate

character, had the exclusive ownership, and which it

shared amouo; its members accordinpjto certain custom-

ary rules. It possessed an organisation sufficient for

its ordinary wants, and was essentially autonomous.'

Whilst we may very properly claim the right to

reserve our judgments on several of the propositions

here put forward, we may, I think, accept without

hesitation the general picture given of archaic Aryan

institutions. Then, with regard to the archaic

' Household,' Doctor Ilearn observes (at p. 6A) that
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it differed in every respect from the modern English

family, inasmuch as it was ' an organised permanent

body, distinct from its individual members, owning

property, and having other rights and duties of its

own. In it all its members, whatever might be their

position, had interests according to their rank. Over

it the House Father presided with absolute power,

not as owner in his own right, but as the officer and

representative of the corporation.' The members of

the Household were bound together not by blood, or

by contract, but by the tie of community of domestic

worship, the joint perpetuation of the sacra peculiar

and essential thereto. Not only was its termination

not expected, every effort was made to maintain its

existence. Ordinarily, it extended to collateral as

well as lineal relatives. It included servants and

dependents, and children by adoption, all in fact who
came under the hand or power of the Father ; whose

business it was ' not only to administer the temporal

affairs of his family, but to perform the ceremonies of

its religion and to maintain the purity of its ritual.'

Doctor Hearn specially insists on the (supposed)

fact that the Household was a corporate body, though

he admits that it is not easy to prove it. He quotes

various writers, from Ortolan to Mr. Justice Markby,

to show that amongst the Romans, the Germans, the

Irish, and other peoples, the family had a corporate

character ; and this may have been the case, but I do

not see that the original proposition has been quite

established.

The first step in the formation of the Household
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was marmge, which was sought ' not as in itself a

good, but as a means to an end,' to j^rocure the birth

of a son. It was the Lawfully begotten son alone who

could continue the Household. But the newly-born

son was not a member of the Household till duly

admitted by the House Father. And even for tlie

slave some mode of initiation appears to have been

necessary.

Assuming the corporate character of the House-

hold, Doctor Hearn goes on (at p. 74) to deduce from

it the rules of property proper to the household, as

thus :
' Over all movables, over the family and the

stock, over the produce of the land, and the labour

of his subjects, the power of the House Father was

absolute. Although, in the cultivation of his land,

he was bound by the customary rules of his com-

munity, he could determine to what use he would

apply the produce. But he could not sell or charge

the land itself. The land belonged to the Household;

and the continuance of rhe Household depended upon

the maintenance of the hearth and of the tomb, and

of the offerings at them, which formed the first charge

upon the common property. Of this primitive in-

alienability of land there is little doubt.'

As the Father could not sell, so also he could not

mortgage, the lands of the Household, except for his

own life. Nor could he, of his own mere motion,

devise his property to strangers, or even alter its

devolution among his children. ' He was the officer

of the corporation, the steward or manager of the

property, with all the powers needed for the efficient
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discharge of his duties, but in no sense its absolute

owner ' (p. 77).

' Between the property of the Household,' says

Dr. Hearn, at p. 79, ' and the performance of its sacra

there was an indissoluble connection. The two

things always went together. The one supplied the

means for the accomplishment of the other. The

person who was charged with the performance of the

sacra was the heir. The heir was the person who
was bound to perform the sacraj I must say I

cannot see how this proposition consists with the

(supposed) corporate character of the Household.

Such character would appear to exclude altogether

the notion of an ' heir.'' If the Father was no more

than the steward or manager of the corporate property,

how could any person be said to be ' heir ' to the

Father upon his death ? Looking to the carefulness

with which Doctor Hearn usually abstains from the

use of apt equivalents and words of art, 1 am sur-

prised at his using the word ' heir ' in this connection.

The proper person to perform the sacra, and con-

sequently to hold the property, was the eldest son,

because (Manu IX. 106) ' by him, at the moment of

his birth, the Father, having begotten a son, dis-

charges his debt to his own jjrogenitors ' (p. 79).

But, the reason of the rule is said to have ceased (I

do not understand how), and consequently the rule

itself was disused, ' when the original Household

separated into several related but independent House-

holds.' When there were several sons, and each

became in due course a House Father, and as such
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was required to maintain the separate saci^a of a

separate house, the division of the corporate property

became necessary. Even then, however, the eldest

son usually retained some advantage in the distribu-

tion ; for example, he kept the holy hearth, or had a

double share. In some cases not the eldest, but the

youngest, son succeeded to the authority and ad-

ministration of the Father, for reasons which need

not be discussed here. But, whoever thus succeeded,

it must be remembered that he succeeded only to the

management of the common property. ' He succeeded

to an office, and not to an estate. The Household

with its property, upon the demise of its chief,

remained as it was before. A new chief succeeded

to the position of his father, and that was all ' (p. 83).

Daughters could not succeed, because they could

not perform the sacra. And for the same reason

women, whether married or unmarried, ever remained

dependent. The wife of the son, like the unmarried

daughter of the House, came under the unrestricted

potestan of the House Father, whilst the widowed

mother passed from the hand of her husband to the

2)otestas of her own son. During the life of the

House Father, the sons, like the daughters, remained

entirely at his disposal. He could sell, or even kill,

them, just as he could his own slaves, within the

precincts of the House ; and none could call him to

account from without. He was responsible to the

House Spirits alone. But in ruling over his House-

hold he was expected to act judicially, and according

to custom, in all things. And in many histances he
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found it expedient to act in a semi-public manner,

with the advice of a family council. Specially it was

his duty to maintain the Household. And to this

end he was called on to divorce a barren wife ; or,

where this resource failed, to resort to niyoga (levirat),

or adopt ; or to appoint a daughter to present him

with a son. The Father, the Mother, the sons (with

their wives and children), the unmarried daughters,

the servants, slaves, and other dependents, together

made up the Household, and the Father ruled over

all with a practically unrestricted sway.

A larger or smaller collection of Households, knit

together by oneness of lineage, formed the more

extensive organism called the ' dan,^ which is thus

described by Doctor Hearn, at p. 113: 'In every

Aryan country, and in every age, we find men living

together in communities of considerable size. These

communities are generally known as tribes, clans,

peoples, or by some similar expression. They were

distinct from that other association which is familiar

to us as the State. Their members always assumed

the fact of their consanguinity. They did not assert

exclusive jurisdiction over any considerable territory,

or over all persons with such territory as they pos-

sessed. They were simply the owners of, it might

be, a few square miles on which dwelt men of a

common hneage with their dependents and followers.

Generally, but not necessarily, they were surrounded

by neighbours whose blood was more or less kindred

with their own, and with whom they recognised

some slender community of worship. But as re-
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garded their neighbours the several clans were strictly

independent ; no common authority controlled their

actions. They might be friends, or they might be

enemies ; but their choice of these alternatives rested

with their own free will. Between members of the

same clan, indeed, very intimate relations existed.

The clan had a common worship and a common

tomb ; it had common property ; its members had

mutual reversionary rights in their separate property

;

they took charge of the person and the property of

any clansman that was under any incapacity ; they

exercised full powers of self-government, and main-

tained for the purpose a suitable organisation ; they

acted together in avenging wrong done to any of

their members ; they rendered, in case of need,

mutual help and support. Further, although upon

these points I shall have occasion subsequently to

treat, they obeyed and honoured a common head, the

representative of their founder, and the nearest to

him in blood ; and in the course of time they

branched out into numerous sub-clans, each of which

was in its turn subdivided, and tended to become

a separate and independent community.'

The ' clan ' bad its own sacra, and scrupulously

maintained them. And, as the sacra and inheritance

went together, members of the clan succeeded to one

another's goods in default of heirs within the House-

hold. The clan was duly organised, for purposes of

self-help and protection, admitted strangers, and

afforded redress of grievances, and prevented blood-

feuds. But no more need be said about it here.
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After writing much about the ' Patriarchal ' or

* Natural Family,' by which is meant the archaic

* Household ' above described, Doctor Hearn sud-

denly pauses ' to describe another institution . . the

continuation of the archaic Household which is

known to Indian lawyers of our day as the Joint

Undivided Family.' He aduiits that the notices of it

in ancient writings are few and obscure, but affirms

that ' modern instances of it are not uncommon,' in

France, Russia, and elsewhere. After reading what

he has to say about this (supposed) form of family,

I am bound to confess that I am quite unable to

distinguish it from the Household ; whilst apparently

Doctor Hearn himself feels difficulty in fixing the

precise point at which the archaic family ends and

the Joint Undivided Family begins, or by what

special marks the melting of the former into the

latter is to be known. It will have been noticed

that Doctor Hearn (at p. 83) tells us that 'the

Household with its property, upon the demise of its

chief, remained as it was before. A new chief suc-

ceeded to the position of his father, and that was all.'

And (at p. 182) he also tells us that he differs from

those who think the Patriarchal or Natural Family,

the Joint Family, and the Village Community, mark

separate stages of social development, since these

social forms appear to him, ' at least among the

Aryans, to be not successive, but simultaneous ;

'

and then goes on to show that where a new family is

formed outside the community, and in due course

expands and bursts into several similar families,
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some larger, some smaller, tlie larger of them, ' wliicli

are on the way to become sub-clans,' arc called Joint

Families.

I have been equally puzzled by what Mr. Mayne

says about this matter in his Hindoo Law and Usage.

One would suppose from his words that at some un-

known pomt of time, prior to the publication of the

Mitaksara, the archaic family began to put on new

characteristics, and by-and-by assumed a new appear-

ance, which entitled it to a new name, that of ' Joint

Undivided.' But what were the new characteristics,

or how they are supposed to have been put on, I

have not as yet been able to discover.

Doctor Hearn's theory (at p. 190) of the pro-

prietary relations of the Joint Family is well worth

study. Supposing that the settlement of Europe

was made by clans, that each clan occupied a certain

territory, and allotted it by metes and bounds to its

several branches, he goes on to say :
' Each branch

thus set up, as it were, for itself, and dealt with its

own members as if it were an independent community.

It distributed to each Household, accordmg to the

number of adult males therein, an allotment of arable

land. To this allotment certain grazing and other

rights on the other parts of the property of the

branch clan were appurtenant. The Household cul-

tivated this land in common, and for their common

advantage. If an adult member died, the allotment

was reduced by his share. If an adult male member

were added, either by adoption or by a boy being

admitted as of full age to the clan, he, or the House-

M
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hold for him, became entitled to a further propor-

tionate share from the public estate. When a division

of the property of the Household took place, each

member received an equal share, but the shares were

calculated per stirpes and not per capita. That is,

each person m respect of whom a portion of land had

been received was, for the purpose of distribution,

reckoned a member. But the young man who had

not been admitted into the clan and still remained in

his father's hand—the hiecht, or knabe, or sven, for

by these among other names he Avas called—suc-

ceeded to his father's share, or if he was one of

several such sons, to a share of that share. His

elder brothers, however, for whom provision had

already been made, and who had left their father's

hearth, had no portion of the inheritance. While

the Household held together, the property was, in

effect, vested in the House Father, in trust for the

joint benefit of himself and his companions. Each

person, as he married, received a separate house and

lararium ; but the land was cultivated by their

common labour, and its proceeds went into the

common purse. The general management rested

with the House Father. He, according to the cus-

toms of the family, could assign the separate sever-

alties, if any, and from time to time alter their

distribution. He was bound to provide maintenance

for each member, if he needed it, from the common
fund. When the limits of the Ma^g were reached,

the retiring members of the famil}^, if I may so call

them, were entitled to receive for their separate use a
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final share of the Household estate, and to commence

each for hmiself the foundation of a separate family.

If such a man died childless, his lot reverted to the

Household from which he had received it. If a

Household became extinct, that is, if a man died

without either children or near kin, its territory went

back to the clan.'

It is quite possible that the settlement of a great

part of Europe may have been effected very much in

this fashion, and that a similar state of things may
have existed in the Panjab after the first Aryan

immigration into it, and even in the Arydvarta, at a

later date. But, during the very long interval of

time that separates the earlier Aryan movements into

Europe and Xorth-West India, and the writing of the

Manava-dharma-gastra for the instruction of King

Pulakeci about 500 a.d., great changes must have

been brought about in the constitution and usage of

Aryan society. Thus, for example, the Brahman and

Ksatriya classes must somehow have detached them-

selves from the general community (the Vicas), and

the occupations of grazing and tilling must have

ceased to be the sole occupations proper for the entire

free population.

Hence, we should naturally look in Mann for

a very different picture of society from that con-

structed by Doctor Hearn, even if we did not know

^vhat Burnell has told us about the probable genesis

of the work, in a mleccha (barbarous) country.

And, in fact, a very different picture of society is to

ho found there. In the first place, in Manu tlie land
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no longer figures as the basis to which every social

institution is to be referred. It is, indeed, but seldom

mentioned or referred to, and but one class, the

A^ai(;ya, has anj^thing to do with grazing or agriculture.

The Brahman is to make a living by offering sacrifice,

teaching, and receiving presents ; the Ksatriya by his

sword and spear. If he cannot live by following his

proper occupations, the Brahman must anyhow avoid

agriculture. In X. 116, agriculture is named as a

means of supporting life after ' science, art, working

for hire, servile attendance, cattle-tending, and trade,'

and before ' determination, begging and usury.'

In the next place, there is nothing in JManu (so

far as I can discover) to show any intimate necessary

connection between the Household and the clan

;

though associations, as of traders, smiths, and actors,

and village communities, are spoken of.

The Father no longer is priest of the household,

charged ' to perform the ceremonies of its religion,

and to maintain the purity of its ritual.' The

Brahman is now the priest, and II. 116 tells us that

' of the natural father and the giver of the Veda, the

more venerable (is) the father who gives the Veda
;

the birth of a twice-born man through the Veda is

eternal here and after death.'

But, if he is not priest, the Father is still (to some

extent) king in the Household. Thus Manu VIII.

416, contains the proverbial saying :
' Wife, son, and

slave, these three are said to be without property

;

whatever property they acquire is his to whom they

(belong).' And prohibitory texts show (by impli-
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cation) that the sale of a daughter, and even of a wife,

must have been of ordinary occurrence.

On the other hand, the Mother is seen to have had,

besides infinite honour in the Household, a separate

estate of her own (IX. 194). And she was so far

interested in the Father's estate, that upon his death

the sons could not divide it, they must wait till she

died also (IX. 104). Her daughters, too, were

entitled to small shares of the patrimony (IX. 118),

and to equal shares of her wealth, with their brothers

(IX. 192).

And, if the sons could not actually earn money

for themselves, there must have been modes (or a

mode) by which they could acquire separate wealth

for themselves during the lifetime of the Father, seeing

that IX. 185 makes the Father take the inheritance of

his son who dies without a son.

Upon the death of both parents, the sons ' should

come together ' (being presumably scattered?) for the

purpose of dividing the inheritance ; unless the

eldest son takes it all, as being the only duty-born

son, and supports the Household as the Father was

used to. But ' religious duty will be extended ' by

their living apart. And if they resolve to do this, an

equal partition must be made, something extra being

given to the eldest son.

Instead of the (practical) monogamy of the Aryan

community, we see in Manu the practice of polygamy,^

' Is it possible that the author of Manu can have borrowed from

Mahomet his rule of polygamy for Brahmans, permitting- each of them to

have four wives? It is possible, but hardly probable, that the two
arrived at one and the same conclusion about this matter, independently
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supplemented by niyoga (levirat) of kinds, and con-

cubinage. Instead of one form of marriage we have

eiolit forms, some of them very objectionable. In-

stead of three kinds of sons, there are twelve. And,

generally, it may be said that in every direction Manu

points to the existence of a state of society far more

complex and artificial than that evolved by Doctor

Hearn. And when Manu was written, there can be

no doubt that the ancient Aryan ' Joint Undivided

Family,' settled on an allotment of land, and

intimately connected with an agricultural ' clan,' was

unknown within the Calukya dominions, or, at all

events, was unknown to its author. The ideas of a

state, a king, a separate priesthood, general law and

order, and a mixed society, if not highly developed,

at all events had become familiar.

In Narada, as we have seen above, these ideas

assume a greater prominence, particularly that of a

mixed society, made up of many labouring and trading

families, associations, and communities, governing

themselves for the most part each by its own rules

and usages, but subject one and all to regulation and

punishment at the hands of the King. But the Father

still continues to be the most important unit of society.

of one another, from certain considerations of physical and moral propriety.

Narada, as we have seen, developed the idea in a new and startling

manner.

It is observable that in the Kama-sutra nothing is said about a

Brahman marrying a w^oman of each of the classes, though polygamy is

constantly spoken of, and marriages with widows, and concubinage. In

the Mricchakatikd the hero, a Brahman of high position, takes a public

woman, presumably of the C^udra class, as his second wife; and another

Brahman receives her servant as his bride.
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Thus we find here the saying (see above, p. 86) :

' Three persons are independent in this world, a

teacher, a king, and, in every class throughout the

whole system of classes, he who is the head of his

family.' At the same time, the position of women

evidently is improving, and we observe the daughters

dividing the Mother's estate upon her death ; whilst

the Mother is pronounced to be competent, like the

Father, to bestow gifts, and to be entitled to a share

equal to a son's share, when division of the Father's

estate takes place. Speaking generally, I should

imagine that in the time of Xarada property ordinarily

was in the hands of individuals, for themselves, and,

where it was held by managers of families of brethren,

had little or nothing about it of a corporate

character.

The shadow does not go back upon the dial, and

it would be strange indeed if it had happened that

property, after being corporate among the Aryans,

and separate in the time of Manu and Narada, had

again become generally corporate when the Gentoo

Code was compiled. So far is this from being the

case, that expre&s provision is made in tlie Gentoo

Code for the payment of a man's (lawfid) debts by

his sons or grandsons, who are to contribute for the

purpose : not by the Family, or a managing member,

out of assets. And in certain castes the Father, son,

and Mother are declared to be reciprocally liable for

one another's debts, whilst the general rule is that the

Father shall not pay the debts of the son, or of the

Mother. As I have already shown, the dominion of
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the Father over the whole estate in his hands, both

what he has taken from his father and what he has

acquired for himself, is practically unlimited : he can

sell it, or give it away, as he pleases. On the other

hand, the Mother has her separate estate, which is

safe from the cupidity of her husband, insomuch that

if he uses it he must pay interest for the loan. And
if, in default of sons, she takes her husband's share,

she may give it away to Brahmans, or sell or mortgage

it for necessaries. When the sons divide mth her

permission, she may claim for herself an equal share.

The sons have no voice in the management or

disposal of the Father's estate. If they go out to

work, half their earnings must be given to the

Father in any case. When they continue to live

together after the death of the Father, without ascer-

taining and allotting their respective shares, the estate

remains joint, and cannot be aliened by any one of

them without the consent of the others. But, if they

are living apart, in such wise that, although partition

has not been effected among them, any one of them

can point to a part of the estate as forming part of

his own share, he may sell it as such. And, so

strong is the tendency in property to become separ-

ate, that, where during the lifetime of the Father the

sons have built separate houses for themselves on

parcels of the Father's estate, such parcels become

impartible.

The daughters, too, have clearly ascertained rights.

In default of direct male descendants, and the Mother,

the unuiarried daughters take the Father's estate.
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And it is the daugliters who in the first instance

share the Mother's separate estate.

If a woman has property, she may be fined by

the Magistrate for an offence : if she has none, she

may be chastised. She may borrow money, and

must repay it.

With regard to land, towards the end of a chapter

prescribing rules about cultivation and shares of crop,

we have the very significant ordinance :
' If a man

gives to any person, for cultivating, waste land or

not waste, he may not take it back from that person,

without some fault found in him.'

Thus, in every direction we may see indications

of property having become separate rather than cor-

porate, and nothing can be more foreign to the

system portrayed in the Gentoo Code than the idea of

society consisting primarily and mainly of an aggre-

gate of Joint Undivided Families.

But, it must not be forgotten that this work, like

Manu, Narada, and the Sanskrit ' law treatises

'

generally, was written for the classes rather than the

masses, and in order to teach the clharma of a few

rather than the special usages of the many, and in

tlie interests of the people of a single country, Bengal,

rather than in the interests of all India. Whilst

(probably) none of the eleven Pandits who wrote

the Gentoo Code had any personal knowledge of the

Madras Province, it is quite conceivable that as a

body the}^ regarded it as a mleccha (barbarous)

country, of which the peculiar usages and customs

needed not the very slightest elucidation or con-
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sideration. Although, therefore, the Gentoo Code is

altogether silent as to the existence of any family

sncli as the Joint Undivided, we may not deduce

from its teaching the proposition that no such family

existed in the Madras Province at the time of its

compilation.

But, if we turn to the Dayadacjaqlokl, which

probably was written in South India about the same

time (practically) as the Gentoo Code (see my View,

pp. 46-47), we shall find in it no indication that the

Hindu law of South India differs in essentials from

that declared by the Gentoo Code. And, if I am not

mistaken, it is from ambiguous texts in the Mitaksara

alone that modern English lawyers have evolved

their reactionary theory of the ' Joint Undivided

Family.'

In listening to pleadings in suits between Indians,

involving questions of succession and the like, I have

remarked ao^ain and aofain the circumstance that the

Dravida languages appear to have no words whereby

to express the ideas denoted and connoted by the

English 2^hrases ' Joint Undivided Family,'' ' copar-

cenary,'' ' co-heirs,^ ' division,^ and the like. And I

have been tempted to wonder whether the more or

less inept Sanskrit equivalents for such phrases,

necessarily used by native draftsuien and pleaders,

some of them obviously of recent coinage, have not

been constructed in order to meet the requirements

of reported decisions of the High Court, rather than

to express the actual incidents of South Indian social

life.
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Of course I do not dci^ire to be understood to

deny the existence or currency of such Drdvida

terms of art^ as Pangu (share) and '"Firi^ (divide).

But, from my experience of the use of these and

connected expressions, I gather that they denote and

connote the joint holding and subsequent partition

not of the lands of a Household, but of the lands of a

village. Thus, at the present day, many of the villages

in the Chingleput district of Madras are divided (as

regards the arable lands) into a number o^QC^i^Apangas

(shares or allotments), which once may have been

held and enjoyed by as many proprietors and their

families ; whilst now one proprietor owns two or

more jK^jigus^ another perhaps ten or more, and a

^ A troublesome composite word, of constant occurrence in Tamil

deeds, is UlUttdr. I have never been able to satisfy my mind as to what

it really denotes and connotes. The first part of it means ' within,' and

the second 'those who placed ' (or ' are placed '). Wilson's Glossary says

the word sometimes means the direct descendants of a common ancestor

;

and one is naturally tempted to think it may indicate a body of agnates

living together in the hand of a Father of a Family. But it would be

rash to do so. At present, 1 should prefer to connect the word with the

land and the village community. ' Ul-kudi^ seQvas to be one holding

land 'within the village.' ' U(-7nanei' is an abode 'within the village.'

Confer ' Ullavan,' ' TJlpatti,^ &c. Possibly the phrase may mean all con-

nected with a man by claims to a particular share in a village, actually

held by him as dominus, or something like this. Ordinarily, according to

"Wilson, it means partners in a business ; coparceners : sometimes it is

used for heirs generally.

Another unsatisfactory word, used habitually (I believe) by Dravidas

everywhere, is ' Vd?-asuddr,' which comes, according to Wilson, from the

Arabic Wdris, and is equivalent to one who has a claim to a share in an

ancestral estate. Strange that men supposed to govern themselves un-

consciously by the Sanskrit rules of the Mitaksara, should have recourse

to Arabic for a word equivalent to co-sharers or joint successors. Can it

be that we are all mistaken—that the Dravidas never heard of the Mitak-

sara and its theoretic developments, and, having no convenient general

term of their own, borrowed f'drasuddr from their Muhammadan con-

querors ?
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third only a half or a small fraction of a single pmjgu.

These allotments, with various appurtenant rights,

as of pasturage over the common land, have been

freely alienable and partible under British domina-

tion ; and so it has come about that on the one hand

many of them have been bought by prospering

families and added on to their existing holdings, on

the other hand man}'- of them have been split up by

partition.

In Wilson's Glossary the following terms of art

connected with the sharing of a village may be found,

namely :

—

Pangu = A share in a coparcenary village.

Pangdji = One who holds such share ; a co-

parcener.

Pangupiri7ithavargal = Those who have divided

such share amongst them.

Pangumdlei = A list or roll of such shares, show-

ing the amount of land cultivated by each member of

the community, the changes of property, the original

divisions, the quality of the lands, and whether

cultivated by the proprietors or by migratory culti-

vators.

Panguvikrayam = Sale of such share.

Panguvcdi = A village held in common by a

certain number of coparceners, amongst whom the

lands are distributed at various times, according to

the votes of the majority of the sharers, and are

held in severalty for a given time under such dis-

tribution.

The more general word pangu is represented in
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some parts of South India by the word l^arei} Thus,

I have shown m my Madura Country that from a

report of the Collector, of January 10, 1815, it ap-

peared that, at that time, the privileged landholders

of the greater part of the Madura and Dindigul

districts, who paid their land-tax in the form of a

share of the crop, were known as holders of ' kareis ' or

shares of villages. When they did not themselves

cultivate the land, they received ten per centum of

1 In the Fapers on Mirasi Right (Madras, 1862),.will be found a con-

siderable amount of information about the Karei system. According to

Ellis, the term pasinig-karei ' used to denote that particular joint tenure

of the cultivated lands, which was anciently universal throughout the

Tamil country, and still prevails in many villages in every part of it, but

especially in that known to the natives by the name Tondei Mandalam.

Under this system, the meerassy right to any particular spot of cidtivated

land in the village is not vested in any individual.' But there is a

periodic redistribution of lands among the shareholders. The other mo.st

prevalent system was the aritdt-karei, under which each holder enjoyed

a right OA-er his own particular fields.

It is to be regretted that Ellis was prevented from doing for Madras

what Mr. Seebohm has done for England in his admirable English Village

Community. Many of ' the distinctive marks of the open or common

field system once prevalent in England ' will be at once recognised by the

observer as existent in South India. For example, we have here the open

fields divided up into little narrow strips ; the Kdni or Tamil acre,

measured off with a pole of varying length, but not difteriug greatly from

the Enghsh pole of 16^ feet ; the turf balks ; the scattered and inter-

mixed holdings ; the periodic redistribution of holdings, superseded gene-

rally by fixed holdings ; co-operation in ploughing ; the right to graze

cattle over the whole of the arable land, when not under crop ; the com-

mon lands; the system of boundaries ; the services; the difl'erent classes,

corresponding roughly to the landlord, the tenants in villeuage, the

cottiers, and the prtudial slaves ; the township situated in the midst of

the fields ; the rights to cut fuel, take fish, &c. It would be highly inter-

esting to learn by inquiry that the Dravidas, who, according to Manu,

are degraded Ksatriyas, had worked out for themselves a thousand years

ago a system of agricultural life very similar to the system once preva-

lent in England. In any case scientific inquiry into the nature of the

Dravida system could not fail greatly to facilitate the study of Indian

usage.
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the crop raised by outsiders who did cultivate it.

Their right was not lost by neglect to cultivate for

one year. If a ^am-holder wished to part with his

karei—a thing almost unknown—he must offer it

first to his relations, next to the other ^'argf-holders,

lastly to strangers. And his right, if sold, probably

would be worth on the average twenty years' pur-

chase. From information elsewhere obtained I was

enabled to add that in a karei village the kareis, or

allotments of arable land, were theoretically equal in

extent and value ; but in order to avoid all cause

for dissatisfaction, they were originally made only for

a term of years, at the end of which a new allotment

took place, and the proprietors all exchanged holdings

with one another. The allotment did not extend to

the pasturage, which remained always common.

Looking to what we know of the history of the

Madura and Dmdigul districts, it is imjDOssible to

doubt that many (if not all, or most) of these karei

villages must have been established by clans that

came down from the North one after another, in con-

sequence of the pressure of over-population, war, or

other disturbing cause ; most of them, probably,

under the guidance of a Poligar or other military

chief. And if each karei was originally allotted to a

single family, we have here a certain resemblance to

the state of things described by Doctor Hearn in the

Aryan Household, and it becomes possible that the

ordinary family of these villages of the present day

may in many essentials resemble the Aryan ' Joint

Undivided Family.'
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But, however closely any existing agricultural

family in ^ladura or Dindigul may be found to

resemble this particular form of family, it must not

be forgotten that the farmers of Madura and Dindigul

are not Aryan by descent, but Dravida. So that

their progenitors have not borne any part in, or been

in any way connected with, the particular states of

society contemplated and provided for by the authors

of Manu, Narada, and other smrtis. And, any

development they may have effected in their internal

social organism cannot (so far as appears) have been

affected in any, the slightest degree by Sanskrit

writings. The real character of their Family is quite

unknown, and remains to be ascertained by observa-

tion.

To the east of Madura, and on the Ramnad coast,

occurs a family of a very different character, that of

the Maravans, who former!}^ were the soldiers

and dependents of the Sethupati, or Chief who

guarded the Isthmus of Rameqvara. From the

Marava-jati-varna of Taylor it appears (see my

Madura Country) that this tribe is still divided into

seven clans, of which the Semhu-ndttu is the principal

:

and its usages are peculiar, and specially noteworthy.

Properly speaking, every Maravan should be a

warrior, and hold lands on a strictly military tenure,

on condition of his being ready at a moment's notice

to follow his lord, wherever led, equipped for battle.

Not so very long ago an ordinary foot-soldier, carry-

ing a sword and a spear, was granted for his support

a piece of land capable of yielding him, per annum,
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five (Ramnad) kalams of rice, or about two pounds

per diem ; whilst a captain of a hundred men got

land yielding fifty such kalams, and others had grants

proportionate to their services. Amongst these clans,

and the many Kalla and other clans more or less

closely connected with them, I should not expect to

discover anything of the nature of the ' Joint Un-

divided Family.'

Another family, very diff'erent from the ordinary

agricultural family of Madura, and of which the

characteristics are as yet quite unknown, is that of

the Kalla clans, that practise polyandry, circumcision,

and various things altogether inconsistent with

modern Hindfiism. See my Madura Country.

The Coorg family, as described by Cole, appears

to be of an archaic type. The whole community is

divided into Houses, each of which constitutes a

separate corporation, presided over by the Yajamdn

(master), who is the Father, or upon his death the

eldest son, as trustee and manager. There is no

division of the landed property of the House, and no

alienation of it except with the consent of all. In-

heritance does not in any degree depend upon ability

to perform rites, but upon propinquity by blood.

The sons by different mothers take equal shares pe?^

capita. Marriage must be with a woman of another

House, who leaves her own, and enters her husband's

House. Where there are no sons or direct male

descendants in the House, the daughter is retained in

it in order to represent the House-name, and a hus-

band is found for her, who comes to the House and
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marries her by the 3I(dkaparje form of marriage, in

order to beget children for the House. Such husband

may also take a wife to keep up his own House.

Though the fear of ^Fut ' is unknown, adoption is

practised for the sake of the House, but never to the

prejudice of male relations. The only essential in

adoption is the adopter giving a piece of money to

the adopted, in a bag, and saying :
' I give unto him

the right to the whole inheritance of this family.'

Daughters are not adopted.

Similarly, the Namhadri Brahmans of Malabar (see

Ramachandra Aiyar's Manual) are said to be divided

'n\to 2i immhex oi Manas ov Illoms (Houses), each of

which is managed by its senior male member. And
any one who demands partition forfeits his caste.

The Nairs of the same country are divided into

Taraicads, which correspond with the Namhudri illoms,

and, like them, are managed by the senior male

members ; but, curiously enough, property descends

among them in the female line only. The Namhadris,

too, have their marriage for the House, called the

sarvaswadhanom.

On the West Coast ' agnation,' or relationship

through the male line only, would appear to be

almost unknown. And we find instead institutions

such as those of the Nairs, amongst whom descent

goes in the female line alone, and literally (it is said)

no man knows his own father. Yet, curiously

enougli, the people of the Western Coast live in com-

munistic families, presided over and managed, eacli

by the most capable member, who (I understand) is

N
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invariably a. male, and strongly resembling in ex-

ternals the ordinary Indian Family.

I have never yet had an opportunity of gaining

an insight into the constitution of the Family of the

peculiar tribe known as the Nattukottei Settis. Inas-

much as they live entirely by financial operations,

and always decline to cultivate the numerous mort-

gaged estates that fall into their hands, it would seem

to be highly improbable that their Family can in any

degree resemble the typical ' Joint Undivided Family.'

It would be easy to go on giving instances of

families that certainly must differ from this form of

family, but I have given enough. I have, I trust,

made it plain that, whilst on the one hand it is so

highly improbable as to be almost impossible that

the Brahman Family can have gone back to the cor-

porate form of Aryan times, after giving up all con-

nection with the land before the time of Manu ; on

the other hand the great majority of the non-Brahman

tribes follow occupations, and govern themselves by

usages, apparently inconsistent with the existence

amongst them of the ' Joint Undivided Famil3\'

But, next to nothing is known about the constitution

of the Family in South India ; and, until proper

inquiry is made about it, no real progress in amending

the so-called Hindu law can be achieved.



PART II.

OLD JUDGE-MADE LAW.

CHAPTER I.

SCHOOLS OF HINDU LAW.

Some writers on the so-called Hindu law appear to

have been made unnecessarily angry by my calling

attention to the erroneous use of the phrase, ' Schools

of Hindu Lair^ and to certain mischievous doctrines

connected therewith ; and I think it advisable to

attempt to remove some obvious misunderstandings

with reference to what I have said, and not said,

upon this subject m my View. Before doing so, it

will be necessary to give the ipsissima verba of my
first False Principle, which runs as follows, namely :

' That there exist, or formerly existed, in India,

certain " Schools ofHindu Laiv^^
-,
and that such schools

have authority in certain imaginary parts of India,

such as the Karnataka kingdom, the And hra country,

the Dravida country, &c., &c.'

By these words I have denied generally the exist-

ence of schools of law in India ; and particularly (and

specially) the authority of certain schools of law in

imaginary parts of India, fancifully and erroneously

called the Karnataka kingdom, the Andhra comitry,

N 2
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the Dravida country, &c., &c. 1 have not also

denied by these words, or by other words, the exist-

ence in ancient times of caranas, or schools, in which

a number of young Aryans used to gather round

an Aciirya, or professor, and learn from him the

sacred texts of his ^akha, or recension of the Yeda,

and his sutra works ; or the existence in modern times

of schools such as those seen at Benares by Bernier,

and the University of Madura, in which 'law' may
possibly have been taught, together with numerous

other subjects. Nor have I denied the obvious fact

that in India, from the very earliest times, differences

of opinion about matters of dharma have led to com-

panies of teachers and students identifying themselves

more or less closely with special teachings, often to

such an extert as to involve their being regarded in

the light of schismatic or heretical schools.

I can have no objection to offer to the use of such

expressions as ' writers of the Mitaksara school,'

' Jimiita Yahana and his school,' and the like.

What alone I have objected to in this connection is

the (to me) preposterous notion, that there have

existed at any time in India schools of positive law,

in which positive law, pure and simple, was taught

as such to students by professors or experts, who

recognised special systems as having currency and

validity only within certain known territorial limits.

Whilst ready to admit, for argument's sake, that

possibly something remotely akin to ^^ositive law may
have been taught sometimes in Indian schools, I must

strenuously deny (until convinced by proof which
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hitherto certainly has not been produced) that any-

special system of law, e.g., that attributed by English-

men to the author of the Mitaksarii, has at any time

been taught at a particuLar place, as bemg the law of

a particular part of India, or of a particular com-

munity.

It is, of course, true that Yijnanecvara and

Jimuta Yahana differ more or less materially in their

views upon certain points, and that many speculative

writers have followed the former as their leader,

whilst many have so followed the latter. But, that

either of them has written what has been anywhere

taught as the law of a particular country, there is, I

am persuaded, not an atom of evidence to show.

Similarly, it is true that the Brahmans of Mithila,

very possibly from before the day on which the

author of Yajuavalkya may be supposed to have

taught them dharma, have entertained their own
peculiar views about inheritance and other matters.

But, where is the proof that these views were taught

in a school or elsewhere, as embodying the particular

law of the land of the students ?

Professor Jolly deems it to be quite unnecessary

for him to enter upon a discussion of this matter,

because ray arguments have been, he thinks, so fully

and ably refuted by Messrs. Banerjee and It. Sarva-

dhikari in their Tagore Lectures. But I must be

pardoned for my blindness if I confess my inability

to discover anything in the nature of refutation in

what these gentlemen have written upon the poiut.

Neither of them appears to have comprehended the
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real nature of the question raised by me, which (pro-

perly speaking) affects the Madras Province alone,

and practically amounts to this : Is it reasonable or

convenient to talk of a Dravida school of law, or of an

Andhra school of law, when it is not only doubtful

whether positive law (or anything remotely resem-

bling positive law) was ever taught in any part of

South India, but also quite certain that no man living

can point to a given area of country as having con-

stituted at a particular time a country called Dravida,

or a country called Andhra ?

Mr. Sarvadhikari, who seems to be particularly

angry with me, points sarcastically to the fact that I

do not know Sanskrit, and appears to imagine that

I therefore cannot know anything about Mleccha

countries, in which Sanskrit has never been spoken,

except perhaps by a few Brahman foreigners. He
could not get rid of Burnell on the same easy terms,

but has treated Burnell's statements about schools of

Hindu law in a fashion equally novel and ingenious,

by suggesting that he could not have read the

authorities on the subject!

Mr. Banerjee, after assuming that Srikrishna, Tar-

kalankar, and Mitramisra recognise the existence of dif-

ferent schools of law, when they talk of the doctrines of

Mithila lawyers, of Eastern lawyers, and of Southern

lawyers, is compelled to admit that (as observed by
Morley) there will always be the difficulty about geo-

graphical limits in applying the doctrine of schools of

law to particular cases. And he goes on to remark

that the question whether any particular locality falls
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VN'itliiii the limits of a particular school will, in every

case, have to be determined by evidence showing

what authorities are mainly followed in that locality.

Now, to admit the existence of this difficulty is

almost tantamount to admitting (with reference to

the Madras Province) the existence of the difficulty

and hardship to which I have called attention, in

connection with this matter, in my View and Pro-

fpectiis. For, in determining what authorities are

mainly followed in a particular part of the ^Madras

Province, it will be necessary always, in accordance

with the schools-of-law doctrine, to determine also

whether such locality belongs to the Dravida, to the

Andhra, to the Karnataka, or to some other purely

imaginary and as yet undiscovered country. Hitherto

the Madras High Court has refrained from demar-

cating the boundaries of these territories, as also

from enumerating the authorities mainly followed in

each of them ; and in any case in which the question

what school is to be followed may arise, the delay,

expense, and uncertainty to be encountered by the

parties in attempting to solve it will be quite beyond

calculation. Practically, litigants abstain, for ob-

vious reasons, from raising this question. But there

must often be the danger of a hard-pressed suitor

indirectly raising it on appeal.

I observe that Mr. Sarvadhikari admits that,

when pressed by anxious inquirers as to what may
be the Sanskrit equivalent for ' school of law,' he

has felt at a loss for a satisfactory answer. He can

only suggest ^ samj>r(i(Iai/n^' which means, lie states.
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a received doctrine, and is not of frequent occurrence

in law-books. I hope it may not make this courteous

writer still more angry with me if I venture to ask

him whether a ' received doctrine,' i.e. (presum-

ably) the opinion of a Pandit, published in a Sans-

krit speculative treatise, and applauded by other

Pandits, is quite the same thing, for all practical pur-

poses, as a school of positive law, in which positive

law is taught, as being the recognised law for the

inhabitants of a particular geographical area.

Professor Jolly appears to be of opinion that

probably there exist many more schools of law than

those at present recognised by English lawyers.

And this I consider a very hopeful sign. If, instead

of distributing the so-called Hindu law over some

five immensel}^ large territories, and seeking to govern

each of these territories by the doctrines of a supposed

school of law, he will only bring himself to admit

that probably every one of the ' fifty-six countries

'

of India has had its own institutes,' and every com-

munity, tribe, and family still has its own special

usage, I shall be in entire accord with him upon

this point.

There cannot be schools of law where there is no

law to teach. And that there has been no law in

India, is rendered abundantly clear by many Sanskrit

texts, some of which have been discussed above at

the end of the chapter on the Karaa-Siitra.

Of course, it will be urged by opponents, and the

fact is indisputable, that usage, which certain sanc-

tions render obligatory on all, in effect is positive
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law. But, such usage is not the same thing- as, nor

does it even approximately resemble, the highly arti-

ficial and fanciful system contained in the Sanskrit

treatises. If, therefore, it is conceded that usage, not

written law, has been the guide of conduct through-

out India from time immemorial, it must follow as of

course that 'law' has not been taught (as such) in

'schools' in India. That the Brahman, or rather

Sanskrit, system may have been taught somewhere is

not altogether improbable, though I venture to doubt

it for reasons previously given ; but the question is,

was it taught for practical use in the forum ? or for

any purpose other than that of intellectual exercise ?

If we turn to the Gentoo Code for information

upon this matter, we shall find that the eleven vener-

able Pandits who compiled it knew nothing of the

existence of schools of law, or of particular authorities

prevailing in particular countries, though they were

well aware of the existence of different and conflicting

opmions and of various usages. Thus, for example,

in the section on sons dividing, an ' ordination ' is

said to be of Sewarteh Behtacharige and Sirree

Kishen Terkalungkar and Jeimoot Bahun, and

to be approved. In the section on dividing joint

stock, an ordination of Jeimoot Bahun and Sewarteh

Behtacharige is approved, and an opposite ordina-

tion of the Mithilii Pandits mentioned. In the

16th section, Chapter II., ordinations of Sirree

Kerracharige and six others, not including Jeimoot

Bahun, are approved ; as also is one of Pachesh-

puttee Misr, in preference to one of Helayoodeh. In

/

K
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Chapter V. ordinations of Chandeesur are approved,

as also are those of Phakooree and several others. In

Chapter XI. an ordination of Beeba-dur Tunnagurkar

is approved, and in other places the ordinations of

others.

Without having gone into the matter very care-

fully, I imagine that the compilers of the Gentoo Code

adopted and approved the opinions that they consi-

dered the best, from whatever sources derived, and

were in no degree conscious of being obliged by the

views of any ' school ' or company of writers. They
do not appear to me to give any special prominence to

the views of Jirauta Yahana ; whilst, on the other

hand, they did not even know the name of the (so-

called) famous author of the Mitaksara, which, in their

ignorance, they supposed to have been written by one

' Mirtekhera Kar.' The name that I have noticed

most frequently in the Gentoo Code is that of ' Piiches-

puttee Misr.'

Readers who wish to learn more about the ques-

tion, I would refer to Mr. Mandlik's work, which

deals with it most satisfactorily. This writer also

protests emphatically against the English notion of

' schools of law,' and knows of nothing, from a native

point of view, beyond a pronounced divergence of

usage in the East and in the South, consequent on

the territorial distribution of the Gauda and Dravida

families of Brahmans.

Since I wrote my View I have heard no more of

the Karnataka and other ' schools,' and I venture to

hope that this Fahe Principk will never more be
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upheld by the High Court. Probably it will be

content foj the future to continue to speak of the

' Madras school,' which expression, in so far as the

Madras High Court adheres to views that differ

widely from the views in vogue in the rest of India

and in the Privy Council, represents a solid fact, and

in itself is not open to objection.
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CHAPTEE II.

THE LAW FOR XON-BRAHMANS.

My second False Principle is that :
' The so-called

Hindu law is applicable to all persons vulgarly styled

Hindus, and to their descendants, however remote

and whether pure or impure.'

In dealing with this I have called special attention

to the circumstance that Mr. Justice Holloway, at the

end of an elaborate judgment delivered in a suit

between Maravans (see above, p. 175), was constrained

to observe that he was conscious of the ' grotesque

absurdity of applying to these Maravans the doc-

trines of Hindu law. It would be just as reasonable

to give them the benefit of the Feudal law of real

property.' He added, unfortunately :
' At this late

day it is, however, impossible to act upon one's con-

sciousness of the absurdity.'

It is not possible to say what was in the mind of

this illustrious jurist when he penned these memorable
words. But, it is not unreasonable for one who knew
him to guess that, when he looked at his judgment,

and then thought of the notoriously rude and bar-

barous character of the tribe to which the parties

belonged, the humorous side of his mind was excited,

and he could not resist indulging in a little joke
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at his own expense, but immediately qualified it by

adding the excuse that the ' grotesque absurdity ' of

the whole business could not be avoided ' at this late

day.' Anyhow, I prefer this guess to Mr. Innes'

serious explanation of his former colleague's words.

He says, ' Why ?
' (why is it too late to act ?). ' Simply

because the Hindu law has been administered to these

persons for generations, and this because they have

always resorted to the Courts as Hindus.' I have

touched upon this matter in my introductory chapter.

I do not believe that Mr. Holloway would accept for

a moment Mr. Innes' explanation of his words.

I rejoice to see that Mr. Mayne says (at § 11),

with reference to the alleged impossibility of acting

on our consciousness of this grotesque absurdity :
' I

must own I cannot see the impossibility.'

In these, as in many other words of Mr. Mayne's

(see particularly his first chapter), I observe plain

indications of the existence in him of feelings very

similar to my own in respect to the great case of

Usage v. Laiv -, and I cannot help regretting that he

should appear to regard me as a stranger belonging

to quite another school, because I differ from or go

beyond him on certain minor points, such as the

extent of the authority of Manu and the MitTiksarfi.

I am quite prepared to admit, for argument's sake,

that Manu and Yajnavalkya and other Smrtis may

have indirectly influenced the several usages of the

Vellalans, and goldsmiths, and fishermen, and Pariahs

of Madras ; though {pace Mr. Innes) there never

was an Aryan invasion of South India, and no King or
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other political chief ever commanded Dravida folk to

obey the rules originally prescribed by seers for the

Brahmans and Ksatriyas of the Panjab. I only insist

on the twofold proposition, that every tribe in the

Madras Province, whether Brahman or non-Brahman,

has at the present day a separate usage of its own
;

and that, since the usages of all India are expressly

guaranteed by the Queen's Proclamation, it is the

plain duty of the Madras Government to find out

what are the usages of Madras, and guard them

agamst suppression by the High Court. If this duty

is much longer ignored, I fear lest the ' grotesque

absurdity ' of the present system may lead to very

inconvenient results.

Whilst Mr. Innes hopefully awaits the coming of

the day when the High Court shall have succeeded in

destroying the last special usage of the ' lower castes,'

it is interesting to observe that the Ceylon Govern-

ment has carefully preserved in writing the customary

laws both of the Kandyans and of the Tamils. The

former are expressly protected in the enjoyment of

the polyandrous institutions appropriate to their

present stage of social evolution
; and the latter are

permitted to concede to their women a large amount

of independence.

It will be observed, of course, that this False

Principle is indissolubly mixed up with, indeed forms

part of, the next following one, and with it must be

held to stand or fall.
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CHAPTER III.

CUSTOMS NOT JUDICIALLY RECOGXISED.

My third False Principle is that :
' A custom

which has not been judicially recognised cannot be

permitted to prevail against distinct authority.' I

have shown in my first chapter that j\Ir. Innes has

admitted that the High Court may have ' failed to

carry out the Hindu law in its true spirit, and im-

posed much inconvenience on families who have

governed themselves by customs recognised in their

community as legal.' It becomes unnecessary,

therefore, for me to give further proof of the indis-

putable fact, that the Madras High Court has set its

face most unwarrantably against 'recognised customs'

that appear to be opposed to some so-called Sanskrit

authority, of the existence of which the Driivida

population of the Madras Province, probably, has

never been made aware. Instead of so doing, I

purpose calling attention here to some recent deci-

sions that mark, it may be hoped, a new departure in

dealing with recognised customs, and give good pro-

mise for the future.

The first case cited by me in illustration of my
third False Principle was one (reported at 1 ]\[. H.

C. P., .')!) in wliich the plaintiff affirmed, and the
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defendant in his answer admitted, the existence in

the parties' caste, that of the Reddis, of a practice

(called Illata) of bringhig a man into the House

(Illam), to marry the daughter and be a son to the

House-Father ; but the High Court nevertheless de-

clined to recognise the custom, for reasons which

are thus explained by Mr. Innes, at p. 102 of his

Letter :
' The custom, which was undoubtedly in

derogation of the general law, had been condemned

by the late Sudder Court only three years before.

The High Court followed that decision. The defend-

ant had admitted the practice on which the plaintiff

relied, but the High Court had to consider the legal

effect of that practice, and could not, therefore, de-

cide in favour of the plaintiff on the mere admission

of the defendant of the existence of it. There was

no other evidence of the custom.' I must confess my
inability to understand upon what prmciple of the

law of procedure the High Court felt itself unable to

allow the defendant to admit in the plaintiff's favour

the truth of a material allegation ; or why, when no

issue of law had arisen upon the pleadings, the High

Court went out of its way to frame one, and decided

it in deference to the opinion arrived at by another

Court in a different case, inter partes. However, so it

did.

1 have collected in my Prospectus a mass of evi-

dence, going to show that the custom in question

probably prevails over India generally, and in all

sorts of tribes, including the Brahman. Since then

I have discovered that amongst the Kand3'ans, who
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occupy the interior of the southern part of Ceylon

,

and, according to Phear (see his Aryan Famili/), have

institutions closely allied to those observable in

Bengal, there is a form of marriage closely resem-

blino' if not identical with, the Illata. It is called

the Bcena (? Bijma, for which see above, p. 94), and

is generally resorted to when the daughter of the

House is the heiress, or of a wealthy Family having

but few sons. In such case the husband is received

and fixed in the bride's House, but does not thereby

acquire any privileges in that House, even if he

happens to be a foster child or protege of the bride's

father. Xor does he lose his rights in his own House
;

though a daughter born ' in Beena,' on marrying by

the ordinary form, the ' Beega^ and going out to a

new House, forfeits all her rights in her own House.

For all which see Armour's Grammar by Perera. It

is observable that the Kandyans practise polyandry

and polygamy without restriction, care nothing for

ceremonies at weddings and adoptions, and permit

divorce at any time. Husband and wife have separate

estates, and the adopted son takes nothing where

there are natural sons.

I have already (see p. 177) spoken of the corre-

sponding ' Mahkaparje ' and ' Sarvasicadhanom ' mar-

riages on the West Coast.

In several recent decisions the High Court has

thouglit proper to recognise the Illata custom, e.g.

in the cases reported at I. L. K., iii. Madras, 215 ;
iv.

272 ; and vi. 267, respectively.

The late Chief Justice, Sir Charles Turner, was

o
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SO kind as to call my attention, privately, to his judg-

ment m Ilaniimantamma v. Rami Reddi (I. L. R., iv.

Madras, 272), with the observation that ' I should be

fflad to hear that lUatam was allowed.' The caseo •

was dealt with by the High Court with great care-

fulness, with the result that the custom of Illatam

was allowed to prevail amongst the Motati Kapu or

Reddi tribe in Bellary and Kurnool, and a son-in-law

taken in Illatam is held to stand in the place of a

son.

Then, in the case at I. L. R., vi. Madras, 267,

Tnnes and Kindersley, JJ., assumed the validity of

the Illatam custom amongst the Redclis of Nellore,

and decided upon the evidence that, under it, the

son-in-law does not lose his rights of succession in

his natural Family.

In Kesliava v. Rudran (I. L. R., v. Madras, 259),

Turner, C.J., after stating in his judgment the fact

that the owner of a Nambiidri Illam (House), having

no sons, had given his daughter in marriage to one

whom he accepted as a Sarvasvadhanam son-in-law,

observed :
' The ordinary incidents of this custom

have not as yet been ascertained after any complete

inquiry. ... It is agreed that the effect of the

custom is to introduce the son into the Illam, to

confer on him the status of a son in respect of the

jDroperty of the Illam, coupled with the obligation of

manao-ino;, or assisting; in the manaajement of, the

estate and of supporting the family.'

In the case of Keshavan v. Vasudavan (I. L. R.,

vii. Madras, 297), the question was whether amongst
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the Nambudris a person may be introduced into a

House to perpetuate its existence. The native judge

of the Lower Court decided in favour of the practice

of Nambudris and Nairs of Malabar adopting adult

persons into their Families as members. And Turner,

C.J., and Kindersley, J., affirmed the decision. The

former, in delivering a short judgment, cited an old

judgment of the Sudder Court, as ' an authority for

holding that a person may be introduced into an

Illarn to perpetuate its existence, and that he thereby

becomes a member of the Illam '
; and went on to

observe, 'if this be so, such person would, prima

facie, be entitled to hold the property held by the

Illam as trustee, as well as to enjoy the property held

by the Illam as its own.' Accordingly, the adoption

of an adult male by a widow was in this instance

allowed.

With these decisions before mc I permit myself

to indulge the hope that the cause of the Illata

custom has practically been won, and that in the

course of a few more years its existence may be

recognised as generally and as completely as is that

of the ' beena ' marriage in Ceylon. The custom

is in every respect natural and proper, and no doubt

springs from tlie very same causes and circumstances

that gave rise in ancient times to the appointment of

the daughter to keep up the Father's line. Indeed,

it is not impossible, but on the contrary extremely

probable, that in many cases the iilisband of the

appoiuted daughter assented to the formula of the

INitrikn (see Manu IX, 127), in considerntioji of liis
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baing married into the House, and enjoying certain

privileges there during his life. It is unlikely, of

course, that he would have assented thereto without

getting some very substantial advantage for himself

in return.

Thus, in the case reported at I. L. R., iii. Madras,

215, it was found that two Nambiidri women actually

divested themselves by deed, in favour of the nephew

of one of them, of their entire property in their Illam

(House), in consideration of his marrying and raising

up heirs to the Illam, and maintaining the women

till their death.

As regards the adoption by a Brahman of a sister's

son, in the case reported at 7 M. H. C. R., 250, ' Not

only Holloway, J., and myself (says Mr. Innes, at

p. 103), 'by whom the final judgment was delivered,

but all the judges of the Court were of opinion that

the custom, though made out conclusively as a custom, ivas

not made out as a valid custom. It was in derogation

of the general law governing the parties, who were

Brahmins, and opposed to the law as expounded in

the treatise of Vaidyanada Dikshadar, a treatise of

authority written in the Tamil country, to which these

parties belong.' I would wish the words that I have

italicised to be compared with the following express

declaration of the Privy Council in the Bamnad case

(Moore, I. A., vol. ix.) :
' Under the Hindu system

of law, clear proof of usage will outweigh the written

text of the law.' Of usage, not of ' valid ' usage.

And confer Mr. Mandlik's observations cited below,

in my last chapter.
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What may have been ]\Ir. Innes' authority for

stating that the writer on whom he reUed is an

authority for Brahmans in the Tamil country, I do

not know. But I have shown in my Prostjyedits, p.

1-13, n., that Burnell's Index to Tanjore MSS. gives

excellent authority for the proposition that in South

India a Brahman may, if occasion require it, adopt a

daughter's or a sister's son, and the adoption will be

legal. Both the Duaitaninvtyd and the Dattaniniaya

teach this. And see Jolly, p. 1G2.

And now we have the opposite decision in the

important case reported at I. L. R., vii. Madras, 3,

which is peculiarly instructive, as showing with what

extreme reluctance the High Court brings itself to

recognise a custom that is supposed to be contrary to

the ' theoretical developments ' of the law treatises,

even when made out conclusively by a mass of the

most unexceptionable evidence. Here the Divisional

Bench (Turner, C.J., and Kindersley, J.), after

observmg that the rulmg in Gopdldi/yan v. Rwihupati

Ayyan (my typical case) ' as to what constitutes

sufficient proof of custom has been perhaps somewhat

too strongly expressed,' and whittling away by

added words of their own the axiom of the Privy

Council that, ' under the Hindu system, clear proof of

usage will outweigh the written text of the law,' sent

down an issue to the Lower Court, as to whether the

adoption of a sister's son by Nambudris is sanctioned

by customary law. Thereupon, the Lower Court ex-

amined eleven Nambudris ' of note,' all of whom, with

the exception of one, who seemed not to know his
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own mind, pronounced unequivocally in favour of

such adoption. Accordingly, the finding that the

adoption was sanctioned was submitted. The Divi-

sional Bench then referred the case for the opinion of

the Full Bench. And Turner, C. J., in delivering its

judgment, after briefly remarking on the evidence,

observed that it was not ii^probable that ' in the

matter of adoption also the Malabar Brahmans have

departed from the rule deduced from the treatises of

commentators prohibiting the adoption of the sons of

daughters and sisters, if that rule be elsewhere regarded

as valid.' And so the finding was accepted.

Now, it is true that the Nambudris indulge in

peculiar views of Hindu law, and appear to reject with

a light heart rules attributed to Manu, but they are

nevertheless a very strict and pious, not to say

puritanic, tribe, and if they are to be allowed to

follow their own usage in preference to the text of

the law-books, surely other and ruder tribes must

soon be granted a like preference. Anyhow, Gopd-

Idyyan v. Raghupati Aipjan would seem to be practi-

cally overruled. And, at all events, rich men who
can afford to prove their usage will now have a

reasonable chance of establishing the validity of the

adoption of a sister's son. For, the custom of adopt-

ing such a one has at last been 'judicially recog-

nised.'

An equally important and instructive case is that

of Vayidindda v. Ap)pu (I, L. R., ix. Madras, 44), in

which the Full Bench held, in an elaborate judgment

delivered by Turner, C.J., that in South India the
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High Court ' ought judicially to recognise tlie usage'

of Brahmans adopting daughters' sons and sisters'

sons, in accordance with the customary law of the

land.

The victor in this case, however, did not obtain

justice without enormous delay, expense, and incon-

venience of all kinds, or without prosecuting his right

before a District Munsif, a Subordinate Judge, a

Divisional Bench of the High Court, and the Full

Bench, successively. He was compelled amongst

other things to call and examine twenty-two witnesses

belonging to his own District, Tanjore, sixteen

belongmg to Jkladura, and one to Trichinopoly, and

to examine eleven more witnesses upon commission

in the Tinnevelly District. Even this array barely

satisfied the Court ; and there can be but little doubt

that the plaintiff ultimately won his case by great good

lack, as well as by the exercise of great persistency,

ingenuity, and courage.

It is observable that in its first judgment in this

case the Court took occasion, in limine, with reference

no doubt to observations contained in my Vieu\ ' to

correct the inference that has been erroneously drawn

from the decision of this Court in Gopdld'/i/an v.

Bdgliupati Ayyan that this Court is not prepared to

recognise the existence of a cuiitomary law in the case

of Brahmans, of which no trace appears in any written

authority of the place to which they belong. All tliat

the Court intended by the observations from which

this inference is drawn was that strong proof must

be produced to establish a customary law at variance
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with the law declared in written treatises of which

the authority is still recognised in the place in which

the custom is alleged to exist. To the proposition

thus stated no reasonable objection can be urged.' As

to the degree of proof required to warrant the Court

in establishing such custom, the Court will adhere to

its ruling in the case at 3 M. H. C. R., 77.

I am not aware that the Chief Justice, and those

who sat with him on this occasion, had any special

means of knowing what the learned Judges who

decided Goiwldyijmi!s case meant by the words they

used, and which (as shown in my View) run as

follows :
—

' In the case of Brahmans it is impossible

in any case to believe in the existence of a customary

law of which no trace appears in any written authority

of the place to which they belong.' The ' corrected

inference ' would seem to be irresistible. And, there-

fore, it is very gratifying to me to have Sir Charles

Turner's word for it, that the High Court in 1885 had

no intention of adhering to the rule erroneously

supposed to have been laid down m Gopdldyyan^s

case.

1 cannot, however, admit that 'no reasonable

objection to the new proposition can be urged.' To

me it seems to be most inequitable and illogical to

raise obstacles in the path of those who would practise

forms of adoption that j)rimd facie are unobjectionable

and proper ; and by throwing the onusprohandi heavily

on their shoulders, instead of on the shoulders of

opponents who may allege their acts to be illegal, to

deter poor or timid persons from following their own
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inclination and judgment in performing necessary

civil acts.

I would refer readers who desire further informa-

tion upon this matter to Mr. Mandlik's valuable

work on Hindu law. He has discussed it at con-

siderable length, and would seem to be entirely at

one with me upon the question of the propriety of

subordinating so-called law to usage in respect to

adoption.

In Virasanyappa v. Budrappa (I. L. R., viii.

Madras, 440), the second marriage of a Lingayit

woman of S. Canara, entered into during the life-

time of her first husband, who had deserted her, was

held to be valid. In delivering judgment Turner,

C.J., observed :
' The learned note of Mr. V. N.

Mandlik, in his work on Vyavahfira Mayukha, lays

down the only rule which could be safely adopted in

Southern India to determine what are valid mar-

riages and what are the incidents of marriages, viz.,

that we must look to existing usage which, even in

the case of the higher castes, has more or less modified

the Brahmanical law.'

This is admirable, and just as it should be. But,

the observation naturally occurs, why go to Bombay

for instruction about Madras that has been yielded in

abundance by the writings of Madras men like Ellis,

Munro, the Stranges, and Burnell ?

In Vlraragava v. Edmalinga, I. L. R., ix. Madras,

148, it was decided by the Full Bench, overruling the

case at 3 M. II. C. R., 28, that amongst Brahmans

in South India usage permits the adoption of a boy of
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the same gotra, after the Ufanayana ceremony has

been performed.

In this case the original suit was instituted in

1877, and it was not until 1885, and after many hear-

ings in four several courts, and the examination of a

small army of witnesses, that the adoption was finally

upheld as good and valid.

In delivering the elaborate judgment of the Court,

Turner, C.J., was ' compelled to admit,' with regard

to usage, that certain considerations had been allowed

'somewhat too much weight,' and that 'it is possible

that in view of fuller information it may be necessary

to modify in some few instances the conclusions at

which the Courts have arrived.' And then comes

this highly ambiguous explanation :
' I say in some

few instances because I do not think much difference

will be found between the established usage and the

written law on the points on which the circumstances

accepted in the locality have pronounced themselves

explicitly.'

It is very gratifying to find the late Chief Justice

confessing with Mr. Innes (see above, p. 6) that the

conclusions of the High Court may be to some extent

erroneous, and open to correction, especialty when, as

I shall presently show, the greater part of the prin-

ciples denounced by me in 1877 had been overruled

or abandoned when this judgment was pronounced.

But, lest we should be tempted to rejoice over-

much, there is the case of Vytkilinga v.Vijayathammal,

at I. L. R., vi. Madras, 43, in which Turner, C.J.,

and Muttusami Ayyar, J., decided that a Muppanar,
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of one of the robber tribes, had not sufficiently proved

the custom of his people of adopting a married man,

in derogation of a rule for Qudras in the Dattaka-

Candrika, &c. Now, Miippanars are not (Jfidras,

and can have no concern in Sanskrit books. And

in the same case the Court declined to recognise a

marriage with a brother's daughter. On the whole,

however, it would seem to be safe to conclude that

the third False Principle is dead and buried, and that

in future, at all events, no man need be deterred

by considerations other than that of expense from

attempting to establish by proof before the Madras

High Court the existence of a Family usage of which

there is no trace in the Mitaksarfi law.
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CHAPTER IV.

UNION IN THE HINDU FAMILY.

My fourth False Prhiciple is that :
' A state of

union is the normal and proper state of the Hindu
family

; and, therefore, non-division shall in all cases

be presumed until the contrary is proved.' I argued

in my View to the effect that, as pointed out by

Bnrnell,the Sanskrit law expressly advocates division
;

that presumptions are wholly foreign to the Sanskrit

law ; that division is constantly taking place in

South India at the present time ; and that, ordinarily,

no presumption in favour or disfavour of union is

warranted, but each case should be dealt with upon

its merits.

It is worthy of remark that all Mr. Innes has to

say upon this point is that, ' the Sanskrit law cannot

be any guide as to what is a question of evidence '

;

and, since division takes place comparatively seldom,

although the Sanskrit law advocates it, the presump-

tion in favour of union clearly is right. The whole

pith of my observations was that in every case we
should look to the evidence therein forthcominir, and

not to a presumption prescribed by the High Court.

And ]\Ir. Innes first says that the question is one of
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evidence, and then, begging the question, says that

the presumption clearly is right.

Since writing the View I have had occasion to

consider the nature and constitution of the ' Hindu

Family ' as it occurs in South India, and I would

wish to add something to my former argument.

As I have shown in my chapter on the ' Joint

Undivided Family ^^ whilst we have no real knowledge

of the internal structure of society in the Madras

Province, there is good reason to suppose that at the

present moment Families of several, if not many, forms

may be observed to co-exist within this Province, and

each of them must involve the existence of separate

institutions and usages. Thus, the polyandrous

Family of the Nairs must necessarily differ from the

ordinary Brahman Family ; and the institutions and

usages of these two forms must be different. And

the ordinary agricultural Family (in all probability)

must differ widely from a trading Family such as, say,

that of the Nattukottei Chettis. This being so, I

would wish to contend that a presumption in favour

of union, even if good for some, cannot necessarily be

good for all, Families in Madras. The agnates of a

purely trading Family in Madras may, for anght I

know to the contrary, have a common purse, and live

together in a state of perfect union ; but it seems to

me to be exceedingly unlikely that this should be the

case. And I cannot conceive the probability of a gay

Maravan, who lives by his sword and spear, habitually

sharing his earnings with brothers and cousins. How
tlic presumption in question would wo]'k in the case
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of a Reddi married in 'lUata' (see above, p. 192)

cannot be imagined.

Until we shall have ascertained by due inquiry

what forms of Families exist in Madras, and what are

their several institutions and usages, it will be ad-

visable, I believe, to decide each question of division

or non-division upon the evidence, and not in accord-

ance with a preconceived idea that every Indian

Family is of the form generally known as the ' Joint

Undivided.'

Mr. Mandlik observes, at p. ii. of his Introduction :

' A Hindu or Aryan householder, directly he enters

the married state, is commanded to have his own
sacrificial fires. He has his own sphere of duties,

marked out for him up to the point of final emanci-

pation. Even in worldly matters he is advised to live

separate, to have his own daily fire- sacrifices, and to

live as the head of his own family. Hindu society

has more or less conformed to these principles. In

provinces where the mercantile elements preponderate,

and questions of the collection and distribution of

wealth chiefly arise, segregation of interests is the rule

and congregation the exception.' These noteworthy

observations confirm materially what I have said

about the Family.

At p. 94, above, will be found Narada's sensible

rule for ascertaining the fact of partition in doubtful

cases.
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CHAPTER y.

ON THE SON C0:MPELLING THE FATHER TO DIVIDE.

My fifth False Principle is that :
' As to ancestral

property, a son, and therefore a grandson, may com-

pel a division against the will of his father or grand-

father.'

If this meant only that, when a Brahman Father

deliberately chooses to separate his sons from him,

he must divide all the ancestral estate amongst them

(and others) in equal shares, the principle would be

in accord with the old rules of the Smrtis and the

authorities generally, and from no point of view

objectionable. Unfortunately, it means very much
more in Madras. It means here that, in all Families,

at any moment, and in any circumstances, a foolish

or prodigal son (or grandson) may force the Father

to allot to him a specific share of the ancestral estate

of the Family. In some cases, where the sons are

minors, the Mother is allowed to come to court in

their behalf, and ruin the Father, out of spite. In

other cases the Father incites the Mother to brinjr a

fraudulent and collusive suit, in order (if possible) to

bafile innocent creditors.

That this Madras rule on the face of it is un-

natural and unjust, will clearly appear from a consider-
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ation of the following circumstances. As observed

by Professor Jolly (at p. 84), owing to the custom

of early marriages, an Indian patriarch ' may find

himself a grandfather shortly after thirty, and a great-

grandfather before fifty.' And he may have a single

son by his first wife, and after an interval of many

j^ears a large number of sons by another wife, or by

two or three other wives, and very many grand-

children and great-grandchildren. Suppose this

happens in Madras, and the first-born son, on coming,

of age at sixteen, or as an infant suing by his mother,

enforces partition through the Court, and gets his

m'oiety of the ancestral estate allotted to him. The

consequence will be that, in the course of time, per-

haps half a dozen or more of the Father's sons, each

with a family to support, will get shares, not of the

original estate, to which shares naturally and properly

they would be entitled, but of the moiety left to the

Father, greatly reduced and shrunk in all probability

by necessary outlay on the maintenance of a large

family, as also by the cost and injury occasioned by

the partition with the eldest son. On the other hand,

the eldest son, instead of being dependent on the

Father (as he ought to be) until the Father's death,

and then getting, perhaps, a one-tenth share, will be

independent from the date of the partition, and the

sole owner of a moiety of the whole estate, free of all

charges on account of the marriages of sisters, ini-

tiation fees, maintenance of widows, and the like.

Surely no Indian legislator could have contemplated

the infliction of injustice like this.
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No one, I should imnginc, wlio has had experience

of litigation in Madras, can doubt that the principle

in question must have worked a considerable amount

of mischief from time to time. But I need not en-

large here upon the lamentable consequences that

unavoidably flow from its adoption. My object is to

demonstrate as clearly as may be the great improba-

bility that exists, that such a principle can form part

of the usage of the Brahman and non-Brahman

Families of the Madras Province.

I have already shown (in Chapter YIII. Part I
)

that what little we know of the constitution of societ}'-

in South India warrants the supposition that Families

of several, if not of many, different forms co-exist

in this part of the world, having each its own peculiar

institutions and usages. And, if so, it would seem

to be improbable in a high degree that they should all

of them have developed independently of each other

so strange and preposterous a principle as that every

male child may, as soon as born, compel his Father to

render an account of expenditure, and, should he fail

to render a satisfactory account, forthwith to ]:)reak

up, and possibly ruin, his Family. It seems incre-

dil)le that the Nattukottei Chettis, for example, should

evolve such a rule for themselves, seeing that tliey

live entirely by financial operations of a more or

less delicate character, and for them to allow sons

at any moment to withdraw from the Family firms

—supposing always that these traders habitually

live together in Joint Undivided Families, which I

V
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venture to think can hardly be the case—would be

to paralyse speculation and invite ruin at every

step.

Then, with regard to agricultural Families, it is

difficult to understand how the rule in question can

have commended itself to these. Some of them—for

example, the Coorgs—do not permit partition in any

circumstances (see above, p. 176). And this fact

seems to me to make it doubtful whether the or-

dinary agricultural Family can have advanced so far

from primitive concepts as to permit partition of a

village pangu or karei at the bidding of an infant

son (see above, p. 173).

The case of the Brahman tribes is different, inas-

much as we know something of their institutions

from the (so-called) law-books. And what we know

is decidedly opposed to the idea that a son can at

any time break up his Family. I have given in my
View a number of ancient texts going to show that

in no case can a son do anything of the kind; and

I believe that many more could be cited in support

of my contention, whilst none go directly or neces-

sarily against it. Thus Vishnu XVII. 1, 2, runs as

follows, namely :

—

' If a father makes a partition with his sons, he

may dispose of his self-acquired property as he thinks

best. But in regard to wealth inherited of the

paternal grandfather, the ownership of father and

son is equal.' And XVIII. 43 says : 'And if a man

recovers (a debt or other property) which could not

before be recovered by his father, he shall not, unless
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hy Lis own free will, divide it with his sons ; for it

is an acquisition made by himself.'

Then, Gautama tells us (at XXVIII. 1-4) :

'After the father's death let the sons divide his estate.

2. Or, during his lifetime, when the mother is past

child-bearing, if he desires it. 3. Or, the whole

(estate may go) to the first-born
;
(and) he shall

support (the rest) as a father. 4. But in partition

there is an increase of spiritual merit.' These rules

receive additional significance from XV. 19, which

forbids inviting to a qrdddha (amongst others) sons

' Avho have enforced a division of the family estate

against the wish of their father.'

Apastamba says merely, of the Father (at II. 6,

11, 1) :
' He should, durmg his lifetime, divide his

wealth equally among his sons, excepting the eunuch,

the madman, and the outcast.' It adds that some say

the firstborn should take all : but says nothing of the

sons enforcing division.

Baudhayana (at II. 2, 3, 8) says :
' AVhile the

father lives the division takes place (only) with the

permission of the father ;
' having previously autho-

rised the Father to divide his property equally among

his sons, as Manu did.

Vasistha (XVII. 40-45) provides for division by

the sons (presumably after the death of the Father)

to be delayed till pregnant widows (presumably of

the Father) bear sons.

AVhcn we come down to modern times we find

no change of rule in this respect. The Ddijcula-

qaclo/d, for example, says nothing in favour of the

P 2
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son compelling division when his Father does not

desire it. And the Gentoo Code is plainly against it,

as I shall presently show.

Whence, then, does the Madras doctrine in this

behalf come ? I have traced its origin, to the best

of my ability, in my View. And, judging from what

Mr. Mayne has written of its history, 1 see no reason

to doubt the general correctness • of my account of

it, which is not challenged by Mr. Innes. It seems

that this doctrine was first promulged in the case

reported at 1 M. H. C. R., 77, Nagalinga Mudali v.

Submmaniya, by two English lawyers, Scotland,

C.J., and Bittleston, J., apparently after a most

slight and superficial consideration of the merits of

the very important question before them, and has

ever since continued to be one of the leading prin-

ciples of Hindu law at Madras. They were aware

of the circumstance that Sir Thomas Strange was

opposed to their view : but nevertheless deduced their

novel doctrine from a single text of the Mitaksara,

relying for authority on the mere o])inion of the

younger Strange.^ In doing so, however, they were

^ Though, he believed that the son can by law enforce partition

against the will of the Father, Mr. Strange evidently thought that we do

not act rightly in applyiug the law indiscriminately whenever the claim

to partition is i)ut forward, and ' without consideration of the interests of

the family at large.' (See his Preface of 1863.) He observes :
' This

noxious practice is now daily pursued, and the consequence is social

disunion, litigation, and pauperism. In one province of Madras—namely,

Malabar—the law is happily otherwise. There division must be effected

by mutual consent, and cannot be enforced at law. And there are to be

found, as the ordinary rnle, ancient family fellowships and extensive

consolidated possessions.' He goes on to point out an easy remedy for

' the bad tendency of the law, when thus misused,' namely, to refuse
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constrained to express doubt as to the propriety of

Yijilane^vara's supposed ordination. Altogether,

considering the supreme importance of the questions

involved, this judgment cannot but be pronounced

to be inconclusive and eminently unsatisfactory.

The text in question (I. 5, 8) runs as follows in

Colebrooke's translation :
' Thus, whilst the mother

is capable of bearing more sons, and the father

retains his worldly affections and does not desire

partition, a distribution of the grandfather's estate

does nevertheless take place by the will of the son.'

Assuming this translation to be substantially correct,

I suggested in my View that the text should not be

taken necessarily to import that the son may enforce

the distribution when he pleases ; but might very

reasonably be taken to declare merely that equality

of partition is at the will of the son, supposing the

Father resolves to separate his sons from him, but

desires to give them no part of the wealth left by his

father.

When I made this suggestion, which is sufficiently

obvious,^ I had not studied the rules laid down in

the Gcnfoo Code on the sul)ject of partition. These

rules, as I have already shown, are (for Sanskrit

rules) singularly clear and precise ; and they appear

to me to throw much light on the question under

partition 'but upon proof that the interests of the party seeking the

division required protection from waste or fraud on the part of tlie

managing head of the family.' And he expresses strong disapproval of

the judge-made law of the Supreme Court and the Privy Council.

' I was not aware when I made this suggestion tliat Jimu a Viihana

(at D. B., IL 21) had explained the text of Vishnu and Manu, about

possessions recovered by the Father, in precisely the same maiine».
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discussion. They were drawn up by the eleven

Pandits (presumably) after a comparison of the

opinions of all the writers esteemed by them ; and it

is remarkable that, whereas these Pandits mention in

many places, generally with approval, the opinions of

other Pandits, in the two Sections on the Father

dividing his estate among his sons they quote no such

opinions, but state the results of their deliberations in

terms implying that no doubts anywhere existed as to

the mode in which division should be effected during

the lifetime of the Father.

The Gentoo Code contains two separate Sections

(II., 10 and 11) relating to division by the Father.

The first deals with the division of ' the property

earned by himself
:

' the second with that of ' the

property left by his father and grandfather.' The

first begins with the unconditioned words, ' If a Father

divides amono; his sons.' The second begins with the

words, ' If a Father desires to divide,' and goes on to

say :
' Whenever he altogether despairs of having a

son by any one of his wives, he may divide and give

it to them at his own choice ; if he has hope of a son

from any one wife, he has not authority to divide it,'

i.e., the property of his father and grandfather. Then,

the sixth paragraph of the 11th Section provides for

the case of the Father choosing to divide amongst the

sons the property of his father and grandfather other

than, and exclusive of, ' the glebe, the rents, the

slave girls, and the slaves.'

Thus, three several divisions are authorised, viz.,

(1) That of the property earned by the Father,
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(2) that of the whole property of his father and grand-

father, and (o) that of part of the same property.

And, apparently, the Pandits contemplated the

possibility of the Father, if so advised, making

these three divisions, one after the other, on three

different occasions. He may divide first his own
property, then part of the property of his father

and grandfather, and lastly the glebe, &c., left by

them.

"Whatever the division, it must be ' accordino- to

the Father's own choice.' This is expressly stated at

the beginning of each of the two Sections. The first

says :
' If it is not the father's choice, his sons shall

not have authority to force him to such a division.'

The second says :
' If it be not the father's choice,

the sons have no authority to take from him by force

their respective shares of their ancestors' property
;

even if there is no expectation that their father shall

ever have another son, still they have not authority to

take it.' Thus the sons cannot compel the Father to

make a division of any of the three kinds. And the

Father's discretion in respect to the propriety of

making a division is wholly unfettered, save by the

circumstance of his not ' despairing of having a son

by any one of his wives,' when he thinks of dividing-

the whole, or part, of the property of his father and

grandfather.

When the Father divides the property earned (or

recovered) by himself, he may keep as much as he

pleases for himself, and divide but a fractional pnrt

thereof. And, what he chooses to divide, he may
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subsequently take back, in the shape of food and

clothes, if he expends all his own reserve. In

dividing, as a general rule, the Fatlier should give

equal shares to all. But, if any one of the sons has

been particularly dutiful to him, or has a very large

family, or is incapable of getting his own living, ' upon

these three accounts, if he gives a larger share to such

sons than to the rest, he has authority for so doing.'

But, an unequal partition instigated by resentment,

or by a particular fondness for one of several wives,

or owing to a fit of sickness, is not approved. And
if the division takes place in consequence of all the

sons going in a body to the Father and jointly request-

mg their several shares, in such case he has no

authority to give more to one than to another ; the

division must be equal.

If the Father, by his own choice, divides among
his sons the whole property of his father and grand-

father, he takes a double share for himself, and gives

equal shares to all the sons, unless he chooses to give

an extra one-twentieth to the eldest.

If he divides the glebe, &c., he may not give to

some more, to some less ; he must divide equally, and

he must bring the whole of the property of this kind

into partition. He may not sell or give away part of

it without the consent of his sons. But, unless and

until division takes place, the Father may sell or give

away at his pleasure, provided always that he must in

any case reserve enough to allow of him feeding and

clothing all '^vho may depend upon him.

If he divides the ancestral property other than.
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and exclusive of, the glebe, &c., lie may deal Avitli it

precisely as if it were property earned (or recovered)

by himself, and subject to the same provisoes.

So much for the rules for the Father dividing.

The next Section (12) gives the rules for a division

by sons. First, ' If a man, having a wife, and sons

born from that wife, dies, or renounces the world,

or gives up all his effects, or is expelled from his

tribe and relations, so long as that wife lives it is

not a right and decent custom that those sons should

share and receive among themselves the property left

by that person ; if the wife aforesaid gives them

instructions accordingly, then the sons have autho-

rity to divide it. At the time of division, if the wife

is desirous to receive a share, she shall take one

share, at the rate of the share of one son ; if she does

not wish to have a share, she shall receive victuals

and clothes.' Or, if she has a separate estate, she

shall have half a share. A sonless wife, too, shall

have a share. And then follow rules about the eldest,

or the most capable, son managing as a Father, pay-

ing the Father's debts, &c.

But one of these remaining rules is relevant to

my purpose, that, namely, which directs the keeping

the shares of absentees and minors ' in some safe

place, that they may not be lost or diminished.'

Tliis seems to imply that land, as a subject of divi-

sion, did not count for much in the opinion of tlie

Pandits ; as also does the circumstance that in the

general clause in Section 11, limiting the Father's

power of aliening, the (miscellaneous) 'effects' arc
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mentioned before the ' glebe.' It would seem to be

very possible that the Pandits may have regarded

the gold, jewels, clothes, and other valuables of an

ordinary Brahman Family as far more important than

the fields tilled by the slaves. It is also very pos-

sible that fields, as formiDg part of a village com-

prising ' shares,' were never divided within a Family

when the Gentoo Code was compiled. They are

interesting questions, but I cannot go farther into

them at present. See above, p. 172.

The (probable) conclusions to be drawn from

these rules (as a whole) are that, according to the

Pandits who compiled the Gentoo Code, the Father,

so lonof as he chooses himself to manao^e his effects

and glebe (whether earned, recovered, or received

from his father), shall not in any circumstances be

compelled to divide them with his sons. His dis-

cretion in respect to management, alienation, and

directing partition, is, and remains, wholly unfettered.

And, it is only when he does direct partition, that

any check is imposed upon his power and authority, or

that the consent of his sons becomes for any purpose

necessary. Whether the sons can interfere legally

if the Father sells or gives away the whole of the

estate, or divides it unequally, is not stated. Pre-

sumably, they cannot.

AVith these plain and reasonable rules before me,

I find it most difficult to believe that, when Vijnan-

eqvara penned his ordination, he intended by it all

that is now attributed to him in Madras.

Professor Jolly (at p. 125) tells us that ' the
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same doctrine is positively stated by Apanirka.' After

having laid down that in the case of ancestral pro-

perty the sons possess an equal right with the Father

to institute a partition, and may compel him to dis-

tribute it when he does not wish for a division,

Apararka goes on to say that, ' even in the case of

property acquired by tlie father, partition may, in

certain cases, be instituted by the sons.' Unfortu-

nately, Professor Jolly does not give Apararka'

s

words, and I am unable, therefore, to see for myself

how far they may be held to go. But, inasmuch as

he adds, ' It is true that Apararka, much like

Jimuta Vahana, ordains that a partition by the sons

shall be delayed till after the death of the mother,

in case she is capable of undertaking the management

of the estate,' I think there must be excellent

reason for doubting whether Apararka, in fact, has

laid down a rule substantially different from the rule

in the Gentoo Code. For, if he makes the sons stay

their hands till the death of a capable Mother, how

can he consistently allow them to take away the

management, when they please, from a capable

Father ? The thing to me seems impossible, and

merely absurd. That he should, as Professor Jolly

states, allow sons to iuterfere when the Father ' is

influenced by wrath or engrossed by a beloved object

(voluptuous),' is quite consistent with his forbidding

them to take their shares by force ;
and is in accord,

as we have seen, with the proviso stated in the

Gentoo Code^ as also in Narada and elsewhere. And

his permitting the sons to oust a physically incapable
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Father from the management of his own acquired pro-

perty in no degree strengthens the hypothesis that

Apararka intended also to permit them to oust a

capable Father from the management of his father's

' effects and glebe.'

It is unnecessary to discuss here the (supposed)

opinions of the writers who may be said to constitute

Vijnaneqvara's tail, e.g.^ the author of the Sarasvati-

vilasa and others. If I rightly understand Professor

Jolly's observations on this matter, these writers

generally contend that the sons may, in certain cir-

cumstances, demand partition even during the life of

the Father. But, such contention does not necessarily

conflict with the rule of the Gentoo Code, which

merely denies to the sons the j^ower of taking their

shares from the Father by force, when it is not his

choice to divide ; and which presupposes the exist-

ence in the Father of a choice, and (necessarily) of a

choosing power. In other words, there may (indeed

must) be circumstances in which the general rule

laid down in the Gentoo Code would not apply, and

exceptional rules must be followed. For example,

the Father may become physically incapable of manag-

ing affairs by reason of disease, loss of memory,

insanity, or a similar cause. Or, by excessive indulg-

ence in sensual pleasures he may incapacitate him-

self for the conduct of business. Or, without actually

renouncing the world and retiring to the forest as a

devotee, he may give himself up entirely to religious

meditation, and neglect his temporal duties. Or, the

Father may be outcasted. In these and many con-
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ceivable cases it iniglit be necessary for the sons to

compel the Father to abdicate in favour of one of

their number, or even to proceed against his will to

a partition of the estate.

Whatever may be the true meaning of the teaching

of the Mitaksara and its followers upon the subject

of the modes and times of partition, I would, with

Professor Jolly, reject it, as being ' too much opposed

to the old text-law and to modern usage to be looked

upon as more than a theoretical development.'

But, if in spite of everything the Mitaksara is still

to be retained in its mischievous position of ' Para-

mount Authority ' for Madras, at all events let us not

extend in every direction its ' theoretical develop-

ments.' Let us, on the contrary, in favour of the

unfortunate beings to whom we administer its provi-

sions, construe its language strictly, as if it were

some penal statute. And thus, in construing the

isolated text under notice, we might hold that it in

no degree limits or restricts the meaning of previous

texts governing the management and partition of an

estate, but merely illustrates the theory of equal

ownership, and indicates the power of the son to oust

the Father, in certain exceptional circumstances that

are not set out, as, for instance, in the case of the

Father separating his sons from him, and giving them

shares of his self-acquired property, but declining to

bring into partition the estate left by his father.

I ol)serve that Professor Jolly (at p. 12.')) declares

my analysis of Mitaksara, I. 5, 1-7, whicli is based

solely on Colcbrookc's ambiguous reading, to be in-
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correct when tested by the original Sanskrit, parti-

cuLarly that part of it which relates to § 3 ; and gives

the correct rendermg of this paragraph, which goes

to show that it is erroneous to suppose that ( 1
) ' the

estate inherited from the grandfather shall not be

divided at all by the Father with the grandson,' and

(2) a partition of the kind ' shall be instituted by the

choice of the Father alone.' Assuming the absolute

accuracy of the learned professor's rendering of the

passage, I am inclined to think that it need not

necessarily mean anything opposed to my original

suggestion as to the meaning of § 8. ' At all ' pro-

bably is equivalent to ' in any circumstances.' And
' by the choice of the Father alone ' may doubtless be

intended to mean only where a capable and qualified

Father chooses to institute it. And, if so, my original

suggestion surely may stand good, as also may the

suggestion (made above) that Vijilanegvara may have

had in view the case of a Father somehow disqualified

from management, as well as the case of a Father re-

fusing to divide his father's estate when he dismisses

his sons.

It would be tedious to argue out the case more

fully. I have shown, I hope, good grounds for re-

viewing an unsatisfactory judgment on a matter of

supreme importance. At all events, I must have

made it plain that we are not justified in obliging

indiscriminately all the lower castes of Madras by

Vijnaneqvara's ' theoretical development ' of the

special law for the Brahmans of the Panjab. But,

in conclusion, I must invite attention to the import-
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ance in this connection of the new Madras doctrine,

by which the son is held to be under the necessity of

paying all debts (not being illegal or immoral) con-

tracted by the Father. If we add to the power of the

Father by permitting him to mortgage the Family

estate to its full value, we must at the same time take

away something from the son. And that something

should be held (it seems to me) to include the right

of enforcing, when he pleases, partition of his grand-

father's estate. Otherwise, we shall see, by-and-by,

any number of sons suing for partition solely in

order to prevent their Fathers from exercising their

(recently recognised) lawful powers of alienation.

One of the most popular Sanskrit jDroverbs, quoted by

the Gentoo Code^ by Ellis, and by P. Sami Iyer in his

Introduction to True Hindu Laic (Madras, 1877), is to

the effect that ' the Father in debt is an enemy to his

son '
; and perhaps no single jorinciple of the old

Sanskrit law is more firmly or generally established

than that the son must pay the Father's (legal) debts,

whatever their amount. It is only after the Father's

creditors have been paid, or satisfied with promises,

that the son can take the estate. On the other hand,

as I shall show in my next chapter, the Father cannot

be compelled to pay his son's debts.

I must not omit to add that, if, as Professor Jolly

affirms, I err in attributing to the Mitaksara the idea

that the time of dividing the ancestral estate is

(except in special circumstances) at the will of the

Fatlier alone, I err in excellent company, namely,

with Colebrooke, Ellis, and Sutherland.
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In tlie appendix to Strange's ninth Chapter will

be found several concordant opinions of these jurists,

to the effect that, ordinarily, the power of the Father

over the Family estate is absolute during his life, and

under the law of the Mitaksara sons have a right only

in particular cases to exact a partition during the

Father's life. And from their language I infer that

they were not aware of the existence of any doubt

upon the point, or of the possibility of any such

doubt arising in the future.
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CHAPTER YT.

ON A COrARCENER ALTEXTNG JOINT PROPERTY.

My sixth False Principle is that : 'A member of an

undivided family can aUene joint ancestral property

to the extent of his own share.' After tracin;^

its history in my View, I asked, ' "What is there

in all the Sanskrit law-books together that can

be held to favour the (to a Hindu mind) most

astounding proposition, that a court of law may

forcibly break up a united family, and scatter its

joint possessions to the four winds of heaven, in

order to prevent injury and injustice being done to

a stranger by the unauthorised and therefore void act

of one of its members, or even to make amends to

a stranger for an injury done to him by a single

member of the fan^ily, without the knowledge of the

rest ?

'

To this rpiestion Mr. Innes has given (at \)\\.

65-69) a most characteristic and remarkable answer.

After admitting that the High Courts of Calcutta and

Bombay insist upon the inability of a coparcener

voluntarily to alienate his interest, and that ' it is

perfectly true that the strict rule of the Mitiiksara

law is that no sharer before partition can, without

the assent of all the co-sliarers, determine the joint
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character of the property by conveying liis share,

]ic goes on to say that the arrangement between the

coparcener and the ahcnee is of the nature of a con-

tract, and the courts are not bound to administer the

law of contracts in accordance with Hindu law, so

' the Madras High Court gave the Mitaksara the go-

by,' whilst ' the Calcutta and Bombay Courts have

evaded it.'

So, then, it comes to this : When the High Court

thinks fit, it will break up a Family in accordance

with the (supposed) views of the author of the

Mitaksara. Where this writer forbids the thing to be

done, the High Court will nevertheless break up a

Family in accordance with the (supposed) views

of equity. And it may well happen that an Apas-

tambiya Brahman, with two extravagant sons, may

be treated in something like the following fashion.

He may come on appeal to the High Court, and say:

' My Lords, I pray justice. My firstborn son, a very

l)ad boy, has sued me in the District Court for his

share of my father's estate. I told the Court that,

according to the rules of my ralha, and according to

Manu and all the authorities known to my people,

the claim must be dismissed as bad in law. But the

Court said something about the " Mitiiksara," a work I

never heard of, and gave judgment for the plaintiff,

Avith all costs. My Lords, unless you set this right

we shall all be ruined. My wife is young ; I have a

son and four daughters to marry, and many debts to

pay ; and for two years we have had no crops to

t?peak of: 1 pray yon, be merciful.' And thereupon
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the Higli Court may say :
• AVe are iQtleed sorry to

learn that you never heard of A^ijnaneqvara's work.

He was a truly great writer. He improved upon

Apastamba and Manu and all the ancients, and one

of his theoretical developments is that a son may

ruin his Family by enforcing partition whenever he

pleases. So the judgment must bo affirmed. This

is the law.' And two or three years afterwards the

same Brahman may come before the Court again,

and say :
' ^My Lords, my younger son, as good a boy

as ever lived, and one who would never willingly

injure his poor old father, has been so foolish as to

borrow Rs. 2,000 from a Pariah monej^-lender, and

the fellow has sued me in the District Court, and got

judgment for Ks. 3,000, to be paid out of the pro-

ceeds of the sale of my son's one-third share of the

Family estate ; and I am told he actually talks about

buying it himself, and living in my house, he, a

Pariah! But, my Lords, I am all right this time.

That scoundrel Vijnanec^vara nearly ruined me before:

but now he is on my side, with Apastamba and all

of them. The}^ tell me he has made a rule tliat a

son cannot, Avithout his fother's assent, " deterinino

the joint character of the property by conveying his

share." ' And thereupon the Court may say :
' Good

man, you don't at all understand the hidden beauties

of the English system. When your elder son brought

yon here, and Vijnaneqvara was against you, that

was a case in which law had to be administered, and

we gave you law. Now it is a case, not of law, but

of ecpiity : and Vijiianecvara and Apastamba ha\ e

Q 2
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nothing to do with equity. We are very sorry, but

we must affirm the judgment of the Lower Court,

with all costs. That is equity.'

]\Ir. Innes has confined his remarks upon the

question to an attack on the Calcutta and Bombay
High Courts, which, he thinks, have come to a con-

clusion identically the same as the Madras doctrine,

but on wrong grounds. ' The Madras High Court

said broadly that a coparcener might lawfully alien-

ate his interest,' whereas the other two High Courts

have strenuously denied this, though they allow an

equity to a partition to a creditor who has advanced

money ' on what he must be supposed to have known

was by law an invalid security,' such as, e.g., a son's

unascertained right to a share.

It is no part of my business to examine the views

of courts other than the Madras High Court upon

this important question, and Mr. Innes does not say

for what reasons, or by virtue of what special autho-

rity, the Madras High Court has thought proper to

' say broadly ' the very opposite of what the Sanskrit

writers, including Yijnaneqvara, have said. But I

think it will be not unprofitable to make some further

remarks on the subject.

In the first place, I would wish to observe that

if, as Mr. Innes freely admits, ' the strict rule of the

Mitaksara is that no sharer before partition can,

without the assent of all the co-sharers, determine

the joint character of the property by conveying his

share,' it is impossible to make the Mitaksara consist

with the new Madras doctrine, that the Father has
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no f'Teater interest than a son in tlic ancestral pro-

perty of his Family, but nevertheless may mortgage

it to its full value. If he may not determine the

character of the property, how may he determine the

property itself ?

That the Father and the son are not ' coparce-

ners ' in any sense, and that rules possibly applicable

to the case of brothers dwelling together are not in

any degree applicable to the case of the Father manag-

ing his Family, is made manifest, it seems to me, by

the circnmstance that, whereas the son must pay the

(legitimate) debts of the Father, however enormous,

and independently of assets, the Father cannot be

compelled to pay the debts of the son. Thus,Yishnn,

in Chapter YL, on the law of debt, after stating who

is to pay the debt of another, says : 'A woman (shall)

not (be compelled to pay) the debt of her husband

or son ; nor the husband or son (to pay) the debt

of a woman (who is his wife or mother) ; nor a

father to pay the debt of his son.' Narada III. 11,

says :
' The fiither shall not pay his son's debts, but

the son those of the father.' The Gentoo Code con-

tains similar provisions.

Another excellent reason for denying the equality

of the Father and the son is afforded by the circum-

stance that, according to the Gentoo Code II., 8, a

son who ' witliout any advance of property raises

any profit,' must give half of it to the Fatlier, and

keep the other half for himself; and if he earns

money ' upon employing his father's or grandfather's

property,' he must give the half of all his gaiiis to
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the Father, and smgle shares to his brothers. But

the Father need not e'ive a sino;le anna of his earn-

ings to the sons.

Again, writers of the middle period of Indian

law (see, e.g., Narada III., 32) say that the Father,

or he who is the Head of his Family, alone is indepen-

dent. And, if a son has made a transaction without

his Father's consent, it is likewise declared to be

invalid ; a slave and a son are both alike. Similarly,

the Pandits who compiled the Gentoo Code begin the

body of the work by declaring that men are per-

mitted to lend money, but not to women, children,

or servants.

Where, therefore, the Father manages a united

Family, he may borrow as much as he pleases, and

the son must pay the debts. The son cannot legally

borrow, and the Father shall not pay his debts. This,

so far as appears, is the law. And the Madras High

Court would seem to have abrogated the latter part

of it for no better reason than that the author of the

Mitaksara has indulged in speculation about the

equality of the ownership of the son. But, we find

that even when Vishnu was written, the idea existed

that the ownership of the Father and the ownership

of the son over ancestral property were (in one sense)

equal, and yet its existence in no degree interfered

with the doctrine that the Father alone was inde-

pendent in resjDect to wealth.

Almost the same idea is to be found in Gaius II.,

§§ 156-57, coupled with the precise statement that

the son's right over his grandfather's estate does not
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commence until liis father dies. The passage first

gives the two legal pre-requisites that must be satisfied

before the son's sons and granddaughters can become

' suihceredes,^ or heirs of himself (the House Father),

namely, (1) that they should be in the power of the

grandfather at the time of his death, and (2) that

before that time their father should have ceased to

be a suus hceres, either by dying, or because other-

wise freed from the pafria potestas. The next

section gives the popular idea of the position of direct

lineal descendants generally :
' But, however, they

are called '• heirs of himself" for this reason, namely,

because they are heirs of the House, and even during

the lifetime of their own father are regarded as being

in a certain fashion owners.' Dominus^ probably, is

connected with domus, and hceres with hems (Master),

and, naturally enough, the children of the House

would be called heirs of the House Father
; and,

because 'heirs,' be regarded, therefore, as 'domini,'

in a sense. I observe that in Mr. Justice IMuttusami

Ayyar's elaborate judgment in ' Second Appeals,'

703-5 of 1878, the wdiole force of tliis passage

appears to have been misapprehended, no doubt in

consequence of an erroneous translation having been

used. The learned iud<>-e founds his ariiument on

the following proposition :
' Justinian says, sui hai-e-

des are called so l)ecause they are family heirs, and

even in the lifetime of their father owners of the

inheritance in a certain degree.' The passage, in

fact, shows that the law was the very opposite of

this.
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Just as the Indian Father used to be mdependent,

the equal ownership of the son notwithstanding, so

the eldest son must have been independent when he

managed like a Father ; and even a younger brother,

when appointed (or permitted) to be the Head of the

Family, and so long as he continued to be such. In

the historic case named after Seshachella, if the elder

brother, who mortgaged the whole Family estate, had

boldly taken his stand on his rights as an indepen-

dent manager of a Family, very possibly he might

have won the day. See the opinions of the Pandit,

Colebrooke, and Ellis on the point raised at II.

Strange, 335. They agree in substance that who-

ever is Manager binds the rest.

But, it appears from Sir T. Strange's notes that

the elder brother was advised to confess judgment,

and, as between the others, it was contended by the

younger brother, and allowed, that ' the effect of a

mortgage of undivided property by one of the family,

without the consent, not for the benefit, and contrary

to the interests of the rest, was that the shares of the

other parceners in the thing mortgaged continue to

subsist in full force.' It was not contended that the

elder brother had not power to aliene his own share, for

this he had not pretended to do. The sole question

for the Court to decide was whether, in the circum-

stances, the mortgage left the minor's share intact.

And it decided this question in the affirmative, after

paying particular attention to Colebrooke's remarks

in Prannath Das v. Colishunker Ghosal^ which are

to the effect that Jagannatha, and those quoted by
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bim, held a decided opinion that an alienation by one

is valid for his own share, not for the shares of his

co-heirs ; bat Jimuta Vahana is less explicit, and it

does not appear that he goes further than to main-

tain the validity of a sale (or alienation) by a Father

for the whole patrimony, without the consent of his

sons, or by a co-heir for his own share without the

consent of the others.

Whilst no question of importance was raised or

decided in Seshachella's case, and (properly speaking)

it is in no sense a leading case, it is observable that

the decision in it was greatly influenced by (sup-

posed) Bengal law, not at all by the Mitaksara law,

which, according to Mr. Innes, forbids the alienation

by a co-heir of his own share without the consent

of the others. And, besides, it is observable that

Jimuta Yahana, as a foct, does not appear to speak

(at D. B., II. 27) of a co-heir aliening 'his own

share.' What he appears to authorise is the aliena-

tion of the whole or part of an estate by one, on the

principle of factum valet. His commentator, Sri-

krishna, says Jimuta A^ahana denies a common pro-

perty vested in all ; and I understand the latter to

imply that each partner has power over the whole.

The Gentoo Code (II. 14) throws some light on

this question. It states that, whereas the Pandits of

Mithila approve the alienation, by a partner, of a

part of the joint property ' on computation of his

own share,' the approved ordination is that of Jimuta

Yahana and two others, to the effect that this may

])c done only provided that loi^s and vexation shall
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not iiccriie to the partners by reason of the aUenee

beino' a man of fraudulent principles. This proviso

would seem to aim directly at the mischief likely to

be occasioned by rashly selling to a stranger an un-

ascertained and uncertain sliare, and to be in accord

with the rule of Narada given above at p. 94, to the

eifect that partners performing their religious duties

and carrying on their transactions separately, and

practically separated, may aliene their shares as they

please. The Gentoo Code (11. 9) refers to a practice

that doubtless would warrant separate alienations of

joint property, that, namely, of all the sons, during

the lifetime of the Father, either by his order, or with

his tacit assent, making for themselves houses and

gardens upon his land. In such case, ' if the land so

taken be in greater or lesser quantities, it is not

liable to be shared,' and presumably each holding

may be aliened by its occupant without the consent

of the rest.

Byerley Thomson's work on Ceylon law (ii. 571)

speaks of the necessity, in the case of several sons

separately cultivating portions of the ancestral estate,

and one of them devotmg an extraordmary amount

of labour and capital to his own holding, of securing

him in the possession of what he has rendered valu-

able, at the time of partition.

Looking to these several authorities, and reading

between the lines, we may, I think, conclude that the

alienation by one of several sons of a part of their

joint estate may be justified in certain circumstances,

e.<j.^ where all the sons have been living and working
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apart, each upon a separate bit of the estate, or where

one of them, by extraordinary exertions, has indis-

putably created a vahiable property upon a bit of the

estate ; but, ordinarily, and where, as so often hap-

pens in Madras, there is nothing to indicate that any

part of an estate belongs to one member rather than

another, it is not right and proper for a member of

the Family to run the risk of bringing trouble and

confusion upon it by selling his unascertained share

to a stranger. In my experience such alienations

very frequently are disastrous to respectable families.

And, I believe that few reforms of the law would be

productive of more unmixed good to Madras than

the forbidding once for all the alienation of an un-

ascertained share.

What alone has made such alienation legal, is

judge-made law. The Mitaksara admittedly forbids

it ; and usage, of course, must be altogether against

anything of the kind.

And, as will be shown later on, recent decisions

of the Madras High Court have directly overruled

and exploded my sixth False Principle,
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CHAPTER VII.

PRESUMPTIONS IN PAVOUR OF INFANTS.

My eighth False Principle is that :
' Debts incnrred

by the managing member of a Hindu family slioiild

be presumed in favour of a minor not to have been

incurred for the benefit of the family.'

I suggested in my View that innocent creditors

need protection as well as infants, and that, having

regard to the ways of borrowers, and to the fraud and

chicane universally practised, in litigation, in South

India, it is not safe or reasonable to act in all cases

on the above presumption, and throw the burden of

proof on the mortgagee or creditor.

Since then the Madras High Court has come to

the undoubtedly sound conclusion that the Hindu
Father's (legal) debts must be paid by the son, and the

Father, therefore, may, if he thinks fit, mortgage the

whole estate of the Family to its full value. It is to

be presumed, in consequence, that in a very con-

siderable number of cases the presumption to which

I object will no longer be acted upon. But, unless

abrogated by a new decision, it will continue to

operate unfavourably where the Manager who con-

tracts the debt happens to be the Mother, or the eldest

son supporting the rest like a Father. And, I would
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wish to insist once more on the advisability of dis-

carding all presumptions, whether in favour or in

disfixvour of minors and creditors, and deciding all

questions of debt upon the merits.

If the Heads of Families are not to be, as the

author of Narada and others plainly declare them to

be, ' independent,' surely it is for the Legislature

rather than the High Court to take away their power

and authority. To permit them to rule, and at the

same time presume their acts to be fraudulent or

void, appears to be altogether irrational.
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CHAPTER YIII.

THE widow's III G pi T.

My ninth FaUe Principle is that :
' The widow of

an nndivided coparcener, whether childless or not,

has no title to anything but maintenance.'

I attempted in my View to show that in Madras

the widow is by law entitled to at least a share if

her husband dies undivided from his brethren. And,

in doing so, I relied greatly on a clear and vigorous

denunciation by Ellis of the improper representa-

tions of commentators and of the Pandits of his day,

w^ho sought to deprive women indirectly of what the

law directly gave them. I also cited a remark of

Colebrooke (at Strange, ii. 296) to the effect that

the law provides that, when a partition takes place,

the Mother shall have an allotment made up to her

equal to a full share ; and there is no distinction in

this respect among the different tribes.

Mr. Innes, in attacking (at p. 77) my views upon

this part of the law, has mutilated and emasculated

the strong passage from Ellis, and ignored Cole-

brooke's statement altogether. But, he has not

attempted to show that my analysis of the rules con-

tained in the Mitaksara is in any degree incorrect, or

that a widow, in fact, is not by law entitled to more

than maintenance when her husband died undivided.
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From Professor's Jolly's observations (at pp. 135-

38) it appears that the writers of the Mitaksara

school are all agreed upon one point, upon which I

have not expressed dissent, namely, that widows

cannot claim or enforce partition. But, it does not

appear that any of them denies to widows the right

to a share, conferred on them by the Smrtis ; and,

though the author of the Smrticandrika is of opinion

that widows are incapacitated from actually inherit-

ing, he admits that, when a partition takes place,

they must have allotments made to them, which,

however, must never exceed a son's share. j\Ioreover,

many of this ' school ' agree in allowing shares to

stepmothers as well as mothers. And some give a

share to the step-grandmother.

Whence, then, comes the modern Madras doctrine

in disfavour of widows ? I am at a loss to under-

stand. Mr. Mayne throws no light upon the subject.

If it is true—though, having regard to my own
judicial experience, I cannot as yet believe it—that a

genernl custom of denying to widows their right to

a share lias gradually grown up in the Madras Pro-

vince generally, and amongst all tiie tribes and castes,

it would be interesting to know why the Madras

High Court has not declined in this case also to

recognise the existence of a custom that is opposed to

the law. Since it has forbidden a Reddi to marry liis

daughter in Illata, because Manu and others are silent

(if they are silent) upon this form of marriage, how
can it permit a Brahman to deprive liis mother of tlie

sliarc. or allotment equal to a share, that all the ' law-
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books ' and commentaries agree in giving to lier ?

The lot of the Indian widow is sufficiently miserable,

one would suppose, without the highest tribunal in

the land sanctioning her being pillaged and beggared

by her husband's greedy and unscru]3ulous relatives.

Sometimes a woman's own son will stoop to strip

her of everything she possesses. And a shameful

instance of successful avarice is afforded by the case

reported at I. L. R., ii. Madras, 182, in which an

unhappy widow sued for the recovery of her husband's

estate from a son who had been separated. The

native judge who first tried the case allowed the

claim, as also did Burnell on appeal ; but, on second

appeal, Turner, C.J., and Innes and Forbes, JJ.,

reversed the decision of the lower courts, for reasons

that need not be discussed. In doing so, however,

they admitted that the Mother is entitled to a portion.

And since then we have the important decision of

Turner, C.J., and Muttusami Ayyar, J.,in the case at

I.L. R., vi. Madras, 130, to the effect that the Mother

is entitled to a portion, or assignment by way of main-

tenance, though she cannot claim a partition. In its

judgment the Court observed :
' There are, no doubt,

texts which favour the right of a wife or mother to a

portion on partition (Yyavahara Mayukha, Chapter

IV., Section 4, paras. 15-19), and this right is re-

cognised by Vijfianeqvara (Mitaksara, Chapter I.

Section 7, §§ 1, 2) ; but inasmuch as this right does

not arise, as in the case of coparceners, from inde-

pendent ownership, tlie wife or mother cannot call

for partition. The portion is, in fact, an assignment
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by way of maintenance. (Smrti Candrika, Chapter

lY. §§ 8-17.) Where there is no partition the

mother may demand such an assignment, if she can

establish that the ancestral fund is being wasted, or

if provision is not duly and punctually made for her

maintenance.'
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CHAPTER IX.

ZAMIXDAIUS NOT LAIPARTIBLE.

My tenth Fahe Frinc/ple is that: 'Ancient Zamin-

daris are not divisible, because they are " of the nature

of j)rincipalitiesy
'

I have discussed this question at large in my
View. And Mr. Innes has not attempted to show

that my reasons for denouncing the principle are

unsound. He has contented himself with throwing

the responsibility for it on the shoulders of the Privy-

Council, and entirely misrepresenting my argument.

Since writing the Vino I have obtained some

information as to the propriety of dividing kingdoms

and offices, which should go some way towards

proving that neither by law nor by custom have such

things been incapable of division in Madras. In a

letter of the year 1714, to be found in the Lettres cur.

etedif, vol. xiv., Father Bouchet tells us that in the

Madura kingdom there was no law but custom, which

was preserved in certain maxims known to all ; and

that the second of these maxims was to the effect that

the eldest son of a King, or Prince, or Poligar, or Head

of a Village, does not necessarily succeed to the estates

or government of his Father. And he goes on to say

that he had admired the sight of two nephews of the
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flunous Sivaji dividing between them tlie government

of Tanjore, upon the death of their nncle, a brother

of Sivaji. They lived together in the Tanjore Palace

in perfect union, but for convenience' sake governed

each half the kingdom.

Similarly, it is shown in the Madura Country

(iii. 105-7) that in 1573 the ruler of Madura was

succeeded by his two sons, who were permitted by

Arya Nayaga to rule the country with co-ordinate

authority ; and in 1595 the survivor of these two

was succeeded by his two sons, who ruled togetlier

for some years. And in the same book (iii. 130)

we have an account of the settlement of the Ramnad

kingdom, in 1646, by dividing it amongst brothers

into three parts, one of which was to be ruled by two

brothers conjointly. And there are numerous other

indications of the existence in Madras of a custom of

dividing princely power amongst several members of

a family, when circumstances rendered it necessary

or advisable to do so.

As regards hereditary offices, it is, of course,

notorious that nothing is commoner in Madras than

for a body of kinsmen to divide amongst them-

selves the produce of lands or emoluments attached

to an office, and perform its duties conjointly or in

turn.

Therefore, I can see no sufficient reason for as-

suming, in opposition to the very decided opinion of

JagannJitha, that ancient estates ' in the nature of

principalities' are naturally incapable of division.

Tliat tliey are such l)y the Sanskrit law, or 1))^ general
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custom, there is, I believe, not a scintilla of evidence

to show. And, if it is once conceded that, both by

law and by general custom, an ancient Zamindari is

divisible like any other estate, the onus of proving

that by a special custom a particular Zamindari is a

thing impartible should lie very heavy, I conceive,

on the party who affirms the same. For, there must

exist in abundance in the Madras Province Families

of the ordinary agricultural form in which partition

has never yet taken place. And if, as certainly would

be the case, the Madras High Court would at once,

and without hesitat'on, break up one of these Families

on the demand of any one of its members, it is diffi-

cult to imagine what amount of evidence it ought not

to consider insufficient to establish the fact that a

special custom prevents a particular Zamindari from

being divided.

No doubt in most Zamindaris, as in other consi-

derable estates, there has been from time immemorial

a more or less uniform practice of a single capable

member taking and managing the estate, upon the

death of the last holder, and supporting all the other

members of the Family ' like a Father.' But, where,

in any given case, it is shown that such practice has

been followed for convenience' sake, there would

seem to be no necessarily valid objection to the

existing members of a Family agreeing together to

discontinue the practice, as being in their judgment

no longer convenient.

However this may be, I have been gratified by

some recent decisions, which make greatly for freedom
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and reform. I understand from tliem that the erro-

neous principle of taking it as a presumption of hiw

that every ancient Zamindari is by its nature incapa-

ble of partition has been definitively abandoned, both

in Madras and m England, and that the new doctrine

is to the effect that an estate of the kind may, by

custom, be either partible or impartible ; and, even

where during a long space of time it may have been

considered to be impartible, may by the practice of

those concerned in it become partible, like an ordinary

estate. In short, the impartibility of an ancient

Zamindari depends now upon the continuous usage

of tlie Family charged with its upkeep ; in the absence

of such a usage Zamindari, however ancient, is

partible.

Thus, in the Sliivagunga case, reported at I. L. K.,

iii. Madras, 290, the Privy Council approached the

question of the partibility of the Zamindari as one

quite open to doubt, and to be decided, like any other

question of fact, upon the evidence; and, finding that

' against all this family belief is only to be set an

extremely ambiguous and evasive answer ' of a former

Zamindar,^ upon which ' nothing can be built,' and

that ' the actual enjoyment of the property has been

in accordance with the stream of family tradition,'

affirmed the decisions of the courts below, to the

' Judging from my experience of Tamils, I should suppose that the

Zamindar did not at all understand the meaning and aim of the questions.

Jlis answer, as it stands, presents no ambiguity to my mind. He seems

to have stated quite simply his intention to divide the estate for the

benefit of all his children, being conscious of no possible impropriety

in his so doing.
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effect tliat the estate retains its original quality of

impartibility, the passing of Regulation xxv. of 1802

and the issue of a sanad notwithstanding.

In the coarse of this judgment it was pointed out

that the case of the Nfizvid Zamindari, which is par-

tible, was quite different, inasmuch as the sanad of

1802 ' put it on the same footing with ordinary

estates,' and it hal been decided that the present

Nuzvid estate ' could not be identified with any estate

or title existing prior ' thereto.

On the other hand, the case of the estate of Han-

sapore was declared to be also ' an authority for

holding that a mode of acquisition which constitutes

a property as self-acquired in the hands of a member

of an undivided family, and thereby subjects it to

rules or disposition different from those applicable

to ancestral property, does not thereby destroy its

character of impartibility.'

The j adgments of the Madras High Court in the

same Shivagunga case show that whilst the majo-

rity of the Court were, for various reasons, in favour

of the impartibility of the estate in question, Innes, J,,

not only held Shivagunga to be partible, but declared

with regard to Zamindaris in general :
' It may be

the policy of Government to keep such estates toge-

ther, but there is no law against breaking them up.'

He also declared that every estate is ' partible ' in a

sense, however long the custom of impartibility may

have existed. Judging from his remarks as a whole,

I should suppose that Mr. Innes had come right

round to my opinion. And ^-et, at the beginning of
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his judg'incnt, he thought it necessary to pubhsli a

tirade against my peculiar views

!

Mayne's Hindu Laiv, §§ 49, 50, shows that,

according to recent decisions, it is quite possible for

a custom of hnpartibility to be discontinued by a

Family holding a Zamnidari. Also, that a Family

may have a special usage of its own, and arrange the

succession to an estate accordingly.

And see my remarks on the SivcKjii'l case, below,

in the second chapter of Part lU.
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CHAPTER X.

PERSONS TO BE ADOPTED.

My eleventh False Principle is that :
' One with

whose mother the adopter couki not legally have

married must not be adopted.'

In my View I have strongly denounced this

fanciful doctrine, as being unauthorised and opposed

to general usage in South India. And Mr. Innes (at

p. 80) is fain to admit that 'fuller inquiry may
justify a departure from the rule,' which, however,

' did not originate with the Madras High Court.'

As an aid to fuller inquiry I would venture to

recommend a perusal of the very short section on

adoption to be found at the very end of the Gentoo

Code (xxi. 9). The first paragraph runs as follows,

namely :
' He who is desirous to adopt a child must

inform the Magistrate thereof, and shall perform

the Yajna, and shall give gold and rice to the father

of the child whom he would adopt ; then, supposing

the child not to have had the ears bored, or to have

received the Braluiiinical thread, or to have been

married in his father's house, and not to be five years

old, if the father will give up such a child, or if the

mother gives him up by order of the father, and there

are other Ijrothers of that child, such a child shall be
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adopted.' The second pcaragrapli authorises a woman

to adopt with her husband's order, though Paches-

puttee Misr says she may not ; and the third permits

a (Judra to adopt, upon procuring a Yaj?ia to be per-

formed by a Brahman.

Nothing more had the eleven Pandits to say

about adoption. And it seems to be tolerably certain

that they had never troubled then- heads about, if

indeed they had ever heard of, the (supposed) ' theo-

retical developments ' of the Dattaka Mwidmsa, and

other applauded treatises on adoption.

But both Mr. Mandlik and Professor Jolly have

exposed the absurdity of these developments. And

perhaps nothing can be less satisfactory as legal

authorities than the numerous extracts from specula-

tive treatises on adoption that Professor Jolly has ga-

thered together in his general note to his Lecture YII.

I have shown in the chapter on customs that in

recent cases the Madras High Court has permitted

Nambudri Brahmans to adopt a sister's son, and

Brahmans to adopt either a sister's or a daughter's

son. That it Avill continue to allow Brahmans to

adopt a daughter's son there can be but little doubt.

For, of all persons in the world, one would suppose

this to be the most proper for a Brahman to adopt,

seeing that some of the old Smrti writers expressly

state that a daughter's son is all one with a son's

son. Thus, Vishnu (XY. 47) says : 'Xo difference

is made in this world between the son of a son and

the son of a daughter ; for even a daugliter's son

works the salvation of a childless man, just like a
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son's son.' And Manu (IX. 133 and 139) insists, in

apparently the same words, upon the identity of the

two. The theory that it is wrong for a man to adopt

as a son one whom, he may lawfidly ' appoint ' to he

such, would seem to he as ridiculous as it is unnatural.

Whatever rules may be imposed by the High

Court, after fuller inquiry, upon Brahmans about to

adopt, I sincerely trust that none at all will be imposed

on the unfortunate non-Brahman, who, as we have

seen, is denied by Manu even the power of sinning.

In the case reported at I. L. R., vi., Madras, 20,

Innes and Muttusami Ayyar, JJ., followed an old

case in deciding that a (pretended) Ksatriya may
validly adopt without legal ceremonies. Bat the

latter judge expressed his hesitation in so deciding.

Why not get over the difficulty by holding that

adoption may be made, at the parties' choice, either

of a religious or of a secular character, the legal

incidents of the act to be in either case the same ?

There can be but little doubt, I think, that at the

present day adoption is practised by all or most of

the tribes and castes of Madras without reference to

religious ideas, and solely with the object of procur-

ing successors ; and that in performing it the con-

tracting parties consult nothing but reciprocal conve-

nience, though they may look in many cases to usage

for guidance as to the appropriate forms to be ob-

served in order to secure due publicity for their act.

But upon this I have nothing to add to what I have

previously written. I can only await the making of

a proper inquiry into the customs of the masses.
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CHAPTER XL

FABRICATED LAW-BOOKS.

My twelfth False Principle is that :
' The Aliya-

mntanada Kattu Kattale is a work of authority on

the law of South Kannacja.'

1 pointed out in my View that Burnell had de-

nounced this book at large as being an impudent

and quite recent fabrication, and ' about as much

worthy of notice in a law court as " Jack the Giaut-

Killer." ' I also gave Burnell's reasons for so doing.

Mr. Innes (at p. 81) observes that the book, now

it is translated, is palpably not worthy to be relied

on as an authority, and probably is a forgery. I do

not know how this gentleman, after a look at a trans-

lation of the work in question, can venture, on his

OAvn mere authority, to reject the unqualified opinion of

the original expressed by an Orientalist like Burnell,

I had thought that the book was dead and buried; 1

now see reason to fear that after all it may revive.

In his Introduction to Mann Burnell lias occasion

to denounce again ' a ridicidous forgery of thi«

century, which pretends to do the same for Canara'

(as the unnoticed Anacarauirnaya does for Malabar),

' is taken for what it pretends to be, and is quoted l)y

judges with a serious face ! (Madras High Court
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Reports). We shall soon see "Jack the Giant-Killer"

received as an authority on the law of homicide.'

If the Madras High Court cares no more than

Mr. Innes for Burnell's opinion upon a point of pure

Oriental scholarship, I would suggest the propriety

of forthwith subjecting the Aliyasantdnada Kattu

Kattale to approved professional criticism. An in-

structed public will hardly be satisfied with Mr.

Innes' verdict upon the book, ' now it is translated.'

In the case of Koraga against the Queen, reported

at 6 I. L. R., Madras, 374, the District Magistrate

observed in his judgment on apj^eal that ' the Kottari

caste was governed by the Alyasultana law,' and

that Bhutala Pandya's treatise, ' though obviously not

what it professes to be,is admittedly the best exist-

ing authority on the Aliyasultana law prevailing in

Canara, and has again and again been recognised as

such by the courts.' Turner, C.J., subsequently ob-

served :
' The authority of the treatise attributed to

Bhutala Pandya has been seriously impugned.' But

this is not saying enough. An Orientalist of the

very highest rank has pronounced the treatise to be

an impudent, quite recent, and ridiculous fabrication

,

on a par with ' Jack the Giant-Killer
'

; and unless

and until another Orientalist shows him to be wrong,

we ought never again to hear of it.
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CHAPTER XIT.

ADOPTION BY A WIDOW.

]\Iy fourteenth False Principle is that :
' A widow

can adopt a son without the consent of her husband,

according to Hindu law.'

In my Vieic I gave tlie best reasons I could find

for holding that in Madras a widow who undertakes

to adopt, not to herself, but to her deceased husband,

must perform the act within a certain time, and must

have her husband's authority for it, express or im-

plied. To those reasons I have nothing new to add.

Mr. Innes appears not to have thought highly of

them. But, a thing much more important to me, he

makes the following significant admission (at p. 83) :

' The law in regard to adoption, it is generally agreed,

requires legislative interference.' And again (at p.

84) he says : 'I am free to admit that the law of

adoption is in a very unsatisfixctory condition ; and

this has often been insisted upon by tlie High Court.'

The only law of adoption to be found at Madras,

other than the unascertained usage of the people, is

the law privately made by the judges of the High

Court, and promulged from time to time as occasion

may seem to rerpiire, (?,//., in the Bamnad case. And,

now it appears that this law is admitted, even by the
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High Court itself, to be in such a state as to ' require

legislative interference.' What better proof than

this, I wonder, can I adduce of the existence of the

pressing need upon which I insist, of appointing a

Commission to ascertain and report on the living

usage of the tribes and castes of the Madras Province ?
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CHAPTER Xlir.

A SUMMARY.

Having added to what I had ah-eady written about

the fifteen Fahe Principles, it will be convenient for me

to pomt out briefly the present position of each of

tliem, as compared with its position in 1877. Nearly

all, or most, of them have been more or less directly

affected by subsequent legal decisions. The majority,

I hope and believe, have been finally abandoned in my
favour. Some have been declared to l)e fit for legis-

lative interference. As regards others, the arguments

of opponents, I hope and believe, have been success-

fully combated.

( 1 ) Schools of Hindu Law.—As regards this ques-

tion, I have shown that what I object to is not the

inane expression, ' Schools of Hindu Law '— for, if

any choose to speak of ' schools of lawyers,' as otliers

choose to speak of ' schools of whales,' it is only a

matter of taste—but to the preposterous and most

mischievous fancy that different unascertained sys-

tems of positive law have, during unspecified spaces

of time, been taught in wholly imaginary, and as yet

undetermined areas, eacii as the law of and for the

]:)articular area in which it may be supposed to have

l)cen tauii'ht.
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Opponents have not attempted to challenge the

truth of Burnell's assertion, that no such kingxloms as

the Karnataka, the Andhra, the Dravicja, and others

have ever existed. And, unquestionably, it is a fact

that the Madras High Court, after predicating the

existence of these geographical expressions, has

shrunk from the impossible task of marking out the

territorial limits of each of them, and naming the

authors who should be taken to have formed the

' school ' for each.

I claim to have successfully exposed here a doc-

trine that, rightly understood, is on the face of it

absurd and impossible ; whilst it is capable of work-

ing; endless mischief among-st numerous Families

living on the confines of supposed ancient king-

doms.

The author of the Mitaksarii may have been, in

a sense, the head of a ' school.' But, inasmuch as

(so far as is known) no Karnataka or Andhra

country ever existed, there cannot now exist a

Karnataka or an Andhra ' school of law.'

In any case, nothing has been heard lately of

this important False Principle.

(2) The law for non-Brahmans.—I have shown

that, whilst that eminent jurist, Mr. HoUoway, has

admitted his consciousness of the ' grotesque absur-

dity ' of applying strict Hindu law to such people as

the ^laravans, Mr. Mayne does not agree with him

in thinking it to be too late nowadays for us to purge

ourselves of this absurdity and follow a more ex-

cellent way. And that Sir T. Munro once expressed
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an opinion which is entirely favourable to the general

siiiTffestions I have made with reofard to the ai^-

pointment of a Commission for the purposes of

inquiry.

(3) Customs not judicialhj recognised.—I have

shown in my introductory chapter that Mr. Inn-^s

has made admissions, with regard to the mode in

which the Madras High Court has set aside Indian

usage, which virtually concede all that I have con-

tended for in this behalf ; whilst at the same time he

has declared the intention of the High Court to lie

to persist in destroying the special customs of the

great bulk of the population of Madras.

In this part of the book I have shown that Sir

C. Turner has admitted almost as much as Mr. Innes;

and that the High Court has recently 'recognised'

certain customs, which formerly it declared to be

incapable of judicial recognition, though in such a

fashion as to leave it somewhat doubtful what its

behaviour is likely to be in the future towards these

and other clearly established customs.

At the least, I have shown that, practically, my
second and third False Pri7icipks have heen abandoned

as untenable.

(4) The Joint Undivided Faniihj.—I have given

fresh reasons for discarding the presumption of union.

We know as yet next to nothing about the constitu-

tion of the Family in South India. But, good grounds

exist for supposing that Families of several, if not

many, forms coexist together in the Madras Province

at the present day, marked each by distinct clia-

s
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racteristics ; and it is quite unsafe to assume, with

the High Court, the existence generally of a form

of Family known as the Joint Undivided.

(5) Enforcing partition against the will of the

Father.—I have discussed this important question at

large, adducing fresh arguments against the Madras

doctrine from many sources. Particularly, I have

shown that it is inconsistent with the new Madras

doctrine that the son must pay the Father's dehts.

The Father's dominion over the Family estate has

been indefinitely enlarged, necessarily at the expense

of the son, to whom 'the Father in debt is the

enemy.'

(6) A coparcener aliening joint property to the ex-

tent of his own share.—As regards this most important

of questions, I have had the pleasure of publishing

Mr. Innes' statement, that the Madras High Court

has laid down a rule in this behalf, in conscious

violation of the plain law of the Mitaksara, the ' Para-

mount Authority,' deeming such law to be unsuited

to the requirements of English equity ; and this

though the Calcutta and Bombay Courts insist on

the impropriety of so doing. I have also further

examined the question, and suggested a mode of

bringing different views into something like harmony.

Lastly, I have shown that the Madras High Court

has abandoned this False Principle.

(7) Self-acquired property ordinarily is indivisible.

—I have nothing new to say upon this point.

(8) Tlie presumption as to dehts.—I have shown

that this must have been seriously affected by the
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new doctrine, that the son must pay the Father's

debts.

(9) The Mother's share.—I have shown that my
view of the wife's, or widow's, share has at length

been adopted by the Madras High Court.

(10) Ancient Zammcldris impartible.— I have

added some fresh information upon this point, and

shown that recent decisions have exploded the old

doctrine.

(11) Persons to he adopted.—I have shown that

Mr. Innes admits that ' further inquiry may justify

a departure from the rule ' of the High Court that I

have strenuously denounced ; and I have referred

readers to Mandlik and Jolly. Finally, I have cited

recent decisions of the High Court, allowing Brah-

mans to adopt sisters' and daughters' sons, and giving

promise for the future. And see (14), below.
.

(12) The Aliyasantdnada Kattu Kattale.—I have

shown that the High Court has begun to see that

this is an impudent and foolish fabrication, as pointed

out by Burnell.

(13) Succession in part depends on survivorship.—
I have nothing to add upon this.

(14) Adoption by a widow.—I have shown, from

Mr. Innes' letter, that the High Court has frequently

admitted the necessity of legislative interference upon

the question of the law of adoption generally.

(15) A family may be at once divided and un-

divided.—I have nothing to add upon this.

It will thus be seen that, since I wrote my View,

more than one half of the False Principles denounced
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by me have been more or less completely disesta-

blished. That in the course of a few more years

by far the greater part of the old errors and super-

stitions will have entirely disappeared there are, I

think, good grounds for hoping.

But, the necessity of making extensive inquiiy

into the actual state of both Hindu law and Hindu

usage remains unaffected by any process of disinte-

gration that may be going on in the system at present

administered. It is not enough to destroy. We
must build up afresh. And we cannot do this without

lajdng new foundations, after acquiring requisite

materials in the shape of facts. I must insist yet

again on the necessity of a Commission to inquire and

report.

That some of the members of the High Court

have secretly approved part at least of what I have

written about usage, I cannot for one moment doubt.

Even Mr. Innes, in certain passages of his savage

attack on me, betrays a consciousness that all is not

well with him. Another member has told me pri-

vately that he supposed we knew nothing about

Hindu law, and should need to have a Commis-

sion. And Sir Charles Turner, looking to several

of his judgments, I can almost claim as an uncon-

scious convert. I surprised him, one hot afternoon,

overtaken with sleep over a pile of old authorities,

that he had been 'reading up in order to answer

my writings, which, he said, 'could not be left un-

answered.' On reconsideration, however, he seems to

have abandoned the idea and to have handed over
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his notes, and the task of exposmg me, to Mr. Innes,

who made a sad mess of the business. I regret ex-

ceedingly that Sir Charles Tm-ner did not himself

take me in hand. Had he done so, the public might

have hoped to get an interesting and scholarly

monograph on an iioportant but neglected sub-

ject.





PART III.

CHAOS.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTOKY. -

The normal state of the Family in South India would

seem to be one of indebtedness. Whether we look

at a body of kinsmen living in clover upon the

rents and profits of an ancient Zamindari, or at a

Brahman Household enjoying in dignified seclusion

the income derived from a hundred acres of rent-free

land on the bank of an important river, or at a Family

of well-to-do farmers holding some twenty or tliirty

acres of lightly assessed land in a flourishing village,

or at a set of shopkeepers in a town, or at a company

of half-starved fishermen in a hovel on the sea-shore,

wherever we look, we shall in all probability find

that the Managing Member has been, from the day

on which he began to manage, and is, in a habit of

borrowing money at interest from time to time, gene-

rally m very small, often in considerable, sums, from

a professional or amateur money-lender. What with

taxes, what with marriages, funerals, and numberless
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religious ceremonies, and what with the daily expen-

diture on feeding and clothing a number of relatives

and dependants, to say nothing of purchasing jewels

and luxuries, the ordinary Head of a Family, however

energetic and prudent, must often find it difficult,

even in the best of seasons, to meet the numerous

demands that are made on his purse. And, when bad

seasons come, as come they will, his difficulties must

increase enormously. Or, sickness may overtake him,

and he may become unable for awhile to pay due

attention to money matters. Numerous causes com-

bine in South India to render continuous borrowing

almost a necessity. And, so inveterate is the habit of

borrowing, amongst all classes, that it is by no means

uncommon for prosperous Families to owe large sums

of money for common necessaries of life, at the very

time that they are lending out still larger sums to

others. And, as everybody borrows, so almost every-

body lends, at interest. So much so, that it would

hardly be an exaggeration to say that the majority of

men of substance are by turns, or simultaneously,

both borrowers on a large scale, and lenders on a

large scale.

As we have seen above, the practical part of the

Gentoo Code begins with the curious proposition that

men are permitted to lend money, but not to women,

children, or servants ; and Narada deals with the

recovery of a debt almost at the beginnmg of the

part on judicature, instead of in its proper place, in

the part on laws. There are other indications, in

nbundance, that in India from the earliest times (to
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use tbe words of Professor Jolly) ' redress for non-

payment has been pre-eminent among the motives for

going to law.' And at the present day, in the Districts

with which I am acquainted, suits for money lent

form the great bulk of all litigation.

In many of these suits relatives of the debtor

intervene at various stages, either on their own

account or at the debtor's instigation : and various

questions arise, touching the power of the debtor to

oblige himself and other persons, and as to the liability

of pledged things, and things not pledged, to be sold

in satisfaction of debts foimd to be due. In others,

trouble begins when the judgment creditor attempts

to get his decree executed. Others, agam, lead to

the mstitution of fresh suits by aggrieved strangers.

Of all the questions that are raised in altercations

between creditors and debtors, the commonest, and at

the same time the most important, are those which

depend, for their resolution, on the view that may be

taken by the courts of the constitution of the Family,

and of the jural relations inter ye subsisting between

the several members thereof. And, in any given case,

the decision will depend partly on the idiosyncrasy of

the presiding judge, partly on the amount of know-

ledge that he may happen to possess, at the time of

deciding, of what has been said and done by the

IMadras High Court in more or less similar cases.

It is, therefore, of utmost consequence that up-

country judges, sitting in isolated stations, with no

libraries to consult, and no learned lawyers to turn to

for assistance, should be able to find at once in the
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reported decisions of the High Court clear and un-

mistakable views upon the above-mentioned matters.

Unfortunately, it is not possible for them to discover,

even by the most diligent search, anything of the

kind. If they read through these decisions from the

first page to the last, they will light upon nothing in

the shape of explanatory and authoritative teaching

upon what really are the very elements of Indian

usage. They will find a quite embarrassing wealth of

argument on ancillary and subordinate matters, of

ingenious disputation and apt illustration, of exhaus-

tive analysis and careful generalisation : they will

look in vain for simple and methodical exposition of

first principles and leading truths.

This is not at all to be wondered at. The zealous

pioneers in the jungle of Sanskrit law, with inade-

quate knowledge and imperfect instruments, devised

a radically unsound and vicious system of cultivation,

w^hich successive generations of English lawyers have

improved and developed in accordance with rules

taken sometimes from English law, sometimes from

Roman jurisprudence, and with almost total disregard

of novel conditions of soil and climate. And the

Madras High Court has done the best it could with

the troublesome heritage that has come into its

hands.

Though by no means unconscious of the ' gro-

tesque absurdity,' as Mr. Holloway has called it, of

much of what they are doing, the Judges have shown

themselves unwilling to attempt reform from within.

And the result of their labours, directed towards the
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production of harmony where hcarmony is impossible,

is merely chaos.

It is not to be expected that any one who is in any

degree responsible for the existing discreditable state

of things should admit its existence without reserve.

And it is but natural that Mr. Innes, though he has

admitted much, should vigorously deny the truth of

my View of the Hindu Law as a whole. Amongst
other things, he contends that to adopt my sugges-

tions ' whether as regards the higher or lower castes

would commit us to chaos in the matter of the Hindu

law we are now called on to administer. What is

contemplated would result in our abdicating the

vantage-ground we have occupied for nearly a century.'

I ended my reply to his Letter with the following

observations :
' I must, however, in conclusion, notice

your remark that to adopt my suggestions would

commit you to chaos in the matter of the Hindu law

you are now called on to administer. You must

pardon me when I observe that my Prospectus has

been published only because the present state of the

Hindu law is believed by me, as by others, to be as

the state of chaos. I wrote that tractate, and its fore-

runner, not with the object of making idle charges

against the High Court ; for which, I trust, I have

always shown, and always shall show, utmost defer-

ence and respect : but in order to brmg home to the

intelligence of the public, that the English have not

yet succeeded in apprehending the elementary prm-

ciples of Hindii law ; and that it has been merely

impossible for them, as yet, to achieve much in this
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department of knowledge. To my eyes, the Hindu

law is yet without form and void. My prayer is that

the Government, intervening at the right moment as

a Deus ex machina, may say, Let there be light, and

order a commission.'

My object in writing this part of my book is to

make it plain to all capable and disinterested persons

that, owing to circumstances partly beyond their

control, successive Judges of the Madras High Court

have brought things to such a pass that ' the present

"

state of the Hindu law at Madras is as the state of

chaos,' and reform from without has become for it an

absolute necessity.

I have already shown how uncertain and unsatis-

factory is the law in respect to proved customs, the

right of women to succeed, adoption, and some other

matters : I will now go on to prove that the law is

equally uncertain and unsatisfactory in respect to

elementary doctrine touching such matters as the

authority and dominion of the Father, the powers of

the Managing Member, the rights of sons, and the

like.

If I fail in this my endeavour, and men capable of

judging declare that, really and as a fact, the decisions

upon which I am about to practise vivisection, con-

tain as a whole certain and intelligible teaching upon

the constitution and jural relations of the Indian

Family, and as expositions of doctrine leave little or

nothing to be desired, I shall be fain to believe that I

have been deceived all along, and am to blame for

lacking power of apprehension. And for the future I
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shall abstain altogether from interference in a matter

obviously beyond the reach of my understanding.

If, on the other hand, I succeed, as I hope and

expect to, in making out my case, it will become

necessary, it seems to me, for Government to intervene

at last and compel reconstruction of the Hindu law,

upon new lines and by a better method.
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CHAPTER 11.

THE FIRST HALF-DOZEN CASES.

Venhatammayyan and others v. Vehhatasuhramania

and others, I. L. R., 1 Mad. 358, is a remarkaljle and

typical case, in every way adapted to my purpose,

and eligible as a starting-point from which to go

over the operations of the High Court during the last

ten years or so, in respect to dealing with the question

of the dominion of the Father over the estate of the

Family, and certain connected matters.

The specific question supposed to be at issue w:as,

whether certain lands, not having been attached in

execution of the decree in a suit, and not having been

specifically affected in favour of the creditor by the

decree in a subsequent suit, were liable, as part of

the joint Family property, under the declarations of

the judgment of the latter suit, to discharge the debt

due to the creditor of the Father by the decree in the

former suit.

The District Court decided the question in the

negative. On appeal, the case was heard by Innes

and Busteed, JJ., who differed in opinion toto ca?lo.

Accordingly, it was referred to the Full Bench, with

the result that we have here four separate and distinct
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judgments, upon a question really of the most simple

and elementary character, and which amounts to this :

Is the Father master in his own house ? Or is he the

unpaid trustee for sons born, and to be born ?

]\Iorgan, C.J., was of opinion that the rights of

the Father were sold in execution, and no more :

'nothing in that litigation indicated that it was

intended to enforce the debt against the whole

property as a debt due from the family ' His

judgment is very short, and evades all diflSculties.

Junes, J., argued the question at some length, as

one of pure processual law, and decided it on the

English principle, that in executing a decree we cannot

affect the interests of any but those who were actual

parties to it, or the representatives of parties. He

could not (or did not) perceive that, from an Indian

point of view, the Father may in himself constitute

the Family, and that the Father being sued and

present in court, all the Family may be held to be

sued and present in court.

He then went on to explain away the effect of

recent decisions of the Calcutta and Bombay High

Courts and the Privy Council, on which Busteed, J.,

relied ; and to repudiate the Calcutta doctrine, that

joint property, if alienated at all, is alienated as an

entirety, as being opposed to the Madras doctrine,

that a coparcener may part with his interest in the

joint property. And, in conclusion, observing that

this Madras doctrine has been favoured by a Privy

Council deci^5ion, he held that ' we need not be bound

in Madras by the decisions referred to, which recognise
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the right of a judgment creditor to aifect persons who

were not parties to the decree.'

The underlying question, whether in this case a

dependent son had a locus standi in the courts for the

purpose of challenging the legality of the Father's

debt, or its obligatory power, was not at all touched

upon.

Kindersley, J., said very little. He thought that,

the decree being against the Father personally, no

more than his interest could have been sold in

executing it ; and that, it not appearing that the

decree was passed against the Father in his capacity

as Managing Member of the Family, the question

whether his minor sons, though not parties to the

record, may be considered as represented by the

Father, did not appear to arise.

Of a very different character is the judgment of

Busteed, J., which begins by declaring that there

were two questions to decide, one of procedure, the

other ' of the Father's power to alienate ancestral lands

as against his sons.'

As regards the first question, after discussing a

number of decisions, and declaring that the authorities

on which the dictum in Dindyal Lot v. Jagdip

Narain Singh, I. L. R., 3 Calc, 198, is made to rest,

do not support it, he holds that there is ample

authority for the proposition that, if persons are sued

as representatives, and sales in execution are had

under decrees against them, the interests of those

whom they represent will pass by the sale though

such persons are not parties to the suit. ' To deter-
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mine the question in each particiiLir case the decree

and the notification may be read together, and if the

defendant was really the representative of another, and

sued in fact and in substance as such, that other's

estate is liable.'

Bnsteed, J., evidently did not know what, I

imagine, any up-country Judge could have told him,

that in every instance the decree and notification used

to be prepared each according to a single prescribed

form, and so as to give no assistance whatever in

determining the question of representation ; and fur-

ther that the up-country Courts had never dreamt

of the Father being sued otherwise than in his capacity

of Head of the Family, Managing Member, and

representative of his sons, relatives, and dependants.

As regards the second question, Busteed, J., was

of opinion that three cases referred to by him esta-

blished, that ' the father has against his son a right

to alienate the ancestral estate for all debts not

immoral or illegal.' And, if so, then 'a suit against

the father, and a decree and sale of his interest,

would pass the entire estate discharged of the son's

interests therein, provided it was for a debt neither

illegal nor immoral.'

He would have the Court make the Head of the

Family something like a tenant in fee simple of the

Family estates. And, as a matter of policy, he ap-

]n'oved of ' all decisions that individualise property,

and make it a man's own to do with it what he will.'

By so doing, ' individual enterprise and energy are

stimulated, and l)y improving tlie units you im])rove

T
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the mass. The natural instincts of fathers are qnite

adequate to secure the interests of their sons bemg

taken care of among other peoples, and why not

among the Hindus ?
'

I have shown in Part L, I trust, that the Sanskrit

treatises are by no means opposed to Mr. Busteed's

common-sense views ; and that, since the disappear-

ance of the Aryan Joint Undivided Family, and the

disconnection of the Brahmans from the land, there

hns been a constant tendency in the Sanskrit books

to favour the individualisation of property.

It will be observed that the four judgments in the

above case settle nothing. Whilst those of the C.J.

and Kindersley, J., briefly dispose of the question by

saying that, as a matter of fact, there was nothing

in the decree, as passed, to oblige the sons or their

property ; the judgment of Innes, J., merely deals

with the question of processual law, and defends

Madras views, upon conservative principles ;
and

Busteed, J., recommends the adoption of a brand-new

doctrine of his own, in accordance with the Smrtis

and common sense, as if (which indeed is the case)

the whole question of the Father's position and rights

were res integra, to be dealt with upon due considera-

tion, regardless of all preconceived notions.

It is matter of deep regret to me that Mr. Busteed

should have quitted India so early. With his clear-

ness of vision, contempt for absurdities, and straight-

forward independence of character, he could hardly

have failed, in time, to effect something for the good

cause.
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The next case, Kumarammi Nadaa v. Palana-

yappa Chetti, I. L. R., 1 Mad., 385, well illustrates tlie

process of stripping the Father of all power for good

as well as for evil. Here the plaintiff lent Rs. 1,500

to the Father of a Family, to enable him to carry on

bis business of a liquor-contractor. More than three

years afterwards the borrower made an endorsement

on the bond, acknowledging a payment of Rs. 10,

and promising to pay the balance in two instalments.

This was not done, and the plaintiff sued the obligor

together with his sons, some of whom were infants,

for the amount. The Court held that the obligor had

no authority to revive the barred debt by his acknow-

ledgment and promise, and dismissed so much of the

suit as was dh-ected against the obligor's sons. On

appeal, Burnell, D.J., reversed the decree in favour of

the creditor. On second appeal, Morgan, C.J., and

Kindersley, J., reversed the decree of the Lower Appel-

late Court, and restored that of the First Court, on the

ground that a Hindu Father of a Family cannot be

held to have power to bind his coparceners by an

acknowledgment in writing to pay a debt, which, but

for such acknowledgment, would be barred by the

lapse of time.

The debt had been found to have been incurred

for the benefit of the Family. And it could not be

doubted that it would be for the benefit of the Family

to maintain its credit by paying its debts, rather than

to ruin its credit by repudiation. Nevertheless, the

High Court denied the plaintiff relief as against the

Family and its (supposed) property, and aimed a

T 2
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mortal blow against commercial credit, with tlie

observation that :
' The relation of the managing

member of a Hindu family to his coparceners is a

very peculiar one, and does not, we think, necessarily

imply an authority on the part of the manager to keep

alive, as against his coparceners, a liability which

would otherwise be barred. The words of Section

20 of the Act must be construed strictly ; and we

are unable to say that the manager of a Hindu family,

as such, is an agent " generally or specially autho-

rised " by his coparceners for the purpose mentioned

in that section.'

The ' relation of the Managing Member to his

coparceners ' no doubt is ' a very peculiar one,' as

constituted by the decisions of English Judges. The

relation of the Father, as Head of a Family, to his

sons, does not appear to have been a peculiar one

when Manu was published, or at the time of Narada,

or as exhibited in the pages of the Gentoo Code.

And we shall see by-and-by that the Father,

though (according to this decision) he may not bind

his sons by an acknowledgment in writing intended

to keep up the credit of the Family, nevertheless is

permitted to mortgage the entire estate of the Family

to its full value, at his pleasure. See, too, the case

at p. 342, below.

In the next case, Ratnam and others v. Govin-

darazulu and another, I. L. C, 2 Mad., 839, the suit

was brought by the sons of the first defendant,

obviously at his instigation, for the purpose of getting

themselves and their shares of property exonerated
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from the liability to discharge a mortgage debt

incurred by their Father, and due to the second

defendant. The prmcipal money, Rs. 1,800, ap-

peared to have been advanced to the Father upon

interest at the rate of twelve per centum per annum,

in order to enable him to pay a mortgage debt carrying

a higher rate of interest, and to complete certain im-

provement^ in the Family house. There was no reason

to doubt that the improvements were completed,

as alleged, and that the money advanced was properly

expended for the benefit of the Family estate. And

accordingly the suit was dismissed by that eminent

Judge, Mr. Holloway. Dissatisfied with his judgment,

the sons appealed from it ; and it was affirmed by

Kernan and Kindersley, JJ., on the not very precise

and satisfactory ground, that the discretion of the

Managing Member appeared to have been exercised

bona fide, and prudently, and for the benefit of the

estate, in making substantia.! improvements in the

dwelling-house and, seeing that the Family had the

benefit of them, his discretion should not be narrowly

scrutinised.

But, this decision was arrived at only after an

elaborate inquiry into the facts of the case, which

were of the simplest possible character, and not

seriously disputed, and after the application to them

of law artfully deduced from a number of decisions,

as to the onus of proof, good faith, inquiry by the

intending mortgagee, and other matters.

The grounds of appeal in this case ore interesting,

inasmuch as they show that the sons actually were
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so bold as to rely on the proposition, that the strict

Hindu law of the Mitaksara forbids any alienation

by the Managing Member, except where a pressing-

necessity for it can be shown to exist ; and the Court

did not remark on the obvious absurdity of tlie

suggestion.

At the end of his judgment Kernan, J., referred

to a very important point, whether Kantu LdVs case

did not warrant the Court in deciding that the mort-

gage by the Father, for a debt that was not incurred

for any immoral purpose, was good against the sons.

It was thought to be unnecessary to decide this point.

We shall hear more of it very shortly.

Kindersley, J., also delivered a very brief judg-

ment, which amounts to a declaration that on the

wdiole he saw no reason to doubt, that the money was

advanced bona fide to pay for the improvements and

additions to the dwelling-house, and to discharge an

old trading debt, and therefore the mortgage was

binding on the plaintiffs.

It is observable in this case that Kernan, J,,

relying on the dictum of Scotland, C.J., in the lead-

ing case of Samvana Tevan v. Muttdyi Ammdl, 6

M. H. C. R., 371,—to the effect that the mortgagee who
advanced money to pay a debt, and would secure

himself against the mortgagor's sons, must give proof

not only of bona fides, but also of a fruitful inquiry

by himself, that had satisfied him as to the existence

of a debt binding on the Family,—looked to see whether

the mortgagee had made any such inquiry, and,

finding that he had questioned the Father and looked
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at the improvements, held him justified. One would

have suj3posed (assuming an inquiry by him to have

been necessary) that the only proper course for the

mortgagee to follow woidd have been to go directly to

the sons, and interview them upon the matter. How
there could have been bona fides, from the High Court's

point of view, where the advance was made behind

the backs of the sons, who appear to have been living

all along with the Father, is not explained, and to me

is inexplicable. The same observation has occurred

to me in many similar cases.

The next case is the Sivcujiri, I. L. R., 3 Mad., 42,

decided by Innes and Kernan, JJ. Here the ques-

tion was, whether the Sivagiri Zamindari had been

rightly attached by the District Court in execution

of a decree passed against the Zamindar's deceased

father, when he was Zamindar ; it being contended

on behalf of the son, that at the moment of the

Father's death the entire estate became the property of

the son, and therefore not liable in execution for the

debts of the Father. On the other hand, it was

argued by the Advocate-General that the son being

liable to discharge his Father's debts, if they were not

immoral, can be held liable in execution, and that it

is not necessary to institute separate proceedings

against him to enforce this duty.

In delivering the judgment of the Court, reversing

the order of the Lower Court, Innes, J., remarked on

the difficulty of a question that (he thought) did not

call for resolution, as to whether the fact of an attach-

ment havin*'- been made in execution of a decree in the
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Zamindar's lifetime would devolve the property to

the son at the moment of the Zamindar's death

charged with the liability to satisfy the judgment-

debt in respect of which the attachment was made,

and then disposed of the appeal upon the following

short ground :
' If according to the doctrme hitherto

recognised by this Court the entire interest in the

Zammdari passed at the moment of the Zamindar's

death to the son, there is nothing in the estate itself

which is attachable as assets of the late Zamindar, or

which can be made available in execution of the de-

cree against his representative qua representative.'

After stating this ground, Innes, J., goes on to

explain away the effect of the Privy Council judg-

ment in Kantu LdVs case, upon which the Advocate-

General appears to have mainly relied,—as showing

that the son must anyhow pay the Father's debts, not

being illegal or immoral,—by declaring that this case

can mean no more than that the son must pay out of

his own, whereas here he was being called upon to

pay out of his Father's assets, as his Father's repre-

sentative, which was quite a different thing. The

Bombay High Court had erred in regarding Kantu

LdPs case as having the effect of converting the

entire Family estate into assets of the Father for the

purpose of paying his debts.

As to this, it must be observed tliat rules of pro-

cessual law in no degree limit or control substantive

law, and if the deceased Zamindar, like ordinary

Indian Fathers, had power to incur debts, and make his

son liable for them, the son could by law succeed to
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the estate, and make it his own, only after paying his

Father's debts or satisfying tlie creditors. In otlier

words, the son could only take the corpus minus

the parts of it made away with by the Father. And,

until payment or satlsfiiction, he might very properly

(it seems to me) be considered as being his Father's

legal representative, and be proceeded against in

execution accordingly.

Bustee;l, J., as we have already seen, had come to

the conclusion that, inaspuich as the Father may

aliene the ancestral estate at will, a sale of his interest

in execution ' would pass the entire estate discharged

of the son's interest therein, provided it was for a

debt neither illegal nor immoral.' And, since, essen-

tially, a judgment debt differs in no degree from

an ordinary mortgage debt, this is tantamount to

declaring that every valid alienation by the Father

lessens jyro ianto the estate to which the son can

succeed.

It does not appear that Innes, J., considered that

the merits of the case were affected by the circum-

stance that the Sivagiri Zamindiiri was ' impartible.'

He observes that :
' The coparcenary rights in such

an estate do not cease to exist, though they are in

abeyance. This is clear from the right of the co-

parceners in a family council to put an end to the

custom of impartibility and replace the property in

the position of ordinary coparcenary property. The

only difference between Zamindari property and

ordinary coparcenary property is in the mode of its

beneficial enjoyment.'
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Apparently, therefore, the judgment should be

held to be intended to apply to every case of a man

dying in debt, leaving an estate, to which a son

succeeds ; and to declare that the getting a decree

against the Father, for the payment of money due

upon a mortgage, and proceeding upon it in execution,

will be useless unless satisfaction is actually had and

obtained during his life. This, because no liability

under substantive law ' can alter the rule of pro-

cedure that the only parties against whom execution

can be issued are the parties to the decree ;
' and the

son is a party thereto only as representative of the

Father, and hable only to the extent of such assets

of the Father as may have come to his hands and

not been disposed of.

The next case is that of the Bangdru Estate, at

I. L. R., 3 Mad., 145, in which a money-lender

sued the seven undivided brothers of the deceased

Poligar for payment of Rs. 15,000 and more, due on a

simple bond executed by him not long before his

death. The circumstance should be noted, that the

obligor was supposed to have been only de facto

Poligar. not also such de jure, and was succeeded at

his death by his brother the first defendant.

The District Judge found that none of the defen-

dants were in any way liable for the debt, and dis-

missed the suit. On appeal, the creditors urged that,

if not entitled to recover the amount sued for, they

were at any rate entitled to recover what had been

applied to the payment of the Governmpnt assessment

on the estate, and that the defendants were liable to
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the extent of the assets of the deceased which had

come into their hands.

The Court modified the decree of the Court below

by adjudging the self-acquired movables in the pos-

session of the obligor at the time of his death to be

assets available for the payment of his debts. As
against the Bangaru estate, the claim was declared to

have failed.

The Judges who heard the appeal were Kernan, J.,

and Muttuscxmi Ayyar, J. They delivered separate

judgments, and conspicuously differed in opinion.

Kernan, J., began by declaring that in the view

of the Hindu law a simple bond debt, if bmding on

the Family, should be paid out of their common estate.

The Manager acts as agent of the Family, whether the

case is one of simple loan or of express charge. The

question was whether the debts sued for were incurred

by the deceased Poligar ' for the purpose of providing

for some family need, performance of a religious duty,

or for the benefit of the estate.'

The position and powers of a Zamnidiir or Poligar,

as a member of a joint family, are then discussed, and

differentiated from those of an ordinary JMauas-inof

Member of a Family. And the conclusion is arrived

at that prima facie the money borrowed by the

former, except on mortgage of the estate, ' is raised

on his own personal credit for his own benefit and

purposes, and not on the credit of the ffunily estate

or for the purposes or benefit of the family.' There-

fore, the ordinary rule requiring a lender to satisfy

himself l)y inquiry as to the necessity or propriety
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of the advance, will not suffice in the case of a dealing

with a Poligar : the creditor must adduce ' proof of

imminent pressure or danger of loss, or of such close

inquiries as to the position of the estate and the

immediate circumstances of the pressure or appre-

hended danger as to satisfy a prudent and reasonable

mind of the truth of the alleged pressure and im-

pending danger.'

There was no such proof forthcom'ng ; and in

fact no reason to suppose that the obligor had not

ample means to pay the Government assessment

without having recourse to borrowing If the cre-

ditor had made proper inquiry, he would have found

that the Poligar had a large income, and was subject

to no pressure by Government, and there was no risk

to the estate. The Poligar in fact had wanted

money only for his own convenience. But the cre-

ditor had made no inquiry and got no information as

to how his money was to be used. He was not

misled. He gave credit to the Poligar. ' There was

no necessity, no pressure, no risk,'

It would be unjust, therefore, to make the Family

and estate pay these debts. The question then arose

as to the liability of the defendants, as being in pos-

session of assets. Kernan, J., was of opinion that

' the Poligar is absolute owner of the produce of the

estate and is not subject to control in the disposal of

it at the instance of the other members of the un-

divided family,' and therefore, and because partition

cannot be enforced against him, any property bought

by him with the income of the estate is ' exclusively
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his own under the circumstances of the case, and

therefore after his death such property forms assets

of his applicable to pay his debts.'

This was clear in the case of a Poligar de jure.

And there seemed to be no reason why things should

be different m the present case, no legal steps having

been taken to oust the deceased Poligar from his posi-

tion.

The end of the judgment must have been an un-

pleasant surprise to the creditor. It intimates to the

first defendant, the present Poligar, who as yet had

made no claim ao-ainst the assets of the late Polio-ar

for mesne profits, that ' he is at liberty to do so and

to come in as a creditor on a par with the plaintiff for

such claims as he may be able to establish.' After

fighting these claims, the creditor was not likely to

get in much, although, as the judgment declares, ' he

had succeeded as regards the personal estate.' Cer-

tainly, if I were a money-lender, I should think twice

before lendino- to a Madras Poliofar.
_

Muttusami Ayyar, J., begins by declaring the

question to be whether in view of the position of the

obligor as Poligar or managing coparcener for the

time being, and of the circumstances in which he con-

tracted the debt, it may be treated as binding on the

defendants. Then, upon the evidence he finds that

there was no necessity for the debt, and no inquiry as

to such necessity, and the mone3^s advanced had been

applied to purposes of extravagance and dissipation.

The creditor had not benefited the Family, but the

contrary. And, therefore, ' no part of the debt can
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be treated as a family debt or as binding on the

Poliem.'

As regards the movables left by the obligor,

Muttusami Ayyar, J., thought there could be no

objection to treating as assets the movables bought

on credit and not paid for. ' They are his self-

acquired property, and therefore assets for the pay-

ment of his debts.' But, the case of the movables

bouofht with the income of the estate was different.

The obligor not having been de jure Poligar, the first

defendant, who had always repudiated his title, ought

not to suffer for the mistake of the plaintiffs or of

Government. Some, however, of the movables in

Exhibit No. 1 might have been acquired by the

obligor with part of the moneys borrowed. And, if

so, ' they would be his, though the present Poligar

might have a claim against it to the extent of the

income wasted as one of his creditors. I therefore

concur with Mr. Justice Kernan' (the judgment goes

on to say) ' in thinking that such property may, in

part, be declared to be available for the plaintiffs'

claim.'

I wonder what the Chettis and their friends

thought of these hypothetic directions ; and how they

were made to agree with Mr, Justice Kernan's direc-

tions, and given effect to, in the decree.

Then comes a very important announcement, upon

the question of the creditor's right to payment out

of the debtor's unascertained share of the movables of

the joint Family :
' If I were at liberty to follow my

own conviction and the question were res integra, I
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slioulcl feel inclined to hold that the defendants are

liable to the extent of the value of his share.'

The rival doctrines of Calcutta, Allahabad, and

Madras, upon the question of the origin of property,

are stated, and the Judge's preference for that of

Calcutta (?) indicated :
' But it would suffice for nie

to observe that the opinion which has prevailed in

this Presidency is sanctioned by a course of decisions

which it is now too late to disturb.'

I must say I do not see why, if the opinion is

wrong. It is never too late to mend.

The Madras doctrine, that the debtor's unascer-

tained share is liable for his debts, after his death,

only if they are secured, whilst his separate or self-

acquired property remains liable for all his debts, is

then examined and dissented from, in consideration

of the Roman principle of the continuation of the

legal person to satisfy obligations, and for other ab-

struse reasons.

In conclusion it is stated that, but for the Bombay

and Madras decisions the other way, Muttusami

Ayyar, J., would probably give the plaintiffs relief

out of the debtor's share. As it is, he must concur

in his colleague's judgment, and rest content 'until

the question is considered by the Privy Council with

reference to the course of decisions in this Presidency

and there is an autlioritative ruling to the contrary.'

Would it not be far more satisfactory if the

Government were to intervene and settle the question

by legislation, after due inquiry ? Years may elajise

before tlie Privy Council gives us the desired deci-
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sion. And when it comes, Indian Judges may fight

over it, as they have fought over the decision in

Kantu LdVs case. Some may think it entirely wrong

and absurd: others may fail to understand its aim and

scope.

Another Sivagiri case came up (see I. L. R., 3

Mad., 370) before Morgan, C.J., and Muttusami

Ayyar, J., who came to the conclusion that the cre-

ditor was entitled to recover from the son, upon the

security of the Zamindari, only so much of his money

as had been advanced to the Father for the purpose

of paying the Government assessment on the estate,

and disallowed the rest of the claim.

The judgment, after stating the nature of the

claim, begins with the remark that :
' The Lower

Court originally held that the suit was not maintain-

able, but, on appeal, it was decided by this Court that

the question of the liability of the estate in the hands

of the defendant to satisfy the decree against his father

was one of considerable difficulty, and that a regular

suit was the most appropriate mode of determining it.'

The history of the Zamindari is then touched

upon in a few lines, and it is settled that the Sivagiri

Zamindari, ' though impartible by custom, is doubt-

less governed by the Hindu law, subject, as observed

by the Privy Council in 9 Moore, p. 685, to such

modifications as flow from its impartibility.'

What this may mean, I have not the slightest

idea. It seems to imply that ordinary impartible

estates are not governed by the Hindu law. But so

much can hardly have been intended.
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Then come some observations on succession by

women, and the conclusion that ' it is clearly erro-

neous to say that property inherited through a mother

is self-acquired as between her son and grandson.'

Next we have the suggestion that such property

may not be ' ancestral ' in one sense, but yet is not

' self-acquired ' property for purposes other than those

of partition ; and that further it should be remem-

bered, ' that the principle that the right of alienation

is an mcident of ownership has to be applied under

the Hindu law subject to a few exceptions.'

After this we have a learned disquisition on the

non-conventional Hindu notion of inheritance, ob-

structed heritage, the right of representation, the

spiritual meaning of ' son,' the brother's succession,

ownership by birth, and other matters, ending with

the conclusion that ' ownership by birth is not, as is

alleged, confined to ancestral or paternal grandfather's

property, but extends also to paternal, i.e., father's or

mother's property, and that, in the former case, it is

a vested interest and equal to, and co-ordinate with,

that of the father, while in the latter it is inchoate

and consists in a chance of succession and in a power

of prohibition where the father alienates immovable

property for other than authorised purposes.'

But ' in this view of the case,' the Court thought,

' the theory of ownership by birth had nothing to do

with the case before it,' so the judgment goes on to

deal with the theory of the Father's power to aliene

immovables, and the son's liability to pay debts.

As to the former, regret is expressed that the

u
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course of decisions in Madras should have recognised

a power in the Father to do as he likes with his own,

in opposition to ' the strict law of the Mitaksara,' and

it is resolved to carry this opposition no further.

As to the latter, an attempt is made to show that

the duty of paying the Father's debts, expressly and

absolutely declared by Narada and others, really was

only a pious duty to be enforced by the courts of old

(such as the one described in the Mricchakatikd ?)

only on their ecclesiastical side !

And then comes the conclusion, in view of these

things, that the decision in Kantu LaVs case 'was

not intended to vary the course of decisions in this

Presidency,' and the deceased Zamindar must be held

to have contracted a debt that his son need not pay,

except in so far as it was for the payment of the

assessment.

What would the author of Narada have thought

of a Brahman Judge so deciding a case of the kind ?

As we shall see by-and-by, the Privy Council re-

versed this decision, with marked disapproval of the

course pursued by the Madras High Court.

Analysis.—These six cases were disposed of by

six Judges in all, namely, Morgan, C.J., and Innes,

Kernan, Kindersley, Muttusami Ayyar, and Bus-

teed, JJ.

Of these six Judges it is impossible to say that

any two thought alilce upon such fundamental ques-

tions as the power of the Father, the position of the

Managing Member, &c. &c.

Morgan, C.J., who appears merely to have signed
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the judgment in the sixth case, has carefully abstained

from expressmg an opinion (if he had one) upon

these questions. And Kindersley, J., has confined

himself to more or less safe generalities.

Innes, J., in each of the two cases in which he

assisted, has battled manfully for Madras law as

against the law of the Calcutta and Bombay Courts

and the Privy Council ; and taken his stand where

possible on processual, in preference to substantive,

law. Apparently, he would strip the Father of all

power, and turn him mto an unpaid trustee for his

children, bound to work assiduously for their benefit,

and exposed always to the risk of being called to

account for Avaste. And, when the Father dies, Innes,

J., would deprive him as far as he could, particularly

if a Zaraindar, of the satisfaction of having his debts

paid by his sons.

Similarly Muttusami Ayyar, J., in his two cases,

has promulged decided views in favour of reducing

the Father or other Head of the Family to a cipher,

except as regards responsibility; and expressed regret

that the course of Madras decisions should have recog-

nised alienations by the Father, in opposition to the

strict law of the Mitaksara. He would seem to be op-

posed to Xarada and the ancients on the one hand, and

to the decision in Kantu LaVs case on the other hand :

but not altogether averse to improvement in the law.

Kernan, J., appears to have no particular views

to uphold, and to be solicitous only about doing

justice between man and man, as well as may be, in

accordance with Eno;lish ideas and the old-fashioned
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teaching about the benefit of the Family, bona fides,

onus prohandi^ inquiry by the creditor, and the like.

Where the debtor is a Zainindar or Poligar, he would

insist on a far greater amount of caution and inquiry

on the part of the creditor. He has not yet made up

his mind about Kantu LdVs case.

Busteed, J., cares little or nothing for the course

of Madras decisions, or for the opinions of the Courts

generally. He would insist upon common-sense views,

and give the Father the amplest powers, trusting to

his parental love and worldly prudence. He believes

in the decision in Kantu LdVs case, and would give it

full scope.

The judgments in these six cases do not, so far

as I can see, establish a single principle on which to

rely for guidance. They indicate, on the contrary,

the existence of great divergence of opinion amongst

the Judges, together with an imperfect consciousness

that things are not altogether satisfactory as regards

the Hindu law.
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CHAPTER III.

THE CRISIS OF 1881.

The inevitable split in the ranks of the High Court,

foreshadowed by the divergent expressions and indi-

cations of opinion to which I have invited attention,

was precipitated by the coming to Madras of a new

Chief Justice. Sir Charles Turner, besides being a

man of untiring devotion to work and of an ii'on

constitution, was prone to form new ideas, and having

formed, to push and exploit them to the best of his

ability. Xo wonder, then, if, coming to Madras after

a long experience of other parts of India, he found

himself unable to accept the ' peculiar views in regard

to Hindu law ' that obtained here, and resolved to do

somethmg towards the introduction of a sounder

system. And before very long he availed himself of

an opportunity.

In Ponnappa Pillei's case, I. L. R., 4 Mad., 1, the

question was as to the effect of certain decrees made

a"-ainst a deceased borrower, and sales of land in

execution thereof, as between the creditor and the

borrower's sons. On appeal, the case came up before

Turner, C.J., and Muttusami Ayyar, J., who agreed

to differ, and so was referred to the Full Bench.
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On April 1, 1881, each of the five Judges deli-

vered a separate judgment in this case, and their

united judgments occupy no less than seventy-three

pages of the reports, four of them, in small type,

being devoted to descriptive headings.

Shortly afterwards copies of these judgments were

furnished to the subordinate Courts for their infor-

mation and guidance ; and it was hoped by many

that at last all doubts and difficulties had been swept

away for ever, and Mofussil Judges would have for

the future plain and certain doctrine upon which to

rely in dealing with points of Hindu law of daily

recurrence.

But this hope was premature. The merest glance

at the manifesto sufficed to show that the party of

reform lacked cohesiveness, and spoke in several

tongues, whilst the conservative minority was strong

as ever, and prepared to take advantage, on the first

opportunity, of any chance of success that might

offisr.

It appeared that the minority consisted of Innes,

J., and Muttusami Ayyar, J., the majority of Turner,

C.J., and Kernan and Kindersley, JJ. ; and that,

whilst Kernan, J., confined his very brief j udgment

to observations on the effect of the decision in Kantu

LdVs case, Kindersley, J., in his very brief j udgment,

indicated tolerably clearly his reluctance to adopt at

the bidding of the Privy Council what he took to be

new and questionable doctrine, and his intention not

to carry the decisions in the new cases ' beyond the

circumstances upon which the decisions were passed.'
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It will not be necessary for me to perform the

irksome task of condensing and summarising tne

elaborate arguments employed by tlie minority on

this occasion, since fortunately the Chief Justice

deals with the more important of them in his com-

prehensive exegesis. It will be sufficient for my

purpose to give an outline of what he said.

It will be well, however, to state the conclusion

of the judgment of Innes, J., in which Miittusarai

Ayyar, J., concurred. After expressing his opinion

that Kanta Lcd's case was not good for the Madras

Province, Innes, J., observed :
' I consider that we

are still governed by the rules laid down in Saravana

Tevan v. Muttayi Ammal, 6 M. H. C. R., 371, and

ihat, where the decree is a decree against the father

for his separate debts, the purchaser of ancestral pro-

perty under the decree takes at most only the share

or interest to which the father was entitled at the date

at which the charge was created.'

Let us test this by putting a very easily conceiv-

able case. A, aged thirty, and having six sons, and

wives and dependants, and managing an estate worth

Rs. 10,000, borrows (for purposes neither immoral

nor illegal) Rs. 2,000, on a mortgage of the estate.

Five of his sons die childless, and at last A dies,

leaving one son, and the debt, now increased by

interest to Rs. 4,000, charged on the estate by a

decree. In such case, would Innes, J., on appeal have

adjudged the creditor to be entitled to recover only

about Ivs. 1,000 and odd, and the surviving sou to be

entitled to take the bulk of the corpus? Surely not.
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And yet his words, as they stand, would warrant no

other adjudication.

The Chief Justice's judgment begins by stating

that the reference of the case had been occasioned by

disagreement, as to the apphcabihty to Madras of the

ruhngs of the Privy Council in Kantu LdVs case and

another case ; and as to the question of the extent of

the son's hability to pay the Father's debts.

The judgment then refers to 'what with consider-

able probability has been presumed to be its past

history,' i.e. to Mr. Mayne's ingenious and interesting,

but (at least in my humble opinion) unfomided,

speculations.

First, ' in the incidents of property, equally with

the relations of domestic life, the writings of Hindu

authors testify to a greater or less development : and

it may well be that vestiges of archaic custom survive

and appear to conflict with the institutions of a later

epoch.'

It may be so. But, on the other hand, it may well

be, as we have seen in my first Part, that what is

supposed to be archaic is in reality a natural develop-'

ment, consequent on the separation of the Brahmans

from the body of the people, and their disconnection

from the land ; and that the ' Joint Undivided

Family,' constructed by English lawyers, and un-

known to the Sanskrit writers, was the Family of the

Aryans before they entered India. The cart may
have been put before the horse. And what are sup-

posed to be, may not be, the institutions of to-day.

Next, we are informed that the s^^stem of domestic
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life which is known as the Patriarchal Family still

exists among some aboriginal tribes ; whilst it is also

apparent that this same form of domestic life at one

time subsisted among other races which brought

with them or accepted the Hindu law, and that the

Joint Family is the development of a later age. For

all which we are referred to Mayne's Hindu Law,

^ 204, as if the learned author of that excellent work

had lived all his life in daily intercourse with Indian

villagers, and was an authority like the Abbe Dubois

on Indian usages and customs.

I have referred to the passage cited, and have

foimd that it contains no more than an ambiguous

inference, obviously founded on that suspicious iso-

lated text of the Mitaksara to which I called attention

in my View (pp. 37-47), and which I have further

discussed at p. 213, above.

' So long as the archaic system prevailed,' the

judgment goes on to say, ' the fiither was " the Lord

of all." He could dispose at pleasure not only of the

property, but of the persons of the family.' But, higher

civilisation and more advanced religious sentiment

operated to impose restrictions on the exercise of this

autocratic power, and the Father lost successively the

power of making a gift of his wife, the power of

giving an only son in adoption, and the power of

giving away his whole estate, to the prejudice of his

heirs.

It is amusing to be refen'ed to the author of

Kfirada as an authority for these extremely risky pro-

positions, when we know (see above, p. 92) what
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very primitive notions of morality adorn his pages.

Turning, however, to the texts indicated (iv. 4-5), I

find them thus rendered by Jolly :
' An article bailed

for delivery, a thing let for use, a pledge, joint pro-

perty, a deposit, a son, a wife, the whole wealth of a

man who has a son. And that which has been pro-

mised to another, cannot, according to the saying of

the sages, be given away even by a person who is in

the extremity of distress.' Therefore, this one passage

of Narada, to say nothing of others, may be taken to

be a distinct authority for three important proposi-

tions, namely, (1) One may not give away (or

aliene) any part of the joint property of himself and

his brothers, whereas the Madras High Court has

always insisted that a son may aliene his unascer-

tained share whilst living under his Father; (2)

The Father may not give away one of several sons in

adoption, whereas the Madras High Court says he

may ; and (3) The Father may give away the bulk

of his estate (ancestral and self-acquired), leaving

always enough for the maintenance of his family,

whereas the Madras HigL Court says now that he

may not give away any part of ancestral wealth.

On the other hand, Narada (xii. 55) expressly

provides for the case of a man selling his wife, and

gives the offspring to the begetter in consideration of

the price paid ; and (xiii. 46) refers to the adoption

of a son. And, judging from iv. 6, the gift by one

who has a son, of the whole wealth of the Family,

would seem to be merely disapproved by ' the sages,'

not also to be declared to be invalid. The Gentoo
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Code (in Chapter V., which treats of gifts at large)

expressly approves the validity of such a gift, whilst

declaring ' it is to be imputed a crime in the vendor

or giver ; ' and approves the gift of a wife to another

man, ' if she is willing ; ' and the gift of a son, not

bemg an only son, 'if he is willing.' And surely the

eleven Pandits who compiled the Gentoo Code may

be trusced to have known whether a gift is valid or

invalid ?

The judgment next gives us the following infor-

mation :
' The wealth in which the dominion of the

father had been absolute became in time the common

fund of the family dedicated to the support of the

family and to the satisfaction of its joint obligations,

civil and religious.'

This, of course, is an assumption, pure and simple.

No authorities are given, or can be given, for the

proposition that in India generally, or in any part

thereof, the absolute dominion of the Father over the

estate in his hands at some time ceased, supposing

that it in fact at any time existed. As I have shown

in the chapter on the Family, the evidence seems to

be all the other way. According to Doctor Hearn,

the Joint Undivided Family Avas the Family of the

Aryans thousands of years ago ;
whilst Manu,

Narada, the Gentoo Code^ and many other works

show that there has been, and is, in India a constant

tendency in property to become sepai-ate in individuals.

In the absence of authority for this proposition

Turner, C.J., falls back on (supposed) 'theoretic

developments' of the Mitaksara (I. 1, 27) ;
and tlicn
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proceeds to expound the (supposed) changes in the

law touching the times for partition, and the power

of the son to demand the same. Thence he comes to

the preserving, ' possibly as a survival of the archaic

law which subjected sons both in person and in pro-

perty to the complete dominion of the father, the

obligation of the son and the grandson to discharge

the debt of the father or grandfather.'

This obligation of the son is twofold, and the

confusion of its two branches probably has led to ' the

present divergence of opinion.' There is (1) the

personal obligation ' arising from the filial relation

and independent of assets,' and (2) an obligation

' attaching to the heritage in the hands of lineal

descendants of the debtor.' The obligation extended

to nearly all debts, and was regarded as being not

only of a religious, but also of a legal, character.

The earliest English writers had recognised the

view entertained by Hindu lawyers of the nature of

the filial obligation. But the personal obligation was

secondary to that attached to the heritage. On the

establishment of civil courts in India, the question

arose to what extent they were bound to enforce the

ordinances of Hindu law regarding the payment of

debts by sons and grandsons. Sir William Jones

declared that without assets a son was not under a

moral obligation to pay his father's debts. And
Strange laid down that ' to exonerate himself from the

payment of debts, the son must decline the succession

to the patrimony.' When he wrote this, it was

recognised as law in Bengal that the son's obligation
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liad no legal force independently of assets. But in

South India the law was unsettled up to 1840, when

the Sadr Adalat of Madras, ' adverting to the opinion

ofthe Pandits that a son was liable for his father's debts,

whether he had succeeded to property or not,' and to

certain Proceedings, du-ected the subordinate Courts to

dispose ofthe question of a son's liability with reference

to the principles to be found in Colebrooke's Obligation

and Contracts, which declares that both in the Roman

and in the Hindu systems of jurisprudence ' a power

must be understood to renounce the inheritance, and

repudiate its obligation with its rights tacitly as well

as expressly.' But the Court did not raise or deter-

mine the question as to what should be regarded as

an ' inheritance.' Turner, C J., thought it contem-

plated the whole of the Family estate to which through

his father the son succeeds. In Bombay the Courts

gave effect to the Hindu law in its rigour, until

Act VII. of 1866 relieved them of the duty of en-

forcing the purely personal obligation.

The judgment then approaches a vitally important

question ' on which differences of opinion have been

expressed,' namely, as to whether the whole question

before the Court was not one of contract rather than

of inheritance, and therefore one that needed not to

be resolved in accordance with the Hindii law. See

above, p. 226. Turner, C.J., was unable so to regard

the question. To his mind the only thing to be

determined was whether the same law that curtailed

the Father's power, and gave his descendants co-

ownership by birth, also imposed upon his descendants
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the onus of paying the Father's debts to the extent of

the value of the property in which they have obtained

' these highly artificial rights,'

Well may the Chief Justice describe these supposed

rights as 'highly artificial.' Would that they and all

the other silly ' theoretic developments ' could be

abandoned once for all, and recourse be had to the

Gentoo Code and common sense, if the actual usage

of the country is not good enough for us

!

The next cause of divergence of opinion was the

question of assets. Innes, J., if rightly apprehended,

' would confine the term to the self-acquired movable

and immovable property of the debtor and to such a

share in the ancestral movable and immovable pro-

perty as on a partition in his lifetime would have

fallen to the debtor.' But see above, p. 295, for

his very words. Muttusami Ayyar, J., held a similar

opinion, but one that admitted of all the ancestral

movables being regarded as assets for the payment of

the Father's debts.

Turner, C.J., was of opinion that these views

'rest on theories of descent and of assumed continuity

of ownership in a deceased debtor which appeared

opposed to the general rule that the interest of a

coparcener in joint family property passes by sur-

vivorship to the other coparceners and is not available

for the satisfaction of the debts of the deceased, unless

it has been arrested by process of law or charged by

the debtor in his lifetime.' And then comes complex

argument about severalty of ownership and the right

of survivorship, with the conclusion that, if the
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ancestral estate is not altogether excluded from

liability, ' some authority must be shown to justify

the exemption of any part of it ; but if it be conceded

that at one time the whole ancestral property was

liable, then authority is certainly necessary to establish

an alteration of the law.'

This being conceded, the observation naturally

occurs : Why did not Turner, C.J., consider that

authority was also necessary to establish the alteration

(which he assumes to have taken place) of the law

(supposed to be archaic) giving the Father com-

plete independence and uncontrolled dominion over

the whole estate in his hands? He seems to have had

such dominion (or something like it) when Narada

was written—what proof is there that he lost it

during the comparatively short interval of time that

separates Narada and the Mitaksara, except the (sup-

posed) ' theoretic developments ' of the latter ?

After expressing dissent from Mr. Justice

Muttusami Ayyar's view, that ' after the law of

coparcenary had become established ' a distinction

became necessary between coparcenary debt and

individual debt, and observing that ' it is improbable

that such a change would have been made by Hindu

lawyers while they retained in full vigour the personal

obligation,' the judgment goes on to discuss some

passages from Katyayana and other works as showing

' at least inferentially that the whole ancestral estate

was liable to the father's debts.' And it is pointed

out that ' the strongest argument that can be adduced

against the existence of any such distinction between
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the ancestral property and the self-acquired property

of the father as a fund to which the sons might resort

for payment of the father's debts is the complete

silence of the Hindu, commentators on the Law of

Inheritance whose works have been made accessible

to us.'

Had Turner, C. J., referred to the Gentoo Code, he

would have found in the first Chapter the strongest

possible confirmation of his views. Whilst the 4th

Section imposes the personal obligation on direct

descendants, in precise and unqualified terms, and

also attaches to the ' heritage ' wherever it may go,

even in the hands of the Magistrate, the liability to

pay all the debts of the Father, the 12th Section

specially provides for the payment of his debts by

his sons upon taking their respective shares of pro-

perty after his death. ' If they are unable to pay the

debts, they shall pacify the creditor, and, taking their

share of the property, give a promise to pay the debts

hereafter, and shall pay accordingly, sooner or later,

according to their shares ; and if the deceased had

intended to give aught to any person, they shall give

that also, upon their assuming their shares of the

property left to them.' If they do not pay up, the

creditor will know how to deal with them under the

5th Section.

Next, the judgment shows that 'the absence of

any more explicit authority in the works of Hindu

commentators is supplied by abundance of authority,

since the question came to be of practical importance,'

that is, I presume, since English lawyers began to
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teach the people that the Father is not the ' Lord of

all,' but only an unpaid trustee for others. Strange

is cited, also West and Biihler, and then some deci-

sions, including that in Kantu LclVs case, going to

show that, speaking generally, ' the whole of the family

undivided estate would be, when in the hands of sons

or o-randsons, liable to the debts of the father and

grandfather.'

Turner, C.J., did not understand his colleagues

' who feel themselves unable to accept the law de-

clared by the Privy Council,' to assert the existence

of any immemorial usage at variance with the law.

But he understood their reluctance to have sprung

from the circumstance that in this Presidency the

power of a coparcener to aliene his undivided interest

has been recognised to a greater extent than in other

Provinces ; and Mr. Justice Muttusiimi Ayyar had

added, because the Circular Order of the Sudr Adalat

has been regarded as confining the creditor's right to

the property of which the debtor has power to dispose.

After disposing of this addition by showing that

nobody has ever paid any attention to the Circular

Order, the judgment proceeds to refute by elaborate

aro-ument, as opposed alike to the law of the MitrdvsaiTi

and to the law in other parts of India, the Madras doc-

trine (my 0th False Principle—see above, p. 225):

that ' a member of an undivided family can aUene joint

ancestral property to the extent of his own share.'

It appears that it has been the practice in Madras

since the early years of this century for the courts to

interfere equitably with the rule against alicn.'itiou of

X
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ioint property, for the purpose of assisting a purchaser

for value, ' and in course of time, owing to the use of

somewhat inaccurate terms, the effect which the Court

gave to a sale hy a coparcener came to be described

as a power in the coparcener.'

The argument goes over a good deal of the ground

covered by me in my View, and shows (as I did) that

' the innovation admittedly had its origin in the sug-

gestion of the Chief Justice in 1863,' in the extra-

ordinary case of Vimsvdmi Grdmini, 1 M. H. C. R.,

471, wherein a Family was broken up to satisfy the

debt due by a member on account of damages for a

tort. ' In decisions passed subsequently to the year

1866 it has been stated generally that a coparcener

has power to aliene joint estate
;

' but cases have

always been decided on the principle enunciated by

Colebrooke, Strange, and Mr. Justice HoUoway, that

a man's contract should be enforced, and he be ' com-

pelled to give his creditor all the remedies to which he

himself would be entitled as against the object-matter

of his agreement.'

Several decisions are then quoted in which the

Privy Council expresses disapproval of this Madras

doctrine, as ' an exceptional doctrine established by

modern jurisprudence,' opposed to the Mitaksara, and

to be confined within strict limits.

In view of these observations, and of the decisions

of the Privy Council which declare the whole ancestral

estate liable in the hands of sons (and grandsons) for

the debts of the Father (and grandfather), and which

have been applied to Bombay, the Chief Justice comes
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to tlie conclusion that these decisions, as also that

in Kantii LdPs case, must be applied in Madras

also.

The objection of Mr. Justice Muttusami Ayyar,

that an act of the Father, that other u^ise would be

invalid, cannot be rendered valid by the personal

oblio'ation of the son, which comes into existence (if

at all) only upon the death of the Father, is met by

the observation that the son is also under the oblig-a-

tion incidental to the heritage, and which the British

Courts undertake to enforce

Then comes the corollary, that where the Father

can make, and makes, an alienation of ancestral pro-

perty so as to bind the son's interest, the son's interest

as well as the Father's interest in ancestral estate

may be attached and sold in execution of a decree

for the debt, not being immoral. And a bona fide

purchaser, whether from the Father or at a Court

sale, will be protected, if he has made proper inquiry,

as indicated by the Privy Council.

Lastly, the judgment draws various distinctions

between the effect of a sale in execution of a money-

decree, and a sale under a decree ordering a sale to

enforce a mortgage.

In the latter case, the Court professes to sell

' whatever interest the mortgagor was under any

cii-",um stances competent to create and intended to

create at the time of the mortgage.' In the former

case, it professes to sell ' whatever interest in the

property would under any circumstances be available

to creditors at the date of tlie attachment.'
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This distinction presupposes the existence of bona

fides in the respective purchasers.

But, in either case, if a person who sets the Court

in motion and procures the sale, has knowledge of

circumstances affecting either the validity of the mort-

gage, or the right of the creditors, and in the former

case if the purchaser has knowledge of such latter

circumstances, ' all that would be taken by the pur-

chaser is such an interest as could be properly affected

by the mortgage or the sale.'

No explanation is attempted of the nature of the

circumstances, of which knowledge would be incon-

venient, in either case.

A stranger need not go behind the decree to

inquire whether the mortgage dealt with in a Court-

sale was unauthorised : but a mortgagee who pur-

chases with knowledge of invalidating circumstances,

and who is not protected by his innocence and dili-

gence at the time of the making of the mortgage, will

not obtain a title cured of defects.

This part of the judgment certainly leaves open a

wide door for any amount of speculative altercation.

Again, if a stranger purchases property attached

and sold to pay a debt of the Father, he is bound only

to see ' there is a decree against the father, and that

the property was property liable to satisfy the decree,

if the decree has been properly given against the

father.'

It will be easy enough in most cases (not in all)

for an intending purchaser in the Mofussil to ascertain

whether there is a decree against the Father. But,
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how he is further to satisfy himself in any case that

a divi.^ional bench of the Madras High Court will

agree that ' the decree has been properly given against

the Father,' and that the property therefore ' is liable

to satisfy the decree,' is not stated ; and (unless I am
entirely mistaken) cannot by the exercise of utmost

ingenuity be guessed. With judgments like these

before them to reflect upon, it must be sheer folly in

most men to risk money, perhaps a fortune, in buying

a lawsuit at a Court-sale in Madras.

Moreover, where ' the purchaser before the sale

has notice that the character of the debt was such that

it will affect only the fixther's interest, no larger

interest will pass to him by the sale.' This un-

qualified and unexplained proposition announces that

a notice of a fact m itself determines the quantum of

interest that can pass by a sale. AYe are not informed,

and for myself I have no idea, when, how. or by wdiom

this notice, to be sufficient, may be given ; or what is

the ' character of the debt ' referred to ; or by what

process the quantum of interest is to be ascertained.

AVill it be sufficient in each case for the son (or other

interested person) to give notice by word of mouth at

the actual sale, that nothing passes but the Father's

unascertained (and perhaps unascertainable) share at

the moment of his decease? If so, the son (or other

person) will often have it in his power to frighten

away intending purchasers, and buy in for a nominal

price, and practically to evade payment ofjust debts.

I have shown (above, at p. 4) that Burnell

believed that land was often sold for a thousandth
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part of its vulue. These judgments show how pro-

bable it is that this must be the case.

The tail of the Chief Justice's judgment holds a

formidable sting. ' It has been stated that by reason,

of the power of a father under certain circumstances

to bind the interest of a son, a son's interest may pass

by a sale in execution of a decree made in a suit,

although the son was not a party to the suit. Never-

theless the son is not concluded by the decree. It is

only against parties to the suits and parties coming

in under the decree that the decree operates as an

estoppel.' He may bring a suit to protect his interest

on any grounds open to him.

' With these observations,' the Chief Justice goes

on to say, ' I proceed to apply what I understand to

be the law declared by the Judicial Committee to the

circumstances of the case before the Court.'

He then recapitulates the circumstances of the

case, remarking that ' it was not asserted that the

father was addicted to immorality, nor that the debts

had been contracted in any part for purposes which

would excuse a son from his obligation,' but only that

they had been contracted without necessity, and that

an excessive amount had been awarded in one suit,

and arrives at a conclusion that (to say the least of

it) is by no means easy to comprehend.

' If the sales were made in execution of so much

of the decrees as was purely personal,' the decrees, it

is resolved, must be sustained in respect of the

ancestral lands purchased. For :
' There were debts

due by the father for purposes neither immoral nor
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illegal, and to which the obligation of a Hindu son

would have extended.' The Father ' was competent

to sell ancestral property, to discharge the debts, and

the ancestral estate was a fund ' for the satisfaction of

the decrees ascainst him. ' But if the sales were made

in execution of orders for the enforcement of the

mortgages, they cannot bind the son. It was the

duty of the mortgagees to make him a party to the

suits on the mortgages and afford him an opportunity

of redemption.' Nevertheless, if the sales are set

aside, ' the appellant cannot claim to be placed in a

better position than he would have occupied had the

sales not taken place. His interest was bound by the

mortgages, and if the sales are set aside, he will hold

his interest subject to proportionate parts of the

morto^ao'e debts.'

Accordingly, the suits were remanded to the Court

below for decision of the question whether the lands

were sold in execution of so much of the decrees

as was personal, or in execution of orders for the

enforcement of the mortgages. What ultimately was

done in the matter of these suits, or what was in-

tended to be done, at the time of remanding them,

does not appear.

Summary.—After repeated perusals of the judg-

ments of the Chief Justice and the two Judges who
agreed (in part) with him, I find it exceedingly

difficult to set out the actual definitive results of

them—other than that the suits were remanded

for further inquiry.

It is sufficiently clear, I imagine, that the majority
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of the Court agreed in thinking, in o].])Osition to the

minority, that the law declared by tlie Privy Council

in Kantu Lai and other cases must be accepted by

the Madras High Court ; that the son must needs

pay the ordinary debts of the Father ; and that the

son's obligation to do this arises, and may in certain

circumstances be made effectual against the son, during

the lifetime of the Father.

But, the Chief Justice applies the law of the Privy

Council only ' as he understands it.' And he appears

to understand it not as Kernan and Kindersley, JJ.,

understand it; whilst Mr. Justice Kindersley appears

to differ from Mr. Justice Kernan in his understand-

ing of the same.

And whilst the Chief Justice appears heartily to

approve the law of the Privy Council, as he under-

stands it, Mr. Justice Kindersley appears as heartily

to disapprove it, and to be unwilling to apply it

any farther than he may be actually compelled. Mr.

Justice Kernan seems to be indifferent about the

matter.

As regards the character of the debt that the son

must needs pay, whilst the Chief Justice usually

speaks of the liability to pay debts other than debts

contracted for immoral purposes, towards the end of

his judgment he speaks of debts being contracted for

these purposes, or for purposes that ' would excuse

a son from his obligation,' and in one place cites with

approval a decision that the liability attaches 'subject

to certain limited exceptions, as, for instance, debts

contracted for illegal or immoral purposes.' As a
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whole, the Chief Justice's judgment certainly leaves

in doubt the exceptionally important question, what

are the debts of the Father that the son may refuse

to pay? Upon this point the Sanskrit treatises, e.g.

Narada (Chap. III.) and the Gentoo Code (Chap. I.),

contain sufficiently precise directions.

Mr. Justice Kernan's judgment speaks only of

debts incurred by the Father not for an immoral con-

sideration, binding the son. Mr. Justice Kindersley,

after declaring that properly the Father may not

aliene or charge ' that portion of the ancestral immov-

able property which on partition would fall to the

son's share,' except ' for legitimate family purposes,'

admits nevertheless (a thing to me inexplicable) that,

as regards debts of the Father not ' contracted for an

illegal or immoral purpose,' the son is bound to dis-

charge them. In other words, the Father may not

incur debts—if he does the son must pay them

!

The majority of the Court differ equally amongst

themselves as to the time when the son's obligation

arises. Mr. Justice Kindersley holds the true doc-

trine of Hindu law to be that it arises only upon the

Father's death.

And yet Xarada (Chap. III.) distinctly compels

the son to pay the Father's debts during the Father's

lifetime, if necessary. As also does the Gentoo Code.

There can be but little doubt, I think, that the

judgments of the majority, as a whole, definitively

sweep away (as bad law) the Madras doctrine that a

coparcener may aliene ancestral property to the extent

of his own unascertained share ; as also the sugges-
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tion that cases like the case under notice should be

dealt with as appertaining to the law of contract, not

to the law of inheritance.

And they must be taken (indirectly) to disesta-

blish the proposition that the son may enforce parti-

tion as against the Father. For, if the Father is

at liberty to incur debts, and mortgage the pro-

perty of the 'Joint Undivided Family' to its full

value, how can the son be allowed to deprive him of

' independence ' and his resulting right, by breaking

up the Family?

It is to be regretted that the Chief Justice should

have felt himself to be unable, owing to the opposition

and reluctance of his colleagues, to give full effect to

his views, and to have marred by ambiguous distinc-

tions and limitations the force of his initial deductions.

If it is right to follow Narada, the Gentoo Code, and

the Sanskrit treatises generally, in allowing the Father

to contract debts almost as he pleases, why should we

limit his power in any degree in consideration of the

(supposed) ' theoretic developments ' of Vijnaneqvara

and his tail? Expediency and rational consistency

seem alike to forbid us so to act.
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CHAPTER IV.

KETROGEESSION IN 1882.

Armugam FUlei's case^ I. L. R., 5 Mad., 12, was

one in which an undivided brother sued to recover

liis ' share ' of joint property, that had been hypothe-

cated as a whole by his eldest brother, and sold by

order of the Court in execution of a decree for pay-

ment of money made against the eldest brother alone,

but which declared the joint property to be liable.

The District Court declined to hear the judgment-

creditor upon the question whether the obligation

contracted by the debtor was not ' for the benefit

of, and binding on, the other coparceners,' and de-

clared that 'in virtue of his purchase at Court's

auction, the defendant in this case became possessed

only of such interest in the property sold as his

decree-debtor had therein, and that he is to that

extent co-owner and coparcener with the plaintiffs in

these suits, and that if he wishes for partition of that

share, he must bring a suit for that purpose.'

The judgment-creditor appealed on the following

ground, amongst others : It was wrong to refuse to

allow the defendant to prove that the eldest brother

contracted the debt for which the land was sold as

Manager of the Family for proper purposes.
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Innes and Muttusami Ayyar, JJ., delivered a

judgment of some fifteen lines to the effect that the

case had been disposed of quite rightly. The sale by

Court auction could not pass to the purchaser more

than the right, title, and interest of the defendant ; and

the process of execution, which gave the purchaser

too much, gave a right of action against him. The

question of the debt being binding on the Family

could not be entered upon in the present suit. The

question was of procedure.

It is observable that this judgment of the

' minority ' is opposed to the judgment in Ponnapjja

PilleVs case, which deduces from various decisions the

corollary (see above, p. 307), that in given circum-

stances the son's interest as well as the Father's

interest in ancestral estate may be attached and sold

in execution of a decree against the Father alone, for

a debt contracted not for immoral purposes.

In this case a Family of brothers were living to-

gether under the management of the eldest, as under

that of the Father, and it was contended by the j udg-

ment-creditor that the debt was contracted by the

Manager for the benefit of the Family. And the

Court of First Instance, in charging the joint pro-

perty with the debt, as provided in the deed of hypo-

thecation, appears to have assumed as usual that

the debt was so contracted. It is difficult to under-

stand why the judgment-creditor should not have

been allowed to establish his case by evidence, if he

could.

It is farther observable that the upholding of the
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alienation to the extent of the alienor's own share is

opposed to the judgment in Ponnappa PilleVs case.

See above, pp. 305 and 813.

The next case is that of Gurusami Chettl and

others, I. L. R., 5 Mad., 37, in which there was a

decree against the Father, for payment of a simple

debt contracted bona fide in trading for the benefit of

the Family, consisting of him and his three infant

sons ; and a suit was brought for a declaration that

the ' shares ' of the infimts were liable to be sold for

the Father's debt, in execution of the decree.

Kernan, J., allowed the claim, on the ground that

since the Father had properly engaged in trade, had

incurred debts bona fide for the benefit of the Family,

and had become insolvent, according to Hindu law

the ancestral property of the Family was liable to pay

those debts.

On appeal, Innes and Muttusami Ayyar, JJ.,

reversed this judgment. They did not disagree with

Mr. Justice Kernan upon the facts. And they ad-

mitted that the sons were liable for the debt. But,

they were of opinion that in suing the Father alone,

and obtaining a decree against him alone, the creditor

had exhausted his remedy : a second suit, directed

ao-ainst ' the other coparceners,' was not permissible

' because the cause of action on the obligation is one

and indivisible, and a second suit cannot be enter-

tained upon the same cause of action.'

Muttusami Ayyar, J., felt himself bound by the

English decision in King v. Iloare (13 M. & W.,

506), although ' it may be productive of great hard-
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ship in India,' and refrained from administering the

more equitable rule of developed Roman law, that

' unless there was satisfaction as well as judgment,

the creditor was at liberty to proceed against the

debtors by separate actions.'

The same Judge observed in conclusion that the

decision in Kantii LdVs case, ' which is binding upon

us according to the recent ruling of the majority of

the Court, only declares that the son is not at liberty

to impugn a sale of joint ancestral property concluded

by the father for the payment of his separate debts,

and not that the Court is to sell the son's property in

satisfaction of a decree against the father during the

father's life.'

But what does Narada say about this? And the

Gentoo Code?

Next comes the highly instructive case of Velli-

yammal and others v. Katha Chetti and others, I. L. R.,

5 Mad., 61, in which the ' minority,' on appeal, first

decided in opposition to the decision in Ponnappa

Fillei's case, and then in review reversed their own

decision.

Here the suit was brought by the son against the

Father for partition, and to get set aside certain

alienations made by the Father to the second defen-

dant, who was in possession as purchaser under a

decree against the Father alone of certain hypothe-

cated lands.

What was the value of these lands does not appear.

But, since the amount of the debt (with but a little

interest) is stated to have been over Rs. 2,500, and
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the lands were knocked down for Rs. 50, it is pro-

bable that we have here a good illustration of the

remark of Bnrnell to which I called attention in my
Introductory Chapter.

The Advocate-General, on behalf of the creditor,

urged that, the suit being for partition, the creditor

could not be ejected without title shown. The son

must recover on the strength of his own title. There

ought to be an account taken of the Family projDcrty,

and the debts due by the Family should be paid first.

' We are m the father's shoes and can resist till debts

are paid.'

This seems to be sound argument in the main. I

do not know whether Narada, xiii. 32, was quoted.

It runs thus :
—

' What remains of the paternal inheri-

tance over and above the fiither's obligations, and after

payment of his debts, may be divided by the brethren
;

so that theu' father continue not a debtor.' And, as

I have already shown, the Gentoo Code teaches the

same.

Innes, J., pointed out that the decision in

Deendyal LdVs case, followed by the Madras High

Court in the first case commented on in this Part,

' determined that what is purchased at a Court auction

in a money decree is merely the right, title, and interest

of the judgment-debtor;' and the question was,

whether to take an account, as suggested, and adju-

dicate thereon as between the son and the Father,

would render it inequitable to give back to the son all

that the creditor had improperly gotten by executive

proceedings.
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After a careful consideration of the freshly received

Privy Council decision in the case of Suraj Bunsi

Koer V. Sheo Proshad Singh, L. R., 6 I. A., 88, which

reaffirmed the principle of the decision in Kantu LdCs

case, whilst recognising that in Deendyal LclVs case,

he had come to the conclusion that in Madras it is

unnecessary to follow decisions which depend on the

Calcutta view, that ' even in cases governed by the

Mitaksara until partition no separate interest in an

estate can be conveyed, and that, if an estate therefore

is sold under a decree, it is sold in its entirety.'

Moreover, in the present case there was this dis-

tinction, that ' the decree did not order the sale of the

property,' but only ' execution to issue in default

against the mortgaged property.' I regret my being

compelled to confess that I have not the least concep-

tion what this refinement may mean. The decretal

order seems to have been the ordinary, proper order

for a sale, unless payment was made within a specified

time.

Innes, J., thought, therefore, that the decision of

the Court below was right, and should be affirmed.

Muttusami Ayyar, J., concurred, in a brief judg-

ment. There was a loan, alleged to be for Family

purposes, and a decree, and a sale only of the right,

&c., of one of the coparceners, not of that of ' the

head and representative of the family.' The creditor

could not be permitted ' to gain by his own wrong.'

He might sue for a Family debt, but (as Innes, J., had

pointed out) with what hopes of success ?

As regards the Advocate-General's suggestion, it
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was silenced by the definition in the Mitaksam, I. 1-4,

that partition is ' the adjustment of diverse rights

regarding the whole by distributing them on particular

portions of the aggregate,' which definition does not

' create an additional right in the creditors of the family

to forbid partition until their debts are paid.'

This may be so. But, the observation occurs,

that this definition may be adopted as between

sharers, without also relieving them from the obliga-

tion imposed by Narada, the Gentoo Code, and other

works, of paying debts before beginning partition.

An application for a review ofj udgment was heard

on December 8, 1881. During the hearing Innes, J.,

observed that he did not understand the Full Bench

to decide in Ponnappa Pilleis case anything more

than that the decision in Kantu LaVs case was

binding in Madras. To this counsel replied that the

judgment of the Chief Justice and the orders made in

disposing of the appeals were concurred in by tlie

rest of the majority, and the questions now before the

Court were involved in the decision of the cases

referred. The order of reference was in general

terms.

On January 18, 1882, a fresh judgment was

delivered by Inncs, J.

It is very brief, and declares that since, as tlie

minority understood the Full Bench rulings in

Ponnappa Pillei's case, it was held by the majority of

the Court that the decision of the Privy Council in

Kantu LlTs case, and Muddun Thakoor's case, is

binding on the Madras High Court, and that a son
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who desires to recover bis share, which has been

taken from him ' by an error in execution,' cannot

avail himself of the decision in Deendyal LciVs case,

and recover his share, unless he can show that the

debt was an illegal or immoral debt—the son must

now lose his share of the lands sold. For, he ' had

not even alleged that the debt incurred by his father

was illegal or immoral.'

The creditor, therefore, in this case at last was

permitted to enjoy some of the fruits of his decree, the

(probable) collusion of the Father and the son not-

withstanding. But, the trouble, delay, and expense

incurred in partially securing his rights must have

been enormous and ruinous.

The creditor appears to have sued for payment of

his debt in the court of the Principal Sadr Amin of

Negapatam in 1872. The son's suit was brought in

the court of the Munsif, and an appeal was dealt with

by the Subordinate Judge. The creditor theu

appealed to the High Court, employing amongst

others the Advocate-General. Being again worsted,

he applied for a review of judgment, employing this

time less costly counsel. In 1882 he won his

cause.

Although, therefore, he sued his debtor almost at

tlie earliest possible moment, ten years elapsed before

he was finally permitted ' to gain by his own wrong.'

It is exceedingly improbable that he recovered any-

thing to speak of in the way of costs. And his outlay

on stamps, witnesses, counsel, and miscellaneous

expenses in the various proceedings, in four several
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courts, must have gTeatly exceeded the value of the

lands acqmred by him ; snpposmg always that he was

so fortunate as not to lose these subsequently in some

other altercation collusively arranged by the Family

that he benefited.

And, unhappily, this creditor's sad experiences

have in no degree conduced to the advantage of the

community, seeing that absolutely nothing was

achieved in the way of declaring or settling the law,

iu the litigation of which he was the victim. As will

soon become apparent, there is no room for hope,

unless Government speedily comes to the rescue, that

a whole army of creditors will not suffer more or less

like the creditor in this case. The existing system

of dealing with debts is radically defective : and

incapable of reformation, except by reconstruction

upon new lines.

We now come to the case of Suhi-aniaiiyan v.

Subi'amrmi/an, I, L. R., 5 Mad., 125, which was

referred to a Full P>ench for decision in consequence

of a ditterence of opinion on the questions involved.

Jt appears that the Father of a Family mortgaged his

moiety of a dwelling house for an advance made for

jiurposes neither immoral nor illegal, and died leaving

the debt unpaid, and two sons. The elder son, whilst

managing the property during the minority of the

younger, executed a fresh mortgage in renewal of the

original. This was enforced by suit, and the mort-

gagee bought the property in execution of his decree,

and tlien sold it to a stranger. The younger brother

sued this strano-er for a half-share of what was sold lo
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him, worth apparently ahout Rs. 77, and ultimately

the case came up in appeal before the Full Court.

Turner, C. J., held that, in accordance with the

Privy Council decision in Hanoowanpersaud Panday

V. Massumat Babooee Munraj Koonweree^ 6 M.I. A.,

421, and other decisions recently discussed, ancestral

estate may be charged by a Manager to satisfy a

Father's debt, and the charge binds the son. There-

fore, in the present case the infant's interest as well

as that of his brother was bound by the mortgage.

But, the decree and sale operated only on the interest

of the elder brother ; and the younger was entitled

to recover his share, subject to the liability of paying

his share of the debt before partition. On the other

hand, the purchaser must give him his moiety of

mesne profits.

In every part of this judgment Kernan, J., con-

curred.

The minority dissented, being of opinion that

Kantoo LaVs case did not apply here. All that was

to be dealt with was the question of the effect of the

sale, in execution of a decree, against the elder brother

alone. The Manager ' had only a qualified power of

dealing with the property except for family purposes.

For his own purposes, he could only alien ate or charge

it to the extent of his own interest.' He was sued

personally, and the decree was made against him

alone. The sale was of his interest alone. All that

was bought was an equity to a partition and allotment

of the elder brother's share. The purchaser from the

mortgagee could not be protected by his bona fides.
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There was no deceit or gross negligence on the part

of his vendor.

Kindersley, J., was of opinion that, though the

elder brother ' may probably have had power to

mortgage the younger brother's interest on account

of the father's debt,' the omission of the creditor to

join the younger brother as a defendant precluded the

latter's mterest from being affected by the decree.

So, on this occasion the ' minority ' became the

' majority.'

It would be difficult, I imagine, to reconcile the

Chief Justice's view here of the operation of the

decree, with his 'corollary' given above at p. 307.

And I cannot understand upon what unexplained

principle the minority gave in this case the very relief

that they ultimately (and presumably after lengthy

consideration) refused in the last case. In either

case there was a debt duly contracted by the Father,

an obligation on the sons to pay it, a hypothecation

by the Manager, a decree against one coparcener alone,

an impeached sale of the joint property, and a suit by

another coparcener for the recovery of his share from

the purchasers after partition and allotment.

Then, it is hard to understand why the law, if

(as is admitted by Kindersley, J., probably to be the

case) it gives to the elder brother power to alienate

the joint estate, should not be held also to give power

to the courts to enforce his alienation, without calling

on the younger brother to appear and show cause

airainst the enforcement of it.

Lastly, since the courts in India are courts of
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equity and good conscience, not of English and

Roman law, it is hard to understand why they should

give the son partition, against any person, without

compelling him first to pay his share of the Father's

debts, charged upon the corpus.

The next case is Chockalmga v. Subbarai/a, 1. L.

R. 5 Mad., 133, in which a creditor sued for a de-

claration that a hypothecation of lands by one of

two brothers was enforceable, under the terms of the

decree held by him against the hypothecator alone,

also against his sons and the other brother. It was

found that the debt was incurred for Family purposes,

and binding at all events on the minor sons. But

Kindersley, J., who was of the majority in Fo?i7iap2M

Pillei's case, agreed with Muttusami Ayyar, J., in

thinking that the claim must be dismissed, because,

* in order to bind the coparceners by a decree upon

the hyi^othecation, it was necessary to make them

parties to the suit, so as to give them an opportunity

of redeeming the ancestral estate [see the observation

of the Chief Justice in Ponnappa Pillei's case, decided

by the Full Bench]. But neither the first defendant

nor the minor sons were made parties to the original

suit. It follows that their interest in the property

cannot be affected by the decree in that suit.'

But, if ray account of the Chief Justice's judg-

ment is turned to, it will be found not at all to

support this argument. The ' corollary,' given at

p. 307, above, shows that the Father can make an

alienation of ancestral property so as to bind the son's

interest, and where he makes it, the son's interest as
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well as the Father's mterest in ancestral estate may

be attached and sold in execution of a decree for the

debt, ao-ainst the Father alone. And farther on in the

judgment (see p. 310, above) it is explained that such

decree is not conclusive against the son, who may-

bring a suit to protect his interest on any grounds

open to him.

In the present case, the creditor, having been

denied his rights in execution, brought a suit, and in

so doing afforded the sons ' an opportunity of pro-

tecting their mterests on any grounds open to them.'

They did what they could: and failed. Nevertheless

the unhappy creditor lost his money. This decision

was overruled. See below, p. 347.

The next case is Chinnaya Nayadu v. Gurunatham

Chetti, I. L. R., 5 Mad., 169, decided by the Full

Bench. Here the plaintiif and the first defendant,

who was the Managing Member of a Family of brothers,

having carried on trade in partnership for seven years,

closed the business, and settled their accounts, and

the first defendant duly signed the deed of settlement.

The debt so acknowledged to be due was the con-

sideration for a bond executed some years later by

the Managing Member, as such. And, shortly before

this new debt would have become barred by the lapse

of time, part of it was paid, and the fact duly en-

dorsed on the bond by the first defendant.

The creditor sued all the brothers on his bond,

nnd got judgment. On appeal, before the Sub. Judge,

the second defendant set up the bar by lapse of time.

And the Sub. Judge, on the strength of the decision
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commented on above at pp. 275-6, held that the first

defendant was not authorised to acknowledge the

debt, so as to prevent it fi'om becoming barred.

On second appeal. Turner, C.J., and Muttusami

Ayyar, J., considered the propriety of the above-

mentioned decision, which had been questioned in a

subsequent case, and resolved to refer the case to the

Full Bench.

Counsel argued that, ' if a brother can have his

credit pledged by, and enjoy the benefit of the trade

of, his manager, why should he not be bound by his

acknowledgment?

'

He might have added, amongst other things, why

should not the Family have its credit and honour

upheld by its representative? And why should not

commercial credit be strengthened by a court of

equity and good conscience operating in accordance

with the genius and usage of the people? And why

should not the rule in Narada (iii. 15) be followed

:

' Any parcener may be compelled to pay another's

sJiare of a debt contracted by joint-tenants, while they

were all alive ' ?

The Court, consisting of the 'majority' and the

* minority ' together, delivered a judgment of nine

lines, to the effect that the bond was not expressed

as binding on the Family—though this would nob

have affected those who did not sign it—and the

Managing Member has no power to revive a claim

barred by limitation, unless he is expressly authorised

to do so ; though ' he has authority to make pay-

ments for the family, and has the same authority to
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acknowledge as he has to create debts.' Therefore

the chniiii was incapable of enforcement, as against

the Family.

I will not attempt to comment on this decision, as

1 feel it to be altogether beyond my comprehension.

It seems to me to mean that by law the Managing

Member, as such, has authority to bind the Family by

his acknowledgment that a debt is due by the Family:

but, when it comes to acting on such authority, some-

thing in the law of limitation unintentionally nullifies

it. In other words : Ordinarily, and for all ordinary

purposes, the Family may speak through its Managing-

Member. But, when it would save its credit and

honour, it must speak by the mouths of all its

members, including infants, and even unborn direct

descendants of the Father or brethren, or its collec-

tive voice cannot be heard. How a barred debt is to

be revived so as to save the credit and honour of

infants, does not appear. But, see the case at p. 342,

below.

The next case, Ddsaradhi Bavulo and another v.

Joddumoni Havido and others^ I. L. R., 5 Mad., 193,

is specially instructive, as showing that the Chief

fJustice had changed his mind for a time, owing

doubtless to pressure put upon him by his colleagues,

and was now prepared to deal with decrees against

single members of Families upon the very straitest

principles of English processual law.

Here there was a debt incurred by the jSIanaging

Member for the benefit of the Family, and two Dis-

trict Judges in succession held that, such being the
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case, the Family was bound by a decree establishing

the debt and mortgage in a suit brought against the

Managing Member alone, and by a sale of the mort-

gaged lands in execution thereof. Before the second

District Judge no attempt was made to dispute the

findings of the Munsif upon the question of the cha-

racter and circumstances of the debt, but it was

contended that no evidence thereanent ouo-ht to haveo
been received ; and the District Judge held that the

remand-order, made for the purpose of getting such

findings before the Court, was conclusive on the autho-

rity of a number of Calcutta and Bombay decisions.

On second appeal. Turner, C.J., and Innes, J.,

reversed the decisions of the Lower Courts in a judg-

ment of seven lines, on the foliowin «• single around:

' The appellants cannot be bound by a sale made in

virtue of a decree on a mortgage passed in a suit to

which they were not parties. They cannot be fore-

closed of their right to redeem, assuming that they

were liable for the mortscao-e debt.'

This declaration of the law is directly opposed to

the ' corollary ' and decision in the Chief Justice's

most elaborate judgment in Ponnappa Pillei's case,

given above at pp. 307 et seq., which at all events es-

tablishes the doctrine that the interest of one ' co-

parcener ' may be attached and sold m execution of

a decree made in a suit brought against another

' coparcener ' solely. And no reasons are assigned

for the Chief Justice declining to act in this case

upon the principles so carefully enunciated by him

in the o'reat case.
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Accordijig to these principles, the Court should

have considered in the first place the propriety, in the

circumstances, of settmg aside the sale, and then, if the

sale was set aside, the resisting brothers should have

been told that ' they cannot claim to be placed in a

better position than they would have occupied had

the sales not taken place. Their interests were bound

by the mortgage, and if the sales are set aside, they

will hold their interests subject to proportionate parts

of the mortgage debt.'

AVe come now to two Full Bench decisions, pub-

lished almost simultaneously, in cases in which the

reference was necessitated by doubts as to the pro-

priety of the decision in the Sivagiri case (see above,

p. 279), namely, Karnataka Hanumantlia v. Andu-

knri Hanumayya^ and Karpakambdl v. Ganapathi

Suhbayan, I. L. R., 5 Mad., 232 and 234.

In the first of these two cases there was a decree

against the Father for the payment of a debt, and

upon his death execution of it was applied for against

his minor sons, as representatives, and the Family

property.

Turner, C.J., delivered the judgment of the Court

in the briefest possible terms, to the effect that under

the Code of Civil Procedure the sons were liable as

representatives only to the extent of the property of

the deceased which may come to their hands, &c.

The interest of the Father, not having been attached

in his lifetime and brought under the control of the

Court for the satisfaction of the decree, passed, on his

death, to his sons by survivorship and ceased to be
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his property. There is no difference in this respect

between the right of the Father and of any other

coparcener. The son's obligation to pay the Father's

debts attached to the property in his hands not in

his representative character. To enforce it, the decree-

holder must have recourse to separate suit.

In the second case also there was a decree against

the Father for the payment of money, as maintenance

to a widow, and an application for execution against

the sons, as representatives, and the Family property.

Turner, C.J., after observing, ' It may be the

father was sued because he was the manager of the

family property ; but this is not apparent on the face

of the decree,' held that the decree could be executed

against the sons for arrears that had accrued since

the Father's death (as well as before it), only as

representatives of the Father and until his assets

were exhausted, ' it being of course understood that,

on the father's death, the interest he had in his life-

time in joint ancestral estate lapsed, and would not

be available as assets.' The order of the District

Judge, accordingly, was set aside, and he was directed

to ' reconsider the application with reference to the

above observations.'

It would be interesting to learn what the creditors

in these two cases did, and how they fared, in subse-

quent proceedings. Probably the unfortunate widow,

who was recommended to try the ' exhausting ' pro-

cess, found it exhausting to herself rather than to the

Family on whose inheritance her maintenance was by

law a first charge. And, if the other creditor was
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tempted to bring a suit against tlie Family, no doabt

it was dismissed with costs, in accordance with the

decision commented on above at p. 317, on the short

ground that his remedy (not in his case the assets)

had been ' exhausted,' because forsooth ' the cause of

action on the obligation is one and indivisible, and a

second suit cannot be entertained upon the same

cause of action.'

Yerily, the Madras creditor has reason to curse

the English processual law, and to cry out in his

anguish, 'Give us back the simple laws of our

country. They may be unscientific, even barbarous,

but we can understand them : they suit us, and we

love them !

'

As regards the ' False Principle ' of survivorship,

I have shown in my View that, in the opinion of

Sanskritists like Goldstiicker and Burnell, this prin-

ciple ' does not exist at all,' and is ' entirely foreign to

Plindu law, and alone sufficient to render the adminis-

tration of this law nearly impossible, for it confounds

coparcenership with the state of division.'

The case of Srmivdsa Nayudu v. Yclaya Nayudu,

I. L. R., 5 Mad., 251, is important in that it shows

that the ' minority ' felt themselves compelled here to

upliold the decision in Po}i7ia2?pa P'dleis case, and to

decide against sons, who in a suit for partition against

the Father sought to set aside a sale of Family pro-

perty by the Court, in execution of a decree against

tlie Father alone, and another sale of such property

by the Father.

In doing this, however, the 'minority' carefully
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excepted from its affirmation ' the dicta to be found

in pp. 69 and 70 of the Report.'

We come next to the truly bewildering case of

Gurusdnd v. Ganapathia Pillai, I. L. R., 5 Mad., 337,

in which, upon disagreement on appeal between Innes,

J., and a new Judge, Forbes, the question was referred

to the Full Bench, and Turner, C.J., and Kindersley

and Muttusami Ayyar, JJ., decided it against a pur-

chaser from the Father, and in favour of the infant

son, who was not a party to the suit, on principles

that (to me) seem to be completely opposed to the

principles elaborately and carefully enunciated by the

Chief Justice in Ponnappa Pillei's case.

The question, stripped of irrelevant concomitant

circumstances, and as shaped by the Court, was

whether the Court should provisionally enforce, pos-

sibly (but not necessarily) to the detriment of an

infant son, a sale of ancestral lands promised by tlie

Father, without necessity and for doubtful purposes

not binding on the infant son.

Looking to the circumstances of the case, the

Court held that it could not grant specific perfor-

mance of the contract to sell, ' made by a trustee in

excess of his power or involving a breach of trust.'

It pointed out as a principle upon which to act,

that :
—

' When a Hindu family is undivided in estate,

it is a presumption of law that the property held by

any member of it belongs to all the members : this

presumption may be somewhat less strong in the

case of a father and sons than in the case of undivided

brethren, and in each case the strength of the pre-
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sumption must vary with the particular circumstances.'

After this, the Court went on to observe :
' If the

property be ancestral, the Court has notice that the

power of the seller, if he be a Hindu with an undi-

vided son, can be exercised without a breach of trust

only where there exists a necessity sufficient in law

to justify the sale, and that there is a person who is

entitled to interdict it.'

Finally, having remanded the case for the decision

of issues as to the necessity of tlie sale, &c., and

having declined to accept the decision obtained, the

Court refused to enforce the sale, in so far as it affected

the infant son's unascertained share, not feeling itself

' entitled to uphold an act in itself a violation of the

law.'

Here, therefore, the Chief Justice had been brought

round to the opinion that the Father is a mere unpaid

trustee for his sons : whereas in Ponnappa Pillefs

case, as we have seen, the Chief Justice had given

him a practically unlimited power of alienation, pro-

vided always he abstained from immoral and illegal

acts of expenditure.

It is a not insigniticant circumstance that the

decision in this case contains no reference to tlie

decision in the great case; and, although it deals

with the Father raising money to pay debts, and

cliarging the ' heritage ' as a whole, is silent as to the

son's twofold obligation, &c.

Summary.—During the year 1882 the minds of

the Judges would seem to have been distracted by

the difficulty (rather, it should be said, tlie impossi-
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bility) of upholding the decision of the majority in

Ponnappa Pllleis case, and at the same time main-

taining in their integrity comparatively recent doc-

trines of the ' Madras school ' as opposed to other

' schools.' The Chief Justice evidently had not the

courage of his opinions, as expressed in the great

case; and betrayed at last an inclination to undo

everythmg, and make the Father once more a mere

unpaid trustee for the Family. Fortunately for

Madras, the Privy Council decision in the Sivagiri

case was soon to make itself felt.
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CHAPTER V.

THE TRIVY COUNCIL ON THE SIVAGIRI CASE.

In the first half of 1882 the Sivagiri case decided by

the Madras High Court, as shown above at p. 288,

was disposed of on appeal b}'- the Privy Council.

Sir Barnes Peacock, in delivering the judgment

of the Court, quoted largely, but did not think it at

all worth while to reply to, the recondite and multi-

form arguments of the Lower Court. He hastened

to declare that the creditor was entitled to succeed

upon his second ground of appeal, ' that the whole

Zamindari, or at least the interest whicli the defendant

took therein by heritage, was liable as assets by

descent in the hands of the defendant, as the heir of

his father, for the payment of his fathf.r's debts.'

As to this ground—the judgment proceeds— ' the

case is governed by the case of G'wdharcc Lall v.

Kfintoo Lall. The doctrine there laid down was not

new, but was supported by the previous cases therein

cited. The principle of that case was adopted by

this Board in the case of Suraj Bitnsi Koer, and has

been very properly acted upon in Bengal, in Bombay,

and in the North-West Provinces, and although it

was not acted upon by the High Court of Madras, as

z
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it ought to have been in the case now under appeal,

it has since been acted upon in a Full Bench decision

by all the Judges of that Court, except two who

dissented, of whom Mr. Justica Muttusami Ayyar

was one, in Ponnappa Pillei v. Pappuvayyangdr!

Then comes the unpalatable remark: ' The reasons

given in the judgment of the High Court in the

present case constitute no ground for the opinion that

the case of Kantoo Loll does not apply to the Madras

Presidency.' For, (1) the assertion, that in that case

there were remarks which show that the Father and son

probably were acting in collusion with one another

against the purchaser, 'certainly was not justified,'

and ' was clearly a mistake.' And (2) assuming,

without admitting, that a difference exists in Bengal

and in Madras as to the power of the Father to

alienate to the extent of his own share, ' it is impossi-

ble to see how the father's power to alienate his own

share could constitute a valid reason for supposing

that, where that law existed, the son's share, taken

by heritage from the father, was thereby exempted

from liability for the ^^ayment of his father's debts.'

It is then declared, simply, that ' the fact of the

Zamindari being impartible could not affect its lia-

bility for the payment of the father's debts when it

came into the hands of the son by descent from the

father.' And then come directions, and the conclu-

sion: ' The defendant is liable for the debts due from

his father, to the extent of the assets which descended

to him from his father, nnd all the right, title, and

interest of the defendant in the Zamindari, which
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descended to him from his fiither, became assets in

his hands, and that right and interest, if not duly

administered in payment of his father's debts, is liable,

as ao^ainst the defendant, to be attached and sold in

execution of the amount that may be decreed against

him.'

Their Lordships therefore advise to reverse the

decrees of the Lower Courts ; and to direct payment

of the debt by the defendant, ' as the son and heir

and legal representative,' out of the property that

was of his Father, and came to him by heritage ; and

to declare the whole estate, both the hypothecated

parts and the rest, to be liable to attachment and sale

in execution.

What, ultimately, will be the effects in Madras of

this uncompromising decision, it would be indeed rash

to predict. At the first blush it would seem to

suffice in itself to explode the greater part of the

peculiar views that obtain in Madras, with reference

to the Father's powers and the son's obligations and

rights. But, no doubt, we shall soon find a disposition

evinced by some at least of the Madras Judges to

treat this decision as the decision in Kanioo Lirf< case

has been treated ; and anyhow to ward off, to the

utmost of their ability, the invasion of Bengal ideas

and principles.

z 2
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CHAPTER VI.

MOVING FORWARD AGAIN ?

The case of Puna Kuruppana Pillai v. Virabadra

Fillai, I. L. R., 6 Mad., 277, is of importance, as

illustrating the state of uncertainty and helplessness

to which the subordinate tribunals must have been

reduced by decisions such as those commented on in

my previous chapters.

Here the debt, one of a few rupees, was incurred

by the Father of a Family for the purpose of getting

his son married, and the creditor, evidently a cautious

man, sued both the Father and the son for payment.

His doing so puzzled the Munsif, who referred to the

High Court whether, as a Small Cause Court Judge

with a restricted jurisdiction, he could dispose of a

suit like the one before him, seeing that, with refer-

ence to Ponnappa PilleVs case, the question of the

son's obligation to pay the debt of the Father was one

not of contract but of inheritance. Knowing ' the

views of the Courts and the bar to be divergent,' the

Munsif thought it proper to lay the matter before

the Judges of the High Court, ' lest his view may
be erroneous.'

The decision of Innes and Kernan, JJ., was to
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tlie effect that the debt, being one properly contracted

for a proper and necessary Family purpose, was not,

properly speaking, the debt of the Father, but the

debt of the Father and son, the Father having acted

as manager and agent of the Family, in borrowing

the money.

The next case is that of Timmappaya v. LaksJi-

mindrdyana and others^ I. L. R., 6 Mad., 284. Here

an undivided nephew sued the Father and Mother of

a Family and their three sons, whether infants or not

does not appear, for a declaration that the ' shares ' of

the three sons Avere liable to be sold in execution of

the plaintiff's decree, gotten against the Father alone,

for his one- sixth share of the whole Family property.

Two brothers of the plaintiff had similarly brought

several suits for partition against the Father solely.

The brmging of this suit was necessitated by the

circumstance that execution of the plaintift^s decree

had been denied to him, upon the intervention of the

Father's three sons.

Both the lower Courts dismissed the claim. On

appeal, it was held by Innes and Kindersley, JJ.,

that the suit did not lie against the sons, ' to enforce

ao-ainst them a decree for partition obtained against

their father to which they were no parties,' (1)

because of the Oaths Act, and (2) because no deci-ee

could be properly arrived at in a suit for partition

without joining all the coparceners. Kantoo Ldl's case

did not apply.

The judgment is very brief, and begs the whole

question, one very comi)lcx and diflicult.
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If the Madras High Court is right in holding that

the son has power to compel the Father by suit to

separate him and give him his share of wealth, it is

difficult to see how other sons can have any right of

' mterdiction ' or intervention in a suit brought for

this purpose, or why (ordinarily) they should be

included in it. The question would seem to be one

between the Father and the plaintiff alone.

Again, where (as in the present case) the Father

resists and the Court, upon consideration, actually

decides against him, and by decree imposes upon him

an obligation to yield up certain movables and things

to the plaintiff, it is difficult to see what rational

distinction can be drawn between such obligation and

a debt of the Father that a son must anyhow pay, or

a promise of the Father that a son must anyhow

fulfil.

The Court having laid hold of the property of the

Family, and made it a fund out of which to satisfy

the claim of the son, one would suppose that the

conditions existing in Ponnappa FiUei's case existed

here also, and the conclusions arrived at in that case

would here have a proper apphcation. It does not

appear that fraud, or collusion, or mistake, on the part

of the Father was alleged to exist. If it was, the

suit gave the three sons and the Mother an oppor-

tunity of establishing the truth of the allegation.

The next case is that of Ncirdyanasdmi Chetti v,

Sdmidas Miidali, I. L. R., 6 Mad., 293, in which

Innes and Kindersley, JJ., set aside in revision the

decision of the Munsif, that the son is not bound by
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the deliberate promise of the Father, given by bond,

to pay a barred debt, decLared in a judgment to be

such.

They observed :
' The ftict that the debt was

barred by the Act of Limitation did not affect the

existence of the debt, and there was nothing illegal

or immoral in the action of the father in promising

to pay it. The new note operated as a renewal of

the obligation.'

Tt is difficult to reconcile these observations, and

the decision in this case, with the judgments in the

two cases commented on above, at pp. 275 and

327, in which it was declared that the Father,

unless expressly authorised for the purpose, has no

power, as Managing Member, to revive a barred

claim.

As the decisions now stand, it would seem that

the Father cannot save the credit and honour of the

Family by endorsing on his bond the circumstance

that he makes a payment on account : but he can

effect this desirable and necessary object by the

roundabout method of executing a new note, to

' operate as a renewal of the obligation.'

We come now to the most bewildering case of all,

that of Yenamandra Sitardmasdmi v. Midatana

Sanyfisi and another, I. L. R., 6 Mad., 400.

Here a man sued his two brothers for partition,

and certain mortgagees in possession nnder a deed

executed by the Father intervened and were made

})arti(!S. The ^lunsif doubted the bona fides of the

alienation, and declined to uphold it as against the
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plaintiff. The Sub. Judge ' found that the mortgage

was a bona fide transaction, and that there was no

proof that the debt was either immoral or illegal, and

dismissed the plaintiff's claim against these defen-

dants.'

The plaintiff was advised to appeal, the decisions

in Kantu LdVs case, Ponnappa Pilleis case, and the

Sivagiri case, and other decisions, notwithstanding:

and the result showed that he was well advised.

Turner, C.J., and Muttusami Ayyar, J., reversed

the decree of the lower appellate Court by a very

brief judgment to the following effect. In order to

sustain a mortgage by a Hindu Father it must be

shown that the moneys were required for necessary

purposes, e.g. payment of a debt which it would be

a pious duty in the son to discharge. The mort-

gagees had not proved this much, or that they had in

good faith believed the debt was such as to justify

the mortgage. And, therefore, the mortgage could

only affect the Father's share. The son, however,

is bound to dii;charge a debt of the Father that he

cannot show to have been contracted for an improper

purpose, to the extent of ancestral proj^erty which

may come to his hands. And, in a suit brought

against him to enforce that liability, the burden of

proof as to the nature of the debt would lie upon

him. The decree must be reversed, and the claim of

the plaintiff allowed.

This decision would seem to sponge out all (or

most) of the results achieved in a series of slowly pro-

gressive judgments ; and indeed to place the creditor
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in a worse position than lie filled in tlie days of

Scotland, C.J. That Muttusfiini Ayyar, J., should

have penned it, is sufficiently intelligible. That

Turner, C. J., should have brought himself to sign it,

after Ponnappa PilleVs case, surely is beyond a plain

man's comprehension.

It will be observed that (amongst other things)

the decision discards the current expressions, ' im-

moral ' and ' illegal ' debts, and substitutes for them

the perfectl}^ general term ' improper purposes '

;

introduces the new condition of ' necessary purposes
'

;

shifts the burden of proof; restores the idea of a

' pious ' duty ; and practically throws every possib^.e

obstacle in the way of the bona fide mortgagee, Avhom

it turns out of possession unpaid, though the Sub.

Judge found upon the evidence that the plaintiflP had

failed to prove that the debt was either immoral or

illegal.

It should be added that the mortgagees were

excused from paying the costs of the phiintiff, ' as he

has not ofi'ered to discharge the father's debt.' Surely

he should not have been granted partition and allot-

ment unless and until he paid it in full.

The next case is that of Arundchala Chctii v.

Murdsdmi MiidaU, I. L. R., 7 Mad., 39, in which

the creditor advanced money to the Father upon a

hypothecation of the property of the Family ; sued

him solely
;
got a decree ; was denied execution upon

the intervention of the sons ; and then sued for a

declaration that their interest also was liable.

The Munsif dismissed the ^uit, on the ground
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that the decision in Suraj Bunsi Koer's case did not

apply, because the Father was still alive, and the

' religious obligation was absent,' and the creditor

had failed to prove benefit to the Fauiily. And the

District Judge agreed.

On second appeal, Muttusami Ayyar, J., and

Hutchins, J., a new Judge, affirmed the decree,

holding that the lower Courts had done right in

throwing the burden of proof on the plaintiff, in the

absence of an antecedent debt. ' If the plaintiff had

joined the sons in his suit against the father, he would

have had to establish the liability of their shares, and

his position cannot be improved by obtaining a decree

against the father alone.'

In this very brief judgment no reference is made

to any decisions, and judging from its wording one

might suppose that Ponnappa Pillei's case and the

cases on which it depends had been definitively aban-

doned as authorities upon which to act.

We now come to the important case of Bdmd-

krishna v. Namasivaya and two others, I. L. R., 7

Mad., 295, which shows that the muid of the Chief

Justice had been moved round again to its old posi-

tion, and the whole Court was now with him.

In this case the Father and one of his sons jointly

executed a hypothecation-bond, and the creditor sued

on it and got a decree against the obligors, and

attached the property, whereupon sons and grandsons

intervened and got their interests released, and hence

the usual suit for a declaration.

The Munsif found that the debt was not con-
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tracted for immoral purposes, and declared the inte-

rests til at had been released to be liable to be sold in

execution.

On appeal, the Sub. Judge reversed the decree, on

the authority of Chockalinga v. Subbaraya, for which

see above, p. 326.

On second appeal, Kernan and Kindersley, JJ.,

referred the case to a Full Bench, ' in consequence

of the ruling ' in tlie last-mentioned case.

Turner, C.J., delivered the judgment of the Full

Bench, one of some twenty lines, to the effect that

the suit was maintainable, not being on the same

cause of action as the prior suit, in which the right

of the obligors alone was dealt with. If the inter-

vening sons and grandsons had failed to get their

interests released from attachment, it would have

been open to them to bring a regular suit : and,

similarly, the decree-holder must be allowed to bring

a suit to contest the order made in his disfavour.

Smce it had been found that the Father's debt was

not contracted for immoral purposes, the interests of

the sons, as well as of the Father, were liable to sale

in execution of the decree, unless the sors redeemed

the property remaining unsold.

The (apparent) importance of this judgment can

hardly be over-estimated. How many decisions of

the Madras High Court are virtually overruled by,

though none is mentioned in, it, I am unable to state.

But, amongst others may be reckoned those in Chock-

alinrja w.Subaraya (see above, p. 32G), and Gurusami

CJtettis case, in which Innes and Muttusami Ayyar.
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JJ., overruled Kernan, J., with the ' exhausted

remedy' judgment (see above, p. 317), and the last

two cases commented on.

It will be observed that on this occasion all the

Judges were content with the debt being one not

contracted ' for immoral purposes,' and agreed in

ordering the sons to pay such debt, or suffer their

interests still unsold to be sold in execution.

After this come two more Sivagiri cases ^ I. L. R.,

7 Mad., 328 and 339, in which the Court simply

followed the decision of the Privy Council, com-

mented on above.

And then we have the remarkable case of Baha v.

Timma, I. L. R., 7 Mad., 357, in which Turner, C.J.,

and Innes, Kindersley, and Muttusami Ayyar, JJ.,

replied to a division bench that :
' A Hindu father, if

unseparated, has not power, except for purposes

warranted by special texts, to make a gift to a

stranger of ancestral estate, movable or immov-

able.'

When, therefore, the Father, being very wealthy,

but having acquired or earned nothing for himself,

desires to make a present of a few rupees to (say) a

dancing-girl, he must, if he happens to have a male

baby living, refrain from making the ' alienation to a

stranger to the prej udice of his son ' ?

It is difficult to believe that the Madras High

Court can have intended thus to degrade the Father,

and to strip him not only of all real power but of

nearly all enjoyment in life, but the terms of the

above reply are luiqualified save by the words ' for
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purposes warranted by special texts,' and I presume

that no such text exists warranting the making of a

present to a dancing-girl.

Until the date of the delivery of this judgment it

was always understood at Madras that the Father,

as being a coparcener, at the least could aliene joint

ancestral property to the extent of his own share.

And hence my sixth Fahe Principle. Now he can

aliene nothing ancestral, not even one anna.

It appears from the judgment that the doubts

expressed by the Privy Council in Lakslunan Dada

Naik V. Rdmachandra Dada Naik, L. Jl., 7 I. A.,

194, as to the right of a coparcener in Madras to

make an alienation of his share, suggested that the

Court should reconsider the question when oppor-

tunity occurred. And the Chief Justice had nothing

to add to the observations he made upon it in Po7i-

nappa Pilleis ca^e, for which see above, p. 305.

Respecting the question, now before the Court, of

the competency of the Father to make a gift of ances-

tral estate to a stranger to the prejudice of his son, it

appeared to the Chief Justice that: ' We have on the

one side the unanimous consensus of the commentators

accepted in Southern India, and the opinions of the

most eminent English writers on Hindu Law. On

the other, we have a decision of this Court which rests

on no sufficient authority: the principle on Avhich

alienation was permitted to satisfy a j udgment-debt,

or to give effect to a contract made with a purchaser

for value, implies that, ordinarily, the power to

alienate is absent, and it appears to me we cannot
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recognise, as a rule, what was intended as the justifi-

cation for an exception to the rule.'

I can have no objection to the High Court thus

meekly surrendering, in deference to the views of its

chief, one of the most maleficent as well as the most

firmly established of the False Principles. But, I

must protest against the assumption here acted upon

that the ' consensus of the commentators accepted in

Southern India,' i.e. of Yijfianeqvara and his tail,

constitutes in itself the Hindu law of Madras.

Moreover, a glance at the body of the judgment

sufiices to inform the inquirer, that this consensus is

got only by reconciling in the Chief Justice's own
way 'apparently conflicting' passages in the Mitak-

sara ; and that the supposed necessary consent of the

son, or on the other hand his interdiction, must have

been contemplated as operative and effectual only in

the case of the son being of full age. It can hardly

be seriously contended that Vijilanegvara desired the

Father to wait and see whether his baby son would

grow up and consent, before deciding on the propriety

of making a trifling present.

When we turn to the books that can more properly

(or less improperly) be said to contain law, we shall

find, I believe, a ' unanimous consensus ' of opinion

in favour of making presents. Thus> Manu IX.

6 and 9, enjoins one to ' bestow upon the Brahmans

wealth according to his ability,' for ' after death (the

giver) reaches heaven.' But, ' a man of means giving

gifts to strangers while his own family lives in

wretchedness tastes poison (while) seeking honey
;
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he makes a counterfeit of right.' In the present case

the gift was made to a Brahman, and to one of the

donor's family. And it was not alleged to be a gift

beyond the ability of the donor, or one calculated to

impoverish his family.

The author of Narada, upon whom the Chief

Justice has relied as an authority for Madras, when

it has served his purpose to do so, as for example in

Ponnappa Fillers case, allows the Father to give

away the bulk, if not the whole, of his estate, as I

have shown above, at p. 298. And the Gentoo Code

is even more explicit upon the point. See the same

passage.

The next case is that of VlratYigavammi v.

Samudrala, I. L. R., 8 Mad., 208. Here there was

a debt due by the Father of a Family, evidenced by

a bond ; a bond in renewal of the debt, executed after

the death of the Father by the ' eldest son and vcwasu
'

(see above, p. 171), udio had become the Managing

Member ; a suit and decree against this individual

solely ; an attachment of property of the Family
;

and then a suit brought by another son, upon his

coming of age, for a release of the property from

attachment and a declaration exonerating him from

liability, &c.

The District Judge had no doubt that the decree

in the original suit ' was intended to be passed against

the eldest son in his capacity of managing member of

the family,' and that the equity of the case required

tbat the case should be disposed of in favour of the

defendants. But he felt himself bound to follow
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Suhramanyan v. Suhram.anyan (see above, p. 323),

and accordingly allowed the claim.

On appeal, Turner, C.J., and Muttusami Ayyar,

J., affirmed the decree of the Lower Court, holding

that, since ' unfortunately the elder brother was not

sued as manager and the decree was not drawn up as

a decree to be executed against him in that character,

or to be satisfied out of the family property,' and it

' would be consistent with the decree that the then

defendant had been impleaded because he, and he

alone, had taken assets,' there was nothing to distin-

guish the case from those cases in which the Privy

Council has held that ' a mere money decree obtained

against one member of a coparcenary family will not

justify execution against the interests of all the

members of the family.' Accordingly, the creditor

lost everything, but was excused paying his opponent's

costs.

The observation occurs that, in aduiinisterinsc

justice between men belonging to rude tribes, it

might be well to go into the merits of each case from

the point of view of the litigants, and to uphold the

right in accordance with the Usage of the country,

rather than to do rank injustice in order to maintain

in their integrity the narrowest possible views of

English processual law. In this case there was

absolutely nothiug to excuse or palliate the conduct

of the younger bn^ther, in refusing to pay his share

of a trading debt deliberately incurred by the Father

for the benefit of the Family. And it is as certain as

anything can be that, but for the views held by the
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Hioh Court about the powers and jural relations of

the Managing Member, he would never have been

advised to act as he acted.

We come next to the case of Mmdkshi v. Virappa,

I. L. R., 8 Mad., 89, in which it was decided by

Turner, C.J., and Muttusarai Ayyar, J., that the

Father cannot defeat by his will the right of his child

in the womb, over ancestral property.

It will be remembered that in Baba v. Timma

(see above, p. 348) it was decided that the Father, if

unseparated, cannot bestow a gift of ancestral property

upon a stranger. And it was decided in Muthia

Chetti V. Zamincldr of Rdinnad, 2 Ind. Jur., 205,

that the Father ' cannot make a gift of ancestral

property so as to defeat the rights of a son begotten,

but as yet unborn.' It is now declared that he cannot

provide for his widow, as against his son.

And yet he can incur debts, and charge them on

the heritage, practically ad libitum.

The next case is that of Vmamahesimra v.

Singaperumal, I. L. R., 8 Mad., 376, which was de-

cided by Hutchins and Brandt, JJ., on principles

that, so far as they are intelligible, are decidedly

reactionary.

Here there was an advance to the Father of a

Family in 1868 for (presumably) Family purposes
;

a decree against him in 1871 ; a bond executed by

him in 1875, hypothecating lands, for the amount

of this judgment-debt ; a suit brought against the

Father and his eldest son, upon this bond ; a decree

against the Father solely, in executing which tlie

A A
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lands of the Family were attached, and three minor

sons successfully intervened ; and hence a suit for the

usual declaration, &c.

The Munsif dismissed the suit, following Choka-

I'lnga v. Suhharaya (see above, p. 326). And, on

appeal. Judge Irvine pointed out that this case had

been overruled by BdmdJcrishna v. Namasivaya (see

above, p. 346), but nevertheless affirmed the decree.

On second appeal, the Court disagreed with the

District Judge, but affirmed his decree, on the ground

(as I understand it) that the decree made against the

Father, although as a fact ' the judgment-debt was

charged on the property,' was ' a mere money-decree

'

against the Father, and being such, ' could not be

* extended so as to bind the sons' interests.' And
' this point was not considered in Bdmdkrishna v.

Namasivaya.^

The judgment then proceeds to distinguish the

' settled law,' that a decree against the Father and

the Family property in his hands binds the whole

property, subject to a certain right of intervention

on the part of the sons, from the (unsettled?) law

governing the case of a decree being a simple money-

decree, wherein ' all that can be sold is the father's

interest, and the right to have such interest ascer-

tained and partitioned off.'

Having repeatedly read this judgment, and com-

pared it with the judgment in the last-mentioned

case, I can only say that I can discover neither its

meaning nor its justification. To me it is and must

remain a complete mystery.
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The next case is that of Krishnama v. Perumdl

and others, I. L. R., 8 Mad., 388. Here there was a

mortgage of a ' self-acquired ' house by the Father

and his eldest son ; a suit brought against this son,

who upon the death of the Father became the

]\Ianaging Member, to enforce the mortgage ; a

decree against him, followed by the attachment and

sale of the house ; and then a suit for possession,

brought in the High Court against all the members

of the Family, by the purchaser.

Hutchins, J., one of the two who decided the last

case, dismissed the suit on the ground that, although

he was inclined to think that the mortgage was bind-

ing on the Family, the plaintiff ' having purchased

the right, title, and interest of the eldest son only, is

obviously not entitled to eject. He is entitled to the

share of the eldest son upon a partition, bat this is

not a suit for partition.'

On appeal, Turner, C.J., and Brandt, J., the

other of the two who decided the last case, agreed in

reversing this decree, and giving possession to the

plaintiff, ' having no doubt the Court intended to sell

the whole property as a mortgaged property,' and

because ' the manager of the family had been im-

pleaded as the representative of his father by whom

the property had been acquired.'

The observation occurs that it would seem to be

immaterial what the Court intended to sell, inasmuch

as the Court could not legally pass by sale more than

it was legally warranted in selling.

The next, and last, case is that of the Siviuniuyti

A A %
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Zamindar v. Lakshmana, I. L. R., 9 Mad., 188. Here

there was an advance of money to the Father, for

purposes neither immoral nor illegal ; a suit against

him solely ; and a decree, followed by the attachment

and sale of part of the estate.
*

After the death of the Father, his son the new

Zamindar sued for recovery of possession of what

was sold, and his suit was dismissed.

On appeal, Kernan, Officiating C.J., and Muttu-

sami Ayyar, J., reversed the decree of the Lower

Court with costs, holding that the purchaser acquired

no more than the life-interest of the judgment-debtor

in the property sold.

The Judges admit, in their several judgments,

that the debt was contracted by the Father for pur-

poses neither illegal nor immoral, and that ' no doubt

the Zamindari may be in the hands of his son liable

to pay the debts of the late Zamindar.' But, the

Father was not the absolute owner of his estate,

even though ' he might have alienated the whole or

part of it for purposes properly binding on his son '
;

and, as a fact, ' nothing more could be sold, or was

purported to be sold, than the property of the defen-

dant in the buildings.' And '' no equity in favour of

the purchaser had arisen.'

In a word, the debt of the Father being one for

which the son and the ' heritage ' were alike properly

liable, a British Court of equity and good conscience

could not see its way, through conflicting decisions,

to protect an innocent purchaser against that son.
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CHAPTER VII.

A SUMMARY. COXCLUSION.

It has been shown in this Third Part of the book that

the fundamental divergence of opinion among the

Madras Judges which began to be noticeable durino-

the last days of Morgan, C. J., became serious soon

after the arrival in Madras of Turner, C.J., and led

to a crisis in Ponnappa Pllleis case^ when three of the

five Judges were arrayed against two in open and

admitted opposition ; that, on this occasion, whilst

the conservative mmority resolutely adhered to what

it conceived to be genuine ' Madras doctrine,' as

opposed to the veiy different doctrine of other parts

of India, and of the Privy Council, Turner, C.J., was

determined to accept without reserve the principles

laid down conspicuously in Kantu LdVs case, and by

his own efforts evolved a new set of principles in-

tended to supersede those of the minority, notably my
sixth False Principle, ' that a member of an undivided

family can aliene joint ancestral property to the extent

of his own share,' and to empower the Father to

contract debts, and aliene tlie estate of the Family,

practically at his pleasure ; that towards the end of

his judgment, however, the Chief Justice exhibited
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signs of hesitation and want of courage, and failed to

give their full effect to his initial deductions ; that

the two Judges who followed him did so but half-

heartedly and with ominous reserve, in very brief and

guarded judgments, whilst evidently differing in

opinion the one from the other ; and that it would be

extremely difficult to state the actual results achieved

by the joint parturition of all the five Judges in this

most remarkable and momentous case.

It has further been shown that almost immediately

after Ponnajypa Pilleds case the minority set to work

to destroy the effect of it, and overruled Kernan, J.
;

that the minority, in a certain very simple case, first

decided in direct opposition to the decision of the

majority in the great case, and then, on review, for

no apparent reason, effaced by a few words its own

obstructive judgment ; that the mind of the Chief

Justice was swayed to and fro by conflicting theories,

and betrayed great uneasiness, and a disposition to

abandon the greater part of what he had before vehe-

mently insisted upon ; and at last, after various con-

flicting and irreconcilable decisions, the Chief Justice

was brought right round to the opinion (of course

only to be inferred) that the Father is impotent, being

a mere unpaid trustee for his sons, or rather an

unpaid Receiver and Manager of the Family property,

who may not come to the Court for instructions, but

must act always on his own responsibility and at his

own peril.

Next, it has been shown that in the Sivagiri case

the Privy Council made short work of the (supposed)
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' Madras doctrine,' and unmistakably manifested its

displeasure at the refusal of the ]\Iadras High Court,

for reasons that were no reasons at all, to accept for

Madras the established general principles repeatedly-

acted upon in Kantu LaTs case and other cases ; and

declared in precise terms that the Sivagiri Zamindrir

was liable for the debts due from his Father, to the

extent of the assets whicli descended to him from his

Father ; that all the right, title, and interest m the

Zamindari, which descended to him from his Father,

became assets in his hands, liable to attachment and

sale in execution ; and that the son must pay the

debts of his Father, as the ' son and heir and legal

representative,' out of the property that was of his

Father, and came to him by heritage ; and declared

the whole Zamindari, both the parts that had been

hypothecated and the parts that had not been hypo-

thecated, to be liable to attachment and sale in execu-

tion.

After this, it has been shown that the subordinate

Courts had been so bewildered that it was doubted

(and for a very logical reason) whether a Small Cause

Court had power to hear the simplest suit, brought

against the Father and the son jointly, in which the

son's liability to pay a debt of the Father was alleged

to exist ; that in another case the Court, including the

Chief Justice, went back upon its words ; that subse-

quently the Chief Justice took a great step forward,

carrying the whole Court with him, and in a very brief

judgment overruled a number of cases; that afterwards

the full Court agreed in setting aside the old-cstal)lishcd
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sixth False Principle^ and held that the Father, if un-

separated, ordinarily has no power to make a gift to a

stranger of ancestral property ; that soon afterwards

the Chief Justice decided another case in opposition

to one of his principles previously established ; that

again the Chief Justice held that the Father cannot

by will defeat the son's interest in order to provide

for the Mother ; that two new Judges decided a case

on quite reactionary principles in disfavour of the

mnocent creditor ; that soon afterwards one of these

two turned round and joined the Chief Justice in

overruling the other in a similar case ; and that the

Court, in the last case commented on, arrived at a

decision adverse to the innocent purchaser that seems

to be quite irreconcilable in principle with the Privy

Council decision in the Sivagiri case above set out.

I am not aware that I have omitted to notice any

important Madras decision reported during the last

ten years or so : but, if by accident I have done so,

the omission is immaterial. The analysis I have

given must amply suffice, it seems to me, to prove

the allegation that so far the Judges of the Madras

High Court are not in agreement, and are very far

from agreeing, upon such fundamental matters as the

powers and jural relations of the Indian Father, the

dependence and rights of the son, the position and

authority of the Managing Member, the status of the

Head of a Family owning an ancient Zamindari or

other large estate, and the subordinate nature of the

processual law, and in regard to many questions of

constant cccurrence in every court in the country.
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In my second Part I have shown that, since I

published my View, in 1877, more than the half of

the Fifteen False Principles denounced by me have

been abandoned, expressly or by implication ; and

others have been seriously shaken, if not actually dis-

established.

AltoD'ether, therefore, the result of a decade of

law-making by the Judges is that the Madras High

Court has got itself into a quite hopeless state of

disagreement in respect to the most elementary

propositions of Hindu law ; and, in domg this, has

gradually and reluctantly abandoned the greater, and

by far the more important, part of the Established

Rules and Fixed Principles to which in 1877 I in-

vited the attention of the public.

The ' vantage-ground ' on which Mr. Tnnes makes

so determined a stand (see above, p. 7) has in fact

been ' abdicated '
: and whether my suggestions are

adopted or rejected, the High Court stands ' com-

mitted to chaos in the matter of the Hindu law,'

which, in the opinion of qualified observers like Bur-

nell (see above, p. 4), is ' in a chaotic state.'

It would be sheer waste of time, and more than

useless, for me to enter here upon an inquiry into

the camce causantes and causa proxima of the exist-

ence of this state of chaos. I shall content myself

with observing that, however greatly principal causes

of it, as for example the arbitrary selection of a few

works of no general authority or importance as repre-

senting the whole immense existing Sanskrit law

literature, the employment of faulty translations, the
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attachment of undue weight to isolated and ambiguous

texts, 'the pitch-forking of English doctrine into

Sanskrit texts,' the abolition of Pandits, the dissocia-

tion of law from Orientalism, and numerous other

things, may have severally contributed to the bring-

ing about of a lamentable result, the one main source

of error and of mischief has been unwillingness on the

part of those responsible to recognise ' Indian Usage '

as the sole exponent of Indian Law.

Whatever may have been the case in England,

there can be no reasonable doubt that in India ' Usage

'

has been everything, and ' Law ' nothing, except in

so far as it has enshrined, explained, and preserved

Usage.

Also, there can be no reasonable doubt that in

India Usage has been, and is, infinitely multiform
;

the whole population having been from time imme-

morial, not homogeneous and aggregated, but segre-

gated in numberless castes, sub-castes, clans, and

Families.

I have shown what the author of the now current

recension of Manu wrote about Usage, and compared

with his views the views of many others, including

the joint presentment of the eleven Pandits who com-

piled the Gentoo Code. I will now give in addition a

few excerpts from the very valuable Introduction to

the Honourable V. N. Mandlik's work on Hindu law,

a work marked by great common sense, a large ex-

perience of the working ofjudge-made law in Western

India, and commendable moderation in expressing

strong views.
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He observes, at p. xliii., with regard to Usage: 'I

am inclined to hold that this has always been the

main source of the Aryan law from the earliest times;

and that our Smritis and Puranas, so far as they

relate to the Dharmasastra, have been merely the

records of customs that existed in those days.' After

gi\'ing a string of texts showing the importance of

Usage, he says, at p. xlv., of a text of Brhaspati : 'It

will appear from this text that our indigenous law
]

does not support the English law in respect to custom,

that it must be of a certain kind before it can be up-

held. I must take occasion here to remark that it is

wrong, in my opinion, to apply English rules of cus-

tom to the determination of our native usages.' Next

he remarks :
' An cichara (usage) accepted by a com-

munity becomes dharma (law). Yajnavalkya says

(Chap. i. 156) that even dharma itself, if opposed to

the usages and wishes of the people, is not to be

practised.'

The same writer protests strongly,—and, being a

learned native who thoroughly understands his sub-

ject, he deserves to be heard with attention,—against

the mode in which the English Courts misuse Indian

law treatises. Of the so-called Mitaksara he says, at

p. xlix.: 'The pubhcation of the Sanskrit work in

1813, and a translation of the Dayabliaga section

under the auspices of Government, stamped it at once

with importance, being an official publication,' though

it is but a commentary on 36 verses out of 1,009 of

Yajnavalkya, which is but one of hundreds of Smrtis,

and of which the authority, outside the author's own
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9akha, * is of no peculiar importance.' Again, at, p.

Ixx., after im]:)lying regret for the abolition of the

Pandits, and for the passing away of old times when

the courts used ' to consult all current works and

usages,' he observes :
' To say that the Mitaksara or

any other similar treatise is decisive of Hindu law, is,

in my opinion, completely to ignore the history and

growth of the Hindu law itself.' Then, after showing

that ' dharma in the case of the Hindus pre-eminently

means usage or custom,' and that the people go for

their law to the Bhattas of Benares, who belonged to

them and wrote for them, rather than to works sup-

posed to be of great repute, he says, at p. Ixxi.:

' Yij nane^vara was a very learned writer ; and he

wrote an excellent commentary on the Yajiiavalkya

Smriti. But apart from that there was nothing very

special about it. And as a matter of fact, it is less

consulted than the works of Hemadri, Madhava, and

the Bhattas.'

It is quite delightful to me to find an Indian who

knows all about it speaking thus of the absurdly

overrated Mitaksara, that most mischievous of all

clever law-treatises. Had the eleven Pandits who

compiled the Getitoo Code had the slightest reason

to suspect that English Judges would be betrayed

into accepting this work as being the Paramount

Authority, indeed the law itself, I make no doubt

that they would have spoken their minds about it

with considerable freedom : as it was, since apparently

they did not even know the name of its author, they

practically ignored its 'theoretic developments,' of
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which writers like Goldstiicker, Jolly, and Barnell

have so poor an opinion.

Being very anxious to know what Professor Max
Miiller thinks of the Mitaksara as an authority for

Madras, I wrote and asked him, and he was so kind

as to send me the following reply, dated December 7,

1886 :
' The Mitakshara in the South of India is

what the Code Napoleon would be in England, sup-

posing England was conquered by the French. It

may be a very good Code, but it would be a foreign

Code. It is strange that a saving clause forming

part of Mann and the other Brahmanic Law books

should have been so little acted on—namely, that the

custom of the country (desadharma) should be re-

spected, except where it is in direct opposition to the

sacred law.'

This important opinion, it will be observed, cor-

roborates most directly two of the principal views

exhibited in this book.

With regard to Madhava, whom Mr. Mandlik

pronounces to be an authority superior to Yijfiane(^-

vara, I have shown in my Prospectus that in 1812

Ellis held him to be the principal authority in South

India, having been ' the lawgiver of the last Southern

Hindu dynasty,' whereas the Mitaksara was 'gene-

rally supposed to have been composed in Northern

India ' ; and that Ellis's native adviser named the

Madliavlyam and Sarasvati-Vilasa as the two autho-

rities for the Carnatic, and declined to accept the

Mitaksara as the Paramount Authority for South

India.
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Of another work to which, I regret to see, the

Madras High Court is beginning to ascribe undue

prominence, namely the Smrti-Candrika, Mr. Mandlik

has something very important to tell. In the first

place he declares (at p. Ixxiii.) that this work is not

by the same author as the Dattaka-Candrika. And,

second, he tells us that it is ' as it professes to be, the

work of Bhatta Kubera, a Bengal author. Kubera's

name is not even known on this side of India ; and

Mr. Borradaile expressly says that the original work

did not exist in Western India in his time. Steele's

list does not mention such a work at all.' Third, he

leaves it as one of the ' speculative and comparatively

unknown works,' and chooses for publication one of

the ' well-known modern nibandhas.'

It is devoutly to be hoped that in the course of

time Government will become conscious of the

Paramount Absurdity of upholding the Mitaksara as

the Paramount Authority for South India, alike for

the privileged classes, for whose edification (in North

India) it was composed, and for the dumb masses

,

whose interests Vij iianeqvara never dreamt of inj uring

;

and of subordmating to a mere sectarian farrago

of ' theoretic developments ' the whole enormous

mass of works from which, some day, Orientalists

may succeed in evolving for all India a scientifically

valuable system of Sanskrit or Brahmanic law. In

the meantime, something must be done by Govern-

ment in its legislative capacity, and that quickly, or

the present scandalous state of things undoubtedly

will lead to most serious results, including the ruin
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of mnumerable Families, and the paralysis or destruc-

tion of commercial credit.

It is unnecessary for me to urge again, what I

have strenuously insisted upon in my View and

Prospectus, the necessity of ascertaining by systematic

inquiry the usages and customs of the various tribes I

and families, Brahman and non-Brahman, that con-
;

stitate the ' Hindu ' population of the Madras Pro- I

vince, and of gradually building up on the basis of 1

knowledge thus acquired a structure out of which,

ultimately, a Code might be constructed. And at

present I have nothing to add to the suggestions

already made by me as to the mode in which such

inquiry should be conducted and utilised. It will

suffice for me to repeat here my conviction that, at the

present moment, at all events in Madras, Englishmen I

are absolutely destitute of knowledge, easily obtain- /

able, of the facts from which alone Hindu law can be
\

deduced ; and that, unless and until such knowledge

is obtained, the administration of satisfactory law to

Indians is nearly impossible.

But, I gather from expressions made use of by

some of my critics, that it is not generally understood '\

why I object so strongly to the Mitaksara, and for

Avhat special reasons I hold that we do very ill in
j

selecting it as a guide ; and, therefore, I shall now

attempt to explain, briefly and compendiously, the

grounds of my particular hostility to this clever and

interesting treatise, and with what I would wish to

replace it in general estimation.

In the first place, it is (I believe) now universally
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allowed that the ' Mitaksara,' as done into English by

Colebrooke, is no more than a speculative essay of an

unknown writer, who flourished in an unknown place

in North India, in an unknown time, upon the mean-

ing of thirty- six verses of a Smrti known by the name

of Yajilavalkya ; and that this Smrti belongs to, or

' is more or less intimately connected with, a school

! attached to the new, or ' bright,' or ' White Yajur

I
Veda,' adherents of which, if they ever existed in,

/are no longer to be found in. South India. This

single circumstance, in my humble opinion, is fatal to

the hypothesis that the ' Mitaksara ' has been, and is,

accepted by the Brahmans of South India generally,

as a Paramount Authority.

I On the other hand, adherents of the old, or ' Black

Yajur Veda,' particularly Apastambiyas, are to be

found in great numbers in South India ; and they

still possess sutras and smrtis, e.g. Apastamba,

Baudhayana, Manu and Narada, and valuable com-

mentaries on some of them. It is highly improbable,

therefore, that any of the most numerous Brahman

families in the Madras Province should have resolved

to adopt the Mitaksara as their guide, and thereby

' degrade a sacred Rishi.' And still more improbable

is it that Ruk-Vedis should have done this.

In the next place, it is a fact that, whilst all

the Rishis differ from one another more or less,

Yajnavalkya is a name specially connected with

differences of opinion and with schism, and the

commentator Vijiianecjvara on several important

points stands aloof from the commentators in general,
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in more or less of isolation. Anything he may have

to say necessarily is suspicious, unless and until it is

found to be corroborated by extrinsic evidence.

Then, a great part of what he has to say consists

of ' theoretic developments,' educed from abstract

ideas. And some of these ideas, notably the idea

that property is by birth, are palpable absurdities.

Property or ownership is a concrete fact occasioned

by the law or custom of the country, and the circum-

stances and accidents of the man's life : and does not

come by birth any more than does starvation, or the

measles. So far as it is known and understood, the

j\Iitaksara does not commend itself to a discriminating

mind as being an improvement on the law-treatises

generally, e.g. on Xarada.

But, there is good reason to doubt whether this

work is tolerably well known and understood. Mr.

Mandlik evidently regards wdth suspicion both the

text at present received, and Colebrooke's translation

of it. And Professor Jolly has shown that a very

important passage in the Mitrd^sara has been entirely

misconceived by Colebrooke. Very possibly research

may show that other important passages in the work

have been mistranslated and misunderstood.

Por these and other reasons, though quite ready

to recognise the general cleverness of the work, and

its possible practical usefulness within due limits, I

must always object most strongly to the Mitaksara,

being forced upon the people as the Paramount

Authority, in derogation, rather (I should say) in

supersession, of tlic aggregate authoi-ity of all other

B B
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existing works on dliarma and vyavahdra, or

' law.'

Still more strongly must I object to the mode in

which the so-called law of the Mitaksara is applied

day by day to the whole Indian population of the

Madras Province, and particularly to the ' theoretic

developments ' evolved by the High Court, sometimes

with the aid of fanciful analogies borrowed from

English, Roman, and German writers on jnrispru-

dence, from the supposed 'theoretic developments' of

A^ijnaneqvara.

For example, take my fifth False Principle, that

' as to ancestral property a son, and therefore a grand-

son, may compel a division against the will of his

father or grandfather.' I have shown (above, at pp.

207-24) that this principle, as at present worked,

enables a baby in arms, suing by his mother, to break

up the Family, and (as the case may be) ruin the

Father, or cheat innocent creditors or purchasers. If

this principle were part of the law of the land, I would

wish Government at once to consult the people as to

the necessity or advisability of abrogating or modify-

ing it, as being an essentially bad Jaw. But most

certainly this is not of the law of the land : and never

has been. It is nothing more than an arbitrary,

and a violent, extension of the assumed principle of

Vijnaneqvara, that the son may at his pleasure com-

pel the Father by suit to give him his share of his

grandfather's estate ; which principle is supposed

to be educed from Vijnaneqvara's absurd notions

about property being by birth, and the ownership
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of the Father and the ownership of tlie son being

equal.

The all-important assumed principle of Yijnrine(}-

vara, as I have shown (above, at pp. 210-13, and in

my View), was discovered by two English lawyers,

who did not know a word of any Eastern language,

after pondering for an hour or so the meaning of an

isolated text of the Mitaksara, and comparing it with

admittedly inconsistent rules laid down in the same

work ; and knowing full well that ' it is not easy to

follow the reasoning of the Mitaksara on the subject,'

as also that Sir Thomas Strange was againsE them.

For myself, I cannot bring myself to believe that

Yijfianeqvara so much as dreamt of recommending

Brahmans to render the sacred position of the Father

unsafe, undignified, and ridiculous. And assuredly

he has not recommended them so to do in plam

terms, or in a manner calculated to arouse attention

to his teaching. Probably, before the case of Ndga-

linga Mudall v. Suhranianya Mudali no Brahman had

ever wasted a minute's thought on the meaning of

the isolated text above referred to.

And, so far as I am aware, it is not pretended that

any speculative writer ])efore or after Vijflancrvara

has recommended that the son should be allowed to

break up the Family at his pleasure, and against the

will of the Father.

If we look at the accepted recension of Xilrada,

which must have been written not very long before

the ^litaksara, and which is thought by Professor

Jolly to occu})y perhaps the very higliest position in

B It 2
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tlie development of the Hindu law, we shall find in it

not the slightest sign anywhere of a tendency to break

down the power of the Father. And, if we turn to

the Gentoo Code, written only a hundred years ago,

we shall find that the eleven Pandits who compiled

it, havmg all the authorities before them, declared

without a moment's hesitation that the Father cannot

be forced to divide against his will.

It appears to me, after seeking for information in

every direction for many years, that there is no ques-

tion in the Sanskrit 'law-treatises,' both old and new,

as to the Father, wdio (as ordinarily happens) is the

'independent' Head of the Family, being also the sole

judge of the propriety or expediency of separating his

sons from him, according to the ccistra ; and that the

only difficulty indicated lies in determining the special

circumstances that may (by aff"ecting his power of

will) take away the Father's independence, and admit

of the sons in eff'ect ousting him from his Headship,

and themselves arranging a partition of goods, or

otherwise providing for the management of the aff'airs

of the Family. The very circumstance that this

difficulty is indicated, and that there exists in the

Sanskrit authorities an apparently hopeless conflict of

opinion as to the times at, or occasions upon, which

division may be eff'ected, would seem to prove that

the rio-ht, which is nowhere mentioned, of the son to

force separation from the 'independent' and unwilling

Father, in fact has never existed, or been desired.

Whether I am right or wrong in this my opinion

about the matter is, however, immaterial. What
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alone is of importance is that Government should

carefully consider the propriety of continuing to

permit the High Court to make new laws for the

whole ' Hindu ' population of the Madras Province,

in accordance with the doubtful views of a single

speculative writer, and in disregard of the not doubt-

ful views of (perhaps) hundreds of other writers. Is

' Madras doctrine ' to be forced on the people for ever

by the Judges, in the absence of all knowledge as to

what the people's Usage really is?

Should Government be advised, for any reason, to

approve the course adopted by the Iligh Court, in

makins: new laws in accordance with the views of

Yijiirineqvara, and in constituting the Mittlksara the

actual law of the land, it will be impossible for it also

to approve the contrary course occasionally adopted

by the High Court, in deliberately setting aside plain

rules in the Mitaksara, and substituting for them

principles taken from English equity or elsewhere.

The High Court admittedly did this in establishing

my sixth False Principle, that ' a member of an un-

divided Family can aliene joint ancestral })ro[)erty to

the extent of his own share.' See above, pp. 225-35.

Jt is true that the High Court has at length aban-

doned tliis principle as erroneous. But, unless

Government intervenes, there is nothing to prevent

the Court from legislating again in a similar manner.

If, as I hope and expect, Government should see

cause to interfere for the protection of the people from

the mischievous use of the Mitaksara, the question

will arise, with what should this work be rephu-ed?
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And the answer to this question should be sufficiently

obvious to one who has taken the trouble to read

through this book, or even the First Part of it. Usage
being ' highest dharma,' reasonable and business-like

efforts must be made to ascertain what the Usage of

South India may chance to be. And, once ascertained,

Usage must be our sole guide in administering Hindu
law, both to the Brahman and to the non-Brahman
tribes and castes and families of the Madras Province.

But, necessarily, in order to ascertain Usage, we
must supplement the knowledge to be gotten by
inquiry amongst all classes of men, with knowledge

to be derived, by intelligent research and comparison,

from all existing works in which usages and customs

are to be found enshrined. Manu, Apastamba, and
Narada must be assiduously studied ; Medhatithi and
other commentators, including the author of the

Mitaksara, must be consulted ; the Gentoo Code and
Colebrooke's Digest must be perused—in a word,

every w^ork calculated to throw light on the subject

must be turned to use, with prudence and discrimina-

tion, and nothing that is of promise be neglected.

To do all this will take time ; as does any great

and important work. But it will not cost much.
And the most important part of it, the inquiry by
commission into the actual usages and customs of

South India, once begun need not take more than

one year, or at the most two years, to finish. I am
convinced that the adoption of the simple procedure

sketched out in my Pro.<<pectu.s, might bring about

most excellent results within three or four years.
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To pretend, as Mr. Innes has pretended, that to

adopt my suggestions would 'commit the Madras

High Court to chaos,' is merely absurd, in the

presence of the fact that at this very moment the

Hindu law of Madras is, as declared by Burnell, ' in

a chaotic state.'

Nor is it reasonable to fear, with Mr. Innes, that

to adopt my suggestions will ' commit us to the en-

forcement of an overwhelming variety of discordant

customs among the lower castes, many of them of a

highly immoral and objectionable character.' For, if

my suggestions were adopted, the burden of proof

would be shifted from the shoulders of those who

affirm, to the shoulders of those who deny, the validity

of various customary acts supposed by the High

Court to be done in violation of the laws of Manu

and others ; and the inevitable result of this would

be that customary (and therefore good) marriages,

adoptions, alienations, and civil acts of all kinds,

would never (or very rarely) be impugned in the

Courts as being invalid. At present, the known

prejudice against Usage, and the practice of com-

pelling every one who affirms, to prove, the existence

of a custom, offer great temptations to the unscrupu-

lous ; and poor men, who constitute the great bulk

of litigants in the Madras Province, must often be

deterred by want of means from even attempting to

establish by evidence, to the satisfaction of the High

Court, the existence of the most notorious facts.

Under the proposed system all this would be changed,

and the poor Indian would be suffered to marry,
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adopt, aliene, and do civil acts of all kinds, in peace,

as countless generations of his fathers have been

suffered to do before him. It woidd not be necessary

to ' enforce,' since none would look to challenge, his

acts, which, however ' immoral and objectionable

'

they may be in Mr. Tnnes's eyes, are not at all im-

moral, nor in the very least degree objectionable, in

the land where ' Usage is highest dharma.^

The Jubilee Year of their gracious Sovereign

would be for ever memorable to the thirty and odd

millions of Madras, if it brought with it a resolve of

the Government to give practical effect to the wise

and sympathetic words she spoke to them, after the

Mutiny in which they took no part :
' We disclaim

alike the right and desire to impose our convictions

on any of our subjects. . . . We will that generally

in framing and administering the law due regard

be paid to the ancient rights, usages, and customs of

India.'
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Book, 50.

Bouchet, Father, 242.

Boycotting, 90.

Brahmaus, treatment of, 11, 12;
dharma of, 25; high above all,

30; law for, 31, 33; siitras for,

58, 59 ; capital pmiishment of,

68, 73 ; ridiculed in the ' Toy-
cart,' 69 ; oath for, 84 ; to be

obeyed, 107 ; detachment of, from
Vi^as and land, 163 ; become
Pi-iests, 164 ; marry public wo-
men, 166 n. ; their Family, 178

;

adoption by, of dauii'hters' and
sisters' sons, 196-201, 249-50.

Brahmavarta, 32.

Breach of order, 88-91.

Brhaspati, date of, 48 ; on artha,
'132.

Brother, see ' Niyoga,' ' alienation,'

&c.
Blihler, Professor, 58.

Burnell, Dr., 4, 5, 22, 25, 29, 30,

31, 34, 40, 44, 46, 54, 58, 60, 61,

62, 71,72, 80, 88, 91, 145, 182,

201, 204, 251,252, 259,365,375.
Busteed, Mr., 270-4.

Byerley Thompson, Mr., 234.

(^akha, leaving law of, 57 ; learning

texts of, 180.

^akuntala, 78.

^astra, meaning of, 34, 44 ; reasoi s

from local usage and the, 44-62.

(^ruti, usage in, 33.

Cudra, meaning of, 22.

^udra woman, may marry four

men, 92.

(^'udras, 9 ; dharma of, 25, 29
;

usage of, 29; law not for, 29,
30 ; one duty for, 29 ; advice to,

29, 30 ; no sin in, 30 ; epics, &c.,

for, 31, 147
;
polyandry for, 92

;

to serve, 105 ; rules of succession

for, 116, 118 ; never to be judges,

120; must not learn Veda, 127
;

knowledge possessed by, 146.

Camel, of Hindu law, 15, 16.

Carana, 180.

Castes, dharma of, 24, 35, 37, 90

;

mixed, 103-5.

Ceylon, Government, 190; law,

234.

Chaos, 4; Part III. Causes of,

361-2.

Children, to whom belong, 91 ; no
lending to, 108.

Chinnava Nayadu v. Guruuatham
Chetti, 327.

Chockalinga v. Subbarava, 326,

347, 354.

Clan, archaic, 151-3, 158-63.

Classes, privileged, 31.

Clay-cart, 63-78.

Code, possible, 18-20; first pre-

requisite of success of, 150.

Cole, Mr., 176.

Colebrooke, JMr., 15, 50, 61, 130,

213, 221, 223, 232, 238, 369.

Collett, J., 15.

Commission, suggested, 1-9, 16-18,

20 ; need of, proved, 254 ; in-

sisted upon, 260, 267
;
probable

duration of, 374.

Communistic Family, of West
Coast, 177.

Communities, violating rules of, 90.

Contract, alienation a question of,

226-8, 301-2.

Coorjr Family, 176, 210.

Coparcenary, always presumed,
148 ; law of, established, 303.

Coparcener, widow of undivided,

13 ; aliening joint property,

225-35.
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Corollary, Turner, C.J.'s, on aliena-

tion by the Father, 307, ;32(},

330.

Corporate property, 149-78.

Countries, "dharma of, 24, 37, 38,

39, 90.

Courses, two, open to us, 10-20.

Crisis of 1881, tlie, 293-314.

Customs, see 'Usage.' Not judi-

cially recognised, 191-203.

Damathat, 72.

Dasaradhi Ravulo's case, 329.

Dattaka Miniilm.'?;i, 249.

Daughter, inherits, 96 ; why, can-

not succeed, 157; her rights,

168.

Daughter's son, same as son's, 249.

Dava, 110.

Davada, 19.

I)ayada9a9loki, 01, 62, 170, 211.

Debt, presumption as to, 13, 230-

7 ; Narada on, 85-8 ; Gentoo
Code on, 108-9, 128, 167

;

Father in, 223; payment of,

229 ; decisions about, Part III.

Debtor, taking wife of, 85-6.

De9adharraa, 38, 91, 365.

Deega marriage, 193.

Delegate, sefi ' Deputy.'

Dependence of wijfe, &c., 88.

Deputy of King, 35, 49, 50, 120.

Developments, .«?« * Theoretical,' of

the Dattaka Mimamsa, 249.

Dbarma, usage is highest, 9, 24-

43 ; meaning of, 25-8, 53, 134
;

three degrees of, 27 ; fruit of,

33 ; how to be established, 35-

43, 90 ; according to the Kiima-

sutra, 131-5; how learnt, 134;
for wbora taught, 169; when
not to be practised, 363.

Dliarma-artha - kama - mokshanam,
145.

Dharma-^fi-stras, 45, 47, 105.

1 tharma-sutras, 58, 59.

Dharna, 109.

Dindyal Lai's case, 272, 319, 320,
.322.

Disinheriting the son, 113.

Disqualitication for inheritance, 113.

Division, against Father's will, 12,

207-24, 370 ; rules for, in Gentoo
Code, 110-19; reopening, 119;
archaic, 102 ; advocated by the
Sanskrit law, 204, 206; efleets

of, 212«.
Divorce, of barren wife, 158.

Domesticity, 20, 27.

Dominus, what, 231.

Dravida, languages, destitute of
legal terms, 170; terms of art

in, 170-4 ; system of agricul-

tural life, 173 n. ; farmers of

Madura, 175 ; country, existence

of, imaginary, 179-84; school of
law, 182 ; Families, 180 ; folk,

not commanded to obey Sanskrit
law, 190, 191.

Drinking, Manu on, 66.

Dvyamusyayana, 94.

Eastern lawyers, 182.

Eating, Manu on, 56.

Ellis, Mr., 40, 150, 173 »., 201,

^ 223, 232, 238, 365.

English convictions, not to be im-
posed on Indians, 7,16; doctrine,

pitchforking into Sanskrit texts,

4, 19; phrases, no equivalents

for, in Dravida languages, 170.

Epics, for Qiidras and women, 31

,

147.

Equal ownership, 221 ; reasons for

denying, 229-31 ; idea of, in

Vishnu, and in Gaius, 230-1.

Estates, policy of keeping together,

246. See ' Zamindaris.'

Exhausting, the remedy, 317, 343
;

the assets, 332-3.

Factum valet, 233.

False Principles, 12, 13, 21, 179-
2(51. See 'Schools of llindu

Law,' &c. ; abandonment of, 301

.

Families, dharma of, 24, 35, .37,

90 ; wiiat forms of, in Madras,
205-6,209,210.

Family, head of, 86, 87 ; meaning
of, 150. 'S'(^e 'Joint Family,'
' Ilindii Family.'

Father, debts of, 85-6; authority

of, 8(5; lord of all, 92, 297;
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may borrow from wife, 112 ; his

power over property, 114-7

;

ouly limit thereto, 115; debts

of, after separation, 116 ; not to

give away the whole property,

122; rights, &c., of, 149-78;
division against will of, 12, 207-

24 ; enemy of son, 223 ; not a

coparcener, 229 ; not to pay
son's debts, 229 ; to share sou's

profits, 229-30; alone indepen-

dent, 230 ; sale by, 232-3 ; rights

of, res integra, 274. Part III.,

passim.

Fire, 84 n.

First-born, authority of, 86.

Four successive modes of life, 26,

27.

Gains, passage in, explained, 231,

Gamblers, dharma of, 36, 83, 96.

Gaming, 127.

Gandharva marriage, 140 ; in Kur-
ral, 145.

Gauda Families, 186,

Gautama, 58.

Gentoo Code, 99-130; value of,

129 ; why shelved, 130 ; on
artha, 146'; on division, 214-18

;

on alienation of joint property,

233-4.

Gifts, rules about, 88, 121-2, 297-9

;

forbidden by the High Court,

348 ; authorities in favour of,

350-1.

Gold, symbol of truth, 84 n.

Goldstiicker, Professor, 365,

Gopalayyan's case, 196-8 ; what
was meant by the decision in,

199-200,

Grandson, may compel division, 12.

Guilds, dharma of, 24, 35, 37, 90.

Gurusami Chetti's case, 317, 347.

Gurusami v. Ganapathia Pillei,

334,

Hperes, what, 231

.

Halhed's Code of Gentoo Laws,
99-130,

Ilauumanpersaud Panday's case,

324.

Hanumantamma v. Rami Reddi,
194.

Harem, etiquette in, 143,

Head of Family, 86, ^1 . Part III.

Hearn, Doctor, 149-178, 299.

Hearth, keeping the holy, 157.

Heir, to perform the sacra, 156,

Heirless man's wealth, how dealt

with. 111.

Heretics, dharma of, 24, 25, 37

;

information for, 31.

Herns, 231.

Hetsera, description of, 135, 143

;

necessity of learning from, 147
;

Brahman marrying, 166 n.

High Court, Madras, decisions of,

4, 5, 6, 19; intention of, 7, 8,

190, 257; respect for, 14, 15,

267 ; failure of, to carry out

Ilindii law, 191, 257; erroneous

conclusions of, 202 ; teachings

of, 265-9 ; split in the, 293-314.
Hindu, classification, 9, 10.

Hindu family, state of, 12, 13

debts of, 13 ; head of, 86, 87
constitution of, 21, 149-78
indebtedness of, 263-5. See
' Joint Undivided Family.'

Hindu law, spontaneous develop-

ment of, 4 ; administration of,

5-16
;

peculiar fate of, 15
;

evolving the camel of, 15, 16;

of the Madras school, 16 ;
past

praying for, 21 ; how to be under-

stood, 144. See ' Law.'

Hindus, application of law to per-

sons vulgarly styled, 12. See
' Indian.'

Hiouen Thsang, 54, 72, 84,

Plitopadef.a, 145.

Holloway, Mr., 15, 188, 190, 196,

256, 2(36, 277.

House-Father, 149-78.

Household. See ' Aryan House-
hold,' and ' Joint Family.' In-

distinguishable from the latter,

160.

Hunsapore, 246.

Husbands, rules about, 91-2
; may

borrow from wives, 112,
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Illata custom, 192-G, 239.

lUef^itimate sons, rules for, 93.

Illoms, 177, 102, 194-6.

Immoral and illegal debts. Chap. 3,

Part III., 34o,"348.

Imi)artibility of estate, right of

coparceners to determine, 244-5,

281.

Indebtedness, the normal state of

the Family, 263-5.

Independent, three persons, 86, 167.

Indian, life of, in Kama-sutra, 136

;

society, 137, 143, 144, 163-70,

178, 206.

Infants, presumptions in favour of,

236-7.

Inheritance, disqualification for,

113; what should be regarded

as, 301.

Innes, Mr., his letter, 1-9 ; his

confession, 6, 7, 202 ; estimation

of, 1, 15; his arguments from
the Mricchakatika, 6-3-78; his

explanation of Mr. HoUoway's
dictum, 181); 190, 191, 192, 196,

202, 204, 212, 22o, 228, 233,

238, 242, 246, 248, 251, 252,

253, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261,

266. Part III. passim.

Interest, rules about, 108.

Jagaunatha, 01,243.
Jaina, faith abolished, 40.

Jimfita Vahana, 101 n., 180, 181,

185, 186.

Joint Family, 149-78.

Joint property, gift of, 88, 94;
aliening, without consent of all,

1 19, 225-35. See ' Gift,' ' Aliena-

tion,' &c.

Joint Undivided Family, indistin-

guishable from Household, 160

;

how originated, 161 ; reactionary

theory of, 170, 299.

Jolly, Professor, 11, 19, 36, 38, 41,

47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 58, 59, GO, 63,

70, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 83, 87,

181 , 182, 208, 218, 219, 220. 221,

239, 249, 251 , 259, 298, 365, 369.

Jones, Sir W., 15, 35, 54, 130, 300.

Judge, what Naradii expects in a,

62
;
qualities of, 77.

Judge-made law, 23, 179-261.
Judicial proceeding, eight parts of,

49,50; four feet of, 51.

Judicially recognised custom, 12,

191-203.

Kalians, 176.

Kama, meaning of, 132.

Kama-sfitra, 131-148, 184.

Kandvans, laws of, 100; customs
of, 193.

Kani, or Tamil acre, 173 n.

Kantu Lai's case, 278; Part III.

passim, particularly, Chap. 3.

Karei, 173-4, 210.

Karnataka Ilanumantha's case, 331

.

Karnataka kingdom, existence of,

imaginary, 179-84.
Karpakarabal v. Ganapathi, 331.
Kayastha scribe, 64, 65, 70.

Keshava v. Piudran, 194.

Keshavan v. Vasudevan, 194.

King, and priest, 31 ; how to deter-

mine suits, 35, 36, 44-62 ; con-
quering, 39, 40, 106; his edict

and pleasure, 51, 52 ; to preserve

order, 88-91 ; qualities of, 105-8;
to punish, 127; how, pro.spers,

how, punished, 131 jj. ; to prac-

tise artha, 134 ; interpolation in

Manu about, 145.

King V. Iloare, 317.

Kiishiianuua v. Perumtil, 355.

Kfatriyas, 9, 29 ; high above others,

30 ; Gandharva marriage for,

140 n. ; detachment of, from
Vi'^as and land, 163 ; adoption
by, 250.

Kubera, 366.

Kumara.*ami Nadan i'. Palnnayappa
Chetti, 275.

Kurral, contents of, 144-5 ; kama
section of, 145 ; artha section of,

145.

Land, given, not to bo taken bark,

123, 169; inalienability of, 155;
detachment of nrabnians and
Ksiitriyas from, 163-4; i-edis-

tribution of, 172-4: estimation
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of, by Gentoo Code, 217-18; not

divided, 218.

Law, judge-made, see ' Judge-made
law

'
; not in Manu, 33 ; not for

kings, 47 ; Narada's opinion of,

48-53, 82-3; ridiculed in the
' Toy-cart,' 70 ; various notions

of, 131-2; to ise gathered from
the Kama-sutra, 144 ; distrusted

in the Mahabharata, 147 ; no, in

India,184-5 ; for nou-Brahmans,
188-90; in Madura, 242. See
' Usage,' ' Hindu Law.'

Law-books, fabricated, 251-2.

Law-treatises, use of, 44-62.

Lending money, to whom permis-

sible, 108, 230.

Levirat, see ' Niyoga.'

Lower castes, civilising the, 7, 8.

Madhava, 365.

Madras, mleccha, 169.

'Madras school,' law of the, 16,

187.

Madura, Country, 173 ; university,

180 ; kingdom, 242, 243.

Magistrate, qualities and employ-
ment of, 105-8.

MahaPatuk, 123.

Makkaparje, 177, 193.

Majority of the High Court, 294.

Malabar, 195 ; authority for,61,251

;

Brahman?, adoption amongst,

198.

Manager, binds the rest, 232
;
pro-

sumption against, 236-7. See
' Head of Family,' ' Women,' &c.

Managing Member, debts incurred

by,' 13, 236-7; who to be, 118.

See ' Women,' &e. Helatiou of,

to coparceners, 276.

Manas, 177.

Mauava-dharma-fiistra, 6. See
' Manu.'

Mauava school, 34, 57.

Mandelslo, 42.

Mandlik, Mr., 186, 196, 201, 206,

249, 259, 302, 363, 364, 365,

366, 369.

Mantras, 45.

Manu, on usage, 24-43 ; a religious

essay, 34 ; date of, 34. 48, 54

;

name of, 34, 80; for practical

use, 34, 44, 78 ; for whose
benefit, 46, 54, 57 ; recognises

conflicting usages, 55 ; rubbish
in, 67 ; whether referred to in

the Mricchakatika, 63-78; less

developed than Narada, 79 ; on
ordeals, 84 ; no development
since, 120 ; on kama and artha,

131, 133, 14.5-6; development
in, 163-6; influence of, 189.

Maravans, 10, ^75, 188, 205, 256.

Marco Polo, 42. ^

—

Marriage, runaway or secret, 139-

40 ; disapproved forms of, 140

;

second, of woman, 142-3, 201
;

of Brahmans with public women,
166 n. ; Makkaparje, 177 ; lUata,

192-4; Beena and Deega, 193;
Sarvasvadhana, 177, 193; with
brother's daughter, 203. See
' Polvaudry,' ' Polygamy.'

Max MUller,' Professor, 19, 25, 57,

365.

Mayne, Mr., 22, 23, 140 «., 161,

189, 212, 239, 247, 256, 206,
297.

Medhatithi, 60.

MegHsthenes, 72.

]\Iinakshi v. Virappa, 353.

Minor, presumption in favour of,

13, 236-7.

Minority of the High Court, 294
;

becomes the majority, 325.

Mirasi right, 173 n.

Mitalv-sara, 6, 11, 27, 59, 60, 80, 91,

98, 120, 161, 170, 171 n., 181,

186, 189, 212, 221, 223, 224,
225, 226, 228. Part III. passim.

233, 235, 238, 239 ; isolated text

of, discussed, 213, 297; Mr.
Mandlik on, 363-4; Professor

Max Miiller on, 365 ; objections

to, 367-70
Mithila lawyers, 181, 182.

Moeg, 163.

Morley, Mr., 182.

Mother, authority of, 86 ; estr.te

of, 92; controls division, 117;
rights of, 165, 167, 168; may
ruin the Father, 207, 217, 219 ;

entitled to a portion, 367-70.
Mricchakatika, 63-78, 96 ; date of.
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70, 71 ; ordeals in, 85; heroine

in, 135, 137; Vidusaka in, 136 n.;

liero of, 166 n.

Mudduu Tbakoor's case, 321.

Munro, Sir T., his opinion, title-

page ; his letter, 47 n., 201, 266.

Muppanar, adoption by a, 203.

Nagalinga Mudali v. Subramaiiiya,

212.

Nairs, 177, 195,205.
NambudrLs, 12, 177, 194-98, 249.

Nandi, on Kama, 132.

Nannul, 144.

Narada, date of, 48, 79-80; his

opinion of law, 48-53 ; observa-

tions on, 79-98 ; mixed society,

&c., to be found in, lOG-7 ; on

aliening one's share, 234 ; relied

on by Turner, 0. J., 297-9 ; op-

posed to Madras teachings, 298

;

on Father's debts, 319.

Naravauasaiui Chetti v. Samidas
Mudali, 342.

Nattukottei Settis, 178, 209.

Nayikas, what, 137.

Niyoga, 42, 43, 56, 91, 95, 158.

Non-Brahmans, the law for, 183-90.

Non-division, presumption of, 12.

Notice, eHect of, upon purchase.

Nuzvid case, 246

Nyaya, 77.

Oath, 84.

Obligation of the son, twofold, 300.

Offices, hereditary, 243.

Open-field system, 173 n.

Opoo patuk, 123.

Ordeal, 69, 72, 83-5.

Order, breach of, 88-91.

Orientalists and scholars, thanks to,

21.

Ownership, see ' Equal Ownership.'

Pai^aka marriage, 140.

Tandits, made great use of Jagan-

natha in Madras, 61. See ' Gentoo

Code.'

Tanpu. 171-4, 210.

Parakiya, what, 137 n.

Paramount authority, 221.

Parcener, debt of, 85.

Partition, Narada's rules for, 92-6.

See ' Division.' Property not
liable to, 114; definition of, in

the MitJiksara, 321.

Pa.«ung-Karei, 173 n.

Path, the true, 147.

Patriarclial Family, 149-78.
Phear, Mr., 193.

Piri, 171.

Pitamardha, what, 136, 138.

Poligar, 174; position and powers
of, 282-8.

Polyandry, 20; for all but Brah-
mans, 92, 205 ; of Kandyans, 193.

Polygamy, reasons for, 142 ; whose
idea, 165 n. ; of Kandyans, 193.

Ponnappa Pillei's case, 293-314.
Pope, Dr., 144, 145.

Porul, 145.

Presumptions of law, foreign to

the Sanskrit system, 204 ; should
be discarded, 237.

Priest, King and, 31. See ' Brah-
maus.'

Principles, false, see ' False Princi-

ples.'

Processual law. 271-4 ; misuse of,

352.

Proclamation, Eoyal, 7, 16, 40,

190.

Profit, made by son, how dealt

with, 114, 16S.

Property, individualisation of, 107,

16b, 169, 299; artificial rights

of, 302 ; by birth, 369. See

'Joint Property.'

Prostitutes, entitled to their pay,

] 22. See ' Iletaira.'

Protap Chundra Roy, Mr., 20.

Public. IJiahmaii and Ksatriya, 144.

Puna Karuppaua Pillei's case, 340.

Punishment, 28, 105, 120; magni-
tude of, depends on what, 124;
panegyric on, 127 ; commutation
of, 128 ; may destroy the King,
131 n.

Punjab Customary Law, 17.

Put", fear of, 177.

Putrika, formula of, 195 6.
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QUE

Queen, policy of the, 7.

Raksasa marriao'e, 140.

Raiuachandra Aiyar, Mr., 177.

Ramakrislma v. Namasivaya, 346,

354.

Ramnad, kingdom, settlement of,

243; case, 196,253.

Ratnam v. Govindarazalu, 276.

Reddis, 192, 194, 200, 239.

Redistribution of holdings, 172-3 «.

Regnaud, M., 64.

Regulation XXV. of 1802, 246.

Revive barred debt, power to, 275-

6, 327, 343.

Revue Critique, 22.

Richardson, Mr., 72.

Rig-veda, 58.

Robbers, shares amongst, 121.

Royal Proclamation, see ' Procla-

mation.'

Rshi, degrading sacred, 57.

Rshis, conflicting, not to be trusted,
* 147 ; degrading, 368.

Ruk-vedis, 308.

Sacra, connection of, with property,

156.

Sadr Adalat, on the filial obligation,

301.

Sales, different effects of, 307-9.

Sama-veda, 58.

Samaniya, what, 137 n.

Sami Iyer, Mr. P., 223.

Sampradaya, 183.

Sanskrit, law, see ' Ilindii law
'

;

legal literature, 16; conversing

in, 136 ; equivalents for English

phrases, 170.

Sanskrit texts, pitchforking English

doctrine into, 4, 19.

Sanskrit words, for privileged

classes, 31.

Saravana Tevan v. Muttayi Ammal,
278, 295.

Sarvadhikari, Mr. R., 181-84.

Sarvasvadhana marriage, 177, 193,

194.

Schools of Hindu law, 11, 12, 14,

179-87, 255-6.

Scotland, C.J., 15.

Seebohm, Mr., 173 n.

Self-acquired property, indivisible,

13.

Service, one duty of Qudras, 29.

Seshachella's case, 233.

Share, aliening ones own, 13, 119,

121, 168,225-35,305-6; double
for Father, 116; of absentee,

118, 217. See ' Gifts.'

Shaving the head, 72.

Shivagunga case, 245, 246, 356.

Sin, no commission of, in Ciidra,

30.

Sivagiri case, 279-82, 288-90, 331,
337-9, 348.

Sivaji's nephews, 243.

Sixty-four arts and sciences, 135,
136 n.

Slavery, rules about, 122.

Small Cause Court, question of

jurisdiction of, 340.

Smrti, usage in, 33.

Smrti-candrika, 366.

Smrti-texts, 48-52
;
practical cha-

racter of, 63.

Societv, Indian, 137, 143, 144, 163-

70, 178.

Son, may compel division, 12, 207-
24 ; may not do so, 115 ; always
dependent, 86

;
youngest, may

succeed, 87, 93, 118; twelve
sorts of, 95 ;

profit made by,

how dealt with, 114 ; subject to

Father, 168 ; rights, &c., of, Part
III., passim, particularly. Chap.
3 ; not a coparcener, 229.

Southern lawyers, 152.

Sriuivasa Nayudu v. Yelaya Nayu-
du, 333.

Stepmother, share for, 239.

Strange, Sir T., 15, 82, 150, 201,

212, 224, 232, 238, 371.

Strange, Mr., 201, 212.

Subramanyan v. Subramanyan,
323, 352.

Succession, in Gentoo Code, 110-11,
to wife's separate property, 112.

Suitors, ignorance and apathy of,

10, 11.

Suraj Buusi Koer's case, 320, 337,
346.

Survivorship, principle of, 13, 333.

Sutherland, Mr., 223.
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Suus hffires, what, 231.

Srakiya, what, 137 n.

Talbovs Wheeler, Mr., 28.

Tamils, laws of, 190.

Tarawads, 177.

Thauks, to Orientalists and scholars,

21-23.

Thefts, in the Gentoo Code, 125-26.

Themis, ' dharma ' connected with,

28.

Theoretical developments, 60, 221,

299, 302, 366, 369.

Timmappaya v. Lakshminarayaua,
341.

Toy-cart, 63-78 ; a necessary article

of furniture, 136.

Tradition, a constituent of dharma,
35.

Translations, of Smrtis, 16; of terms
of art, 19.

Treatise, benefit derived from a,

145.

Tribunal, constitution of, 64, 65,

70.

Tupper, Mr., his work on custom,

17, 18.

Turner, Sir Charles, his admission,

202 ; an unconscious convert,

260.

Tw iee-married women, 137.

Ullittar, 171 n.

Umaiuaheswara v. Siugaperumal,
35.3.

Uncertainty of the law, 20.

Undivided, .sec 'Joint Family.'

Undivided Family, member of, may
aliene, 13. !Se.e ' Alienation,'
' Son,' &c.

Union, state of, 12 ; in the Hindu
Family, 204-6.

Usage, 6-9, 12, 17; is highest

dharma, 24-43; where to be found,

29-33 ; divergencies of, 32 ; not

replaced by the Smrtis, 41
;

rea-sons from local, and the ^as-

tras, 44-62; contlictiiig, recog-

nised by Manu, 65 ; Narada on,

83. 88-91; Gentoo Code on,

119; preferred in the Mahab-

harata, 147 ; is law, 184 ; in the
East and South, 186 ; separate,

for every tribe, 188-90; need
not be ' valid,' 196 ; Privy Coun-
cil on, 196; not judicially re-

cognised, 191-203 ; has modified

the law, 201 ; of Zamindaris,
242-47 ; becomes law, 363 ; Mr.
Mandlik on, 363 ; must be ascer-

tained, 374.

Vachaspati Misra, 186.

Vai^yas, 9 ; alone to follow agri-

culture, 164.

Vantage-ground, Mr. Innes', 7, 361.

Varahamihira, 133.

Varasudar, 171 n.

Varna-Sankara, 103-4,

Vasistha, 58.

Vatsyavana, 131-148; date, kc,
of, 132-33.

Vayidiuada v. Appu, 198.

Veda, supreme authoritv, 32 ; op-

posite texts in, 32, 3*8, 39 ; 44-

48, .50, 54, 146.

Veda-^astra, 44, 107
;
Qudra must

not learn, 127.

Velliyammal v. Katha Chetti, 318.

Vena, King, 108.

Venkataramayyan v, Venkatasub-
ramanva, 270.

Vibhakta, 19.

Vidusaka, what, 136 ; in Mriccha-
katika, 136 n., 138.

Vijhana, dharma is, 26, 27.

VijiianeQvara, 27, 28, 60, 148, 181.

Village Community, 160 ; English,

173 n.

Violence, in the Gentoo Code, 126.

Viraragava v. Ramalinga, 201.

Viraragavammas case, 351.

Virasanyappa v. lludrappa, 201.

Virasvami Gnunini's case, 306.

Virgin-widow, marriage of, 142-3.

Vishnu, 59 ; on artlm, 146.

Vita, what, 136, 138.

\'yavahara, how Ijred, 26 ; Gentoo
Code on, 119.

Wilris, 171 ».

Warren Hastings' Letter, 99.

C
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Water, 84 n.

Wealth, how gained by different

classes, 136.

West Coast, agnation on, 177;
marriages on, 176-7, 193.

White Yajiir Veda, 59, 368.
Widow, right of, 13 ; may adopt,

13 ; see ' Niyoga '
;
payment of

debts by him who takes, 86;
management by, 86-7; mainte-
nance of, 94 ; share of, 118

;

remarriage of, 142-3, 166 n.

;

right of, to share, 238-41
;

adoption by, 253-4; cannot be
provided for, 353.

Wife, of debtor, taking, 85-6
;
goes

with goods, 86; her separate
property, 111-12

; share for, 117,
217 ; wooing and winning a,

138-40 ; description of virtuous,
141 ; how to acquire dharma,
&c., 142.

Wife, son. and slave, 164.
Wilson, Professor, 64, 65, 70, 135,

137 n., 171 n., 172.

Witnesses, Narada on, 82.

Woman, is the ' field,' 91 ; may
leave husband, 91

;
public, 135

;

virtuous, manner of living of,141.

Women, dharma of, 25, 29
; usa^e

of, 29 ; epics, &c., for, 31, 147

;

dependence of, 86 ; capable, may
manage, 87 ; no lending to, 108;
what concerns, in the Gentoo
Code, 127; should learn kama,
135 ; kinds of, to be enjoyed,
137; not to be enjoyed, 138;
knowledge possessed by, 146;
position of, improving, 167

;

rights, &c., of, 169.

Yajnavalkya, 59, 83, 84, 368.
Yajaman, 176.

Yama, enigmas propounded by, 147.
Yenamandra Sitaramasami's case,

343.

Yudhisthira, on the ' Truth,' 147.

Zamindar, position and powers of,

282-88.

Zamindaris, ancient, not divisible,

13, 242-7; see ' Sivagiri,' ' Hunsa-
poor,' &c. ; coparcenary rights in,

281 ; law of, 288 ; impartibility

of, does not affect liability, 338.
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Svo. 16s.

7ELDART {E. M.)—Echoes of Truth. Sermons, with a Short Selec-

tion of Prayers and an Introductory Sketch, by the Rev. C. B. Upton. Crown
Svo. 6^.

7E0RGE {Henry)—Progress and Poverty : an Inquiry into the

Causes of Industrial Depressions, and of Increase of Want with Increase of

Wealth. The Remedy. Fifth Library Edition. Post Svo. Ts. 6d. Cabinet

Edition, crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

*j* Also a Cheap Edition, limp cloth, is. 6d.; paper covers, is.

Social Problems. Crown Svo. 5^.

*^* Also a Cheap Edition, paper covers, is.

Protection, or Free Trade. An Examination of the Tariff

Question, with especial regard to the Interests of Labour. Crown Svo. 5j.

ILANVILL {/osep/i)—Scepsis Scientifica ; or, Confest Ignorance, the
Way to Science ; in an Essay of the Vanity of Dogmatising and Confident

Opinion. Edited, with Introductory Essay, by John Owen. Elzevir Svo.

printed on hand-made paper, 6s,

Glossary of Terms and Phrases. Edited by the Rev. H. Percy Smith
and others. Medium Svo. 7s. 6d.

'iLOVER {F.) M.A.—Exempla Latina. A First Construing Book, with
Short Notes, Lexicon, and an Introduction to the Analysis of Sentences. Second
Edition. P'cp. Svo. 2s.

70LDSMID {Sir Francis Henry) Bart., Q.C., J/:/".—Memoir of.

Second Edition, revised. Crown Svo. 6s.

7OODENOUGH {Commodore/. G.)—Memoir of, with Extracts from
his Letters and Journals. Edited by his Widow. With Steel Engraved
Portrait. Third Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.
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GORDON {Major- Gen. C. G^.)—His Journals at Kartoum. Printed
from the Original MS. With Introduction and Notes by A. Egmont Hake.
Portrait, 2 Maps, and 30 Illustrations. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, z\s. Also a
Cheap Edition in i vol., bs.

Gordon's (General) Last Journal. A Facsimile of the last

Journal received in England from General Gordon. Reproduced by Photo-
lithography. Imperial 4to. ;^3. 3^-.

Events in his Life. From the Day of his Birth to the Day of his
Death. By Sir H. W. Gordon. With Maps and Illustrations. Demy 8vo. iSj.

GOSSE {Edmund) — Seventeenth Century Studies. A Contri-
bution to the History of English Poetry. Demy Svo. 10s. 6d.

GOULD {RaK S. Ban?ig) M.A.—Germany, Present and Past. New
and Cheaper Edition. Large crown Svo. "js. 6d.

The Vicar of Morwenstow : a Life of Robert Stephen Hawker,
M.A. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

GOWAN {Major Walter E.) — A. Ivanoff's Russian Grammar.
{i6th Edition). Translated, enlarged, and arranged for use of Students of the
Russian Language. Demy Svo. 6s.

GOWER {Lord Ronald)—My Reminiscences. Limp Parchment, An-
tique, with Etched Portrait, lo^-. 6d.

Last Days of Mary Antoinette. An Historical Sketch. With
Portrait and Facsimiles. Fcp. 4to. loj. dd.

Notes of a Tour from Brindisi to Yokohama, 1883-1884. Fcp.
Svo. 2J-. 6d.

GRAHAM { William) M.A.—The Creed of Science, Religious, Moral,
and Social. Second Edition, revised. Crown Svo. 6s.

The Social Problem in its Economic, Moral, and Political
Aspects. Demy Svo. 14^.

GREY {Rowland).—In Sunny Switzerland. ' A Tale of Six Weeks.
Small crown Svo. 55.

Lindenblumen, and other Stories. Small crown Svo. 5^.

GRIMLEY {Rev. H. N) M.A.—Tremadoc Sermons, chiefly on the
Spiritual Body, the Unseen World, and the Divine Humanity.
Fourth Edition. Cro^vn Svo. 6s.

The Temple of Humanity, and other Sermons. Crown 8vo. 6j.

GUSTAESON{Axel)—Tn-E Foundation of Death. A Study of the
Drink Question. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. $5.

Some Thoughts on Moderation. Reprinted from a Paper read at

the Reeve IMission Room, Manchester Square, June 8, 1885. Crown Svo. is.

HADDON {Caroline)—The Larger Life, Studies in Hinton's
Ethics. Crown Svo. ^s.

HAECKEL {Prof. Ernst)—The History of Creation. Translation
revised by Professor E. Ray Lankester, M.A., F.R.S. With Coloured Plates
and Genealogical Trees of the various groups of both plants and animals.

2 vols. Third Edition. Post Svo. 32^-.

The History of the Evolution of Man. With numerous Illustra-

tions. 2 vols. Post Svo. 32J-.

A Visit to Ceylon. Post Svo. is. 6d.

Freedom in Science and Teaching. With a Prefatory Note by
T. H. Huxley, F.R.S. Crown Svo. 53-.
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\lf-Crown Series :

—

A Lost Love. By Anna C. Ogle (Ashford Owen).

Sister Dora : a Biography. By Margaret Lonsdale.

True Words for Brave Men : a Book for Soldiers and Sailors.

By the late Charles Kingsley.

Notes of Travel : being Extracts from the Journals of Count von
MOLTKE.

English Sonnets. Collected and Arranged by J. Dennis.

Home Songs for Quiet Hours. By the Rev. Canon R. H. Baynes.

amilton, Memoirs of Arthur, B.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Crown Svo. 6j-.

ARRIS (
William)—The History of the Radical Party in Parlia-

ment. Demy Svo. 151.

ARROP (i?(9i5<fr/)—BoLiNGBROKE. A Political Study and Criticism.

Demy Svo. 14^-.

'ART {Rev. J. W. T.)—Autobiography of Judas Iscariot. A Char-
acter-Study. Crown Svo. 3^'. 6d.

AWEIS {Rev. H. R.) J/.^.—Current Coin. MateriaHsm—The
Devil— Crime — Drunkenness— Pauperism— Emotion— Recreation— The
Sabbath. Fifth Edition. Crown Svo, 5j-.

Arrows in the Air. Fifth Edition. Crowm Svo. 5^-.

Speech in Season. Fifth Edition. Crown Svo. 5^-.

Thoughts for the Times. Fourteenth Edition. Crown Svo. 5^-.

Unsectarian Family Prayers. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. \s. (yd.

'AWKINS {Edwards Comerford)— Spirit and Form. Sermons
preached in the Parish Church of Leatherhead. Crown Svo. 6s.

''AWTHORNE {Nathaniel)—V^'o^v.^. Complete in 12 vols. Large
post Svo. each vol. 7^. dd.

Vol. I. TwicE-ToLD Tales.
II. Mosses from an Old Manse.

III. The House of the Seven Gables, and The Snow Image.

IV. TheWonderBook.Tanglewodd Tales, and Grandfather's Chair.

V. The Scarlet Letter, and The Blithedale Romance.
VI. The Marble Faun. (Transformation.)

[I. & VIII. Our Old Home, and English Note-Books.
IX. American Note-Books.
X. French and Italian Note-Books.
XI. Septimius Felton, The Dolliver Romance, Fanshawe, and,

in an appendix. The Ancestral Footstep.

XII. Tales and Essays, and other Papers, with a Biographical
Sketch of Hawthorne.

^EATH {Eramis 6^,?^-^^)—Autumnal Leaves. Third and Cheaper
Edition. Large crown Svo. 6s.

Sylvan Winter. With 70 Illustrations. Large crown Svo. 14^.

^EGEL—Tu^ Introduction to Hf.gel's Philosophy of Fine Art.
Translated from the German, with Notes and Prefatory Essay, by Bernard
Bosan(,iUET, M.A. Crown Svo. ^s.

rENNESSY {SirJohn Fope)—KxhY.c\i in Ireland, with his Letters
on Irish Affairs and some Contemporary Documents. Large crown

Svo. printed on hand-made paper, parchment, lOi-. 6(i.
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HENRY {Philip)—TiiK^i^z and Letters. Edited by Matthew Henry
Lee, M.A. Lra-ge crown 8vo. 7^. dd.

HINTON {J.)—1:yl^ Mystery of Pain. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. i^.

Life and Letters. With an Introduction by Sir W. W. Gull,
Bart., and Portrait engraved on Steel by C. H. Jeens. Fifth Edition.
Crown 8vo. Sj. dd.

Philosophy and Religion. Selections from the MSS. of the late
James Hinton. Edited by Caroline Haddon. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. 5i-.

The Law Breaker and The Coming of the Law. Edited by
Margaret Hinton. Crown Svo. ds.

HoDSON OF Hodson's Horse ; or, Twelve Years of a Soldier's Life
in India. Being Extracts from the Letters of the late Major W. S. R. Hodson.
With a vindication from the attack of Mr. Bosworth Smith. Edited by his
brother, G. H. Hodson, M.A. Fourth Edition. Large crown Svo. 5^.

HOLTHAM {E. a)—Eight Years in Japan, 1873-1S81. Work,
Travel, and Recreation, With 3 Maps. Large cro\\Ti Svo. 9^-.

Homology of Economic Justice : An Essay by an East India
Merchant. Small crown Svo. 5-r.

HOOPER {Ma7'y)—Little Dinners : How to Serve them with
Elegance and Economy, Twentieth Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Cookery for Invalids, Persons of Delicate Digestion, and
Children. Fifth Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. dd.

Every-Day Meals. Being Economical and Wholesome Recipes
for Breakfast, Luncheon, and Supper. Sixth Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

HOPKINS {Ellice)—Work amongst Working Men, Fifth Edition.
Crown Svo. 35. dd.

HORNADA V
(
IK T.)^Two Years in a Jungle. With Illustrations.

Demy Svo. 2Xs.

HOSPJTALIER {E.)—The Modern Applications of Electricity.
Translated and Enlarged by Julius Maier, Ph.D. 2 vols. Second Edition,
revised, with many additions and numerous Illustrations. Demy Svo. 12s. 6d.
each volume.

Vol. I.—Electric Generators, Electric Light.
II-—Telephone : Various Applications : Electrical Transmission of Energy.

HOWARD [Robert) M.A.—The Church of England and other
Religious Communions. A Course of Lectures delivered in the Parish
Church of Clapham. Crown Svo. 7^-. 6d,

HUMPHREY {Rev. William)—The Bible and Belief. A Letter to
a Friend. Small crown Svo. 2s. (jd.

HUNTER
(
William C.)—Bits of Old China. Small crown Svo, 6s.

HUNTINGFORD {Rev. E.) D.C.L.— The Apocalypse. With a
Commentary and Introductory Essay. Demy Svo. 9^-.

HUTCHINSON (Z^)—Thought Symbolism and Grammatic Illu-
sions : Being a Treatise on the Nature, Purpose, and Material of Speech.
Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

HUTTON{Rev. Charles F.)—Unconscious Testimony ; or, the Silent
Witness of the Hebrew to the Truth of the Historical Scrip-
tures. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

HYNDMAN {H. J/.)—The Historical Basis of Socialism in
England. Large crown Svo. Sj-. (>d.
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DDESLEIGH {Earl of)—Tn^ Pleasures, Dangers, and Uses of
Desultory Reading. Fcp. 8vo. in Whatman paper cover, is.

M THURN {Everard E.)—Among the Indl\ns of Guiana. Being
Sketches, chiefly Anthropologic, from the Interior of British Guiana. With
53 Illustrations and a Map. Demy 8vo. iSj-.

4CC0UD {Prof. S.)—The Curability and Treatment of Pulmo-
nary Phthisis. Translated and Edited by Montagu Lubbock, M.D.
Demy 8vo. 15^.

a'NT IN A Junk : A Ten Days' Cruise in Indian Seas. Large crown
8vo. Ts. 6d.

ENKINS (E.) and RAYMOND (/)—The Architect's Legal
Handbook. Third Edition, Revised, Crown 8vo. 6s.

ENKINS {Rev. Canon R. C.)—Heraldry : English and Foreign. With
a Dictionary of Heraldic Terms and 156 Illustrations. Small crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Story of the Caraffa. Small crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

ERVIS {Rev. W. Henley)—The Gallican Church and the Revo-
lution. A Sequel to the History of the Church of France, from the Con-
cordat of Bologna to the Revolution. Demy 8vo. iSj.

9EL (Z.)—A Consul's Manual and Shipowner's and Shipmaster's
Practical Guide in their Transactions Abroad. With Definitions of
Nautical, Mercantile, and Legal Terms ; a Glossary of Mercantile Terms in

English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish; Tables of the Money, Weights,
and Measures of the Principal Commercial Nations and their Equivalents in
British Standards; and Forms of Consular and Notarial Acts. Demy 8vo. 12s.

OYCE {R W.) LL.D. (S^^.—Old Celtic Romances. Translated from
the Gaelic. Crown Svo. Is. 6d.

'AUEMANN{Rev. M.) B.A.—Socialism: its Nature, its Dangers, and
its Remedies considered. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

Utopias ; or. Schemes of Social Improvement, from Sir Thomas More
to Karl Marx. Crown Svo. 51.

'^ Y {David)—Education and Educators. Crown Svo. yj-. 6d.

'AY {Joseph)—Free Trade in Land. Edited by his Widow. With
Preface by the Right Hon. John Bright, M.P. Seventh Edition. Crown
Svo. SJ.

*^* Also a cheaper edition, without the Appendix, but with a Review of Recent
Changes in the Land Laws of England, by the Right Hon. G. Osborne
Morgan, Q.C, M.P. Cloth, \s. td. ; Paper covers, is.

'ELKE { IV. H. H.)—An Epitome of English Grammar for the
Use of Students. Adapted to the London Matriculation Course and Simi-

lar Examinations. Crown Svo. 45. 6d.

:EMPIS {Thomas a)—Ov the Imitation of Christ. Parchment
Library Edition, parchment or cloth, 6s.; vellum, 7^. 6d. The Red Line
Edition, fcp. Svo. red edges, 2s. 6d. The Cabinet Edition, small Svo.
cloth limp, is. ; or cloth boards, red edges, is. 6d. The Miniature Edition,

32mo. red edges, is.

*j^* All the above Editions may be had in various extra bindings,

:ETTLEWELL {Rev. S.) M.A.—Thomas k Kempis and the
Brothers of Common Life. 2 vols. With Frontispieces. Demy Svo.
30s.

*»* Also an Abridged Edition in i vol. W ith Portrait. Crown Svo. rs. 6d.
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KIDD {Joseph) M.D.—The Laws of Therapeutics ; or, the Science
and Art of Medicine. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 65.

KINGSFORD {Anna) Af.I).—The Perfect Way in Diet. A Treatise
advocating a Return to the Natural and Ancient Food of Race. Small crown
8vo. 2S.

KINGSLEY {Charles) M.A.—Letters and Memories of his Life.
Edited by his Wife. With Two Steel Engraved Portraits and Vignettes.

Fifteenth Cabinet Edition, in 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 12.!-.

*^* Also a People's Edition in i vol. With Portrait. Crown 8vo. ds.

All Saints' Day, and other Sermons. Edited by the Rev. W.
Harrison. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. Is. 6d.

True Words for Brave Men. A Book for Soldiers' and Sailors'

Libraries. Eleventh Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

KNOX {Alexander A.)—The New Playground ; or, Wanderings in

Algeria. New and Cheaper Edition. Large crown 8vo. 6s.

Land Concentration and Irresponsibility of Political Power, as

causing the Anomaly of a Widespread State of Want by the Side of the Vast
Supplies of Nature. Crown 8vo. 5j-.

LANDON {Joseph)—'$,CROo-L Management ; including a General View
of the Work of Education, Organisation, and Discipline. Fifth Edition.

Crown 8vo. 6^.

LA URIE {S. S.)—Lectures on The Rise and Early Constitution
OF Universities. With a Survey of Medieval Education. Crown 8vo. 6s.

ZEE {Rev. F. G.) B.C.Z.—The Other World; or, Glimpses of the
Supernatural. 2 vols. A New Edition. Crown 8vo. 15^.

Letters from an Unknown Friend. By the Author of ' Charles
Lowder.' With a Preface by the Rev. W. H. Cleaver. Fcp. 8vo. is.

LEWARD (i^ra;z^)—Edited by Chas. Bampton. Crowm 8vo. 7^. 6^.

LEWIS {Edward Dillon)—A Draft Code of Criminal Law and
Procedure. Demy 8vo. 21^-.

Life of a Prig. By One, Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 3i-. 6^.

LILLIE {Arthur) M.R.A.S.—The Popular Life of Buddha. Contain-
ing an Answer to the Hibbert Lectures of iSSl. With Illustrations. Crown
8vo. 6s.

Buddhism in Christendom ; or, Jesus, the Essene. Demy 8vo.
with numerous Illustrations.

LLOYD { Walter)—The Hope of the World : An Essay on Universal
Redemption. Crown 8vo. 55.

LONGFELLOW {H. Wadszaorth)—IjiFE. By his Brother, Samuel
Longfellow. With Portraits and Illustrations. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 28^-.

LONSDALE {Margaret)—Sister Dora : a Biography. With Portrait.
Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo. 2^-. 6d.

George Eliot : Thoughts upon her Life, her Books, and Herself.
Second Edition. Small crown 8vo. is. 6d.

LOUNSBUR Y { Thomas i?.)—James Fenimore Cooper. With Portrait.

Crown 8vo. ^s.
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'.OWDER {C/iarles)—A Biography. By the Author of 'St. Teresa.'
New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. With Portrait. 3J. 6d.

\UCKES {Eva C. E.)—Lectures on General Nursing, delivered
to the Probationers of the London Hospital Training School for Nurses.
Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

WALL {William Rowe) D.D.—Prop^.deia Prophetica ; or, The Use
and Design of the Old Testament Examined. New Edition, with Notices by
George C. Pearson, M.A., Hon. Canon of Canterbury. Demy 8vo. \os. 6d.

'.YTTON {Ediuard Bulwcr, Lord)—Life, Letters, and Literary
Remains. By his Son the Earl of Lytton. With Portraits, Illustrations,

and Facsimiles. Demy Bvo. cloth. Vols. I. and H. 32J.

fACAULAY{G. C)—Francis Beaumont : A Critical Study. Crown
Svo. Sj.

lACCALLUM {M. ?F.) — Studies in Low German and PIigh
German Literature. Crown Svo. ds.

lACHLAVELLL {Niccolh)—'Ris Life and Times. By Prof. Villari.
Translated by Linda Villari. 4 vols. Large post Svo. 48^-.

Discourses on the First Decade of Titus Livius. Translated from
the Italian by Ninian Hill Thomson, M.A. Large crown Svo. 12s.

The Prince. Translated from the Italian by N. H. T. Small crown
Svo. printed on hand-made paj^er, bevelled boards, 6s,

lACKENZIE {Alexander)—How India is Governed. Being an
Account of England's work in India. Small crown Svo. 2s.

LAC RLTCHIE {David)—Accounts of the Gypsies of India.
With Map and Illustrations. Crown Svo. is. 6d.

fAGNUS {Lady)—About the Jews since Bible Times. From the
Babylonian Exile till the English Exodus. Small crown Svo. 6s.

LAGULRE {TJwmas)—Lectures on Philosophy. Demy Svo. 9^.

lALR {R. S.) M.D., RR.C.S.E.—Tn^ Medical Guide for Anglo-
Indians. Being a Compendium of Advice to Europeans in India, relating

to the Preservation and Regulation of Health. With a Supplement on the
Management of Children in India. Second Edition. Crown Svo. t,s. 6d.

iALDEN {Henry Elliof)—YiE^^'A, 1683. The History and Conse-
quences of the Defeat of the Turks before Vienna, September 12, 1683, by
John Sobieski, King of Poland, and Charles Leopold, Duke of Lorraine.

Crown Svo. 4^. 6d.

Iany Voices.—A Volume of Extracts from the Religious Writers of
Christendom, from the First to the Sixteenth Century. With Biographical
Sketches. Crown Svo. cloth extra, red edges, 6s.

lARKLIAM {Capt Albert Hastings) i?.A^.—The Great Frozen Sea :

a Personal Narrative of the Voyage of the Alert during the Arctic Expedition
of 1875-6. With Six Full-page Illustrations, Two Maps, and Twenty-seven
Woodcuts. Sixth and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

lARTINEAU {Gertrtide)—OvTLi^E Lessons on Morals. Small
crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

ÂSON {Charlotte M.)—Home Education. A Course of Lectures to
Ladies, delivered in Bradford in the winter of 1885-1886. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.
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MA UDSLE Y {H.) MB.—Body and Will. Being an Essay Concerning
Will, in its Metaphysical, Physiological, and Pathological Aspects. 8vo. I2j-.

Natural Causes and Supernatural Seemings. Crown 8vo. 6^-.

McGRATH {Terence)—Pictures from Ireland. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s.

MEREDITH {M. A.)— Theotokos, the Example for Woman.
Dedicated, by permission, to Lady Agnes Wood. Revised by the Venerable
Archdeacon Denison. 32mo. is. 6d.

MILLER {Edward)—The History and Doctrines of Irvingism
;

or, the so-called Catholic and Apostolic Church. 2 vols. Large post 8vo. i^s.

The Church in Relation to the State. Large crown 8vo. 4^.

MILLS {Herbert)—VoY-EwiY and the State ; or, Work for the Unem-
ployed. An Enquiry into the Causes and Extent of Enforced Idleness, together
with a statement of a remedy practicable here and now. Crown Svo.

MITCHELL {Lucy M.)—A History of Ancient Sculpture. With
numerous Illustrations, including six Plates in Phototype. Super royal, 42s.

Selections from Ancient Sculpture. Being a Portfolio contain-
mg Reproductions in Phototype of 36 Masterpieces of Ancient Art, to illus-

trate Mrs. Mitchell's ' History of Ancient Sculpture.' i^s.

MITFORD {Bertram)—Through the Zulu Country. Its Battlefields
and its People. With five Illustrations. Demy Svo. 14-!-.

MOCKLER {E.)—A Grammar of the Baloochee Language, as it is

spoken in Makran (Ancient Gedrosia), in the Persia-Arabic and Roman
characters. Fcp. Svo. ^s.

MOLESWORTH {W. Nassau)—YLi'&to^x of the Church of Eng-
land FROM 1660. Large crown Svo. yj. 61/.

MORELL {J. R.)—Euclid Simplified in Method and Language.
Being a Manual of Geometry. Compiled from the most important French
Works, approved by the University of Paris and the Minister of Public
Instruction. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

MORGAN {C. Lloyd)—HYiY. Springs of Conduct. An Essay in Evo-
lution. Large crown Svo. cloth, 7^. bd.

MORISON {James Cotter)—Tr-e Service of Man. An Essay towards
the Religion of the Future. Demy Svo.

MORRIS {George)—The Duality of all Divine Truth in our
Lord Jesus Christ : For God's Self-Manifestation in the Impar-
tation of the Divine Nature to INIan. Large Crown Svo. ys. 6d.

MORSE {E. S.) R/i.L>.—First Book of Zoology. With numerous
Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

NELSON {/. H.) M.A.—A Prospectus of the Scientific Study of
the Hindu Law, Demy Svo. 9^-.

Indian Usage and Judge-made Law in Madras. Demy Svo.

NEWMAN {Cardinal)—Characteristics from the Writings of.
Being Selections from his various Works. Arranged with the Author's
personal Approval. Seventh Edition. With Portrait, Crown Svo. 6j-.

*^* A Portrait of Cardinal Newman, mounted for framing, can be had, 2s. 6d.
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Jew Social Teachings. By Politicus. Small crown 8vo. %s.

VE IVMAN {Francis Williani)—Essays on Diet. Small crown 8vo. 2s.

>3'ew Truth and the Old Faith : Are they Incompatible? By
a Scientific Layman. Demy 8vo. \os. hd.

VICOLS {Arthur) F.G.S., i^i?. 6^. 6".—Chapters from the Physical
History of the Earth : an Introduction to Geology and Palaeontology.

With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 5^.

VOEL {The Hoji. J^o.^fen)—Essays on Poetry and Poets. Demy
Svo. 12S.

VOFS {Marianne)—Class Lessons on Euclid. Part T. containing the
First Two Books of the Elements. Crown Svo. 2s. 6ii.

Cuces : Exercises on the Syntax of the Public School Latin Primer.
New Edition in Three Parts. Crown Svo. each is.

*^* The Three Parts can also be had bound together in cloth, 3^.

1AXES {Frank) F.R.G.S.—Matabele Land and the Victoria Falls.
A Naturalist's Wanderings in the Interior of South Africa. Edited by C. G.

Gates, B.A. With numerous Illustrations and 4 Maps. Demy Svo. zis.

yCONNOR {T. F.) M.F.—Tkk Parnell Movement. With a Sketch
of Irish Parties from 1S43. Large crown Svo. p. 6c/.

IGLE {IV.) M.D., F.F. C.F.—Aristotli^ on the Parts of Animals.
Translated, with Introduction and Notes. Royal Svo. 12s. 6d.

yHAGAN {Lord) K.F.— Occasional Papers and Addresses. Large
crown Svo. ']s. 6d.

yMEARA {Kathleen)—Frederic Ozanam, Professor of the Sorbonne

:

his Life and Work. Second Edition. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

Henri Perreyve and his Counsels to the Sick. Small crown
8vo. 5j.

)ne and a Half in Norway. A Chronicle of Small Beer. By Either
and Both. Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

yNEIL {The late Ret'. Z^ra').— Sermons. With Memoir and Portrait.

Crown Svo. 6s.

Essays and Addresses. Crown Svo. 5^-.

)nly Passport to Heaven, The. By One who has it. Small crown
Svo. IS. 6d.

ISBORNE {Rev. IV. ^.)—The Revised Version of the New Testa-
ment. A Critical Commentaiy, with Notes upon the Text. Crown Svo. 5.f.

ITTLEY {Henry Bickersteth)~i:Y{Y. Great Dilemma: Christ His own
Witness or His own Accuser. Six Lectures. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

31. 6d.

)uR Public Schools—Eton, Harrow, Winchester, Rugby, West-
minster, Marlborough, The Charterhouse. Crown Svo. 6s.

">WEN{F. J/.)—John Keats : a Study. Crown Svo. 6x.

Across the Hills. Small crown Svo. \5. dd.

IWEN {RezK Robert) B.D.—Sanctorale Catholicum; or, Book of
Saint-;. With Notes, Critical, Exegetical, and Historical. Demy Svo. \%s.
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OXONIENSIS—Romanism, Protestantism, Anglicanism. Being a
Layman's View of some Questions of the Day. Together with Remarks on
Dr. Littledale's ' Plain Reasons against Joining the Church of Rome.' Small

crown 8vo. 3^. dd.

PALMER {the late William)—Notes of a Visit to Russia in 1840-41.
Selected and arranged byJohn H. Cardinal Newman. With Portrait. Crown
8vo. 8j-. dd.

Early Christian Symbolism. A series of Compositions from Fresco-
Paintings, Glasses, and Sculptured Sarcophagi. Edited by the Rev. Provost
NORTHCOTE, D.D., and the Rev. Canon Brownlow, M.A, With Coloured

Plates, folio, \zs. ; or with plain plates, folio, 25^-.

Parchment Library. Choicely printed on hand-made paper, limp parch-
ment antique or cloth, 6j-. ; vellum, 7^. td. each volume.

Milton's Poetical Works. 2 vols.

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. The Prologue ; The Knightes
Tale ; The Man of Lawes Tale ; The Prioresses Tale ; The Clerkes Tale

Edited by Alfred W. Polland.

Selections from the Prose AVritings of Jonathan Swift. With
a Preface and Notes by Stanley Lane-Poole, and Portrait.

English Sacred Lyrics.

Sir Joshua Reynolds' Discourses. Edited by Edmund Gosse.

Selections from Milton's Prose Writings. Edited by Ernest
Myers.

The Book of Psalms. Translated by the Rev. Canon Cheyne, D.D.

The Vicar of Wakefield. With Preface and Notes by Austin
Dobson.

English Co:\iic Dramatists. Edited by Oswald Crawfurd.
English Lyrics.

The Sonnets of John Milton. Edited by ]\Iark Pattison.
With Portrait after Vertue.

French Lyrics. Selected and Annotated by George Saintsbury.
With miniature Frontispiece, designed and etched by H. G. Glindoni.

Fables by Mr. John Gay. With Memoir by Austin Dobson,
and an etched Portrait from an unfinished Oil-sketch by Sir Godfrey Kneller.

Select Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley. Edited, with an Intro-

tion, by Richard Garnett.

The Christian Year; Thoiights in Verse for the Sundays and
Holy Days throughout the Year. With etched Portrait of the Rev. J. Keble,

after the Drawing by G. Richmond, R.A,

Shakspere's Works. Complete in Twelve Volumes.

Eighteenth Century Essays. Selected and Edited by Austin
Dobson. With a Miniature Frontispiece by R. Caldecott.

Q. HoRATi Flacci Opera. Edited by F. A. Cornish, Assistant

Master at Eton. With a Frontispiece after a design by L. Alma Tadema,
Etched by Leopold Lowenstam.

Edgar Allan Poe's Poems. With an Essay on his Poetry by
Andrew Lang, and a Frontispiece by Linley Sambourne.

Shakspere's Sonnets. Edited by Edward Dowden. With a

Frontispiece etched by Leopold Lowenstam, after the Death jMask.
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Parchment Library—continued.

English Odes. Selected by Edmund Gosse. With Frontis-
piece on India papei* by Hamo Thornycroft, A.R.A.

Of the Imitation of Christ. By Thomas a Kempis. A revised
Translation. With Frontispiece on India paper, from a Design by \V. B.
Richmond.

Poems : Selected from Percy Bysshe Shelley. Dedicated to Lady
Shelley. With Preface by Richard Garnett and a Miniature Frontispiece,

*^* The above Volumes may also be had in a variety of leather bindings.

The Poetical Works of John Milton. 2 vols.

Letters and Journals of Jonathan Swift. Selected and edited,
with a Commentary and Notes, by Stanley Lane Poole.

De Quincey's Confessions of an English Opium Eater.
Reprinted from the First Edition. Edited by RiCHARD Garnett.

The Gospel according to Matthew, Mark, and Luke.

PARSLOE {Joseph) — Our Railways. Sketches, Historical and
Descriptive. With Practical Information as to Fares and Rates, &c., and a

Chapter on Railway Reform. Crown 8vo. 6s.

PASCAL {Blaise)—The Thoughts of. Translated from the Text of
AUGUSTE MoLiNiER by C. Kegan Paul. Large crown Svo. with Frontispiece,

printed on hand-made paper, parchment antique, or cloth, 12s. ; vellum, 15^.

PAUL {C. Kegan)—Biographical Sketches. Printed on hand-made
paper, bound in buckram. Second Edition. Ci^own Svo. "js. 6d.

PA UL {Alexander)—Short Parliaments. A History of the National
Demand for Frequent General Elections. Small crown Svo. 3^-. bd.

PEARSON {Rev. 5.)—Week-day Living. A Book for Young Men
and Women, Second Edition. Crown Svo. 5^-.

PENRICE {Major J.)
—Arabic and English Dictionary of the

Koran. 4to. 2\s.

PESCHEL {Dr. Oscar)—The Races of Man and their Geographical
Distribution. Second Edition, large crown Svo. gj.

PETERS {F. H.)—The Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle. Trans-
lated by. Crown Svo. 6^.

PHIPSON {E.)—The Animal Lore of Shakspeare's Time. Including
Quadrupeds, Birds, Reptiles, Fish, and Insects. Large post Svo. Qj-.

PIDGEON {D.)—An Engineer's Holiday ; or, Notes of a Round
Trip from Long. 0° to 0°. New and Cheaper Edition. Large crown Svo. 7j. 6d.

Old World Questions and New World Answers. Large crown
Svo. Js. 6d.

Plain Thoughts for Mf.n. Eight Lectures delivered at the Foresters'
Hall, Clerkenwell, during the London Mission, 1S84. Crown Svo. is. 6d. ;

paper covers, is.

POE {Edgar Allan)—Works of. With an Introduction and a IMemoir
by Richard IIenrv Stoddard. In 6 vols, with Frontispieces and \'ic;n(. ttc-

Large crown Svo. 6^. each vol.

B 2
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PRICE {Prof. Bonamy)—ZYLk^ii£.vJS> on Practical Political Economy.
Being the Substance of Lectures delivered before the University of Oxford.

New and Cheaper Edition. Large post 8vo. 5j-.

Prig's Bede: The Venerable Bede Expurgated, Expounded, and Exposed.
By the Prig, Author of ' The Life of a Prig.' Fcp. 8vo. ^s. M.

Pulpit Commentary (The). Old Testament Series. Edited by the Rev.

J. S. ExELL and the Rev. Canon H. D. M. Spence.

Genesis. By Rev, T. Whitelaw, M.A. With Homilies by the Very
Rev. J. r. Montgomery, D.D., Rev. Prof R. A. Redford, M.A., LL.B.,
Rev. F. Hastings, Rev. W. Roberts, M.A. ; an Introduction to the Study

of the Old Testament by the Venerable Archdeacon Farrar, D.D., F.R.S.
;

and Introductions to the Pentateuch by the Right Rev. H. Cotterill, D.D.,
and Rev. T. Whitelaw, M.A. Eighth Edition. One vol. \^s.

Exodus. By the Rev. Canon Rawlinson. With HomiHes by
Rev. J. Orr, Rev. D. Young, Rev. C. A. Goodhart, Rev. J. Urquhart,
and Rev. H. T. Robjohns. Fourth Edition. Two vols. iSj.

Leviticus. By the Rev. Prebendary Meyrick, M.A. With Intro-

ductions by Rev. R. Collins, Rev. Professor A. Cave, and Homilies by
Rev. Prof. Redford, LL.B., Rev. J. A. Macdonald, Rev. W. Clarkson,
Rev, S. R. Aldridge, LL.B., and Rev. McCheyne Edgar. Fourth

Edition. \^s.

Numbers. By the Rev R. Winterbotham, LL.B. With Homilies by
the Rev. Professor W. Binnie, D.D., Rev. E. S. Prout, M.A., Rev. D,
Young, Rev. J. Waite ; and an Introduction by the Rev. Thomas White-
law, M.A. Fifth Edition. 15^,

Deuteronomy, By Rev. W, L. Alexander, D.D. With Homilies
by Rev. D. Davies, M.A., Rev. C. Clemance, D.D., Rev. J. Orr, B.D.,

and Rev. R. M. Edgar, M.A. Third Edition. \z,s.

Joshua, By Rev, J. J. Lias, M.A. With Homilies by Rev. S. R.
Aldridge, LL.B., Rev, R, Glover, Rev. E, De Pressens^, D.D.,
Rev. J. Waite, B.A., Rev. F. W. Adeney, M.A.; and an Introduction by
the Rev. A. Plummer, M.A. Fifth Edition. I2J-. dd.

Judges and Ruth. By the Bishop of Bath and Wells and Rev, J,

MORISON, D.D, With Homilies by Rev. A. F. MuiR, M.A., Rev. F. W,
Adeney, M.A., Rev, W. M. Statham, and Rev, Professor J. Thomson,
M.A. Fourth Edition. \os. 6d.

I Samuel. By the Very Rev. R. P. Smith, D.D, With Homilies
by Rev. Donald Eraser, D.D., Rev. Prof. Chapman, and Rev. B, Dale.
Sixth Edition. 1 1;^.

.ci Kings, By the Rev. Joseph Hammond, LL.B. With Homilies
by the Rev, E De Pressens6, D.D., Rev. J. Waite, B.A., Rev. A,
Rowland, LL.B., Rev. J. A. Macdonald, and Rev. J. Urquhart.
Fourth Edition, 15^-,

I Chronicles, By the Rev. Prof. P. C. Barker, M.A., LL.B.
With Homilies by Rev. Prof. J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. R. Tuck, B.A.,

Rev. W. Clarkson, B.A., Rev. F, Whitfield, M A., and Rev, Richard
Glover. 15^-.

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther, By Rev. Canon G. Rawlinson,
M.A. With Homilies by Rev. Prof. J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. Prof. R. A.
Redford, LL.B., M.A., Rev. W. S. Lewis, M.A., Rev. J. A. Macdonald,
Rev. A. Mackennal, B.A., Rev. W. Clarkson, B.A., Rev. F. Hastings,
Rev, W. Dinwiddie, LL.B., Rev. Prof Rowlands, B.A., Rev. G. Wood,
B.A., Rev. Prof P. C. Barker, LL.B., M.A., and Rev. J. S. Exell, M.A,
Sixth Edition. One vol. 125. 6d.
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Pulpit Commentary (The). Old Testament Series—continued.

Jeremiah (Vol. I.). By the Rev. Canon Cheyne, D.D. With Homilies
by the Rev. F. W. Adeney, M.A., Rev. A. F. MuiR, M.A., Rev. S.

Conway, B.A., Rev. J. Waite, B.A., and Rev. D. Young, B.A. Second
Edition. 15^.

Jeremiah (Vol. II.), and Lamentations. Bythe Rev. Canon Cheyne,
D.D. With Homilies by Rev. Prof. J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. W. F.
Adeney, M.A., Rev. A. F. ]Muir, xM.A., Rev. S. Con\v.\y, B.A., Rev. D.
Young, B.A. 15J.

Pulpit Commentary (The). New Testament Series.

St. Mark. By the Very Rev. E. Bickersteth, D.D., Dean of
Lichfield. \Vith Homilies by the Rev. Prof. Thomson, M.A., Rev. Prof.

Given, M.A., Rev. Prof. Johnson, M.A., Rev. A. Rowland, LL.B., Rev.
A. MuiR, M.A., and Rev. R. Green. Fourth Edition, 2 Yols. lis.

The Acts of the Apostles. By the Bishop of Bath and Wells.
\Yith Homilies by Rev. Prof. P. C. Barker, M.A., Rev. Prof. E. Johnson,
M.A., Rev. Prof. R. A. Redford, M.A., Rev. R. Tuck, B.A., Rev. W.
Clarkson, B.A. Second Edition. Two vols. z\s.

I Corinthians. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D. With Homi-
lies by Rev. E.x-Chancellor Lipscomr, LL.D., Rev. David Thomas, D.D.,
Rev. Donald Fraser, D.D., Rev. Prof. T- R- Thomson, M.A., Rev. R.
Tuck, B.A., Rev. E. Hurndall, M.A., Rev. J. \Vaite, B.A., Rev. H.
Bremner, B.D. Second Edition. 15^-.

II Corinthians and Galatians. By the Ven. Archdeacon
Farrar, D.D., and Rev. Preb. E. Huxtable. With Homilies by Rev.
Ex-Chancellor Lipscomb, LL.D., Rev. David Thomas, D.D., Rev. Donald
Eraser, D.D., Rev. R. Tuck, B.A., Rev. E. Hurndall, M.A., Rev. Prof.

J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. R. Finlayson, B.A., Rev. W. F. Adeney,
M.A., Rev. R. M. Edgar, M.A., and Rev. T. Croskerry, D.D. Price 2ij.

Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians. Bv the Rev. Prof.

W. G. Blaikie, D.D., Rev. B. C. Caffin, M.A., and Rev. G. G. Findlay,
B.A. With Homilies by Rev. D. Thomas, D.D., Rev. R. M. Edgar, M.A.,
Rev. R. Finlayson, B.A., Rev. W. F. Adeney, M.A., Rev. Prof. T.
Croskerry, D.D., Rev. E. S, Prout, M.A., Rev. Canon Yernon Hutton,
and Rev. U. R. Thomas, D.D. Price z\s.

Hebrews and James. By the Rev. J. Barmby, D.D., and Rev.
Prebendary E. C. S. Gibson, ^LA. With Homiletics by the Rev, C. Jerdan,
M.A., LL.B., and Rev. Prebendaiy E. C. S. Gibson. And Homilies by the

Rev. W. Jones, Rev. C. New, Rev. D. You.ng, B.A., Rev. J. S. Bright,
Rev. T, F. Lockyer, B.A., and Rev. C. Jerdan, M.A., LL.B. Price 15^.

PUNCHARD {E. G.) ^.Z*.—Christ of Contention. Three Essays.
Fcp. 8vo. 2s

.

PUSEY {Dr.)—Sermons for the Church's Seasons fro.m Advent
to Trinity. Selected from the published Sermons of the late Edward
BouvERiE PusEY, D.D, Crown 8vo. ^s.

RADCLIFFE {Frank R. F.)—The New Politicus. Small crown Svo.

RANKE {Leopold von)—Universal History. The Oldest Historical
Group of Nations and the Greeks. Edited by G. W. Prothero. Demy Svo.

l6.r.

RENDELL {J. M.)—Concise H.a.ndbookof the Island of Madeira.
With Plan of Funchal and Map of the Island, Fcp, Svo. \s, 6^.
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REYNOLDS {Ren. J. ?fC)—The Supernatural in Nature. A
Verification by Free Use of Science. Third Edition, revised and enlarged.

Demy 8vo. 145.

The Mystery of IMiracles. Third and Enlarged Edition. Crown
8vo. 6j.

The Mystery of the Universe: Our Common Faith. Demy
8vo. i4f.

RIBOT {Prof. Th.)—Heredity: a Psychological Study on its Phenomena,
its Laws, its Causes, and its Consequences. Second Edition. Large crown
8vo. gs.

ROBERTSON {The late Rez>. F. W.) M.A.—Ufe and Letters of.

Edited by the Rev. Stopford Brooke, M. A.

I. Two vols., uniform with the Sermons. With Steel Portrait. Crown
8vo. Js. 6d.

II. Library Edition, in demy 8vo. with Portrait. I2.f.

III. A Popular Edition, in I vol. Crown Svo. 6s.

Sermons. Four Series. Small crown Svo. 3J. 6(/.

The Human Race, and other Sermons. Preached at Cheltenham,
Oxford, and Brighton. New and Cheaper Edition. Small crown Svo. 3.?. 6d.

Notes on Genesis. New and Cheaper Edition. Small crown Svo.

3^. 6r/.

'Expository Lectures on St. Paul's Epistles to the Corinthians.
A New Edition. Small crown Svo. 5^.

Lectures and Addresses, with other Literary Remains. A New
Edition. Small crown Svo. 5^.

An Analysis of Tennyson's ' In IVIemoriam.' (Dedicated by
Permission to the Poet-Laureate.) Fcp. Svo. 2s.

"The Education of the HCman Race. Translated from the German
of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

The above Works can also be had bound in half-morocco.

*^* A Portrait of the late Rev. F. W. Robertson, mounted for framing, can

be had, 2s. 6d.

ROMANES {G. J.)
—Mental Evolution in Animals. With a Posthu-

mous Essay on Instinct, by Charles Darwin, F.R.S. Demy Svo. 12s.

ROSMINI SERBATI {A.) Fojmder of the Institute of Charity—L\yil.

By Father Lockhart. 2 vols. Crown Svo. X2s.

RosMiNi's Origin of Ideas. Translated from the Fifth Italian Edition
of the Nuovo Saggio. SnW origine delle idee. 3 vols. Demy Svo. loj. ()d. each.

Rosmini's Psychology. 3 vols. Demy Svo. [Vols. I. & II. now ready,

IOJ-. (>d. each.

RULE {Martin) M.A.—The Life and Times of St. Anselm, Arch-
bishop OF Canterbury and Primate of the Britains. 2 vols. Demy
Svo. 32J-.

SAMUELL {Richard).—S,E\'E.^, the Sacred Number. Its Use in

Scripture and its Application to Biblical Criticism, with a Chapter on the

Bible and Science. Crown Svo.

SAMUEL {Sydney M.)—Jewish Life in the East. Small crown Svo.

3j. 6d.
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SAYCE {Rev. Archibald Hen7-y)—Introduction to the Science of
Language. 2 vols. Second Edition. Large post 8vo. 2\s.

SCOONES ( W. Baptiste)—Four Centuries of English Letters :

A Selection of 350 Letters by 150 Writers, from the Period of the Paston

Letters to the Present Time. Third Edition. Large crown 8vo. 6^.

SEE {Prof. Germain)—Bacillary Phthisis of the Lungs. Translated
and Edited for Enghsh Practitioners, by William Henry Weddell,
M.R.C.S. Demy Svo. 105. 6</.

SIlAXSEEAEE—\YoRKS. The Avon Edition, 12 vols. fcp. 8vo. cloth,

iSs. ; in cloth box, 21^.; bound in 6 vols., cloth, 15^.

SHELLEY {Percy Bysshe).—\.\Yi£.. By Edward Dowden, LL.D.
With Portraits and Illustrations, 2 vols., demy 8vo. 36^-.

SHLLLITO {Rci\ Joseph)—Womanhood : its Duties, Temptations, and
Privileges. A Book for Young Women. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

SIDNE Y {Algernon)—A Review. By Gertrude M. Ireland Black-
EURNE, Crown 8vo. 6s.

Sister Augustine, Superior of the Sisters of Charity at the St. Johannis
Hospital at Bonn. Authorised Translation by Hans Tharau, from the

German 'Memorials of Amalie von Lasaulx.' Cheap Edition. Large

crown 8vo. 4J-. 6i/.

Skinner (James). A Memoir. By the Author of 'Charles Lowder.'
With a Preface by the Rev. Canon Carter, and Portrait. Large crown 8vo.

Ts. 6d.

%* Also a Cheap Edition, with Portrait. Crown 8vo. 35-. 6d.

SMEATON {Donald).—^The Karens of Burmah. Crown 8vo.

SMITH {Edward) M.D., LL.B., i^i?.^.—Tubercular Consumption
IN ITS Early AND Remediable Stages. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 6y.

SMITH {Sir W. Cusack, Bart.)—0\3K War Ships. A Naval Essay.
Crown 8vo. 5^.

Spanish Mystics. By the Editor of ' Many Voices.' Crown 8vo. $s.

Specimens of English Prose Style from Malory to Macaulay.
Selected and Annotated, with an Introductory Essay, by George Saintsbury.
Large crown Svo., printed on hand-made paper, parchment antique, or cloth,

lis. ; vellum, 155-.

SPEDDING {/ames)~RF.yiE\vs and Discussions, Literary, Political,
and Historical not relating to Bacon. Demy Svo. 12s. 6d.

Evenings with a Reviewer ; or. Bacon and Macaulay. With a
Prefatory Notice by G. S. Venaeles, Q.C. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. iSs.

STAPFER {Paul)—Shakspeare and Classical Antiquity : Greek and
Latin Antiquity as presented in Shakspeare's Plays. Translated by Emily J.
Carey. Large post Svo. \2s.

STATHAM {F. Reginald)—Frke Thought and True Thought. A
Contribution to an Existing Argument. Crown Svo. 6s.

Stray Papers on Education and Scenes from School Life. By B. H.
.Second Edition. Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

STREATFEILD {Rev. G. S.) J/!^.—Lincolnshire and the Danes.
Large crown 8vo. ys. 6(/.
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STRECKER- WISLICENUS—O^ga^ic Chemistry. Translated and
Edited, with Extensive Additions, by W. R. Hodgkinson, Ph.D., and A. J.

Greenaway, F.I.C. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d.

SUAKIN, 1885 ; being a Sketch of the Campaign of this Year. By an
Officer who was there. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

SULLY {James) AI.A.—Pessimism: a History and a Criticism. Second
Edition. Demy 8vo. I4J-.

Sunshine and Sea. A Yachting Visit to the Channel Islands and
Coast of Brittany. ^Yith Frontispiece from a Photograph and 24 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 6^.

SWEDENBORG {Eman.)—D'E. Cultu et Amore Dei, ubi Agitur de
Telluris ortu, Paradiso et Vivario, tum de Primogeniti seu Adami
Nativitate, Infantia, et Amore. Crown 8vo. 6s.

On the Worship and Love of God. Treating of the Birth of the

Earth, Paradise, and the Abode of Living Creatures. Translated from tlve

original Latin. Crown 8vo. "js. 6d.

Prodromus Philosophise Ratiocinantis de Infinito, et Causa
FiNALi Creationis ; deque Mechanismo Operationis Animas et Corporis.

Edidit Thomas Murray Gorman, M.A. Crown 8vo. "js. 6d.

Tacitus' Agricola : A Translation. Small crown 8vo. 2s. Gd.

TARRING {Charks fames) M.A.—K Practical Elementary Turkish
Grammar. Crown 8vo. 6».

TA YLOR {Rev. Isaac)—The Alphabet. An Account of the Origin
and Development of Letters. With numerous Tables and Facsimiles. 2 vols-.

Demy 8vo. 36^-.

TAYLOR {Jeremy)—The Marriage Ring. With Preface, Notes, and
Appendices. Edited by Francis Burdett Money Coutts. Small crown
8vo. 2S. 6d.

TA YLOR {Sedley)—Profit Sharing between Capital and Labour.
To which is added a Memorandum on the Industrial Partnership at the Whit-

wood Collieries, by Archibald and Henry Briggs, with Remarks by Sedley
Taylor. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

' They Might Have Been Together Till the Last.' An Essay
on Marriage, and the Position of Women in England. Small crown 8vo. 2s.

THOM {John Hamilto?i)—Lx\^s of Life after the Mind of Christ.
Two Series. Crown 8vo. 7J. bd. each.

THOMPSON {Sir H.)—Diet in Relation to Age and Activity.
Fcp. 8vo. cloth, \s. 6d. ; Paper covers, is.

TIL)MAN {Paul i^)—Gold and Silver Money. Part L—A Plain

Statement. Part II.—Objections Answered. Third Edition. Crown 8va.

is.

TIPPLE {ReiK S. A.)—Sunday Mornings at Norwood. Prayers
and Sermons. Crown 8vo. 65.

TODHUNTER { Dr. /)—A Study of Shelley. Crown 8vo. yx.

TOLSTOI {Count Leo)—Christ's Christianity. Translated from the

Russian. Large crown 8vo. "js. 6d.
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TRANT ( ?F////«;;/)—Trade Unions : Their Origin and Objects, Influ-
ence and Efficacj'. Small crown 8vo. \s. 6d. ; paper covers, is,

TREMENHEERE {H. Seymour) C.B.—K Manual of the Prin-
ciples OF Government as set forth by the Authorities of Ancient
AND Modern Times. New and enlarged Edition. Crown 8vo. 3^'. dd.

Cheap Edition, i.e. .

TRENCH {The late R. C, A/rMis/io/>)—Sermons New and Old.
Crown 8vo. 6s:

Notes on the Parables of Our Lord. Fourteenth Edition.
8vo. 12s.; Popular Edition, crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

Notes on the Miracles of Our Lord. Twelfth Edition.
8vo. I2S.; Popular Edition, crown 8vo. ys. 6d.

Studies in the Gospels. Fifth Edition, Revised. 8vo. los. dd.

Brief Thoughts and Meditations on Some Passages in Holy
Scripture. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Synonyms of the New Testament. Tenth Edition, Enlarged.
8V0. I2J-.

On the Authorised Version of the New Testament. Second
Edition. 8vo. ^s.

Commentary on the Epistle to the Seven Churches in Asia.
Fourth Edition, Revised. 8vo. Sj. 6a'.

The Sermon on the Mount. An Exposition dravi^n from the
Writings of St. Augustine, with an Essay on his Merits as an Interpreter of
Holy Scripture. Fourth Edition, Enlarged. 8vo. los. (yd.

Shipwrecks of Faith. Three Sermons preached before the University
of Cambridge in May 1867. Fcp. Svo. 2.s. 6d.

Lectures on Medieval Church History. Being the Substance
of Lectures delivered at Queen's College, London. Second Edition. 8vo. I2.f.

English, Past and Present. Thirteenth Edition, Revised and
Improved. Fcp. Svo. 55.

On the Study of Words. Nineteenth Edition, Revised. Fcp.
8vo. 5.S-.

Select Glossary of English Words Used Formerly in Senses
Different from the Present. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Fcp. Svo. 5J-.

Proverbs and Their Lessons. Seventh Edition, Enlarged. Fcp.
Svo. 4^.

Poems. Collected and Arranged Anew. Ninth Edition. Fcp. Svo.
js. 6d.

Poems. Library Edition, 2 vols. Small crown Svo. loi-.

Sacred Latin Poetry. Chiefly Lyrical, Selected and Arranged
for Use. Third Edition, Corrected and Improved. Fcp. Svo. ']s.

A Household Book of English Poetry. Selected and Arranged,
with Notes. Fourth Ed ition. Revised. Extra fcp. Svo. 5j-. 6d.

An Essay on the Life and Genius of Calderon. With Trans-
lations from his ' Life's a Dream ' and ' Great Theatre of the World.' Second
Edition, Revised and Improved. Extra fcp. Svo. 5^. 6d.
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TRENCH {The late R. C, A}r/il>/s/iop)~contin\ied.

GusTAVUs Adolphus in Germany, and other Lectures on the
Thirty Years' War. Second Edition, Enlarged. Fcp. Svo. 4s.

Plutarch : his Life, his Lives, and his Morals. Second Edition,

Enlarged. Fcap. Svo. 3^-. 6d.

Remains of the Late Mrs. Richard Trench. Being Selections

from her Journals, Letters, and other Papers. New and Cheaper Issue. With
Portrait. Svo. 6s.

TUKE {Daniel Hack) J/.Z).—Chapters in the History of the In-

sane IN THE British Isles. With Four Illustrations. Large crown Svc.

izs.

TWINING (Ztfiz^xfl)—Workhouse Visiting and Management during
Twenty- FIVE Years. Small crown Svo. 2s.

TYLER {/.)
—The Mystery of Being; or. What Do We Know?

Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

VAUGHAN {H. Halford)~^wH Readings and Renderings of
Shakespeare's Tragedies. 3 vols. Demy Svo. \2s. 6d. each.

VILLARI {Professor)—^icco^b Machiavelli and his Times. Trans-
lated by Linda Villari. 4 vols. Large crown Svo. 485.

VILLIERS {The Right Hon. C. P.)—Free Trade Speeches of. With
Political Memoir. Edited by a Member of the Cobden Club. 2 vols. With
Portrait. Demy Svo. "Z^s.

*^* Also a People's Edition, in I vol. crown Svo. limp zs. 6d.

VOGT {Lieut.-Col. Hermann)—The Egyptian War of 1882. A Trans-
lation. With Map and Plans. Large crown Svo. ds,

VOLCKXSOM {E. W. v.)—Catechism of Elementary Modern
Chemistry. Small crown Svo. 3^-.

WALLER {Ra>. C. B.)—The Apocalypse, reviewed under the Light of

the Doctrine of the Unfolding Ages, and the Restitution of All Things. Demy
Svo. 12S.

WALPOLE {Chas. George)—K Short History of Ireland from the
Earliest Times to the Union with Great Britain. With 5 Maps and

Appendices. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

WARD {William George) Ph.D.— Essays on the Philosophy of
TheiS^i. Edited, with an Introduction, by Wilfrid Ward. 2 vols, demy
Svo. 2 1 J.

WARD { Wilfrid)—The Wish to Believe : A Discussion concerning

the Temper of Mind in which a reasonable i\Ian should undertake Religious

Inquiry. Small crown Svo. 55.

WARTER {J. JV.)—An Old Shropshire Oak. 2 vols, demy 8vo. 28^.

WEDDERBURN {Sir David) Bart, M. F.—Life of. Compiled from
his Journals and Writings by his Sister, Mrs. E. H. Percival. With etched

Portrait, and facsimiles of Pencil Sketches. Demy Svo. 14^-.

WEDMORE {Frederick)—1:^^ Masters of Genre Painting. With
Sixteen Illustrations. Post Svo. 7^. 6d.
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WHITE {H. C.)—Reform of the Church Establishment. The
Nation's Rights and Needs. Crown 8vo.

WHITNE Y{Prof. Williatn Dwighf)—Essentials of English Grammar,
for the Use of Schools. Second Edition, crown 8vo. y. 6d.

WHITWORTH {George Clifford)—k^ Anglo-Indian Dictionary:
a Glossary of Indian Terms used in English, and of such English or other Non-
Indian Terms as have obtained special meanings in India. Demy 8vo. cloth, \2s.

WILLIAMS {Rowland) D.D.—Psalms, Litanies, Counsels, and
Collects for Devout Persons. Edited by his Widow. New and Popular
Edition. Crown Svo. 3^. dd.

Stray Thoughts Collected from the Writings of the late
Rowland Williams, D.D. Edited by his Widow. Crown Svo. 3^. dd.

WILSON {Lieut.- Col. C. r.)—The Duke of Berwick, Marshal of
France, i 702-1734. Demy Svo. 15^-.

WILSON {M?-s. R. F.)—The Christian Brothers : their Origin
AND Work. With a Sketch of the Life of their Founder, the Yen. Jean
Baptiste, de la Salle. Crown Svo. 6^-.

WOLTMANN {Br. Alfred), and WOERMANN {Dr. Karl)—
HiSTpRY OF Painting. Vol. I. Ancient, Early, Christian, and Medieval
Painting. With numerous Illustrations. Super-royal Svo. 28^-. ; bevelled
boards, gilt lea%-es, ^os. Vol. II. The Painting of the Renascence. Cloth,
42j-. ; cloth extra, bevelled boards, 45^.

YOUMANS {Eliza A^—First Book of Botany. Designed to cultivate
the Observing Powers of Children. With 300 Engravings. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

YOUMANS {Ed,i>ard L.) M.D.—\ Class Book of Chemistry, on the
Basis of the New System. With 200 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 5j-.

Y. Z.—Parochial Parleys on the Athanasian Creed, The Inspira-
tion OF THE Bible, Scientific Heresies, and other kindred subjects.
Between the Rev. Hugh Hierous, M.A., M.C.U., and his Parishioner,
Theophilos Truman. Edited by Y. Z. Crown Svo. 6.f,
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
SERIES.

I. Forms of Water : a Familiar Expo-
sition of the Origin and Phenomena of

Glaciers. By J. Tyndall, LL.D.,
F.R.S. With 25 Illustrations.

Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

II. Physics and Politics ; or, Thoughts
on the Application of the Principles

of 'Natural Selection' and 'Inheri-

tance' to Political Society. By Walter
Bagehot. Seventh Edition. Crown
8vo. 4J.

III. Foods. By Edward Smith, M.D.,
LL. B. , F. R. S. With numerous Illus-

trations. Ninth Edition. Crown Svo.

IV. Mind and Body : the Theories of

their Relation. By Alexander Bain,

LL.D. With Four Illustrations.

Seventh Edition. Crown Svo. 4J-.

V. The Study of Sociology. By Her-
bert Spencer. Twelfth Edition.

Crown 8vo. ^s.

VI. On the Conservation of Energy.
By Balfour Stewart, M.A., LL.D.,
F.R.S. With 14 Illustrations. Sixth

Edition. Crown Svo. 5^-.

VII. Animal Locomotion ; or, Walking,
Swimming, and Flying. By J. B.
Pettigi-ew, IM.D., F.R.S., &c. With
130 Illustrations. Third Edition.

Crown Svo. ^s.

VIII. Responsibility in Mental
Disease. By Henry Maudsley, M.D.
Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

IX. The New Chemistry. By Professor

J. P. Cooke. With 31 Illustrations.

Eighth Edition, remodelled and en-

larged. Crown Svo. 5^.

X. The Science of Law. By Professor

Sheldon Amos. Sixth Edition. Crown
Svo. 5J-.

XI. Animal Mechanism : a Treatise on
Terrestrial and Aerial Locomotion.
By Professor E. J- Marey. With 1 1

7

Illustrations. Third Edition. Crown
Svo. 5^.

XII. The Doctrine of Descent and
Darwinism. By Professor Oscar
Schmidt. With 26 Illustrations. Sixth

Edition. Crown Svo. ^s.

XIII. The History of the Conflict
between Religion and Science.
By J. W. Draper, M.D., LL.D.
Nineteenth Edition. Crown Svo. 5j.

XIV. Fungi: their Nature, Influences,

Uses, &c. By M. C. Cooke, M.D.,
LL.D. Edited by the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S. With nu-
merous Illustrations. Third Edition.
Crown Svo. 5^-.

XV. The Chemical Effects of Ligh'i
AND Photography. By Dr. Her-
mann Vogel. Translation thoroughly
revised. With 100 Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Crown Svo. f^s.

XVI. The Life and Growth of Lan-
guage. By Professor William Dwighl
Whitney. Fifth Edition. Crowr
Svo. 5J-.

XVII. Money and the Mechanism 01

Exchange. By W. Stanley Jevons,
M.A., F.R.S. Seventh Edition,

Ci^own Svo. 5^^.

XVIIL The Nature of Light. With
a General Account of Physical Optics.

By Dr. Eugene Lommel. With iSf

Illustrations and a Table of Spectrj

in Chromo-lithography. Fourth Edit,

Crown Svo. $s.

XIX. Animal Parasites and Mess
mates. By P. J. Van Beneden,
With S3 Illustrations. Third Edition
Crown Svo. 5^.

XX. Fermentation. By Professo:

Schikzenberger. With 28 Illustrations.

Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

XXI. The Five Senses of Man. B3
Professor Bernstein. With 91 Illus

trations. Fifth Edition. Crown Svo.

XXII. The Theory of Sound in it:

Relation to Music. By Professo

Pietro Blaserna. With numerous Illus

trations. Third Edition. Crown Svo

XXIII. Studies in Spectrum AnalY'
sis. By J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.
Fourth Edition. With six Photogra
phic Illustrations of Spectra, and nu
merous Engi-avings on Wood. Crowr
Svo. 6s. 6d.
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CXIV. A History of the Growth of
THE Steam Engine. By Professor

R. H. Thurston. With numerous
IHustrntions. Third Edition. Crown
8vo. 6^. 6d.

CXV. Education as a Science. By
Alexander Bain, LL.D. Sixth

Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

CXVI. The Human Species. By Prof.

A. De Quatrefages. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo. 55.

CXVn. Modern Chromatics. With
AppHcations to Art and Industry. By
Ogden N. Rood. With 130 original

Illustrations. Second Edition, Crown
8vo. 5J-.

[XVIII. The Crayfish : an Introduc-
tion to the Study of Zoology. By
Professor T. H. Huxley. With 82
Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Crown
8vo. 5^-.

CXIX. The Brain as an Organ of
Mind. By H. Charlton Bastian,

M.D. With numerous Illustrations.

Third Edition. Crown Svo, 5^.

:XX. The Atomic Theory. By Prof.

Wurtz. Translated by G. Clemin-
shaw, F.C.S. Fourth Edition. Crown
Svo. 5J-.

:;XXI. The Natural Conditions of
Existence as they affect Animal
Life. By Karl Semper. With 2 Maps
and 106 Woodcuts. Third Edition.

Crown Svo. 5^-.

IXXII. General Physiology of
Muscles and Nerves. By Prof. J.
Rosenthal. Third Edition. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo. '^s.

;XXIII. Sight : an Exposition of the
Principles of Monocular and Binocular
Vision. By Joseph Le Conte, LL.D.
Second Edition. With 132 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo. 5^.

IXXIV. Illusions : a Psychological

Study. By James Sully. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. 5j-.

;XXV. Volcanoes: what they are
and what they teach. r.y

Professor J. W. Judd, F.R.S. With
92 Illustrations on Wood. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

;XXVI. Suicide : an Essay on Com-
parative Moral Statistics. By Prof.

II. Morselii. Second Edition. With
Diagrams. Crown Svo. 5^-.

XXXVIL The Brain and its Func-
tions. ByJ. Luys. Second Edition.
With Illustrations. Crown Svo. 5^.

XXXVIII. Myth and Science : an
Essay. By Tito Vignoli. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. 55.

XXXIX. The Sun. By Professor Young.
With Illustrations. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. 5^.

XL. Ants, Bees, and Wasps : a Record
of Observations on the Habits of the
Social Hymenoptera. By Sir John
Lubbock, Bart., M.P. With 5 Chromo-
lithographic Ilkistrations. Eighth
Edition. Crown Svo ^s.

XLI. Animal Intelligence. By G. J.
Romanes, LL.D., F.R.S. Fourth
Edition. Crown Svo. t^s.

XLII. The Concepts and Theories of
Modern Physics. By J. B. Stallo.
Third Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

XLIII. Diseases of Memory : an Essay
in the Positive Pyscholog^'. By Prof.
Th. Ribot. Third Edition. Crown
Svo. 5J-.

XLIV. Man before Metals. By N.
Joly. Third Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

XLV. The Science of Politics. By
Prof. Sheldon Amos. Third Edit.
Crown. Svo. 5^.

XLVI. Elementary Meteorology.
By Robert H. Scott. Third Edition.
With numerous Illustrations. Crown
Svo. 5J-.

XLVII. The Organs of Speech and
their Application in the For-

!
MATioN OF Articulate Sounds.

! By Georg Hermann von Meyer.

j

With 47 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 5^.

j

XLVIII. Fallacies: a View of Logic

j

from the Practical Side. By Alfred

j

Sidgwick. Second Edition. Crown
I

Svo. ^s.

I

XLIX. Origin of Cultivated Plants.

;

By Alphonse de Candolle. Crown Svo.

L. Jelly Fish, Star Fish, and Sea
Urchins. Being a Reearch on
Primitive Nervous Systems. By
Ci. J. Romanes. Crown Svo. 5j-.

LI. The Common Sense of the I-:.xact

Sciences. By the late William King-
don Clifford. Second Edition. With
ICO Figures. 5^.
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LII, Physical Expression : Its Modes
AND Principles. By Francis Warner,

M.D., F.R.C.P. With 50 Illustra-

tions. $s.

LIII, Anthropoid Apes. By Robert

Hartmann. With 63 Illustrations. 5^-.

LIV. The Mammalia in their Rela-

tion TO Primeval Times. By
Oscar Schmidt. With 51 Woodcuts.

LV. Comparative Literature. By H.
Macaulay Posnett, LL.D. 5^,

LVI. Earthquakes and other Earth
INIovEMENTS. By Prof. John Milne.
With 38 Figures. 5^.

LVII. Microbes, Ferments, and
Moulds. By E. L, Trouessart.
With 107 Illustrations. 5J-.

MILITARY ^ATORKS.
BARRINGTON{Capt. J. r.)—England

on the Defensive ; or, the Problem

of Invasion Critically Examined.

Large crown 8vo. with Map, 7^. (id.

BRACKENBURY {Col. C. B.) R.A.
—Military Handbooks for Regi-

mental Officers :

L Military Sketching and Re-

connaissance. By Colonel F. J.

Hutchison and Major H. G. Mac-

Gregor. Fourth Edition. With 15

Plates. Small crown 8vo. 4J.

II. The Elements of Modern
Tactics Practically applied to

English Formations. By Lieut.

-

Col. Wilkinson Shaw. Fifth Edit.

With 25 Plates and Maps. Small

crown 8vo. gs.

III. Field Artillery : its_ Equip-

ment, Organisation, and Tactics. By
Major Sisson C. Pratt, R.A. With
12 Plates. Second Edition. Small

crown 8vo. 6s.

IV. The Elements of ISIilitary

Administration. First Part : Per-

manent System of Administration.

By Major J. W. Buxton. Small

crown 8vo. js. bd.

V. Military Law : its Procedure and

Practice. By Major Sisson C. Pratt,

R.A. Second Edition. Small crown

8vo. 4^^. 6d.

VI. Cavalry in Modern War. By
Col. F. Chenevix Trench. Small

crown 8vo. 6^-.

VII. Field Works. Their Technical

Construction and Tactical Applica-

tion. By the Editor, Col. C. B.

Brackenbury, R. A. Small crown 8vo.

BRENT [Brig.-Gen. J. Z.)—MoBiLiz-
able Fortifications and their
Controlling Influence in War.
Crown 8vo. 5^.

BROOKE {Major C. A'.)—A System of
Field Training. Small crown 8vo.

•zs.

CLERY (C.) Lieut. -Col—M.\^o^ Tac-
tics. With 26 Maps and Plans.

Sixth and cheaper Edition, revised.

Crown 8vo. gj.

COL VILE {Lieut. -Col. C. i^)—Mill
tary Tribunals. Sewed, 2s. 6d.

CRAUFURD {Capt. II. 7.)—Sugges-
tions FOR THE Military Train-
ing OF A Company of Infantry.
Crown 8vo. \s. (td.

HAMILTON {Capt. Ian) A.D.C. -The
Fighting of the Future, is.

HARRISON {Lieut. -Col. R.) — The
Officer's Memorandum Book for
Peace and War. Third Edition.

Oblong 32mo. roan, with pencil, y. 6d.

Notes on Cavalry Tactics, Organi-
sation, &c. By a Cavalry Officer.

With Diagrams. Demy 8vo. I2J'.

PARR {Capt. H. HcMavi) C.Af.G.—TnR
Dress, Horses, and Equipment of
Infantry and Staff Officers,
Cro\vn 8vo. IJ'.

SCHA IV {Col. II.)—The. Defence and
Attack of Positions and Locali-
ties. Third Edition, revised and
corrected. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

STONE {Capt. F. Gleadowe) R.A.—Tac-
tical Studies from the Franco-
German War of 1870-71. With
22 Lithographic Sketches and Maps.
Demy 8vo. 30^.

The Campaign ok Fredericksburg,
November to December, 1862 : a
Study for Officers of Volunteers. By
a Line Officer. Crown 8vo. With
Five Maps and Plans.

WILKINSON (//. Spenser) Capt. 20th
Lancashire R. V.—Citizen Soldiers.
Essays tov/ards the Improvement of
the Volunteer Force. Crown 8vo.
2s. 6d.
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POETRY.
iDAMOFST. F/CrCi^—The Litur-

gical Poetry of Adam of St.

Victor. From the text of Gautier.

With Translations into English in the

Original Metres, and Short Explana-

tory Notes. By Digby S. Wrangham,
M.A. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. printed on
hand-made paper, boards, 2is.

iUCHMUTY {A. C.)—Poems OF Eng-
LISH Heroism : From Brunanburgh
to Lucknow ; from Athelstan to Albert.

Small crown 8vo. \s. 6d.

3ARNES (William)—Vo-s-sis, OF Rural
Life, in the Dorset Dialect.
New Edition, complete in one vol.

Crown 8vo. 8j. 6d.

3AYNES {Rev. Canon H. J?.)—Home
Songs for Quiet Hours. Fourth

and cheaper Edition. Fcp. Svo.

2J. (>d.

3EVINGT0N (Z. .S".)—Key Notes.
Small crown 8vo. ^s.

3LUNT (JVilfrid Scawen'S—lwe. Wind
AND THE Whirlwind. Demy Svo.

\s. 6d.

The Love Sonnets of Proteus. Fifth

Edition. i8mo. cloth extra, gilt top,

30WEN (H. C.) i7/.^.—Simple Eng-
lish Poems. English Literature for

Junior Classes. In Four Parts. Parts

I. II. and III. 6d. each, and

Part IV. 15., complete 35.

3RYANT [IV. C.) — Poems. Cheap
Edition, with Frontispiece. Small

crown 8vo. y. 6d.

"alderon's Dramas : the Wonder-
working Magician—Life is a Dream
—the Purgatory of St. Patrick. Trans-

lated by Denis Florence MacCarthy.
Post Svo. IOJ-.

;:amoens Lusiads. Portuguese Text
with English Translation, by J. J.

AuBERTiN. Second Edition. 2 vols.

Crown Svo. 12s.

CAMPBELL (Z,ra'M)—Sophocles. The
Seven Plays in English Verse. Crown
Svo. Ts. 6d.

CERVANTES. — JovRSEY to Par-
nassus. Spanish Text, with Trans-

lation into English Tercets, Preface,

and Illustrative Notes, by James Y.

GiiiSON. Crown Svo. I2j.

CERVANTES—confirmed.

Numantia; a Tragedy. Translated
from the Spanish, with Introduction
and Notes, by James Y. Gibson.
Crown Svo., printed on hand-made
paper, 55.

CLTA VANNES{Mary Charlotte).—K Few
Translations from Victor Hugo,
and other Poets. Small crown
Svo. 2/. 6a'.

CIIRLSTIE [A. y.)—The End ok .AIan.

With 4 Autotype Illustrations. 4to.

IOJ-. f)d.

CLARKE {Mary Cowden)—HoiiEV FROM
the Weed. Verses. Crown Svo.

7s.

COCKLE {Mrs. .l^j.^)—Fantasias.
Small cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

COXLLEAD (^M^/)—Birds and Babies.
Imp. i6mo. With 33 Illustrations.

2s. 6d.

DANTE—T-R-E. Divina Commedia of
Dante Alighieri. Translated, line

for line, in the ' Terza Rima ' of the

original, with Notes, by Frederick
K. H. Haselfoot, M.A. Demy Svo.

DE BERANGER.—K Selection from
his Songs. In English Verse. By
William Toynuee. Small crown
Svo. 2s. 6d.

DENNLS (7.) — English Sonnets.
Collected and Arranged by. Small
crown Svo. 2s. 6d,

DENT {Mrs. IVilliam)—Ceylon : a
Descriptive Poem, with Notes. Small
crown Svo. is. 6d.

DERRVand RAPILOE {William Alex-
ander) Bishop of, D.D., D.C.L.-
Sr. Augustine's Holiday, and
other Poems. Crown Svo. ds.

DE VERE (^w/^r-y/)—Poetical Works:
I. The Search after Proser-

pine, &c. 65.

II. The Legends of St. Patrick,
&c. 6j.

III. Alexander the Great, &c.
6j.

The Foray of Queen Heave, and
other Legends of Ireland's Heroic
Age. Small crown Svo. 55.
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DE VERB (^w/yrt^)— continued.

Legends of the Saxon Saints.

Small crown 8vo. 6j.

DILLON (^;M?/;-)—River Songs and

other Poems. With 13 Autotypa

Illustrations from designs by Margery

May. Fcp. 4to. cloth extra, gilt

leaves, \os. 6d.

Z?05^(9iV(^//i-//'/)—OldWorldIdylls,
and other Verses. Sixth Edition.

i8mo. cloth extra, gilt tops, 6s.

At the Sign of the Lyre. Fourth

Edition. Elzevir 8vo., gilt top, 6j.

DOMETT (Alfred)—'Rasolf and Am-
OHIA : a Dream of Two Live^. New
Edition revised. 2 vols. Crcvn Svo.

\2S.

Dorothy : a Country Story in Elegiac

Verse. With Preface. Demy Svo. 5^.

DOWDEN (Edward) LL.D.—Skak-
spere's Sonnets. With Introduc-

tion and Notes. Large post Svo.

7^. 6d.

DCLCE Cor : being the Poems of Ford

Bereton. With Two Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 6s.

DUTT (Torii)—K Sheaf Gleaned in

French Fields. New Edition.

Demy Svo. los. 6d.

Ancient Ballads and Legends of

Hindustan. With an Introductory

Memoir by Edmund Gosse. Second

Edition. I'Smo. Cloth extra, gilt top, 5^.

EDWARDS (Miss Bet/ia>u) — ToE^is.

Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

ELDRYTH (Mz«^)—Margaret, and

other Poems. Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

All Souls' Eve, ' No God,' and other

Poems. Fcp. Svo. y. 6d.

ELLIOTT (Ebenczer), The Corn Law
Rhymer—Poems. Edited by his Son,

the Rev. Edwin Elliott, of St. John's,

Antigua. 2 vols, crown Svo. \Zs.

English Verse. Edited by W. J. Lin-

ton and R. H. Stoddard. In 5

vols. Crown Svo. each 55.

I. Chaucer to Burns.
2. Translations.

3. Lyrics of the Nineteenth Cen-

tury.
4. Dramatic Scenes and Charac-

ters.

5. Ballads and Romances.

EVANS (^«;z<?)— Poems and Music.
With Memorial Preface by Ann
Thackeray Ritchie. Large crown

Svo. 7y.

EOSKETT (Edward)—V0Y.y\%. Crown
Svo. 6s.

GOODCHILD (John A.) — Somnia
jSIedici. Small crown Svo. Two
Series, 5^. each.

GOSSE (Edmtmd TF.)—New Poems.
Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

Firdausi in Exile, and other Poems.

Elzevir Svo. gilt top, 6s.

GRINDROD (C/iar/^j)— Plays from
English History. Crown Svo.

7J-. 6d.

The Stranger's Story and his Poem,
The Lament of Love : An Epi-

sode of the Malvern Hills. Small

crown Svo. ts. 6d.

GURNE Y (Rev. Alfred)—The Vision of
the Eucharist, and other Poems.

Crown Svo. 5^.

A Christmas Faggot. Small crown

Svo. 5^-.

HEYWOOD (y.C.) — Herodias. A
Dramatic Poem. New Edition re-

vised. Small crown Svo. 5^.

Antonius. a Dramatic Poem. New-

Edition, Revised. Small crown Svo.

HICKEY (E. H.)—K Sculptor, and

other Poems. Small crown Svo. 5^-.

HOLE (W. <7.)—Procris, and other

Poems. Fcp. Svo. 3^-. 6d,

KEA TS (John") — Poetical Works.
Edited by W. T. Arnold. Large

crown Svo. choicely printed on hand-

made paper, with Portrait \neazc forte.

Parchment, or cloth, 12^. ; vellum, ip.

KING (Mrs. Hamilton)—The Discipi.es.

Eighth Edition, with Portrait and

Notes. Crown Svo. ^s.

A Book of Dreams. Crown S\'o. 3i.6(/.

AWOX (The Hon. Mrs. 0. iV.)—Four
Pictures from a Life, and other

Poems. Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

KoSMOS ; or, The Hope of the World.

Small crown Svo. y. 6d.
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.ANG (/^.)—XXXII Ballades in Blue
China. Elzevir 8vo. parchment, or

cloth, 5J-.

Rhymes A la Mode, With Frontis-

piece by E. A. Abbey. Elzevir 8vo.

cloth extra, gilt top, 5J.

.ASCELLES (^(j/iw)—Golden Fet-

ters, and other Poems. Small crown

8vo. 3^. 6</

.AWSON {Right Hon. Mr. Justice)—

Hymni Usitati Latine Redditi,

with other Verses. Small Svo. parch-

ment, 5j.

.essing's Nathan the Wise. Trans-

lated by Eustace K. Corbett. Crown
Svo. 6j.

/iviN-G English Poets, mdccclxxxii.
With Frontispiece by Walter Crane.

Second Edition. Large crown Svo.

printed on hand-made paper. Parch-

ment, or cloth, \2s. ; vellum, 15^.

.OCRER (i^.)—London Lyr[CS. New
Edition, with Portrait. i8mo. cloth

extra, gilt tops, '^s.

^OVE in Idleness. A Volume of Poems.

With an etching by W. B. Scott.

Small crown Svo. 5^.

^OVE Sonnets of Proteus. With
Frontispiece by the Author. Elzevir

Svo. 5J.

lUMSDEN {Lieut.-Col. II. ^.)—Beo-
wulf : an Old English Poem.
Translated into Modern Rhymes.
Second and revised Edition. Small

crown Svo. 5^.

'.YSAGHT {Sidney i^'oyj-e).—A Modern
Ideal. A Dramatic Poem. Small

crown Svo. ^s.

MAGNUSSON {Einkr) M.A., and
PALMER (E. H.) J/.^.—Johan
LuDviG Runeberg'sLyrical Songs,
Idylls, and Epigrams. Fcp. Svo.

MAKCLOUD (^ww).—Ballads of the
Western Highlands and Islands
OF Scotland. Small crown Svo.

Zs. ed.

MCNA UGHTON{J. A^.)—Onnalinda.
A Romance. Small crown Svo. "Js. 6J.

M.D.C.—Passages from some Jour-
nals, and other Poems. Small crown
Svo. 3^. bd.

M. D. C— Three Lyrical Dramas :

Sintram, The Friends of Syracuse,

The Lady of Kynast. Small crown
Svo. y. bd.

The Kaleefeii and the Wag ; or,

the Quintuple Deceit. An Extrava-

ganza in Two Acts. Crown Svo. \s.

Chronicles of Christopher Co-
lumbus : a Poem in Twelve Cantos.

Crown Svo. 7^. bd.

MEREDITH (Owen) {The Earl of
Lytton] Lucile. New Edition With
32 Illustrations. l6mo. 35. bd. ; cloth

extra, gilt edges, 4s. bd.

MORRIS (Z^Wj)— Poetical Works.
New and Cheaper Editions, with Por-

trait, complete in 3 vols. 5^. each.

Vol. I. contains Songs of Two Worlds.

Eleventh Edition.

Vol. II. contains The Epic of Hades.

Twentieth Edition.

Vol. III. contains Gwen and the Ode of

Life. Sixth Edition.

The Epic of Hades. With 16 Auto-

type Illustrations after the drawings by

the late George R. Chapman. 4to.

cloth extra, gilt leaves, 21s.

The Epic of Hades. Presentation

Edition. 4to. cloth extra, gilt leaves,

los. bd.

Songs Unsung. Fifth Edition. Fcp.

Svo. 5s.

Gycia : a Tragedy in Five Acts. Fcp.

Svo. Ss.

The Lewis Morris Birthday Book.
Edited by S. S. Copeman. With
Frontispiece after a design by the late

George R. Chapman. 32mo. cloth

extra, gilt edges, 2s. ; cloth limp, is. bd.

MORSHEAD [E. D. ^.)—The House
Atreus. Being the Agamemnon,
Libation-Bearers, and Furies of ^^is-

chylus . Translated into EnglishVerse.

Crown Svo. "js.

The Suppliant Maidens of ^Eschy-
LUS. Crown Svo. 3^. bd,

MOZLEY{J. Richards).—twv. Romance
ofDennell. a Poem in Five Cantos.

Crown Svo. 75. bd.

MULHOLLAND {Rosa). — Vagrant
Verses. Small crown Svo. <ys.

NOEL {The Hon. Rodcn)—K Little
Child's Monument. Third
Edition. Small crown Svo. 3^. bd.
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NOEL {The Hon. i?oaV«)—continued.

The Red Flag, and other Poems.

New Edition. Small crown 8vo. ds.

The House of Ravensburg. New
Edition. Small crown 8vo. 6^.

Songs of the Heights and Deeps.

Crown 8vo. 6^.

OBBARD {Cottstaftce yl/a;7).—Burley
Bells. Small crown Svo. 35. 6d.

O'HAGAN {John) -The Song of
Roland. Translated into English

Verse. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown Svo. ^s. 1

PFEIFFER {Emily)—TYi^ Rhyme of I

the Lady of the Rock and How
IT Grew. Small crown Svo. y. 6d.

Gerard'sMonument, and other Poems.

Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

Under the Aspens : Lyrical and
Dramatic. With Portrait. Crown
Svo. es.

[

PIATT (7. 7.)—Idyls and Lyrics of
|

the Ohio Valley. Crown Svo. 5^-.
j

PIATT {Sarah M. B.)—K Voyage to
the Fortunate Isles, and other

Poems. I vol. Small crown Svo.

gilt top, 55.

In Primrose Time. A New Irish

Garland. Small crown Svo. 2.s. 6d.

P/?EVOST(Francis)—Meli-lot. Small

crown Svo. 3^. 6d. \

Rare Poems of the i6th and 17TH
Centuries. Edited by W. J. Linton.

Crown Svo. 5.^.

RHOADES (yrtOTfj)—The Georgics of
Virgil. Translated into English

Verse. Small crown Svo. 5^-.

ROBINSON {A. Mary F)—A Handful
OF Honeysuckle. Fcp. Svo. y. 6d.

The Crowned Hippolytus. Trans-

lated from Euripides. With New
Poems. Small crown Svo. cloth, $s.

ROUS (Z2V«A-C<7/.)—Conradin. Small

crown Svo. 2s.

SCHILLER {Friedrich)—V^ALLENSTEiN.
A Dram'a. Done in English Verse,

by J. A. W. Hunter, M.A. Crown
Svo. Js. 6d.

SCHWARTZ {J. M. fT.)—Nivalis :

a Tragedy in Five Acts. Crown Svo.

SCOTT {E. y. Z.)—The Eclogues of
Virgil. Translated into English

Verse. Small crown Svo. y. 6d.

SCOTT {George F. £.)—Theodora, and

other Poems. Small crown Svo. y.6d.

SEYMOUR {F. H. ^.1—Rienzi. A
Play in Five Acts. Small crown Svo.

Shakspere's Works. The Avon Edition,

12 vols. fcp. Svo. cloth, iSj. ; and

in box, 2IJ-. ; bound in 6 vols,

cloth, 15^-.

SHERBROOKE {Viscoimt)—Voevi?, of
A Life. Second Edition. Small

crown Svo. zs. 6d.

SMITH {J. W. Gilbart)—TnE Loves of
Vandyck : a Tale of Genoa. Small

crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

The Log o' the ' Norseman,' Small

crown Svo. 5^.

Songs of Coming Day. Small crown
Svo. 35. 6d.

Sophocles : The Seven Plays in English

Verse. Translated by Lewis Camp-
bell. Crown Svo. 7^, 6d.

SPICER {Henry)—UAfiKA: a Drama in

Three Acts (as represented at the

Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, March
loth, 1877). Third Edition, crown
Svo. y. bd.

Uriel Acosta, in Three Acts. From
the German of Gatzkow. Small

crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

SYMONDS {John Addington).— \AGA-
BUNDULi Libellus Crown Svo. 6.?.

Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered. Trans-

lated by Sir John Kingston James,
Bart. 2 vols, printed on hand-made
paper, parchment, bevelled boards,

large crown Svo. 2\s.

TA YLOR {Sir //.)—Works Complete in

Five Volumes. Crown Svo. 30J.

Philip van Artevelde. Fcp. Svo.

3.. 6d.

The Virgin Widow, &c. Fcp. Svo.

y. 6d.

The Statesman. Fcp. Svo. y. 6d.

7'A YLOR {Augttstus) — VOETAS. Fcp.
Svo. 55.

TODHUNTER {Dr. ^) — Laurella,
and other Poems. Crown Svo. ds, 6d.

Forest Songs. Small crown Svo. y.dd.
The True Tragedy of Rienzi : a

Drama. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

Alcestis : a Dramatic Poem. Extra
fcp. Svo. y,

Helena in Troas. Small crown
Svo. 2s. 6d.



Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co.'s Publications.

TYLER (J/. C.) — Anne Boleyn : a

Tragedy in Six Acts. Small crown

8vo. 2s. 6d.

TYNAN (A'(i///6-r/«^)—Louise de la
Valliere, and other Poems. Small

crown 8vo. y. dd.

WA TTS {Alaric Alfred and Emma Mary
Hoivitt) — Aurora : a Medley of

Verse. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, bevelled

boards, 55.

WEBSTER {Augusta)—\^ a Day: a

Drama. Small crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Disguises : a Drama. Small crown

8vo. 5^.

Wet Days. By a Farmer, Small crown

8vo. 6s.

I WOOD {Rev. F. /f'.)—Echoes of the
Night, and other Poems. Small
crown 8vo. 3^'. 6d.

Wordsworth Birthday Book, The.
Edited by Adelaide and Violet
Wordsworth. 32mo. limp cloth,

IS. 6d. ; cloth extra, 2s.

YOUNGMAN{Thomas George)—Po^^is.
Small crown 8vo. 5^.

YOUNGS {Ella Sharpe)—VAvnvs, and
other Poems. Small crown 8vo.

3^. 6d.

A Hearts Life, Sarpedon, and other

Poems. Small crown 8vo. 3J. 6d.

^A^ORKS OF FICTION.
' All But : ' a Chronicle of Laxenford

Life. By Pen Oliver, F.R.C.S.

With 20 Illustrations. Second Edit.

Crown Svo. 6s.

BANKS [Mrs. G. Z.)—God's Provi-

dence House. New Edition. Crown
8vo. 3J. 6d.

CHICHELE (J/ary)—Doing and Un-
doing : a Stor}'. Crown 8vo. \s. 6d.

Danish Parsonage. By an Angler.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

GRAY {Maxwell)—Tn-E Silence of
Dean Maitland. A Novel. 3 vols.

Crown Svo. 315. 6d.

HUNTER (^aj)—Crime of Christ-
mas Day. a Tale of the Latin

Quarter. By the Author of 'My
Ducats and My Daughter.' li'.

HUNTER {Hay) and WHYTE (
Walter)

My Ducats and My Daughter.
New and Cheaper Edition. With
Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Hurst and Hanger. A History in

Two Parts. 3 vols. 31J. 6d.

INGELUW {yean)—Ov¥ THE Skelligs.
A Novel. With Frontispiece. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

JENKINS {Edward)—A Secret of
Two Lives. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

KIELLAND {Alexander Z.)—Carman
and Worse. A Norwegian Novel.

Authorised Translation by W. W.
Kettlewell. Crown Svo. 6s.

LANG {Andrew)— \-n the Wrong Par-
adise, and other Stories. Crown
Svo. 6^.

MACDONALD (6^.)—Donal Grant.
A Novel. New and Cheap Edition,

with Frontispiece. Crown Svo. 6s.

Castle Warlock. A Novel. New
and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. <)s.

Malcolm. With Portrait of the Author
engraved on Steel. Sixth Edition.

Crown Svo. 6s.

The Marquis of Lossie. Fifth

Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. 6s.

St. George and St. Michael. Fourth

Edition, With Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. 6s.

Paul Faber, Surgeon. Crown Svo.

6s.

Thomas Wingfold, Curate. Crown
Svo. 6s.

What's Mine's Mine. Second Edition.

With Frontispiece. Crown Svo. 6^.

Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood.
Fifth Edition. With Frontispiece.

Crown Svo. 6s.

The Seaboard Parish : a Sequel to

' Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood.'

Fourth Edition. With Frontispiece.

Crown Svo, 6s.

Wilfred Cumrermede. An Auto-

biographical Story. Fourth Edition.

With Frontispiece. Crown Svo. 6s.

MALET (Z^raj)—Colonel Enderby's
Wife. A Novel. New and Cheaper

Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. 6s.

MUI.HOLLAND {Rosa) — Marcella
Grace. An Irish Novel. Crown
Svo. 6s.



$6 Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co!s Publications.

PALGRAVE (m Q/or^)—HermanN
Agha : an Eastern Narrative. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

SUA IV (Flora Z.) -Castle Blair; a

Story of Youthful Days. New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d

STRETTON {Hesba) — Through a
Needle's Eye. A Story. New and
Cheaper Edition, with Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

TA YLOR {Col.Meadows) C.S.I.,M.R.I.A.

Seeta. a Novel. New and Cheaper
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. 6s.

TiPPOO SuLTAUN : a Tale of the Myson
War. New Edition, with Frontispiece

Crown 8vo. 6s.

Ralph Darnell. New and Cheape
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crowi
8vo. 6s.

A Noble Queen. New and Cheape:
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crowi
8vo. 6^.

The Confessions of a Thug
Crown 8vo. 6s.

Tara : a Mahratta Tale. Crown 8vo
6s.

Within Sound of the Sea. Nev
and Cheaper Edition, with Frontis

piece. Crown 8vo. 6s.

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.
Brave Men's Footsteps. A Book of

Example and Anecdote for Young
People. By the Editor of ' Men who
have Risen.' With Four Illustrations

byC. Doyle. Eighth Edition. Crown
8vo. 3J. 6d.

COXHEAD (A//^/)—Birds and Babies,
With 33 Illustrations. Imp. l6mo.
cloth gilt, 2s. 6d.

DA VIES {G. Chnstopher) — Rambles
AND Adventures of our School
Field Club. With Four Illustra-

tions. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crovra 8vo. 3^. 6d.

EDMONDS (Herbert) — Well-spent
Lives : a Series of Modern Biogra-

phies. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

EVANS (Mark)—Thy. Story of our
Father's Love, told to Children.

Sixth and Cheaper Edition of Theology
for Children. With Four Illustra-

tions. Fcp. 8vo. i.f. 6d.

MAC KENNA (S. 7.)—Plucky Fel-
lows. A Book for Boys. With Six

Illustrations. Fifth Edition. Crown
8vo. y. 6d.

REANEY (Mrs. G. i".)—Waking and
Working ; or, From Girlhood to

Womanhood. New and Cheaper
Edition. With a Frontispiece. Cr.

8vo. y. 6d,

REANEY (Mrs. G. 5.)—continued.

Blessing and Blessed : a Sketch o;

Girl Life. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. 37. 6d.

Rose Gurney's Discovery. A Bool
for Girls. Dedicated to their Mothers,

Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

\

English Girls : Their Place and Power.
With Preface by the Rev. R. W. Dale.

Fourth Edition. Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d.

Just Anyone, and other Stories. Three
: Illustrations. Royal i6mo. \s. 6d.

!

Sunbeam Willie, and other Stories

Three Illustrations. Royal i6mo
\s. 6d.

Sunshine Jenny, and other Stories.

Three Illustrations. Royal l6mo
\s. 6d.

STORR (Francis) and TURNER (Hawes)
Canterbury Chimes; or, Chaucei

Tales Re-told to Children. With Sij

Illustrations from the EUesmere MS.
Third Edition. Fcp, 8vo. 3.J. 6d.

STRETTON (Hesba)—David Lloyd's
Last Will. . With Four Illustra

tions. New Edition, Royal i6mo.
2s. 6d.

WHITAKER (Florence)—C^^ii-XY's In
HERITANCE : A London Story. Illus-

trated. Royal i6mo, \s. 6d.

Spottiswoode df Co. Printers, New-street Square, London.
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